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Roland (UK) Ltd.
West Cross Centre,

Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9EZ.

Tel: 01-568 1247

Within 20 seconds of power up,
the W-30 is ready to roll. Plug in,

switch on and put on your
headphones and you've got

16 Tracks of Super-MRC-style sequencing,
together with the equivalent of an S-330

Sampler (with 64 ROM tones immediately available) and a
Controller Keyboard. So you won't find your best ideas have

evaporated by the time you've set your system up.

Weighing in at less than 30 Ibs,
the W-30 Music Workstation can

be on hand wherever you are.
Meanwhile back at the ranch it

becomes the heart of your MIDI system.
Together with external modules it gives 24

separate channels of MIDI information, while the 8 individual
outputs retain complete flexibility for mixing and effects.

The W -30's system has been
designed to accept Roland's

MRC and Director -S sequencer
data as well as all S -series

sound disks, and because it is
equipped with TVFs and TVAs you can

synthesize both Sound Library and custom samples. Plus there's an
optional SCSI interface (in addition to the built in Disk Drive) for

efficient hard disk or CD-ROM data management.

Anytime, anyplace, anyware. Well it isn't a drinks cabinet,
but it is practically everything else that a musician could want.

W-30 MUSIC WORKSTATION
The Writer's One!

With apologies to Martini!!

Please send me more details on the
Roland W-30 Music Workstation

Name

Address



U110 16 ba sample player, GS6 guitar pr.
Mother Keyboard, W30 workstation.
 module, MIK mixer, RB and R5 drum

IPLI

16 bit stereo sampler of oncompromisog
quality S1000hd 40

S1000 playback p

FREQUENCY EMPHASIS ENV. MOD

4I, I
.

-SEC SEC IVI-EC SEC o

IDIMOOG: CASIO DM:

16 bit stereo sample player,
on board signal processing,
multi outputs, multi timbral.

New - Portable DAT -
Compact & Lightweight.

MAC PLUS & MIDI
INTERFACE

£995.00 VAT

TSC FIRSTS
EMU EMAX II, 16 BIT STEREO SAMPLER

KORG M3 R MULTIMBAL SYNTH
ROLAND U20 PCM SAMPLE PLAYER

ROLAND TR808 RACKMOUNT
DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS

ROLAND GS6 GUITAR PROCESSOR
DATARIGHT S1000 RAM 80N/S
OBIERACK ANALOGUE SYNTH

DATARIGHT CDROM ONLY £865.00  VAT

ALL ITEMS ARE SECONDHAND AND
CARRY A 28 DAY TSC WARRANTY
S/H AKAI MG14D 12 TRACK £1849.00
S/H AKAI MG614 £550.00
S/H FOSTEX B16 £1850 00
Ex Den SOUNDTRACS MIDI PC £4500.00
S/H KORG M1 - 00
S/H QUADREVERB £335.00
S/H DRAWMER NOISEGATE £199.00
S/H EMU EMAX £1299.00
S/H CASIO DA -2 )AT RECORDER £550.00
S/H YAMAHA DMP7 £1350.00
S/H AKAI S900 £849.00
ROLAND DSP 2000 DEVERB £149.00

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

YesiTHESie..c.R COMPAim L.71
)N NW8 9PR TELEPHONE 01 258 3454 FAY 01 '3'62 82



orial
CRYSTAL

THE GAME OF trying to predict what course the
development of electronic musical instruments and
accessories is going to take used to be a common
pastime amongst those with an interest in the subject.

The majority of the punters - typically - were content to

envisage more of the same, only smaller and cheaper.
Equally typically, the majority of those who were smart

enough to have got ourselves involved in the trade knew

better - we could see all manner of more significant
innovation just around the corner. Of course the details

were never too clear...
Amusingly enough, developments that have given us

smaller, cheaper versions of state-of-the-art musical
equipment have been considerably more common than

those of a more informed" nature. The digital reverb
revolution, for example, and the afforable sampler. And as

for workstations: weren't we talking about the same thing

when we mentioned the Fairlight or Synclavier? The
difference is that very few people realistically expected to

be able to afford either. You come across a lot less of this

crystal ball gazing these days.

Taking stock of what's happened over the last five or so

years, it's been a pretty disappointing time. There has

been a number of notable instruments appear but they

have represented more a refinement of existing technology

than advancements in it. Both popular and more "serious"

music has continued to evolve in the same way it's always

evolved - subject to the forces of popular opinion, record

company financial policies and even in response to some

of this technology finding its way into younger, more liberal

hands. But the smaller/cheaper/easier technological
progress of the last half of the decade is having a
tremendous effect on the music being made and
consumed today: it has radically altered the expectations

of everyone concerned. Musicians expect different things

of their instruments, record companies expect different
things of their artists and the record -buying public expect

different things of the record companies. Typically (once

again), it's the punter who's getting the worst deal. But

that's another story.

Let's concentrate on the musician. From the best -paid

pro down to the enthusiast of more modest means, the
musician has raised his expectations of his gear.
Obviously any new piece of equipment is expected to offer

VOYAGER
more features, quieter audio circuitry and greater
compatibility with everything else. More significantly, the

musician's expectations for his own music -making
facilities have risen by an incredible amount. From writing

on a cheap synth and drum machine and taking a mental

picture of a piece of music into a studio with
"professional" instruments, our musician is now doing

pre -production work at home and taking instruments and

computers into a studio expecting to be able to rebuild a

bedroom setup next to a 30 -channel desk and a multitrack

tape machine. Many are already producing master -quality

recordings by taking care with signal levels and mastering

to a DAT recorder. Some are doing this without resorting

to multitrack tape at all. If your music allows it, you can

get by using MIDI sequencing and only electronic sound

sources - although the cost of sample memory is now
making it practical to incorporate acoustic sounds and
non -MIDI instruments into a MIDI studio. Ask any small

commercial studio owner: there are more recordings being

made in people's back rooms than he'd ever have

imagined possible.
The old-style keyboard player just doesn't exist any more.

These days he (or she) is as familiar with equipment and

techniques that have long been regarded as the territory

of the studio engineer. It's no longer enough to confine

your hi -tech shopping list to technology you can play -

you've got to include signal processors, mixers,
patchbays, monitors... Even players on the cabaret
circuit are cashing in on the convenience and flexibility of

MIDI, sequencing and sampling. Today's MIDI -aware
musician is realistically hoping to have a complete home

studio at his or her disposal.

I suppose the logical way to sign off here is to recognise

that you, the readership of this magazine, should expect

different things of it - I certainly do. Recognised as a

"keyboard players'" magazine, Music Technology has
adapted over the years to reflect the interests and
requirements of musicians using hi -tech equipment and

practices. Signal processors have been a part of the
regular coverage of the magazine for several years now.

Last month you saw our first review of a "serious" mixing

desk. It won't be the last, and you can expect to see small

monitoring systems making an appearance very soon. You

need to know about it to be able to use it. Tg
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Acorn
a sampling of synthesising technology
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Armadillo A616 Stereo
Sampler
 Sixteen bit Stereo Sampler
 Edits Sections whilst Sample is still

running
 Real time graphical editing
 Multiple Samples may be merged to

form one Sample
 The A616 is the INITIAL

Component of Direct to Disc
recording system (due for release
early next year)

 Multiple Samples may be viewed and
edited simultaneously

 Operates under windows
environment

 19" rack mountable (1U)

Acorn Music Systems are only available through the
Hugh Symons Music Division UK dealer network.

U GH SY41:10NS

D I If N

Acorn Archimedes
Series
The Acorn Archimedes and
A3000 computers are different
from any other computer
currently used within the music
industry as their utilization of
new technology greatly
increases their performance
over others. At the heart of this
technology lies the 32 -bit
Acorn Reduced Instruction Set
Chip (RISC), capable of
executing an average of 4 mips
(Million instructions per
second).

Once applied to professional
music the Archimedes multi-
tasking environment provides
the power required to
sequence, sample and edit
simultaneously.

Pandora's Inspiration
 8 track Subgroup mixer with

real-time record and mute facility
 Graphical and numerical

real-time editing
 Midi patching
 Track splitting accuracy to

lms in 80 minutes
 256 tracks per reel
 99 reels available
 Multiple edit functions may be

performed simultaneously

Edit functions include:
 Push/pull quantisation
 Variable density quantisation
 Merge/unmerge all data types
 Vertical and horizontal

compression/expansion

Please telephone 0202 745744 for your free catalogue and details
of your nearest music dealer, or simply clip the coupon.

Please send me the free Hugh Symons Music Division catalogue and details of my
nearest dealer.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

&mod Efehieitee
Tel. No.

Return to: Hugh Symons Distribution Services, Freepost, Poole, Dorset BH12 4XA.



COMMENT
As musical equipment evolves, so does the
music that is made with it. But what of the
musicians - how is their evolution
determined by a microchip?

NEWSDESK
If it's news in the world of hi -tech music and

technology, you can keep up to date through

Music Technology's Newsdesk. No news is

bad news.

COMMUNIQUE
Is the possibility of digital copying of records

a real threat to the future of music, or is the
industry over -reacting? This and other
readers' points of view aired on MT's letters

page.

COMPETITION
Choosing the right sequencing software for
your Atari ST could be difficult - unless it
comes free, courtesy of an MT competition.
This month's star prize is TDM's impressive

Virtuoso program.

FREE ADS
As the sound of Christmas shoppers grows

ominously louder, there's no more

comfortable way of spending money than by

picking up a bargain or two through MT's free

classifieds.

YAMAHA SY77
It's been a while
revolutionised synthesisers with the DX7 but

now they're making ambitious claims about
their SY77. Simon Trask gets a glimpse of
Yamaha's latest synth.

ATARI STACY
While computer sequencing has the power,
hardware sequencing had the reliability...
Jeff Rona gets a sneak preview of a laptop
computer that has the best of both worlds.

ENSONIQ VFX-SD
One of the most refreshing synths of '89 was

Ensoniq's VFX, but how does it fare with a
new keyboard, disk drive and a powerful
onboard sequencer? David Bradwell looks at

Ensoniq's workstation.

HOLLIS TRACKMAN II
Perhaps the fastest -evolving Atari sequencing

software is Hollis Research's Trackman -
which has just reached version II. Ian Waugh

gets back on track.

KAWAI K4
Kawai's latest synth comes complete with
their latest approach to sound creation:

LUME 4 NUMBER 1 DE
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Digital Multi Spectrum synthesis. Ian Waugh

checks out some serious competition for FM
and LA.

WAL MIDI BASS 34
While the keyboard player, horn player and
guitarist have enjoyed the benefits of the
MIDI revolution, the humble bassist has
been sadly neglected. 011ie Crooke gets
down to (MIDI) basics.

KORG T1
Korg's latest line in synths is the T -series
workstations - modestly designed to pick up

where the successful M1 workstation left off.

Simon Trask climbs aboard the flagship Ti.

STEINBERG AVALON
You've got the perfect S900 snare sample
and you've just bought an Emulator III - you

either start again or buy Avalon. Vic Lennard

looks at a program which could become
indispensable for sample editing and
management.

KEYNOTE
CHAMELEON
Tired of swapping Atari disks to edit
parameters on different synths - or of paying

for a variety of editors? Send for a universal

synth editor. Ian "Mr Universe" Waugh flexes

Chameleon's muscles.

FM MELODY MAKER
Turn your Atari ST into a complete software

music system for well under a ton. Ian
Waugh fires up a new all -in -one music
program from an independent British
company.

1,111111111111111111111114
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GARY CHANG
While many of us dream of a career writing
music for films, a select few are actually
doing it. Lawrence Ullman talks to Gary
Chang, a resident Hollywood scorewriter.

THE ART OF NOISE ti
Well established as sampling innovators, the

Art Of Noise have just released their fourth
LP. David Bradwell talks to the Art's JJ
Jeczalik about Fairlights and fairplay.

0 I)
OUT TAKES
Music Technology's regular roundup of music

from those with recording contracts and
those still hoping. If you've got a demo you

think is worth sharing, why not drop us a
line?

S t u d i c:

ART SGE 82
With multi-fx processors appearing faster
than dissenting conservative back-benchers,

the pressure is on to come up with
something different. Simon Trask
investigates a processor that uses analogue
circuitry for its unique character.

Technology

ON THE BEAT (.'))

The basis of this month's article on drum
programming is swing - the rhythmic basis
for music as diverse as jazz and hip hop.
Nigel Lord swings out.

THE ANALOGUE
SAMPLER
Ever wished you could get some of those rich

old analogue sounds working comfortably
with your MIDI system? Greg Truckell
samples the sounds of the past.

KARL STEINBERG
Steinberg Research are responsible for
some of the most significant developments
in computer music systems in recent years.
Nigel Lord talks tech with Charlie Steinberg
on a rare visit to Britain.
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PRO TECH CLUB NO MORE

If you often read these pages, you'll

be familiar with the Casio Pro Tech
Users Club, formerly the FZ1 Club.

With the departure of the former
organiser of the Club, Mark Tinley,
for the USA, the Club has ceased
trading under his direction, and all
assets have been sold to a club
member. The new owner will be
providing similar services to the Pro

Tech club under a new name to

avoid confusion with previous
membership fees. The public
domain library will continue, but
discount vouchers issued to
members of the Pro Tech club will
not be valid for use in the new club.

All previous members will be
contacted with news of the new
club.

Mark Tinley plans to work on a new

sample library while he is in the

States, which will be digitally
recorded from DAT using an Akai
S1000 and digital interface card,
and will be available in a variety of
formats. A new company will be set
up to distribute the disks, and Pro
Tech Club members who have
discount vouchers issued by the
club will be able to use them
against purchases from the new
disk library. Dp

Akai have announced the release of

their new drum machine, the XR10,
and the keyboard version of the
popular S1000 sampler, the

S1000KB.
The XR10 is a 16 -bit

machine with 65 internal
sounds, many taken from
the MPC60 and S1000,
varying from the traditional

drum kit to up-to-date kicks

and snares, ethnic sounds,

Latin American percussion
and effects, as well as a
bass sample and orchestral

hit.

The XR10 has 50 preset patterns,

each with three variations, three fill-

ins and one intro, break and ending
(are Akai hedging their bets and also

aiming at the "home" keyboard
market here?), and 20 user -
programmable patterns.

Storage capacity is for up to 20
songs, and up to 99 different
patterns can be used per song.
Programming resolution for patterns

AKAI
ACTIVE

is 1/96th (96ppqn) and tempo
ranges from 40-296bpm. Sounds
can be triggered via the 15
rectangular pads assigned to drum

sounds on the front of the XR10,
and 15 levels of accent are
available. The unit is fully velocity -
sensitive over MIDI.

Various sound editing parameters
are available to give more control
over the onboard sounds. There is
also an assignable effect send

which can also be used as an
individual output, giving a total of
three outputs. The recommended
selling price of £369 reflects the
XR10's particular suitability for the

entry-level user, but Akai

also see their new

machine being used as a
secondary drum machine
or expander for studio use.

Moving from entry-level

to pro -studio level, the
S1000KB is the keyboard
version of the S1000. The
keyboard features a 61 -

note synth action with aftertouch,
and otherwise has exactly the same

specification as the S1000. All
memory expansion facilities and
optional interfaces available for the

S1000 can be used with the
S1000KB. It's expected to sell at
£3499.

More info from Akai UK, Haslemere

Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubillee Way,

Parkway, hounslow, Midx. 01_897
6388 Dp

TOUCH
BASE

Following logically from the
"magazine on a disk" idea, British
company Voxel Software have
produced MusicBase, a new
database application for the Music
Industry, running on the Atari ST.

MusicBase is a comprehensive
electronic storage and retrieval
database/directory of essential
names, addresses and contacts
within the UK Music industry. It
is aimed at all Atari users involved
in, or wishing to become involved
in working within the Music
Industry - do they mean us? They
surely do.

MusicBase offers certain
advantages over the traditional
paper directories, in terms of ease
of use, speed and efficiency in the
searching and locating of contacts,
suppliers and services. It is also an
important aid to tracing and cross-
referencing sources where inital
information about a contact is
incomplete. As part of an ongoing
service, it can be updated quickly
and regularly and can be expanded
or customised for or by the user
easily. The Voxel MusicBase for
1990 will be available from
December '89. More info from
Mr Al Straker, Managing Director,
Voxel Software. 1 Hillcrest Court,
Shoot -Up -Hill, London NW2
3PG. Tel: 01-452 1916. Dp

THE 5000 UPDATES OF DR T'S
It's been a while since we last regaled you with the

latest wodge of news from those lovely people at
MCM, but we can ignore it no longer...

Dr T's have announced the release of the 1.7
update for their KCS and KCS Level II sequencers.

KCS now offers many new features and a full
GEM interface. The price of the software remains
the same and existing owners can upgrade for £30.

Come on chaps, that doesn't seem quite fair to the
existing owner, does it?

Dr T's are also offering their popular Copyist
notation package in a cut -down version for the
Amiga, called Apprentice. The new package offers
16 staves per page and five pages per score, and
full cut, copy and paste. The price of Apprentice is

6

£79, while Copyist can be had for the sum of
£225.

Continuing on the Dr T's theme, a new Atari
program called Hit Man is now available for the
Atari ST. This software is dedicated to film
scoring, with full SMPTE event listing, cue list
allowing SMPTE times to be specified for each
event, and a sound fx editor which lets you assign
names to specific events. There is a complete
tempo map, multiple time signatures, and hooks to

KCS through Dr T's MPE (Multiple Program
Environment). Other special features include real-

time MIDI input of hits with ability to adjust the
events afterwards, tap tempo, SMPTE offset, and
more, all for £199.

Latest additions to Dr T's X -OR generic
editor/librarian (reviewed MT, November '89)
include configurations for the Oberheim Matrix 12

and DMP7, MKS70, DX100, MX8, Multiverb,
SPX 9011, PCM70. These are available free from
MCM.

Finally, Passport have released their Master
Tracks Pro sequencer for the IBM, giving a viable

alternative to the established Voyetra Sequencer
Plus. To recap, Master Tracks offers 64 tracks with

full graphic editing, and SMPTE capability. It will
sell at £325.

More information on any of the above from
MCM, at 9, Hatton Street, London NW8 8PR.
Tel: 01-258 3454.DP
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If you're one of the many people out
there using an Atari 1040, you might be
getting increasingly nervous as

sequencing packages become larger and more

demanding of onboard RAM. A case in point is

Steinberg's Cubase (reviewed MT, August and

September '89), and their multitasking
environment M.ROS, which requires more
memory than is available in a 1040 to function

in a fully multitasking way, with two or more
programs (although Cubase will of course run on

a 1040).

The obvious solution seems to be the purchase

of a Mega2 ST or larger, but if you don't want
the hassle of first selling your existing ST and
then forking out extra cash for the Mega2
(currently with a retail price of £934.99 without

monitor), Tonic Audio of Wales are offering
memory upgrades for both the 1040 and the
520.

It is possible to upgrade the 520 to either
1Meg of memory (£120 inc fitting, return
carriage and VAT) or to 2.5Meg (£320 inclusive).

TONIC FOR THE ST
If you have a 520 and can't afford the 2.5Meg

upgrade at the moment, it is possible to start
with the 1Meg upgrade at £120 and get the
further upgrade later for the price of £270
inclusive. Upgrading a 1040 to 2.5Meg costs
£320 inclusive.

It doesn't take much in the way of maths to
work out that if you picked up your 1040 and

monitor second-hand for the going rate of £400

or so, then added the upgrade for £320, you'd

be equipped with half a Meg more memory than

the Mega 2 ST for considerably less dosh.

Turn -around time for the modification would

normally be a week, and note that the upgrade

can be done on all versions of the 520 and
1040, even with TOS v1.4. Also note that the
quoted costs are for RAM at today's prices, so

check on price before you order. A quick query to

Tonic on the validity of the warranty on your ST

(should you still have one), if you have the

upgrade done, resulted in the following
answer: If your ST was originally bought

from Tonic, your warranty will not be
invalidated. If you have the upgrade done, and

your ST afterwards goes wrong, Tonic will check

your machine to ensure that it was not their
upgrade which caused the fault; if it was, they
will rectify it for you. If, on the other hand, any
fault was unconnected with the upgrade, the
owner of the ST would have to go back to the
dealer who sold the ST to him or her (there's no

sexism here, Rob Baylis of Halifax - see this
month's Communique Ed). It's wise to bear in
mind that you run the risk of your original
supplier refusing to honour the warranty if the ST

has been modified by someone else. Having said

all this, there are not that many people around

who still have a 1040 or 520 ST under warranty,

so this won't affect many of you.

More info on the upgrades from Tonic Audio,

Unit 20, Acorn Workshops, Harold Wilson
Industrial Estate, Van Road, Caerphilly, Mid
Glamorgan, CF8 3ED. Tel: (0222) 863906. Dp

JUST IN CASE Though they may seem like an
expensive luxury, quality flight -cases

for your gear should be seen as an
essential investment if you do a lot
of gigging. It hardly needs saying
that when you've shelled out
thousands on expensive (and
relatively delicate) kit, it only takes a
careless trip over a lead by an
inebriated band member or roadie
to reduce your pride and joy to a
pile of rubble.

With this in mind, Topper Cases
custom -build top-quality flightcases
for literally anything you might own
- from a 24 -track mixing desk to a
set of timpani. Topper cases are
available in any colour and many
materials, including glass -reinforced
plastic, high -impact plastic, and
fibreboard with wall thicknesses of
6mm and 12mm as standard. Every
component used in the manufacture
of Topper cases is strictly tested -
the handles, for instance, to a
minimum of 1500kg.

More info from Topper Cases, St
Peter's Hill, Huntingdon, Cambs
PE18 7ET. Tel: (0480) 457251. Dp

THA T'S NEWS
A good deal could be around in the form of a new WH Smith "own -brand" range of blank audio cassette tapes. The

tapes are actually being made for WH Smith by That's, the first time that these high -quality tapes have been
produced as own -brand products.

Three types are being offered, Viz Ferric, Super Ferric, and Super Chrome, and are available in triple and five packs,

priced from £2.39 to £4.99. Maybe that's a Christmas pressie. Dp

COTTAGE
INDUSTRY
Thatched Cottage Audio are
launching a new division as of
the 1st December. Thatched
Cottage Digital will be headed by

Thatched Cottage stalwart Rob
Ferguson and Andy Bachuss -
previously a sofware designer
with British Telecom - who will be

assisted by Sarah Dormer.

TCA sold over 600 eight- and
16 -track systems last year, and
believe that many of their
customers will be expanding their

systems in the future. Given the
new wave of upmarket audio
equipment expected from various

Japanese companies, such as
the as -yet unconfirmed Yamaha
digital eight -track, the Tascam
24 -track and the Fostex
Timecode DAT, a digital audio
division is seen as a valuable
addition to TCA's range of
services. The new division
should be up and running by the

New Year.

Congrats on the new divison,
lads, but we won't even mention
the holiday camp project, as
we're sure it must be a wind-up.

More from Thatched Cottage
Audio, North Road, Wendy, Nr
Royston, Herts SG8 OAB. Tel:
(0223) 207979. Dp
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free sample
In his efforts to entertain us, the
unfortunate Skum has stumbled
across a problem that's maintained

a remarkably low profile during the

current copyright controversy.

Our old friend Skum lightheartedly

referred to sampling and looping
the opening bars of White Dance
Limited's demo which was reviewed

in DemoTakes in October's ish.
While (I presume) he was joking,

LETTER OF THE MONTH

cd suicide?
Recent developments in chemical technology are now leading us towards

recordable CD. I was alarmed to read in the latest edition of a certain hi-

fi magazine that "whatever the record industry says, no-one can uninvent

digital recording... the only questions now are when, and how much will

it cost?".
It was reported in the same article that Taiyo (manufacturers of That's

tape) are preparing to mass-produce blank CDs for around £315 each,
and that Philips estimate the cost of a CD recorder at between £80 and

£100 more than existing play -only machines. Technology is also
progressing towards erasable CDs for repeated use, which would be
slightly more expensive. Manu-facturers have agreed that any CD
recorded on a domestic machine should be playable on any existing CD

hardware.

The flippant tone in which the above -mentioned article revels in these
developments is represen-tative of the attitude of consumers and
hardware manufacturers: Wonderful! Soon you'll be able to buy your
favourite recording and let all your friends come round with blank CDs
and make perfect copies. Great for the consumer's pocket, profitable to

the manu-facturers of recorders and blank CDs, and a boost for hi-fi
retailers. Interestingly, of absolutely no advantage to the pursuit of "hi-fi
excellence" at all. However, the luxury of multiple copies at low cost (as

opposed to the purchase of fresh legal copies) places a massive burden
on US - the makers of the music. Where are our royalties? How are we
going to continue to finance projects when they offer greatly reduced

returns?
What must be understood is that, unlike DAT, recordable CD invites

piracy and "home disking" on an unprecedented level, because perfect
audiophile -quality copies can be played on hardware already in the homes

of millions.

What can we do? I turn to writing to MT as a route to increasing
awareness amongst those who trade in the making of music. Can we
enforce write -once -only CDs and charge blanket royalties? Would this
really work? Can we make consumers realise that they are ripping off the

musicians they admire? Can we make manu-facturers realise that if they

severely damage the music industry they are shooting themselves in the

foot? No musicians making music means no music to play on all these

wonderful gadgets.

And how would Philips feel, for example, if I invented a machine

enabling me to say to my friends: "Hey, I've got a CD player duplicator -

come over tonight and I'll duplicate my hi-fi system for you. Just bring a

blank hi-fi unit... "?.

Benjamin Bartlett

Richmond

London

there really isn't any guarantee that

the tapes you submit to various
people in the quest for commercial

recognition of your talents won't
find their way into the hands of
unscrupulous musicians in

possession of a sampler. There's
been plenty of fuss made about
people sampling musicians' records

and playing skills, and there has
always been a quiet distrust of
record companies' A&R depart-
ments when it comes to sending
away a recording of a precious song

- it's difficult to prove that it was
actually you that wrote Bros' latest

single when it's sitting on the No. 1

spot.

Yet no-one has commented on the

possibility of having your demos
SAMPLED while they're in the hands

of a record company, record
producer or whoever. It could
happen and you need not even
recognise your work when you hear

it again.

I write not to offer solutions,
merely to point out a situation that

currently exists within the music biz.

The only advice I can offer is to
copy the very people who constitute

part of the threat, and not to leave

sounds "bare" in a mix - keep that

hi -hat or bass drum running.

R Holder

Birmingham

sex crime
I was under the impression that
your magazine intended to portray a

modern, enlightened image. I was,

therefore, astonished to read the
October 1989 editorial in which Tim

Goodyer repeatedly referred to
"A&R men", "he", "him" and so on.

You even wrote "he's just a man"!

I am sure you are well aware of

the existence of A&R people who

are women and, even if there were

none, such sloppy writing only
perpetuates the ignorance which
makes women's lives a constant

battle if they wish to succeed.

There are no excuses for your
thoughtlessness - only apologies to

your women readers.

Rob Baylis

Southowram

Halifax

I was under the impression MT did

portray a modern, enlightened
image - we've been happy to
feature the activities of black and
female artists of any nationality you

care to name for some con-
siderable time now. But you
obviously didn't consider that
important enough to write in and
thank us for. We've also had a
female Production Editor on the
magazine for as long as the post
has existed (over five years),
without whom MT simply wouldn't

function.

In fact it was to our current
Production Editor that I took a
problem: how to write an editorial

about A&R persons, where to use

terms like "he/she" and "his or
hers" throughout the piece would
make it all but unreadable - and to

include A&R women would only
make them responsible for the
activities of countless A&R MEN
who had preceded them. Would
she, as an enlightened woman, be

offended if we talked men
specifically? She wouldn't, and
neither should you be.

I don't regard A&R as the
exclusive preserve of men, I'm only

interested in the job done by the
people with the power to make and

break bands and dictate the
direction of popular music. If you're

as concerned as you appear to be

about sex discrimination there are

more profitable ways you could
direct your energy (and your mail).

How many female record producers

and engineers do you know of, for

example?

Oh, and you could try rewriting my

editorial and see if you can bring it

in as piece of readable, informative

copy at under 650 words. Tg
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brief
YAMAHA SY77 & TG55
IS THERE ANYTHING truly new under the sun? Is
there anything really true in the Sun? Such are the
great imponderables of life running through my mind

as I arrive at Yamaha's R&D Centre in the heart of

London, only to have a brochure thrust into my hand
which proclaims "The Sound Of All The Great
Synthesisers In One Box Plus A Whole Lot More!".
Underneath this banner are the words "Real-time
Convolution & Modulation Synthesis". Pardon?

The occasion is the press unveiling of Yamaha's
SY77 Performance Synthesiser - which the company

hope will "set a new direction for synthesiser
development through the 1990s" - and the TG55
Tone Generator 1U -high 19" rack -mount expander.

The SY77 has a 61 -note synth -style keyboard which

is sensitive to attack velocity and channel aftertouch.

Its sounds are provided by a combination of second -

generation Advanced Wave Memory sample
technology (16 -bit linear resolution, 32kHz and 48kHz

sample rate) and Advanced FM synthesis (six
operators, 45 algorithms, a choice of 16 waveforms,

two user -configurable inputs per operator). Twenty-
four -bit internal processing and 22 -bit DACs are
employed to give a high degree of clarity to the
sound. No less than 109 AWM waveforms are stored

in an internal 2Mword ROM, with further samples
accessible off plug-in 256 and 512 Kword ROM
cards.

An SY77 Voice (what you and I might call a patch or

a program) consists of four Elements which can be
combined on the keyboard in a variety of ways using
Element -specific velocity and note ranges. Each
Element can be assigned an AWM2 or AFM sound,
and in addition has its own pair of 12dB/octave real-

time digital filters (one low-pass with resonance
which can raise the filter to self -oscillation, the other
switchable between low- and high-pass) - meaning
that you can use up to eight filters per Voice. Each
filter has its own envelope, while filter pairs can be
combined to produce band-pass and 24dB/octave
low-pass filtering.

In addition, each Element can have its own dynamic

panning assignments, allowing you to create unique

and impressive "polyphonic" spatial movements of
sound. Sixty-four preset pan memories and 32 user -

programmable pan memories are provided onboard

the SY77.

Yamaha's new synth has a maximum polyphony of

32 voices divided 16:16 between the two types of
sound source, suggesting that the actual polyphony

depends on the ratio of AWM2 and AFM sounds
within a Voice.

As well as a straightforward choice between AWM2

or AFM, you can layer the different types of sound or

use amplitude enveloping to create LA -style

combinations. But the SY77 moves beyond what
other synths are capable of when it allows you to
assign an AWM sample to an operator within an FM

algorithm, either using the sample as a modulator for

another waveform or using other waveforms to
modulate the sample.

The SY77 also has the by -now -familiar workstation -

type accoutrements: a 16 -track sequencer, digital
multi-fx, drumkit section, onboard 3.5" disk drive
(which can store Voice and sequence data) and 16 -

Voice multitimbral capability. Front -panel operation is

greatly aided by a 240x64 -dot backlit LCD window. My

initial impression is that the SY77 isn't overly
complicated to use, but maybe that impression will

change when I get a chance to investigate it more
fully.

I should mention at this point that the TG55 isn't
exactly a rack -mount version of the SY77, as it
forgoes the synth's AFM processing, onboard
sequencing and disk drive. It also has fewer effects,
half the internal ROM sample memory, and
necessarily loses the SY77's generous LCD window

(expect ST -based editing software from the likes of
Steinberg). There again, the TG55 does have a
substantially cheaper price. Full shipments of both
instruments aren't expected till late January.

The SY77 shows that Yamaha are capable of
competing at the forefront of synth technology, but it

isn't about to do a DX7 and sweep aside the
competition, which is just too good to be swept
aside. Yamaha's new synth takes the company
significantly beyond the sonic world of "pure" FM - in

fact, despite the talk of AFM it doesn't sound overtly
FM -like.

What it does do is fulfil today's expectations of
equal competence across a broad range of sounds,
handling the "straight" sounds as well as any other
synth which utilises samples, while also producing
weird, complex "unnatural" sounds and "natural"
sounds which have a subtly synthetic edge (the latter

presumably by means of the SY77's unique sample -

as -FM -operator facility, something which could end up

being one of the most significant aspects of the
synth). Its sounds also have a very musical
responsiveness which should endear it to players.

The SY77 does seem to have something unique to

offer. Its overall sound quality evinces an impressive

clarity and definition, with an obviously digital
character which is nonetheless distinct enough to
suggest that it will find its own niche in the market
alongside the VFXs and T3s of this digital world. 
Simon Trask

Prices SY77, £1999; TG55, £699. Both prices
include VAT.

More from Yamaha Kemble Music (UK) Ltd, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1JE. Tel:
(0908) 371771.
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3 GOOD REASONS CLASSIFIED SPECIAL OFFERS

Hot Tech....
EMU EMAX II 16 bit stereo sampler, with 16 voices,
polyphonic outpits, and fitted scs port. Both rack and
keyboard verions will come in two versions: 1 meg
Ram/FDD or 'Turbo' 4 meg Rarn/HD40, and are at
unbelievable prices.
ROLAND U20 A U110 with a velocity/aftertouch
keyboard except it has more samples, a DSP
(reverb, delay, chorus and flanging) and is 7 part

ROLAND S770 Secret sampler please call us!
KORG M3R MIR without the Sequencer. Also new T -
series synthesizers.
CASIO DA2 DAT recorder. Vastly improved
TASCAM TSR8 112 inch 8 track with dbx and
synchronization
TASCAM MSR24 New generation 24 track 1* tape
with built in DBX type 1 noise reduction.
TASCAM 688/644 MIDISTUDIOS The new
generation portastudios. The 688 is an 8 track
cassette recorder/mixer (20 inputs, 2 aux sends, 4
aux returns & 3 band eq) with midi muting and built
in tape sync. The 644 has the same amazing
features in a 4 track, 16 input format. Very
competitively priced.
TASCAM MM1 A rack mounting, 20 input keyboard
mixer with Midi muting. Once again keenly priced
AKAI 51000: Simply the largest libraries. Available
including cost effective 45 Meg removable hard disk
around £800 for Hardware and around £90 per disk
EMU PROTEUS: Here now 4 meg of Ell! sounds on
ROM expandable to 8 meg. 32 voice, multitimbral &
six outputs.
EMU EDI:World exclusive for Soho Square. 16 bit, 16
voice, 16 track sequencer, 4 or 8 meg expandable
with CD ROM, 300 meg HD or removable HD.
YAMAHA C1: See one elsewhere in this issue.
ENSONIO VFX: Dynamic component synthesizer.
New technology combines & modifies 109 digitally
encoded wave forms. 16 bit, 21 voice, 12 channel
multitimbral.
Progammable stereo effects. Extensive real time
parameter control.
APPLE MAC II CX & SE30: New generation 68030
machines with 1:44 meg floppies.
DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS: 16 bit CD quality
mastering for the MAC. Incorporates Sound
Designer II for cut/paste editing, digital E.Q., mixing ,
panning and SMPTE.
ROLAND W30: Workstation ROM Sounds. S330
based sampling, graphic waveform editing, 16 track
sequencer, 8 outs, SCSI option.
J. L. COOPER FADERMASTER A neat littel box of
eight faders that can be assigned to any Midi
function. Works wonderfully with C -Lab's
'Creator/Notator or Opcode's 'Vision' sequencer. IN
STOCK £299 inc p&p
OPCODE 'VISION' 99 Track sequencer for the Apple
Mac from the people who brought you the best
synthesizer editors on any computer. Full of
innovative features, as well as the required ones to
make it as good as any sequencer software on the
market
C -LAB HUMAN TOUCH An audio trigger interface for
C -Lab's 'Creator/Notator' with four audio inputs, and
a microphone. Slots neatly into the Unitor interface
and enables you to control the sequencer's tempo
from a drum track and even your keyboard playing!
IN STOCK £149 inc p&p
ROLAND 11880: 20-20 18 bit studioverb with graphic
editiing. Also E660 digital E.Q., SONY DTCM 100 r-
dat, AKAI AR900 reverb, CUBIT & AVAION software,
SYMETRIX 500 & SX200 effects, ROLAND R5
humanized drum machine and more,..Please call,

* 0% interest free credit is available on selected items,
(interest bearing credit is available on all items) both
subjected to status. Soho Soundhouse is a licensed
Credit Broker under the Consumer Credit Act 1974.

18A SOHO SQ. LONDON W1
(100 YARDS FROM

TOTTENHAM CT RD TUBE)

TEL 01-434 1365/6
01-437 3195

FAX: 01-494 1883
TELEX: 261507 ref 3027

[TT Mike our competitors we carry every product horn all the major
Ltki manufacturers on PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION. Comparing
the bass drum from 11 different drum machines -through 15
different reverbs is routine. Our air-conditioned demo -booths are
integrally wired for MIDI -purpose bulltto enable the rapid set-up and
demonstration of complex systems by our highly trained specialists.

espite what you may read elsewhere, Soho Soundhouse, over
the last 6 years have consistently offered the lowest prices

WORLDWIDE. We operate our legendary PRICE SMASH policy in-
store and from credit card telephone callers. Our breadth of product
coverage and experience from MIDI hardware and software to
recording equipment makes us the No 1 PACKAGE specialist.

Trifle offer demonstrations outside normal hours, equipment
IITinstallation, studio design consultancy, various trial/rental
purchase options. Instant 0% No Deposit 11.P./Part Exchange.
We Routinely Ship Worldwide - VAT FREE EXPORTS a speciality.
We welcome Musicard holders. Home credit scheme. No visit to
us required.

Roland
AKAI

YAMAHA

CASIO

KORG

ensonict

Oberheim,
KURZWEIL

ALEsisJ
TASCAM

BECK RAW RSD
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SPECIAL OFFERS
CASIO VZ-1 CLONE ri,afailterThrliAL
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The Horner HS2 is a Casio
V21 in a grey case (rather
Man black) made by Casio to
the identical specification: 16

note poly. 8 pan muffitimbral  Velocity and after touch semtweighted
kbd-Two assignable modulation wheels and one pitch bend -New 1DP
synthesis combines best of analog and digital sounds-comprenstve
wave form editing on large backlit LCD-upto 256 memories -
sophisticated user functions such as velocity split and positional
Mossfade-multipal/variable split and layer- SCOOP PRICE
other board facilities alone worth £700 -No plus VAT

synth at this price comes close -Includes free £319 Add £6
RAM card -Exclusive -Very few left RRP £999 carrage

NEW BOXED

YAMAHA SYNTHS 0% INTEREST
FREE

DEALS

YS200 Work Station  Velocity and PACKAGE PRICEPlus
VAT

altertouch keyboard  8 Rag, sequencer  £429 Add C6
programmable multi -effects etc with free carrage
headphones RRP £789

YS100 Dynamic keyboard
us VAT

Programmable multaeffects  200 on E329 plAdd
£6

board sounds  With free headphones carrage
RRP £695

Dxii Fully programmable and

Itaimbral  Velocity 8 affertouch  £399
Performance effects With free
headphones Rep C 679

T05 Synth module £260
RX7 drums

QX5FD

£347
£347

pins VAT
Add £6
carrage

plus VAT

plus VAT

plus VAT

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

40% OFF  SECOND
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SYNTHESIZERS COMPUTERS &
Yamaha YS I00...£279 SOFTWARE Cent
Yamaha YS200 dem£350 MOTU Composer (M)
Yamaha V50 0750 £170
Yamaha DX21. £243 ST Surewnter £25
Yamaha 0027. C187 Drumware 0900 filer £89
Yamaha TX81Z C216 S.Worth Midipaint (M)£65

Roland M KS70 24 osc synth New 1599
Yamaha DS55 £283 Coda Finale (M). £499
Yamaha 0011..... £339 Mstiracks Jrir (Ml. [60
Korg MI s/h........ C1043 Turtle Beach Sample
Korg M1R
Roland MT32 at £234 MT32 editor (M).. £20
Roland D50 Mt... £867 HB Engraver (Mt. £170
Roland D20 £765
Ensonig ESO1 s/h. £500 EFFECTS
Enson VD( new Yamaha SPX5OD
Casio HT3000.... £173 package new....... E213
Casio VZ1OM cl £249 Yamaha SPX9011. £346
Casio VZSM......... C220 Yamaha SPX900.. £434

Casio FZIOM Sampler liew 0690
Ensoniq S080 £709 Yamaha R100.. £129
Kawai KIM new £286 Yamaha SPX1000
Kawai KIR new £326 1675
Kswai K1 kbd £390 Drawmer DS201 £249
Cheetah MS6....... 0217 Nomad Axeman sfh£139
Simmons SDE IF,M,I Dod DSP128... £260

2120 R.S.D. 1DP1 £260
Art SGE.... £520

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS An Pro Vb.__ £173
Yamaha TX16W C865 Lexicon PCM70.....C1299

Akai X7000 Sampler keyboard new £450
Yamaha EMT10 £173
Akai 07000 new 6460
Akai S950 C999
Altai 0900 NO..... 0795
Akai 51000 from £1738
51000 2rneg card C299
EMU Proteus 1NSTOCK.
Emax SE £1039
Emu Plus w. SCSI
& Steinberg editor £1477
Roland 050........ £780
Roland U110.......... C434
Roland S330 £869
Roland U110 sT E369

Tascam 4ch Dbx £199
Lexicon LXP1 £299
Roland 20k Rvbv £280
Roland SDE 3000.065
Roland 9800 s/hC1550
Boss BE5 £173
Akai 70C Comp/GTE99

PORTA STUDIOS
Fostex X20..... £260
Fostex 160 ed £303
Fostex 030 pack .C19111
Yamaha MT100 £199
Tascam MIDI STUDIOS

Yamaha W X7 MIDI Wind mst new £215
Roland U110 a Atari Fostex 015 £173
1040 a Mona Pro24 Akai MG614.s.M. £550

£1042
Ensoniq Mirage... 0434 RECORDING
Ensoniq EPSM... C1912 ,P4I40"- £868
Casio FZ10M now Font R8 + RAM 1082

Casio CSM1........ £112 R8  Proline 1648..
Casio MBI 0 exp CI79 C1999
Kurzweil K1000.. £1280 Fost E16 Seck 1882

CP0A
MOTHER KBDS E16 a Mixdown 16816

Roland PC100... coo £4250
gygg Fostex E16. mint £2750

Casio AZ -1 £205

New Cheetah MK5V f 160 MK7VA £249
Cheetah weighted £600
Cheetah MK5V new£160
Cheetah MK7VA new

Akai MG1413 sib.C1 649
Fostex B16 a rem.C1999
Fostex E8........ E1490
Sack 18132 C899
Sack 12:8:2 £629

PIANO KBOMOCIS Tascam TSR8.... TBA
Yamaha TX81 P 04E280 Tascam 38...... £999
Yamaha EMT10.. £173 Tascam 238 sal £759
Yamaha PF1500 £047 Tascam 32,....... £595
Roland RD250S £969 Tascam MS16... C3999
Roland R0300S £1043 238 a Seth 1282.£1565
Roland P330 new. C319 Tascam MSR16. £3250
Casio CSM 10P.. cue Soundffecs Midi.£4500

DRUM MACHINES RSD 16:16:2 SII £2700
Yamaha R05....... £347 RAM 1082..new C499

Roland P330 19" SAS Piano new C319
Yamaha RX7....... £390 Casio DA2 £550
Yamaha RX8...... C250 Casio DA1 £499
Yamaha RX2IL £79 Sony DTC1000ed C999
Akai MPC60 dem C1477
Akai %EEL new. pack. £260 SYNCHRONIZERS
Korg £215 Fostex 4050.... £399
Roland TR626 new..C190 Fostex 4030..... [999
Roland DR220A new Fostex 4035... £375

£86 XR1300..new..... £199
Roland TR 505 newC155 JL Cooper PPSI.. £152
EmuSP12 tamping £695 BOKSE C173
Cheetah MD8 £83 Yamaha YMC10.... £86
CO DX expander.. £85

SEQUENCERS UTILMES
Yamaha OX5FID £370 JL Cooper MIDI merge
Yamaha 0X3 £477 £65

New Roland TR626 £190 TR5 0 5 £155
Yamaha 005
Kong SOD -8
Roland MC300st
Kowa 080

£173 32 way patch bay £30
£200 E DX7 Expander [199
£369
£390 MIXERS

Sack 6:2.. £299
Seek 122 £399

COMPUTERS 8 Sack 242............ £599
SOFTWARE (M):mec Roland M240...... £520

Atari 1040.Pro 12 £430 Roland M16E... . £780
Roland MESE__ £868
Simmons SPM 82 £240

We we the orgnal C-Lsb
Store; Help line, best
prices. Creator, Rotator,
Undo, Editors, Export,
Contimer, Human Tomb

MONITORS
Yamaha NSI OM pr£156
JBL Control', pr EPOA

New Alan Packages See Computers
Alan 1040 8 Mon JBL TLX3 pr E112
with Pro 24....... 0350 Tannoy Range LOA
1040 8 Mon. dem. £410 Carlsbro 45 comb. F149
Apple Mac From E1195
Pro 24 v3 new f169 MICROPHONES
St berg Timelock £155 Shure SM58......... £73
Cubase............ £435 Electrovoice PL80 £00
Avalon............ C174 AKG. Senn. Neum COA
Opcode TBA
Opcode Cue! (M). C170 AUTOMATION
Opc Sequencer (M).240 Megamix 24 ch dbx£895
Opc. Midipack (My. £69
H. EZ Score... C80 WIND
H.Arts Genwave.. £99 Yamaha WX7..........C199
St.bg OMP7 ed... £65 Vial EV1& synth... £413
Stbg S900 ed..... £65
St bg EMAX [65 MIDI GUITARS
Sr bg Mstr Score.... C89 Roland GR50/GK2CPOA

Casio PG510 £299
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

FREE 24 Carri-e on ITEMS BELOW 25Mos

CIN033S  dJ0 %Ot7
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

PROFESSIONAL HIGH SPEED
FOUR TRACK PACKAGE

Probably our best deal this
year and the first time reel
to reel quality, full facility
four track has been
mailable at a trulyatfordable
price.
Tape speed is the key
mulittrack specification, The
servo assisted double speed

transport means that music
signals are recorded onto woe

as much tape enabling more bounce
downs before the tape saturates substantially reducing wow, flutter
and noise but most importantly giving the extra high end frequency
responce to make your recordings bright. clear and master ready.
Dolby C, the noise reduction of lost choice for multitrack, has the
highest sonic integrity, no side enacts and reduces the S/noise ratio
hither to a remarkable 70db.
The versatile. well laid out mixer is typically FOSTEX and unmatched
on Competitive machines. Long throw fader, two band eq., pan and
aux per channel with futher switching e.g. linearack selection 
Unique dual mixer configuration allows operations like 8 channel
mrvdown with 4 channels from tape leaving 4 inputs free for
sequenced synth parts etc highly flexible monitor, buss and
auxilliary routing lull size baragraphs  mid inputs etc. All in all a
feature packed 44)2 that easily doubles as a first rate keyboard
Mike!
This 160 package represents a real PACKAGE PRICE
quality/price breakthrough. We have a plus VAT
strictly limited quantity and demand will £31u Add £6
far exceed supply. Orders will be carrage
supplied on a first come first served NEW BOXED
basis Package includes FREE
headphones and PS II RRP 557

FOSTEX 160

YAMAHA SPX500 :::="A" "
Based on the hugely

[ ", I . Nom ERR : suuessful SPX90 1 &

II. Same basic
spool' ication. band

width, studio quality 80 dB dynamic range etc  Stereo  100
memories. 50 can be edited and stored  Over 100 editable
parmeters 10 basic reverb algorithms plus gates, reverse etc all
infinitely variable using decay time, pre -delay, hi 6 lo pass and other
parameters  Semi -tone pitch shitt/harmonizing  Digital delay  Non -
time based elf ects include programmable compreulon with variable
attack, threshold, release, ratio, delay etc -gating with variable
trigger times, threshold etc - parametric E.O. - auto pan - Time
based and non -time based effects can be combined.
Programmability is essential for so many applications e.g. varying
reverb gate time to suit musical interval  Combination with
compression/gating great for drums,
harmonization ideal for vocals etc etc PACKAGE PRICE
Full MIDI spec. 191 rack mounting Inc. £213 plus VAT
FREE patch & MIDI cables. We have a Add C6

limited number-Unparelleled value RRP derma
NEW BOXEDE449

FOSTER/BECK PACKAGES
Based around the standard R8 Recorder packages can be
tailored to your requirements and include as little a loom right
through to SMPTE Synchronizers, effects or computer/software
setups All offer value unmatched any where in the
U.K.All available on instant credit Please Call.

AKAI XE8 R PLAYER

The Anal 61000 andilr[aNNIN MPC 0 are by a long
way the most common

source of drum sounds in professional live/recording now
In these situations price is often of little concern: We can now offer
every writer/player these sounds at around one tenth of the cost
The Akai 0.E8 1 meg int memory of 16 16bil samples 0 2 FREE I

meg Roms (16 sounds each  kit, percussion, orchestral blasts etc 
use two cards simultaneously (Iwo slots)  Store any 16 samples in
one of 32 programs  assignable key note 0.127: play melodies,
cymbals become gongs etc tailor sounds to your requirements
variable hold and decay times (e.g. gates), reverse variable sweep.
Bright, punchy drum sounds are the foundation of any mix and time
and again the average drum machine fur doesn't cut it in the studio
The 0E-8 gives you customizable 16 bit drum samples to turn up to
32 Racks of your Alari/C-Labgequencer set up into a super flexible.
state of the art drum machine. Alternatively use / to expand your
drum machine or trigger from drum pads/Octapadrvelocity sensitive
keyboard etc, etc
Hurry. We have a small quantity Package includes FREE steel 8
unit 191 rack stand and and 2 Integ rums

PACKAGE PRICEC -Lab drum pattern disk. Great rxr. plus VAT
package price with C -Lab sequencers Lzar Add £6
RRP £499 NEW BOXED carrage

AKAI PROFESSIONAL
EX SERIES EFFECTS.

Akai have built a reputation for
innovative state of the art
equipement at remarkable prices.
At the original RRP the E0 series
have been our best selling effects
with studio specifications at a

ORM% fraction of the price of similar units.
These effects are now available to

44,004ftfebri j us at a price which makes them
essential equipement for anyone

wishing to produce master quality music on a budget.

EX85P PARAMETRIC E0
Four bands, a - 18 db sweep  Variable 0 (bandwidth) 10
db/1 Ok  S/N 85 db  Footswitchable  Tailored E.O. to
emphasize required pans of music and eliminate unwanted
components Ideal for line mixers with auxilliaries but no E.O. 
Use with any mixers/Portastudio  great for plus
guitars etc. R. R.P £130

VATEX75N

NOISE REDUDUCTION
Expander/gate  Expansion up to 1:8  Noise gate: variable
threshold .50 -10 dbv variable fitter and decay Reduces
hissing, buzzing and other high frequency noise  Valuable
addition to any recording system particularly when using effects 
noisey tape recorders  Ideal live/guitars etc.

plusfoot-switchable. R.RP E139

This is strictly limited offer. These effects are
less than half the price of any comparable units. Hurry.
19' Rack adptor (holds two units) available £23 inc P&P
ALL NEW BOXED UNITS. PRICES INC P&P, ABD MSG FOR PSG.

OBERHEIM mtaTux loco ryt.r
Your last chance to
buy the legendary tat

0 sound of Oberheim.
And with no more
Sequential or Moog

the last opportunity to include an original U.S. analog synth in your set
up 6 voice, 12 original OB type oscillators  Unique matrix modulation
system massively =leases range of sounds.  100 . parameters
editable over MIDI  1000 memories - 200 editable  responds to

"S'4':fteuchxhugerTeeoncc'''lem.I2TM° NOmono -tiZtebaaslinemahinMdiPACKAIZICE
mono mode - assign channels to notes - £27us OAT
individual pitch bend etc etc  1U rack y Add 46
Very few left These will appreciate in carrage
value RRP £449 NEW BOXED

MT.1 2.89.

NAME & ADDRESS

Our long established mail order department documents your order from receipt to despatch. Send
cheques, postal orders, Access or Visa orders, Bankers draft, Building Society cheques, Cash in rag. envl GOODS REQUIRED
to SONO SOUNDHOUSE FREEPOST 38 LONDON W1 602. NO STAMP REQUIRED. II 0 day clearance for
personal cheques). All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch. Telephone Orders Welcome.

CREDIT CARD NO.1 II, H ,I 'TOTAL £
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ATARI STACY

THE DECISION TO buy a computer or a dedicated
hardware sequencer can usually be based on simple

ergonomics (not to mention economics). Sure,
computers are much more versatile than dedicated
sequencers, but there is a big trade-off in bulk,
weight, price and physical reliability. If you plan to do

any gigs or even studio work, you may be better off

with a dedicated hardware sequencer, right? Software

sequencing programs are generally easier to use, but

require bulky and delicate computers and monitors.
While there is a wide selection of laptop IBM PC
compatibles that can be regarded as being robust
and portable computers, few can support MIDI
interfaces such as the MPU401. Do you have an
option other than hardware?

The option may have just appeared in the form of a

small, inexpensive laptop computer that might just
make the decision between dedicated and computer -

based sequencers an easy one. It's the new STacy
from Atari. The STacy is the functional equivalent of
the 1040ST, which avails it of possibly the widest
range of software currently available.

Having made an early appearance on Atari's busy
stand at the recent Chicago NAMM show, STacy
weighs only 15 pounds (which might be considered
heavy for a sequencer but falls easily into the
"portable" computer category) and its flip -up lid
includes a large, high -resolution, back -lit LCD screen.

The briefcase -sized unit comes with one megabyte

of RAM (expandable to 4 Meg) and a single 3.5"
800K floppy drive. Also included are a numeric
keypad, a built-in (somewhat small) trackball, an
expansion port similar to the one found on the Mega

ST series (for connecting large -screen monitors and

other peripherals), a standard ST expansion port, and

connectors for a mouse, external floppy drive,
external monitor and joystick. And being of particular

interest to musicians, Atari's highly insightful built-in
MIDI ports were not forgotten.

The computer is based on the 68000
microprocessor running at 8MHz, and is configured
with an internal, low power consumption 20 Meg hard

drive in addition to the built-in floppy. Atari claim that

the unit will run on batteries for up to 35 hours,
depending on the configuration of the machine and
the type of batteries used (rechargeables run down

faster).

Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects of
Atari's NAMM demo of the STacy was the software
they were running. When I took a look at the
machine, I saw a popular Macintosh graphics
program as a small, third -party company is marketing

a Macintosh emulator card for the ST that will run a

number of Mac programs, claiming speeds greater
than a standard Mac Plus. This device is called the
Spectre GCR, and is available from Gadgets By Small

in the US for $299.

To answer the question this raises in musical minds

"no, the Spectre won't run Mac MIDI software, or any

Mac software that requires any sort of special
interfaces or extra hardware". Still, for Mac fans
looking for a portable to take out of the house
(especially in light of the estimated $7000 US price

tag on the forthcoming Mac laptop), the prospect of
running some Mac programs in addition to ST
software is very appealing. Those who purchase the
emulator must supply the Macintosh ROM chips,
which are available as a replacement part from Apple

service centres as it would be an infringement of
copyright to sell the device with the chips included.

The STacy is expected to cost around £1500
including internal 20Meg hard drive. There may be
further versions of STacy without the hard drive but
with expanded internal memory in the pipeline -
which will obviously be cheaper - but this is
unconfirmed at the time of writing. Of course, you'll

still need to buy software unless you're already
running an ST rig but want something a little more
reliable to cart about with you. Any drawbacks? Well,

on the prototype version the LCD display was a bit
smeary, making rapidly scrolling information hard to

see. Sometimes the cursor would even disappear
when moved rapidly.

With the long-awaited laptop Mac still unannounced,

Atari are definitely getting ahead of Apple in the
portable market. This computer could encourage even

more musicians to jump on the Atari bandwagon.
Hopefully, Atari will begin to support the ST (and the

forthcoming TT) series as diligently as Apple have
with new system and utility software as musicians
need very sophisticated system tools to create a
functional, reliable working computer environment.

The STacy promises to bring the world of computer -

based sequencing closer to that of dedicated
hardware sequencers, and take it some steps
beyond. I'm not sure exactly where these steps will
take us, but I'm looking forward to finding out. 
Jeffrey Rona

Price with 20M hard drive, £1495 including VAT
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ENSONIQ VFX-SD

WHEN THE VFX was reviewed (MT, June and July '89),

Simon Trask was particularly enthusiastic in his
praise for the most innovative new synthesiser of the

year. The Japanese weren't too thrilled because at
long last something was threatening their domination

of the industry - not just threatening, but poised to
take the market by storm. The one ray of hope left for

the East was that the VFX was a pure synthesiser -
n6 sequencer, no drum section and therefore no
fashionable "workstation" tag.

Enter the new Ensoniq VFX-SD, where the "S"
stands for sequencer and the "D" for drums. The VFX-

SD carries the same basic sound character as its
sister, but adds a host of new features like a disk
drive, a 24 -track sequencer, four new effects, a range

of drum sounds and an extra pair of audio outputs.
System Exclusive storage is available, thanks to the
sequencer and disk drive, and the whole thing is
polished off with a new keyboard which is set to
become standard across the whole Ensoniq range.
How are the Japanese taking all of this? Only time
will tell...

The sequencer is the first obvious change from the
VFX, and is certainly the most impressive of the new

features. To begin with, it's the only built-in
sequencer to offer as many as 24 tracks, rivalling, so

Ensoniq claim, the flexibility of software -based
systems. Now I'm on very close and friendly terms
with my Atari, arid I'm therefore wary of losing a large

monitor, graphic editing and the instantaneousness
of the computer. I'm also a bit sick of the bugger
crashing, and so dedicated hardware sequencers
have recently attracted my attention. The VFX-SD
sequencer is contained in RAM, and so can be
updated from disk as easily as loading a new
sequence. And it's true to say that it offers many of
the editing facilities normally associated with soft
sequencers.

A Sequence on the VFX-SD is a collection of 12
independent Tracks plus an effects program. The
length of a Sequence is determined by the length of

the first Track you play, although this can be changed

at any time. Sequences are assigned to play
consecutively in any order in Song mode, with up to

99 Steps and 99 Repetitions of each Step. Within
each Song Step, individual Tracks within the
Sequence can be muted or transposed. After a
number of Sequences have been completed and

linked together to form a Song, you have another 12

linear Tracks which run the entire length of the Song.

Editing features include the obvious ones like
transposition, quantisation, copying, deletion and
insertion, as well as more sophisticated functions
such as filtering, scaling and time shifting. A
complete Event -list is also available.

The drum sounds appear on screen as patches in
kit form like any other sound, rather than being
confined to a section of their own. Unfortunately, due
to the limited time during which I had access to the
VFX-SD (it was the only one in the country at the time)

I didn't manage to delve too far into the realms of
drum kit programming, but it's enough to say that the

sounds themselves are extremely impressive - as
you'd expect.

The VFX-SD also contains two wave classes not
found in the VFX: Drum Sounds, which contains 17
individual drum sounds, each presented as a single
wave covering the entire keyboard, and Multi -Drum

which contains multisampled combinations of the
above waves and the original VFX Drum and
percussion sounds. Drum sounds always benefit from

judicious use of effects and having a built-in multi -
effects unit has done those in the VFX-SD no harm at

all. Incidentally, in addition to all of the effects found
in the VFX, the VFX-SD has several new effects -
included Gated and Room Verbs, Dirty-Roto and
Delay, and Warm Chamber. For a detailed explanation

of the other effects and the way in which effects are

routed in the VFX, consult the review in the July issue

of MT.

Next up is the keyboard. Ensoniq have a history of

problematic keyboards - due to their insistence on
availing their public of poly aftertouch. The new VFX-

SD keyboard, by way of a contrast, is a joy to play.
Ensoniq claim it is close to the feel of an ESQ1
(remember them?) but also capable of generating two

types of aftertouch - Poly -Key and Channel, that is,
either polyphonic or uniform across the keyboard.
Poly -Key pressure generates loads of data via MIDI,

and can be turned off to conserve memory when
using a sequencer.

The cost of all of this? Well, apparently some
samples have been lost to make way for the drum
sounds. Also, a considerably enhanced specification
carries a considerably enhanced price tag, but that's

just the way of the world. The original VFX still stands

up as a synthesiser, possessing some of the richest

and most breathtaking sounds available. But if you're

after a workstation and the thought of an external
sequencer leaves you cold, the VFX-SD could be just

the winter warmer you need...  David Bradwell

Price TBA; expected to be around £1900

More from Ensoniq GB, Ensoniq House, Mirage
Estate, Hodgson's Way, Wickford, Essex, SS11 8YL.

Tel: (0268) 561177.
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SOUNDS LIKE THE ONLYCHOICE.

The Ensoniq EPS and rack -
mount EPS-M have become the most
popular sampling workstations in the
world. Why? Because Ensoniq promises

to make your EPS continue to grow in

value. And musicians appreciate that.

Sounds
Every EPS sound disk is a ful-

fillment of that promise. Ensoniq has pio-

neered the use of top industry players,

engineers and producers to capture "hit"

sounds for the EPS sound library, including

our highly praised Signature Series.

From new acoustic instruments

and Holophonic- sound effects to imagi-

native synthetic creations, Ensoniq gives

you thousands of sounds to choose from.

And more to come. With each new disk

the EPS becomes a new instrument. That's

a benefit only a sampler -based worksta-

tion can offer, and only Ensoniq delivers.

Features
Without question the EPS and

EPS-M have set the standard for ease -

of -use. Sixteen -track sequencing, MIDI

auto -mix, innovative SCSI implementa-

tion as well as our exclusive Patch Selects

and Poly -Key- Pressure keyboard give

you unparalleled power for music per-

formance and composition. Want a sam-

pling workstation? There is no other
choice than the Ensoniq EPS/EPS-M.

OTHER SOUND CHOICES.

The Ensoniq VFX-
The Ultimate Synthesizer

Fat, animated sounds coupled

with 24 -bit dynamic effects and ad-
vanced MIDI control.

The Ensoniq VFXs° -The
First Music Production
Synthesizer

All the power of a VFX with

an advanced 24 -track sequencer, disk

drive, additional drum/percussion waves

and multiple outputs.

1211121111M113

Whether you need a synthesizer

or sampler, look to the award -winning

American company that makes technol-

ogy more musical-Ensoniq.

fensoni
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW WHERE TO SAMPLE THE WORLD'S BIGGEST
SELLING SAMPLING WORKSTATION WE'LL TELL YOU WHERE TO GO...

CALL PAUL ON: 0268 561177



INTRODUCINGTHE ENSONIQVFX;DTHE
FIRST MUSIC PRODUC 1 ION SYNTHESIZER.

000p.,

Great sound inspires great
music. Once again, Ensoniq helps you

capture that moment of inspiration.

The new VFXSD combines

the heralded VFX sound, dynamic
effects processing and a powerful new

24 -track sequencer in one keyboard.

The all new 24 -track sequen-

cer has 60 sequence/song structure and

25,000 note capacity standard, expand-

able to 75,000 notes. A variety of
recording modes and editing features

guarantee you'll be comfortable making

music with the VFXs°.

Our new synth offers the bold

sound first introduced in the VFX, the

keyboard that redefined state-of-the-
art synthesis. The 24 -bit effects are
dynamically integrated to become a

true part of the sound.

The VFXSD features a
variety of new drum and percussion
sounds, has four stereo outputs and
an onboard disk drive to store sounds,

sequences, even MIDI Sys. Ex.
information.

Rich, animated sounds com-
bine with a 24 -track sequencer to give

you a complete music production syn-

thesizer, the Ensoniq VFXs°.

ii-IREE MORE SOUND REASONSTO BUYAN ENSONIQ.

The Ensoniq VFX
If you already have a sequencer,

the VFX is the ideal sound source and

MIDI master controller. It offers a wide

range of unique sounds and expressive

controllers. Keyboard magazine says

"We're knocked out by the VFX."

The Ensoniq EPS
If you need a composing en-

vironment based on the sonic versatility

of a sampler, look into what Stage E7

Studio calls the "phenomenal" features

of the EPS. Optional memory expan-
sion, multiple outputs and SCSI compa-

tibility allow you to configure the EPS

to your needs and budget.

rffill 11 111'11'111 11111111M 1

For information on Ensoniq products please write to:-
Ensoniq G.B., Ensoniq House, Mirage Estate,
Hodgson Way, Wickford SS11 8YL.

The Ensoniq EPS-M
If you want all the power of the

EPS in a rack -mount module, choose

what Sound on Sound calls a "serious

professional piece of gear"-the EPS-M.

Whether you need a synth or

sampler, look to the award -winning
American company that makes tech-

nology more musical-Ensoniq.

lensoni
THE TECHNOLOGY THAT PERFORMS
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TRACKMAN II
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THIS IS A new look at an old friend. Actually, it's not that old, as

Trackman was reviewed as recently as our March issue. That

said, we won't waste time by going over what we already know

about the program. Instead we'll look at the additions and

improvements.

The original review stated that the Trackman package includes

free updates and several have already been sent out -

particularly to owners who gave Hollis Research some feedback.

Trackman II is probably the final free update and incorporates

suggestions made from users and, dare I say it, reviewers, too.

Some of the alterations and modifications are minor in

themselves, but the attention to detail serves to enhance the

program and make it even more user-friendly: Track numbers

now darken if they contain MIDI data, a Track Sheet Page lists

the tracks and lets you give them 16 -character names; recorded

tracks, again, are darkened.

A MIDI Event Indicator in the bottom right-hand corner of the

screen shows that MIDI data is arriving.

Lots of bits of the implementation have been tidied up, too:

Making a Song observes the solo, mute and fader settings and

the resulting sequence gives you a "neutral desk" so you can

make overall adjustments to the song. When you select a new

sequence, tempo, patch memory and MIDI channel allocations

are copied from the previous sequence.

You can perform Bounce and Extract operations by holding

down a computer key, clicking and dragging. The Undo box is

renamed Redo after you do an Undo. Lets you see if you've

undone an undo and it dims if there's nothing to undo -

follow?

Patch changes can be sent using three formats - 0-127, 1-

128 or all -b88 - and you can record them directly into a

sequence. Extract Notes has been replaced by Extract Events,

Rotate Sequence shows the time in milliseconds and Velocity

Rescale allows you to compress or expand the dynamic range.

On the programming front, one of the most significant changes

is the ability to perform virtually any operation without stopping

the sequencer. One or two operations (going to the Screen Edit

screen and back to the main screen, for example) give it a very

minor hiccup but it doesn't stop. You can even format disks and

load a new sequence during Play, in which case it will start

playing the new sequence when loaded. And should you make a

mistake, Load Sequence is UNDOable. Nice.

In the Screen Edit screen the cursor becomes a cross -hair and

there's a keyboard down the left of the screen. A small square

shows you which note the cursor is aligned to and this is

reflected in the top right of the screen as MIDI note number and

note name, along with the position of the cursor in beats and

ticks. This screen also remembers the vertical window position

of each track.

You can insert notes directly from a keyboard in the Screen

Edit screen. They take their length from the quantise value and

are inserted at the mouse position. It's better than clicking

notes into place but still not an ideal method of step -time input.

The sequence file format has been changed to give

16

approximately 25% greater note storage capacity. The Sequence

Index now shows the remaining note capacity - a newly -booted

program offering over 100,000 notes on a 1040. Files created

with earlier versions are, of course, compatible.

Channel Selects Track in the MIDI menu forces events onto

the Track corresponding to the channel of the incoming data.

This has several applications but the one I found most useful

was the transfer of songs into Trackman from another

sequencer.

Repeat in the Quantise menu now lets you program a short

pattern into the repeats as you record them. You can set the

metronome to MIDI clicks with selectable pitch channel, velocity

and so on.

One major addition is the Goodies menu. This houses an

Instant Redraw option which redraws the screen on exit from a

dialogue box. You probably wouldn't miss it unless you've tried

it. It also accesses a 32 -point Cue List and you can name the

points.

Here you'll also find the Drum List, a particularly useful item

which keeps a record of which drum is assigned to which MIDI

note number. The drum names appear in the top right-hand

corner of the Screen Edit screen as you move the cursor over

the notes. You can allocate a range of tracks for drum use and

these won't be affected by transpose. Drum Lists can be saved,

and four are supplied including ones for the D110 and Ml.

There's also a Kit file called Reverse which, when applied to a

keyboard turns it upside down.

The recorded pitch of a drum can be mapped onto a different

pitch on playback, allowing you to try different drum sounds. It

also allows you to load a new Drum List and re -map it onto an

existing drum track.

If Record Mix on the Goodies menu is ticked, you can record

fader, mute and solo button movements as MIDI controller

events. A Chase function ensures that program changes, MIDI

volumes, pitchbend, faders and so on are correct if you start

playback in the middle of a song.

Broadcast Mix enables the sending of fader, mute and solo

changes over MIDI. This can be used to control MIDI VCAs and

MIDI Mixing desks. Finally, Set Controllers lets you select which

MIDI controller number will be used for solo, mute and fader

controls, allowing you to use these to alter other controllers

such as pan or volume.

One of the last pieces of code to be included is support for the

MIDI File Format to facilitate import and export of both

individual tracks and complete sequences.

If you're a Trackman owner you should already have received

this little parcel free of charge. If you're not, you can become

one for 1199 and there are now over 50 more reasons why you

should consider buying it. You've read most of them here!  Ian

Waugh

Price £199 including VAT

More from First Rate Ltd, La Ramee, St Peter Port, Guernsey,

Channel Islands. Tel: (0481) 23169/ 710982.
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CHEETAH SX16
STEREO 16 BIT
SAMPLER

You used to have to choose between low quality or high price when buying a Sampler
Module - until now.
The CHEETAH SX16 Stereo 16 Bit Sampler puts the highest quality sampling
performance at everyones fingertips.
Sample in stereo at up to 48 KHz with true 16 Bit quality. Store your samples on the
integral 3.5" Disc Drive. Sounds are stored in full 16 Bit linear format with 32 Bit
Processing, for no compromises on sound quality. Display & Edit your samples clearly
with the Optional TV Modulator Card. Play your samples with Velocity & Aftertouch
control through the eight individual outputs provided. The SX16 may load S1000, S900
and Lynex samples for instant access to a library of thousands of sounds.
The SX16 has 512K of RAM as standard, expandable to 2 Megabytes when you
choose.
CHEETAH SX16 -A TRULY FIRST CLASS SAMPLER AT A PRICE THAT
YOU CAN AFFORD.

 16 Bit Multi-Timbral Stereo Sampler  32 Bit Processing  48 KHz, 32KHz, 24KHz, 16KHz,
12KHz, 8KHz and 6KHz Sample Rate  8 Voice Polyphonic, 16 Sample Multi-Timbral
 8 Individual Outputs  Velocity & Aftertouch Sensitive with Crossfades Sample Edit Display
on Television (Optional)  512K RAM, Expandable to 1Mb, 1.5Mb, 2Mb  3.5" Disc Drive
(DSDD)  S1000, S900 Samples stored in Double Density Format May Be Loaded From Disc
(Optional Quad Density Drive Available)  MIDI Sample Dump Standard, Transmit and Receive
 Scratch Facility  Expansion Port for further upgrades  19" 1U High Rack Mount

All specifications and prices
subject to change
without notice

heeta R.R.P. £799.95
inc. VAT

CHEETAH MARKETING LTD
Norbury House, Norbury Road.

Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS.
Telephone: Cardiff (0222) 555525

Telex: 497455 Fax: (0222) 555527



ON THE

PART
IN PART FIVE OF OUR

RHYTHM PROGRAMMING

SERIES WE ENCOUNTER THE

TRIPLET - THE RHYTHMIC

FIGURE AT THE HEART OF

MUSIC AS DIVERSE AS

SWING AND HIP HOP...

TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.

BEFORE GETTING OUR forks stuck into this

month's rhythmic meat, I'd like, if I may, to

clear up a little confusion which may have

been caused in my last article through the

use of the term "Rimshot" in place of the

intended Side Stick or Cross Stick. As
most (though not all) drummers know, a

rimshot is played by hitting the drum head

at the same time as the rim, whereas the

side or cross stick stroke involves laying

the stick across the drum and tapping it
on the rim. In sonic terms, the difference

is that of a loud "crack" (the rimshot) and

a subtle "click" (the side stick). Playing
last month's examples with a rimshot
would have produced a rather overbearing

effect, and that wasn't what was intended

at all.

Actually, the problem stems from the fact

that the terms have become almost
interchangeable in beat box parlance, but

the two are quite distinct and shouldn't be

confused - as I rather carelessly did. Still,

it's been worth putting the record straight

if only because the side stick is an
instrument which features quite heavily in

our investigations this month, which
concern that most misunderstood of
rhythmic beasts - the shuffle.

I don't know about you, but I spent years

steadfastly avoiding any rhythm which
carried the shuffle label - ranking them
just below foxtrot and beguine in terms of

potential usefulness within a

contemporary setting. Even the name is

enough to put you off - it conjures up
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images of sweaty, ageing R 'n' B pub
musos who've been out of it for the last
ten years but who've got together just for

a few laughs and a pint. Or is that a laugh

and a few pints...

Fact is, there's no such thing as a
shuffle rhythm at all - at least not in the
same sense as, say, a reggae or samba

rhythm. Shuffle is simply a way of playing

a particular pattern in order to alter its
basic feel, and as such can be applied,
with varying degrees of success, to
practically any groove. Thankfully, with the

advent of quite sophisticated shuffle
facilities on machines like the Roland R8

and R5, this fact is becoming far more
widely appreciated amongst rhythm
programmers, and the considerable

potential of shuffle rhythms is at last
coming to be realised. Certainly, that
elusive foot -tapping quotient I referred to a

couple of months ago can be increased
considerably by the application of a little
judicious shuffling, and happily it
represents a form of rhythmic variation
available to users of even the most
humble machines.

At the heart of any rhythmic shuffle is
the triplet - coincidentally, one of the most

important elements of hip hop rhythms.

This is commonly played on the hi -hat or

cymbal, but can equally be applied to the

bass drum or indeed any instrument. The

triplet is a group of three notes played in

the time of two (and indicated by a small

number 3 above them in conventional

music notation). Because of their two -beat

duration, instruments playing triplets can

be accommodated within the standard 4/4

time signature of most contemporary
music, but alongside other instruments
the effect of this is to produce a rolling
rhythm with a pronounced swing to it.

Interestingly, certain notes within the
triplets can be replaced by rests without

losing the basic shuffle feel, and this, of
course, gives us much greater flexibility

when tailoring rhythms to a particular song

or track. Very often, in fact, so many of the

triplet notes are stripped away, it becomes

difficult to identify a shuffle groove simply

by looking at it on paper.

Speaking of which, the standard drum

grid method of notation is not, perhaps,
the best way to visualise a shuffle. The
existence of the "three -based" triplet
within a "four -based" time signature can

often be rather confusing. If, however, you

keep an eye on the small figures at the
top of the grids numbered 1-4 in each bar,

it shouldn't be too difficult to work out
what's going on and when. To make it
easier, I've set all the instruments for
each example on the triplet -based grids -

even though instruments such as the
snare drum quantise as 8th or 16th notes.

I've done it this way to make life easier for

those programmers with machines which

cannot quantise individual instruments for

triplets.

Unlike earlier articles in this series,
where, despite some quite extensive
alterations each rhythm preserved the
same basic feel, applying a shuffle to a
pattern alters its whole complexion,
rhythmically, and often prevents it being
used in the same musical context as the

original. Because of this, I haven't
included the "base patterns" with this
month's examples - the six rather
distinctive shuffles we'll be looking at
stand very much on their own feet.

That said, I must once again stress
these patterns provide examples only of
what can be done, and are intended to act

as a starting point for your imagination
and programming skills. Take a little time

programming them into your drum machine

(or sequencer) note by note - but once
there, take them apart, change them
around, take parts out, put your own parts

in. Above all, try to adapt what you see

and hear to your own programming.

Following the standard set in last
month's article, the low, medium and high

dynamics of individual beats are

represented by open, dotted and solid
diamonds. But remember: these dynamics
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relate only to the levels within each instrument line. Establishing the relative

levels between instruments isn't possible on the printed page, I'm afraid, so

you'll need to set up the balance for yourself.

To get the ball rolling, we'll start with a fairly simple groove but one with a

broader range of uses than many shuffle rhythms. If, like me, you've had a

natural prejudice against shuffles in this past, Pattern 1 might serve to

change your mind.

The triplet notes are provided by the closed hi -hat, but as with many
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shuffles, one of the notes has been replaced with a rest. To indicate its
position within the bar, however, there is a short opening motif comprising a

full triplet which has the added advantage of giving the rhythm a little extra

definition. The snare drum figure at the end of Bar 4 also helps define the

pattern, and leads nicely into the second half of the rhythm where a more

elaborate version of the figure forms a natural cadence at the close of Bar 8.

Of course, the patterns may be restructured so that the two snare drum

figures fall in the most rhythmically useful position in the track, and there's

nothing to stop you adding extra parts should they be required. A quite fast

rhythm, it needs to run at around the 150bpm mark if the snare and hi -hat

figures are to sound coherent, and as with all triplet -based rhythms, the

dynamics are absolutely essential if it is to have the feel of a true shuffle.

Patterns 2a and 2b also make use of an opening triplet on the hi -hat, but

apart from this have little in common with Pattern 1. Altogether more
complex grooves, they make full use of the accompanying side stick part
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weaving in and out of the snare/hi-hat lines.

Once again, take careful note of the dynamics -
the three levels included represent an absolute

minimum in terms of expression. And you'll also

need to keep a watchful eye on the tempo: at
around 120bpm, they're slightly slower than
would normally be associated with rhythms of
this kind, but this is necessary if the patterns
aren't to sound cluttered.

As is often the case when tom toms are
introduced into a rhythm, Patterns 3a and 3b
have quite a full-bodied feel, despite the fact that

the drums only contribute one or two notes every

other bar. The inclusion of an additional triplet
line on the ride cymbal helps give this pattern a

rather jazzy groove and this is complemented
nicely by the repeated off -beat side stick figures

at the end of each two bar phrase.

The rather peculiar symbol at the beginning of

Bar 8 is in fact a flam - a pair of notes played in

very quick succession. If your machine has a flam

facility, this should pose no problem, if it doesn't,

you'll need to program the two notes individually

- consecutive 32nd -note triplets should sound

about right, but try experimenting. Also, this last

side stick figure (Bar 8) would sound rather better

with steadily increasing dynamics rather than just

three levels, if your machine can handle it. If it

can't, and it isn't capable of producing flams or

resolving to 32nd -note triplets either... well,

now might be a good time to think about an
upgrade.

With their strident bass drum lines, Patterns 4a

and 4b have a rather monolithic feel to them, but

this is offset to a considerable extent by another

jazzy ride cymbal part and a neat little clave motif

repeated throughout the rhythm.

As you can see, there are more flams to
program (32nd -note triplets), but these aren't
quite as essential in this pattern and could,
perhaps, be replaced with a single, medium
dynamic note. In fact, the entire clave line could

be given over to a wood block, or maybe even a

cowbell, providing it is subtle enough and kept
well down in the mix. You might also try using a

cymbal "bell" sound (the cup in the centre of the

cymbal) in place of the conventional ride cymbal -

or maybe even a shaker providing it has a long
enough duration.

Patterns 5a and 5b, though fairly conventional

in structure, have a "call and response" feel to

them provided by the first and second bars in
each of the four phrases. And whilst they appear

here as one continuous rhythm, they can be re-

assembled in any order you please.

Rather than programming dynamics into each

instrument, this rhythm relies on the interplay
between instruments to provide light and shade -

the only exception being the accented snare beat

at the end of Bar 8. It's fairly tolerant tempo -wise,

running from 120 to over 145bpm, and relying as

it does on quite conventional instruments it
should sit quite happily in most machines.
Nothing more I can add, really.

Finally, we come to Pattern 6 - a rhythm
designed to run at a much slower pace than the

rest of this month's examples.

Distinguishing features include a rather subtle

clave line, 64th -note triplet flams (sorry) for the

side stick in Bar 4, and 32nd -note triplet double

flams (sorry, sorry) for the hi -hat at the beginning

of each bar. Oh, and if you're feeling particularly

masochistic, you might try lowering the level of

the second note in the double hi -hat flam (that is,

the third note in from Beat 1) to give the figure a
little more definition.

This all sounds much more complicated than it

actually is, and given the difficulty often
experienced in programming slow tracks, it
should certainly prove worthwhile. Tempo at the

top end shouldn't go much beyond the 100bpm
mark, but can drop to well below 80bpm should
this be required.

And that's about all for this month. Next month

we move on yet again, so till then, keep your feet

on the ground and keep reachin' for the off
switch...
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YAMAHA Keyboards YAMAHA HI -Tech YAMAHA Pro -Audio YAMAHA Home Recording
DXII Synthesizer E349 TX802 Expander £599 SPXI000 Multi Effect Processor .£999 MT3X Multitrack Recorder ..£549
YS -100 synthesizer £349 TX8I -Z Expander £299 SPX 900Multi Effect Processor £599 MT -I00 Multitrack Recorder £299
DS -55 Synthesizer £399 TO -5 with Sequencer £299 FX500 Multi Effect Processor £349 R-100 Digital Reverb £179
YS -200 with Sequencer £449 OX -3 16 track Sequencer. £599 SPX50-0 Multi Effect Processor £299 DR -I00 Digital Reverb £139
B-200 with Sequencer £549 OX5FD 8 track Sequencer £599 REX50 Multi Effect Processor £299 0-100 Stereo Graphic .£109
V -SO Workstation £999 RX5 Rhythm Programmer.. £499 GC -2020 Stereo Compressor/Limiter £249 DP -I00 Dynamics Processor £129
PF-2000 Piano inc. stand £999 RX8 Rhythm Programmer £359 MC Series Stereo Mixers from £699 BSP-100 Bass Sound Processor £129
PF-I500 Piano inc. stand £1399 RXI20 Rhythm Machine............ MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM £225 P -Series Stereo Power Amps. from £269 A-100 50watt Stereo Amplifier £179
Full range of PSS, PSR & Clavinovas £Phone WT -11 with WXI I Wind Synth System £545 EMX Stereo Powered Mixers from £999 S -I00 2way Speakers, pair.. MMMMM ..... ... ..£129

kAWAI TASCAM SANSUI RACK EQUIPMENT

K1 Multi Timbral Synthesizer ...... .... ..........£549..... TSR-8 8 -track Cassette Recorder...... ....... ... £1999 WS -XI 6 -track Workstation, features include DIGITECH DSP 128 Multi -effects ... ... _......£399
K I -M Expander Synth Module.. ..£395 38 8 -track 1/2 inch Recorder £1399 built-in 8 channel Mixer, Digital Echo/Reverb, PEAVEY Univerb Digital Reverb £175
K I -R Rack Synth Expander £435 688 10 -channel, 8 -track Cassette £1999 Plus 2 -channel Master Recorder £1295 CASIO VZ-8M Digital Synth -Expander £299
K I -II Separate Drum Section & Multi -Effects .£695 644 8 -channel, 4 -track Cassette £999 MR -6, 6 -track Rack Mounted Unit £675 CHEETAH MS -6 Synth Module £249
K4 16 Bit Samples, with Multi -Effects £895 238 8 -track with Free Microverb £1299 MX -12, 12-6-2, Recording Mixer £675 APHEX AURAL Exciter, Type C____ £299
K4 -R Rack Version £695 112 Stereo Mastering Cassette £399 WS -G10, 10 -band Stereo Graphic/Spectrum £265 AKAI VX90 Analogue Rack Expander £299
0-80 32 -track Sequencer £595 Porta 2, 6 -channel, 4 -track Studio E499 SY-1, Remote & Sync/Midi Converter £175 KAWAI K3M Analogue Rack Expander £249
R -50E Rhythm Programmer £299 Porta I, Mini Studio, inc. PSU £399 CD -M12, 12 Disc Automatic CD Player..........£465 ROLAND Pitch to Voltage Rack Synth £199
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TRANTEC SI-ML Microphone Radio System, complete... £275 CASIO HT -3000 Programmable Keyboard/Synthesizer £199
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DMS Synthesiser

K4 & K4R

Kawai's new K4 comes to us with a new method

of synthesis: - Digital Multi Spectrum - but

how much is new and how much is more

recycled technology? Review by Ian Waugh.

GIVE IT A cursory once-over and you

could be forgiven for thinking that
Kawai's new K4 is actually their old
K1 in disguise. A superficial glance at

the controls reveals familiar
pitchbend and modulation wheels (what, no
joystick?), two-line LCD, Multi and Single buttons,
four bank select buttons and two rows of patch select

buttons. Kawai have obviously decided not to give
their followers any future shock.

In many other ways, too, the K4 reveals its heritage,

and anyone familiar with the K1 may be forgiven for

sharing a sense of deja vu as they read this. But
there are differences, so read on and all will be
revealed.

The K4 has a five -octave velocity- and pressure -
sensitive keyboard with the pitchbend and modulation

wheels situated to the left, rather more convenient
than their placement above the keys as on the K1.
The buttons are plastic as opposed to the K1's
squidgy rubber ones and the keyboard has a sprung

synth action which should be responsive enough to
satisfy piano players who don't violently object to
playing synth keyboards.

The sound sources are produced by a DMS (Digital

Multi Spectrum) tone generator (more about this in a

moment) which is presumably an updated form of
Kawai's VM (Variable Memory) synthesis used in the

K1. It is capable of handling up to 16 -note polyphony.

A single sound or Tone is referred to as a Single
patch and a combination of Tones is referred to as a

Multi patch. There are 64 of each type of patch
stored in four banks of 16. A RAM card can be used
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to store an additional 64 patches of each type.

The first thing you do with a new instrument is
check out its presets. I can't tell you what the default
sound is like - the one that usually makes you want
to buy the thing - because someone decided to
replace it with a duplicate of the sound in position
two. A quick run through the other sounds, however,

quickly reveals the K4's forte: pads, combination and

layered sounds - yes, even some of the Single
sounds move and swirl and contain several different
types of Tone within them.

Multi sounds allow you to combine up to eight
Single Tones into one gigantic arrangement. The
potential complexity of such a combination has to be

heard to be believed, especially as one of the major
additions to the K4 (over the K1) is a digital filter.
Now we're getting down to business.

SOURCE SECRETS
DMS IS A 16 -bit system and the sounds it produces

are squeaky clean. The perfectionist may detect an
ever -so -small amount of background residue when

some of the effects are used but I'd have no
hesitation in using the K4 for recording and I've no
doubt it will have already appeared on many a record

even as you read this.

As the sounds do bear a passing resemblance to
those produced by Roland's LA and Korg's Al
synthesis, let's look at the K4's Tone structure. (If
you've managed to master Roland's LA synthesis in
its myriad forms, this will be a piece of fish.)

A Single patch can be built up from four Tone
Sources which can be in a Normal, Twin or Double
arrangement. Normal allows two Sources to be fed to

a single filter, Twin allows two pairs of Sources each

to be fed to separate filters and Double routes the
Sources through the filters in series. It's worth
noting, though, that Twin and Double modes reduce
the polyphony to eight notes.

A Source can comprise of one of 96 DC (Digital
Cyclic) waveforms composed of up to 128 harmonics,

or one of 160 PCM waveforms. The DC waves include

traditional analogue -type waves (sine, square,
rectangle and so on) plus a variety of instrument
sounds such as organ, bass and piano. Some you
may use alone but many will find a home alongside
other waves to help add character.

The PCM waveforms are sampled sounds and
include pianos, strings, voices, guitars and basses
along with many other instrumental sounds and 23
Reverse and Loop effects.

Four Source buttons on the front panel are used to

select the Sources during sound construction and
editing, and four more are used to mute them. The
LCD helpfully tells you if the wave is DC or PCM but

you have to look up the name in a separate Wave List

manual. Shame, as there's room in the LCD for the
name, too. It seems Kawai haven't learned from
criticisms of the K1, as the lack of wave names was
its biggest fault (some would say only fault) except,
perhaps, for the lack of a filter.

The DCO button is used to set the waveform values,

fine and coarse tuning, pressure, vibrato, autobend
and key tracking (whether the keys are to play
normally or play a fixed pitch).

The editing functions are accessed from buttons on

the front panel. Parameters are altered with a Value

slider (shades of the DX7's data entry slider) and +/-
buttons. A Recall button lets you compare the original

patch with the edited version and you can copy
Sources and filter settings from one patch to another.

The Common Group edit functions act on all the
Sources in a patch. They include ring modulation and

a variety of keyboard modes which determine what
happens if a key is pressed before the other is
released. You can assign individual pitchbend,
pressure, modulation and velocity parameters to each

patch, plus autobend, which is useful for voice
effects and ethnic instruments.

The Source Common functions allow you to
introduce a delay time for each Source from the time

the key is pressed to the start of the attack phase
(arguably this may be have been better placed in the

DCA section). It allows you to construct sounds which

build up in complexity by introducing Sources over
time and to create echo effects.

Here, too, you can select one of eight velocity
curves ranging from a direct linear response curve to

ones which only produce sounds if the keys are
struck hard or soft (more scope for the layering of
sounds). There are also eight keyboard scaling
curves which change tone and volume depending on

the position on the keyboard of the key which is
played. Use these to set up crossfade effects.

The manual includes helpful diagrams which show

exactly how the volume relates to velocity and key
position (but make sure you read the correction
sheets for the full picture).

The DCA section has traditional ADSR (Attack,
Decay, Sustain and Release) phases plus an overall

Level (volume) control. Some die-hard synthesists
may prefer a multi -stage envelope but this will do me

just fine. The number of waveforms and editing
options more than compensate, and don't you think
life is complicated enough?

The DCA Modulation functions determine how the

level is affected by the keyboard. Options include
setting velocity, pressure and keyboard scaling depth,

and time modulation velocity, time modulation
release velocity and time modulation keyboard
scaling. The time modulation parameters let you alter

the envelope attack, decay and release times
according to how hard the keys are struck and their
position on the keyboard. This may be merely useful
when used with a Single patch but its potential is far
greater when that patch is used within a Multi patch.

Vibrato can be produced by adding LFO to the DCO,

and wah and filter sweep effects are possible by
adding it to the DCF. There are triangle, sawtooth,
square and random waveforms and the LFO can be
made responsive to pressure. The vibrato for each
Source can be turned off and a delay can be added.

THE FILTER
AND SO TO the filter section. This is probably the
biggest difference between the K4 and the K1 and,
arguably, its greatest contribution to digital synthesis.

You can filter any of the waveforms, not just the DC

ones, and two filters can be assigned to a Single
patch as previously mentioned.

DCF parameters include cutoff and resonance
frequencies (specified numerically rather than in >
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"The K4's Source Common

functions allow you to

construct sounds

which build up in

complexity by introducing

Sources over time and to

create echo effects."

Hertz, but no less useful for that) which operate in a

similar manner to analogue controls. This is nice.
There are also velocity, pressure and keyboard
scaling depth controls and the LFO can be toggled on

and off.
The DCF Modulation parameters are similar to the

DCO Modulation parameters and are used to alter the

filter from the envelope and keyboard.

THE EFFECTS
THE K4 CAN store 32 effects internally (number 32 is

normally used as a bypass) with 32 more on a RAM

card and you can route a patch through one of these.

In comparison, the K1 II (reviewed MT, October '89)

effects begin to look like the afterthought they
undoubtedly are. There are 16
different types of effect including

reverb, delay, overdrive, chorus,

flanging, feedback and various
combinations of these.

Each effect has three
parameters which vary according

to the type of effect it is. For
example, the reverb parameters

are pre -delay, reverb time and
tone (brilliance). The effects
certainly enhance the sound -
which is why they are there in the

first place.

A patch can also be assigned to

a Submix Channel, A to H. These

contain pan positions of the
sound (-7 to +7) and effect

in the
Submix section, and route the sounds to any of them

by assigning them to a Submix Channel - rather like

plugging the sound into an audio mixer channel. It's
easier in practice than it may sound on paper.

MULTI PATCHES
A MULTI PATCH is a combination of up to eight Single

patches along with various parameters which tie the
sound to key velocity, keyboard range, tuning,
transposition and so on. The two rows of eight patch

select buttons are used to select and mute the eight
patches (or sections in K4 talk) which make up a
Multi patch.

The Edit button lets you set the overall Volume of

the patch, the effect to which it is routed and its
name.

There are four basic editing functions: Instrument
Group, Zone, Section Channel and Level. As on the

K1, internal Multi patches can't use external Single
sounds (the ones in a RAM card) and vice versa.
Otherwise any of the 64 Single patches can be
assigned to any of the sections.

Zone is used to set the upper and lower note limits

for the individual sections. If you set the low limit
higher than the high limit (are you still with me?) the

patch will only play at the upper and lower ends of
the keyboard and not in the middle. There is also a
velocity switch here which can make a section sound

only if either you play the keys hard or soft - more

scope for layering.

The Section Channel is used to set the MIDI receive

channel of each section. Simply, it gives you easy
access to eight multitimbral sounds. It also allows
you to say whether the section can be played only
from the keyboard, via MIDI or both.

Level sets the volume level, transpose and fine
tuning parameters for the sections. It also routes the

sections to a Submix Channel which works in the
same way as for Single patches.

If you've been following this (and I'll be asking
questions later) you should realise how the K4 excels

at "moving" sounds - the delay before the envelope
sets in, the layering of four Sources into a single
patch, the subsequent combination of up to eight of
them into a Multi patch and, of course, the inherent
harmonic movement produced by the filter all lend
themselves to superb layers and banks of sound. You

could use the K4 to write a film soundtrack all by
itself. (If someone gives me the commission I'll do it.)

The K4 is capable of more stationary sounds, too.

The instrument PCM waveforms, for example, can
produce convincing solo instrument sounds although

the presets, naturally, concentrate on combination
sounds. The pianos are convincing but don't top the
ones in Yamaha's EMT10, for example. Other than
that minor observation, there should be a great
enough variety of strings, basses, choirs, guitars,
brass sounds and so on to keep you happy until you

start creating your own.

THE DRUMS
IN KEEPING WITH popular trends (as evidenced by

Kawai's own K1 II), the K4 has a separate drum
section, independent of the Single and Multi patches.

It can be played from the keyboard by pressing the
Drum button but, more usefully, it can be used to play

drum tracks created on an external sequencer.

A set of 61 drum patches, one for each key from C1

to C6 can be programmed. The drum section uses
two Sources for each key and settings for wave,
decay, tune and level can be made for each Source.

There are 42 specific drum -type sounds again, all
PCM, but any of the waves in the waveform library
can be used. The range of sounds is very good - I

especially liked the timbales - although there's no
quijada.

It will be interesting to see what the programmers
make of the K4. The potentially limiting internal
architectural structure of a synthesiser based around

a fixed number of sampled tones may have been
side-stepped by the inclusion of a filter but, although

its contribution towards shaping the sounds should
not be underestimated, the number and variety of
separate and distinct sounds remains to be
determined.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
THERE ARE A host of options lumped together and
accessed by the System button. These include
tuning, transposition, local control and velocity switch

point (to determine at which point the switch between

playing loud and soft takes place).

System is also used to set transmit and receive
channels and to determine what MIDI data is
transmitted and received - program changes,
pressure, bender, modulation, hold and velocity. The
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> recognition of system exclusive data can be toggled

on and off, too.
The top left-hand corner of the LCD shows when

MIDI data is being received - a feature that's
becoming more common and can be very useful. The

sounds can be saved and loaded via MIDI data
dumps either individually or en masse.

MIDI & MULTI MODES
SINGLE PATCHES ARE selected over MIDI using
program change numbers from 0 to 63, Multi patches

are selected with numbers 64 to 127. Patches in
RAM cards must be selected from the front panel or

by sending a system exclusive message. I kind of

think a program change table would be useful here,

but I won't quibble.
You can change the patch in a section in Multi mode

by selecting Section in the Receive channel options

and then simply sending the relevant patch change

number on the section's MIDI channel. That's the
way multitimbral setups should work, of course, but

they don't on some instruments.

POWER & THE MANUAL
THE POWER SUPPLY is still external (like the K1) and

although it reduces the possibility of mains
interference finding its way into the audio signal, it

does make it easier for a power lead to be pulled out

or snapped off during a gig.

The Link Play function, inherited from the K1, allows

up to eight patches to be called in a specific order by

pressing the +/YES and -/NO buttons - this definitely

is useful for live work.

The manual is full of diagrams, although it could still

be more informative and better laid out (couldn't they

all?), but I don't think anyone will have trouble getting

to grips with it. It has comprehensive MIDI data
tables (mainly for the programmers) and it even has

an index. With just a little knowledge of synthesis you

should be able to program your own sounds and
create your own Multi patches with relatively little
effort.

THE K4R
UNLIKE THE DELAY between the launch of the K1,

the K1M and Kir, Kawai have released the K4 and
its rackmount version at the same time. The K4r
is a 2U -high 19" module with all the buttons on
the front panel - so operation is just as easy. It
has no pitchbend or modulation wheels (natch),
and none of the built-in effects either, but it has
six separate audio outputs as well as right/mono
and left stereo outs, and the headphone socket is
mounted on the front panel for easy access.

The lack of effects is based on the premise that
most people who buy rack -mount gear will have an

effects unit as well. I could live with that although

I still wouldn't say no to having the effects
included.

VERDICT
IN SPITE OF anything you may have read about the

difficulties of digital synthesis, using and editing
the K4 is relatively painless. Full marks to Kawai
for this. You won't need an external programmer
although I've no doubt a software voice editor will
make an appearance soon - and that should make

editing even easier.
I'm personally glad Kawai haven't adopted the

"workstation" approach and included a sequencer,

but then I speak as someone who prefers the
power ,and versatility of a software -based
sequencer and the opportunity to pick one of my
own choosing.

After the initial honeymoon period with the K4
was over, I donned my devil's advocate hat and
voiced the disappointment that the K4 is, broadly,
based on K1 technology rather than offering
something new. Although if Yamaha can keep FM
synthesis going for six years through God knows
how many incarnations of instruments, surely
there's room in the musical world for a third Kawai
VM (DMS?) instrument.

The K1's RRP is still £595 but it can now be seen
advertised at up to £100 less (surely a good deal).
If you are already a K1 owner I'm not sure I'd
recommend that you rush out and trade it in for a
K4 (unless you can afford the loss on the
difference). But if you've been contemplating
buying a K1, I'd think you'll be sorely tempted to
beg, steal or borrow the extra for a K4.

And if you haven't yet invested in one of the new
generation, PCM sample -based instruments then
the K4 is one baby you really must see before
spending your readies. Even if you are hovering
around an LA synth or even the Ml, the K4's
filters, ease of programming (an enormous plus),
multitimbral capabilities and impressive range of
sounds (some mini performances in their own
right) demand that you hear it.
And when you pop along to your local music shop,

make sure you take your wallet with you because,
make no mistake, the K4 will be in demand.M

Prices K4, £895; K4r, £695. Both prices include VAT.

More from Kawai UK Ltd, Sun Alliance House,
8/10 Dean Park crescent, Bournmouth 8H1 1HL.
Tel: (0202) 296629.
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CHEETAH MS6 MULTI-TIMBRAL
PROGRAMMABLE ANALOGUE

SYNTHESIZER MODULE
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The CHEETAH MS6 Synthesizer Module is probably the best analogue synthesizer available, delivering
the most powerful synthesizer sounds at the lowest possible price. The MS6 is a Multi-Timbral
Programmable Analogue Synthesizer Module, bringing classic synthesizer technology up to date at a
fraction of even the second hand value of other synthesizers of this type.
Featuring Velocity and Aftertouch Sensitivity, WM Synthesis, and the Best Filter Circuitry, the MS6
has an enormous range of sounds, including: 'House', 'Moog', & 'Acid' Basslines; Razor Sharp 'Sync'
Leads; Powerful 'Fat' Brass; and Lusciously 'Warm' Strings.
Use the 64 Programmable Performance Memories to assign your sounds Multi- Timbrally into Layers,
Splits or Monster Stacks which really can blast other synths into the background.
Over 400 superb sounds are provided, and these may be edited in any way you choose, using over 60
Program Parameters. Store your own custom sounds in 96 Programmable Memories.
You can link the MS6 to another MS6 to produce a Twelve Note Polyphonic Multi- Timbral Synthesizer
for a fraction of any other comparable system.

See how the MS6 out -performs these classic synthesizers:
MS6 JUPITER 8 JUNO 6/60/106 POLYSIX POLY 80011 PROPHET 5 MATRIX 1000

MULTI-TIMBRAL YES NO NO NO NO NO NO

VELOCITY YES NO NO NO NO NO YES

AFTERTOUCH YES NO NO NO NO NO YES

2 OSC'S PER VOICE YES YES NO NO YES YES YES

VCF PER VOICE YES YES YES YES NO YES YES

NO. OF SOUNDS 416 64 1/64/128 32 64 120 1000
NO. PROGRAMMABLE 96 64 1/64/128 32 64 120 COMPUTER REQUIRED

NO. PERFORMANCE
MEMORIES 64 8 0/0/0 0 0 0 COMPUTER REQUIRED
PRICE £299 £600 £300 £250 £300 £400 £450

S/H S/H S/H S/H

S/H =SECOND HAND PRICE

aka/let/en
SPECIFICATIONS  96 User Programmable Sounds  320 Pre Set Sounds  64 User
Programmable Performance Memories which may consist of up to 6 instruments with Polyphony
assigned as required.
VOICE ARCHITECTURE  6 Voice  2 DCO per Voice  Separate rate for DCO, PWM, and LFO.

FILTER SECTION  6 VCF's  4 Pole (24 dB/Octave) filter.
ENVELOPE SECTION  2 Velocity Sensitive Envelope Generators per Voice.
LFO SECTION  1 LFO per Voice  Four suitable wave forms.
KEY MODES  Poly  Multi-Timbral. R.R.P. £299.95

heeta
All specifications and prices

subject to change without notice

CHEETAH MARKETING LTD
Norbury House, Norbury Road,

Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS.
Telephone: Cardiff (0222) 555525

Telex: 497455 Fax: (0222) 555527



Once Hollywood

represented the
ultimate dream

of aspiring

actors and
actresses, today
it represents the

dream of

aspiring
musicians wanting to make it big in film

has already
scores. Gary Chang

made it big... Interview by Lawrence Ullman.
QUALIFICATIONS IN BRIEF: COMPOSER,
arranger, computer musician and performer, with
extensive experience in film/video underscoring.
Skills include: computer music programming on the
Synclavier, Fairlight CMI, and MIDI synthesisers;

engineering in a 24 -track studio; and operation of
various SMPTE synchronisation equipment.

With qualifications like these, it should come as no

surprise that Los Angeles -based film composer Gary

Chang is a very busy man. His film credits include
the scores to The Breakfast Club (for which he
received a gold disc), Electric Dreams, Miami Blues,

Dead Bang, Firewalker and 52 Pick -Up. Presently,
he is working on Michael Caine's new movie A
Shock to the System. As an arranger, session synth
programmer and performer, he has recorded with
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Ute Lemper, Art Garfunkel, Robbie Robertson, Al
Jarreau, Eddie Money, Kansas, The Motels,
Supertramp... The list goes on.

Chang has used his considerable expertise with
music technology to open many doors. Technology
has moulded his compositional style and made it
possible for him to effectively communicate difficult

musical ideas to other musicians. And, of course, it
has made it possible for him to achieve something
that remains a dream for most composers - a
successful career in the fast -paced and unforgiving
world of Hollywood film making.

He first became involved with music technology in

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY DECEMBER 1989

1972 as an undergraduate composition student at
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Like many budding academic
composers in the early '70s, Chang's initial
exposure to computer music was working with what
he terms "the archetype of computer music
programs" - the minicomputer -based and totally
non -real time "Music5" system.

After completing his degree at Carnegie-Mellon,
Chang moved to California to do graduate work
with composer Morton Subotnick at the California
Institute of the Arts (better known as CalArts).
After the conservative atmosphere of Carnegie-
Mellon, CalArts' relaxed attitude proved to be ideal.

"There was very little structure at the time (1977).
It was good for me though, because I just lived, ate,
and slept what I was hoping would be my business
eventually, which is trying to do everything and
make music in a situation where I had complete
control of everything, like my teachers did."

The juxtaposition of various musical elements and
styles is an important element of Chang's music.
His initial exposure to this eclectic approach was
through the jazz of the early '70s. He soon realised,
however, that this technique was not limited to jazz.

"As a composer in graduate school, I had this
fascination with what Miles Davis, Weather Report
and Herbie Hancock were doing", he recalls.
"Although they probably have a completely
different description of what it was, I always sensed
it being a different way of making musical feel by
simply juxtaposing identifiable, yet opposite,
elements."

At CalArts, Chang was exposed to compositions
by Charles Ives and Elliot Carter, both of whom
often employ juxtaposed themes, styles, rhythms,
and other musical elements within a more
"classical" context.

"This became kind of a gestalt for one of my main
musical styles. I've gone back to a contemporary
chamber music approach that combines elements of
jazz, rock, minimalism, and 20th -century avant
garde."

CHANG NOW SPENDS MOST OF HIS TIME AS
a composer, which is what he likes to do best. But
this was not always the case.

"When I got out of school, I was a closet -case
computer musician. I didn't know what to do with
my chops, and I wasn't a great keyboard player, but
I had an established aesthetic and a writing
direction for what I wanted to do with the
technology. But the technology didn't exist at any
level outside of the university at that time."

Getting a job at Fairlight as a product specialist
turned out to be a case of being in the right place at
the right time, and one thing soon led to another.

"As the Fairlight evolved into a more viable
instrument for the industry, more people became
interested in using it. I eventually started
moonlighting with the Fairlight at the Village
Recorder. One of the projects that I did was The
King of Comedy, a Warner film. That was produced
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"I wanted to

get back to
being able to

actually write

music without
having to re-

learn the
technology

every couple of

years - I was
looking for an

instrument I
could spend a
long time at."
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>by Robbie Robertson, and led to a friendship with
Robbie that still exists."

Word soon spread, and Chang found himself
greatly in demand as an arranger, session player
and programmer.

"One of the first projects I did was an entirely
electronic score for a feature film Purple Hearts in
1983. After that, I started working with Pat
Williams, because he had a Fairlight. I guess I'd
say that was probably the most popular time for
me as a session musician. I did a lot of sessions,
programming the Fairlight and other synths. I got
to work with Al Jarreau, Barbara Streisand,
Supertramp, Kansas, the Motels, Martha Davis,
America, Eddie Money... "

Even though things were going well for Chang as
a session musician, he had never planned to make
his living as a player and was not really happy in
the role.

"I wanted to go back to what was comfortable
for me - and frankly, walking around LA from
studio to studio was very uncomfortable. I was
used to fooling around with tape recorders in my
parents' den, or sitting at CalArts in an electronic
music studio. I'd rather be by myself behind closed
doors, not watching the hundred dollar bills take
wing and fly out the window."

In 1984, Chang worked for Giorgio Moroder
and contributed music to several films including
Electric Dreams and The Neverending Story. Then
his film scoring career really took off.

"At that point, I met Keith Forsey, who was
contracted to do the music for The Breakfast Club.
Working with Keith on that project led to my first
actual 'additional music by' credit."

At that time, Chang was still doing sessions,
particularly with Robbie Robertson, but he did
score a feature film called 3:15.

"The following year, I did 52 Pick Up and
Firewalker. I slowly edged away from the session
work, and took on more and more film work, until
now I'm just doing features. This year I did Dead
Bang for Warner Brothers and Miami Blues for
Orion. As you can see, the bulk of my work has
moved both towards and away from playing
because, frankly, I can play my music a lot easier
than I can play someone else's."

THE IDEA OF BEING ABLE TO COMPOSE
and perform his own music with total control over
every aspect has long been the driving force
behind Chang's love -hate relationship with music
technology. His efforts to find a music
composition workstation (which you simply turn
on and start making fully -produced music) led him
to build up a large MIDI system. He has now
pretty much abandoned this approach in favour of
his current love, the NED Synclavier.

"When basic MIDI stuff came out, it really
excited me, but at the same time it really depressed
me. The stuff that I could afford was seriously
limited - I think it's wonderful that things are

affordable. But at the same time, it seems like it's
created a whole bunch of non -essential
information for us. In order to amass a system
that's large and versatile enough to create
complete music projects, you end up creating this
interface nightmare of unpublished information,
inter -manufacturer hidden secrets known only by
consultants - whatever you want to call it."

The idea of a convenient yet versatile system is a
dream of many electronic composers, and Chang is
no exception.

"You should be able to go to a system and
actually say, 'this is what I'm going to make music
with', and not have to bring a ton of extra things
to it. Certain companies have tried to create such a
system, let's say like the Yamaha QX1/TX816
system. That is an alleged complete system with
the addition of a DX7. Obviously, it's not really a
complete system, or else everyone would just stop
right there, and that would be the end of it. When
I was working with the Fairlight, notes became an
issue because there were only eight notes it could
play. I mean, how do you orchestrate when you
realise you only have two notes left to work with?
So I moved away from instruments like the
Fairlight and the Synclavier at that time."

Instead Chang soon amassed a huge and complex
MIDI system. But, as many composers have
discovered, the weight of what is supposed to be
creative technology can become a limitation in
itself.

"My MIDI system is basically a rack with four
Roland MKS80 Super Jupiters, a Yamaha TX816, a
Roland MKS20, and a pair of Roland MKS70s. I
have a PR7 Beetle that's controlling the TX816,
and an MEP4 MIDI Event Processor. It's all being
controlled from a laptop Toshiba T3100 PC with a
Roland MPU401. For sequencing, I run Roland's
MESA and I also use the Bacchus software for
editing and organising the FM instruments.

"The straw that broke the camel's back arrived
when I started getting more work writing for
films. When I did 52 Pick Up, there was an hour
and 15 minutes of music including source cues,
and it was many different kinds of music. So file
maintenance became really difficult. After every
single cue I had to save each bank of each
instrument, and then put it some place where I
could easily get back to it. And not only that, the
turnaround time between cues became
progressively slower and slower. I'd have to figure
out where the sounds were in the first place. So I
had this basic problem, and then things started to
get really difficult. I was doing a film project and
I'd get a record project in the middle of it. How
do I put anything on the shelf? How do I
remember what I'm doing?"

In the end, Chang decided that the Synclavier
wasn't such a bad option after all. He's owned one
for almost two years now, and obviously loves it.

"My Synclav has 16 Meg of RAM and 32 voices.
It has MIDI and SMPTE interfaces", he explains.
"It's created an older feeling for me, a more
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familiar feeling that represents what this medium is
all about. The idea for me was to get back to
music, get back to being able to actually write the
notes without having to think about technology or
re -learn it every couple of years. Or to transfer all
of my information, whether it be in my head or on
disk, to another medium altogether. I was looking
for an instrument I could spend a really long time
at.

"The beautiful thing about the Synclavier is that
the sequences include SMPTE offsets, tempo
changes, whatever. Now, if I have to stop doing a
record project to work on a film, I just swap disks
and load the sequence - everything is on one disk.
I'm using my own sounds entirely now, and so my
music has a very individual kind of sound to it."

CHANG HAS FOUND THAT ELECTRONIC
musicians wear a lot of hats, and therefore must
structure their time effectively.

"What I found in doing scores is that I make very
particular formal changes in my duties at any given
point in time. When I'm composing, I have one
patch on the patchbay, and I'm facing towards the
Synclavier keyboard. The mixer - a Soundcraft
200B - is configured in a particular way. I don't
even look at the multitrack. Everything sits in a
particular way and I write. When I'm done writing,
I archive it onto disk. That's my writing
environment.

"When I go to record, I become a recording
engineer. I put the Synclavier in SMPTE sync. I
put two-inch tape on the tape machine, and I'm a
recording engineer. I don't look back at the
Synclav anymore. I just write down where all the
instruments are and I'm at the board. In other
words, I've tried to become less integrated,
because it allows me to become more musical."

Another component in Chang's setup is a Sony
MCI 24 -track tape machine.

"I always thought it was necessary to get away
from the tape recorder. The reason I have it is
because it's my industry interface. It's what allows
me to do industry work at home. When I do a
feature film, I can just take the two-inch tape
downtown with me if I don't mix here. And that's
a heck of a lot more convenient to carry than all
my synths."

Unlike many electronic -based composers, Chang
usually doesn't start with a simple rhythmic groove
as the foundation for a score.

"The best film music is really sensitive to the
picture. So the first part is analysis. I'm more
structure -based, kind of like a minimalist
composer. What I tend to do is break the cue
down into smaller segments, and then weigh the
segments as to where everything should be,
density -wise. In other words, if there is dialogue,
you can't have much density. So I tend to look at
the density first and then try to write the melodic
elements. I see how to solve the puzzle, so to
speak, from that aspect. And then I simply live with

the basic structure for a while and write a piece of
music for that structure."

If the project doesn't call for an all -electronic
score, Chang uses live players to create dynamics
and excitement, and he uses technology to
communicate complex musical ideas to them that
would be very difficult to convey using a written
score.

"Live players create energy", he explains, "so if I
need more dynamics in a piece I'll use live players
to create it. But when things get really small, the
Synclavier is creating that. What the live players do
is stop anyone from being pissed off at 'yet another
electronic score'. It sounds like an ensemble - it
sounds exciting, more magical. Computers haven't
replaced the player - they've replaced the paper.
Now I'm able to make particular edits and I can
get players to come up and actually play something
that could be completely abstract. Now they can
hear it, and in very particular ways. Suddenly, it's
not obtuse any more. It's simply music."

When working with live performers, Chang
creates a private rehearsal tape for them.

"I just make a tape with a finished vocal on it,
and hand it to the player and have him absorb
exactly what it is. He would also get a chart with
all the eccentricities written on it. But the idea
ultimately is to make it convincing."

But with all the power and control available from
the Synclavier, why bother with live players at all?
As ever Chang has his answer ready.

"It's like the difference between hand-written
calligraphy and a word processor. People don't
want to hear computer music. They just kind of
automatically turn their ears off and say 'give me
the human being'. It does work in pop music,
though. You can have all -computerised music
because there's a vocal on top of it. So there's
something to focus the music. I guess what I'm
saying is that computers create the best
accompaniment, because they have no personality
and they never take up any of the foreground. So, I
use live players when things are to be featured,
because it sounds natural. It's a very natural feeling
for the audience to be immediately drawn to the
human rather than the track. That's why I'm
always integrating."

Perhaps the real secret of Chang's success lies in
his attitude towards technology as a means to an
end, rather than an end in itself.

"I just want to get back to the music", he
protests. "I want to get back to traditional
sensibilities. I want to get back to what I feel - or
what I felt when I was younger and excited about
music. And it's not just that. It's a matter of
coming to terms with my career. I compete with
composers who don't know technology, but do
know music. Technology isn't really important at
all. All it has done is make more expeditious
certain types of expression that were previously
considered 'adventurous'. And you know, I'll tell
you honest to God, the only thing that really
counts is the music."

"Computers

haven't
replaced the
player, they've
replaced the
paper. I can
get players to
come up and

play something

completely

abstract - but
it's not obtuse
any more, it's
simply music."
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NEU-TECH!
NEU-TECH!

NEU-TECH!

D10/ D20/D5

Rolands best
selling '0' series now includes

the terrific budget priced
D5, as well as the

powerful D 10 and the sequencer
equipped

020.

440111w.
D110/U110

Rolands D100
synth and U110

preset sampler

module are
outstanding examples

of

technology with
value for money5Both have

128 on board
sounds with many

new min

cards now in stock!

U20 KEYBOARD

Finally a keyboard
version of the smash hit

U110 even more
powerful and a vast range of

cards!

PRO E/RA50

Rolands new smash
hit PRO E is now joined

by the all new
R50 rhythm arranger

with too

many features to mention!
Call for info!

El 0/E20

Rolands new
development into multifunction

units that feature
rhythm units and

sequencers has
been an outstanding

success,

try them!

W30

Rolands W30 multi function workstation

combines a powerful
synth, sampler

and 16

track sequencer
all into one 3.5" disk, velocity

sensitive keyboard.

PAD5/PAD80

Rolands Pad 80 has become the industry

standard midi
drum pad and now

its joined by

its younger
brother the D5, many new features

at a lower price!

BOSS PEDALS

BOSS continues
its impressive

range with

many new
products! The all new CHI chorus,

BE -5B bass
effects, GL 100 line driver, new

mixers and a
completely new range of budget

amplifiers!

GUITAR PRODUCTS

GR50, GS100,
GS6, GP16

Rolands increasing
product range for the

guitarist includes
the fabulous GR50 guitar

synth, GS6 digital
amp and effects unit, now

followed by its Boss version the budget

Gil 00. Also new is the GP16 digital effects

unit!

R8/R5

Rolands legendary
dominance of the drum

synth market
continues with the flagship R8

and now the budget R5! Unbeatable!

S770

Roland introduce
the S770, a new

state of the

art sampler with worldbeating
spec! 24 bit

sampling with up to 90 secat 48kh! Incredible

power!

RD250S, RD300S

Two of the best
selling stage pianos,

both with

terrific feel velocity and weighted
and now at

special lower prices
while stocks last! Call

now!

A50, A80

Rolands range of full feature midi controllers

now includes
the 88 note, with a terrific

weighted keyboard,
velocity sensingand

sophisticated midi.

ROLAND PIANOS

Roland have
continued their

impressive range

of home pianos
with the new hp series, many

new features!
We have many in stock from the

KR33 to the HP6000!

ROLAND CONTINUE THEIR NEU-TECH
BLITZ WITH MANY NEW PRODUCTS

FOR THIS AUTUMN'
AND AS USUAL FUTURE MUSIC ROLAND'S

NO I DEALER

WILL HAVE THEM ALL FIRST" CALL OR WRITE
NOW FOR BROCHURES

AND

INFORMATION
DON'T FORGET ALL PRODUCTS

IN LIMITED
SUPPLY, AND ON

A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS!!

lic_2Roland SPECIAL OFFERS

SYNTHS

135

D10
020
U20
W30
610
E20
E10 sin
Pro E

SYNTH MODULES

Ex dem Mt32 module
Ex dem 1.4100

seguencerimodure

D110 synth module
0110 synth module

Ex demo D550
PIANOS

Ex demo KR33
Ex demo HP5000.
Ex demo HP600.
Ex demo HP5600

R0250S

E899
SAMPLERS

£599 003005

£1099 New 57700

E899 603000

£2990 Ex demo 5330

£1275 KI-1510

£1699 Ex demo S550
Ea demo 510 +

0665

£1550
MASTER MIDI CONTROLLERS

W30..

Eng New A80
foal!

Eggg Ex demo A80

£1199
AMPS

£999
e999

£399
£499
£599
£399
£799

£599
(1 999
699
f1599

COMPUTER MUSIC

CM64 module
CM32L module
CM328 module
CF 10 mixer
CA30 intelligent arranger

CPM100
S/H CPM200
PA2OO

PA400
MI5 mixer
9240

PA

E789
£399
E145
E129
£315

£499
£299
£1250
E1450

£899

Roland JC55

S114JC55
J

.J1270
DAC 10
DAC 50DT
DAC 50TDT
DAC 80

ELECTRONIC KITS

PM 16 interlace
PO 11 bass pad
P1)71 snare/torn
MDP4 midi man

DRUM MACHINES

£4999 New 08
£999 New R5

f1499 TR626
E599 TR505

£1660 PAD 80
NEW PAO5
Ex demo TR707

F199
S/H CR1000

699
GENTAR EFFECTS

f799
£59 GR5GR500

G02

£199 G1.100
f225 GP16

BOSS

£665 MG10

E65

£029 CH.1 chorus

E65

£215 FT -2 filter
f55

£175 LM -2

£59

E599 P52 pitch fitter
f129

DD3

£99

Egg GL 100

£225

Egg GE131 graphic

F249

BE5

E199

BE5B

£199

£1325

£849 SPECIAL OFFER

£205 TU12p tuner
£999 BCB6 P5145

_659

SEQUENCERS

SPECIAL OFFER

Ex demo PR100

£299 ADS 10

£299 MC50011

£1079FICL 10 compressor
£119

f99 MC300

£990 Ron 10 graphic
£99

£59 MT100 synnsequencer

£799 RV10 rent
F135

C149 Ex demo 91100

£599 00220 Or Rhythm
£99

18 BADDOW ROAD

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

a (0245) 352490
(0245) 353878

44/46 PRESTON ROAD

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

55 (0273) 675983

(0273) 675984

85 ST MARYS STREET

SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

TS' (0703) 226798

(0703) 227683

125 ALBERT ROAD

PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE

a (0705) 820595



FUTURE MUSIC CHELMSFORD

SPECIAL OFFERS
KEYBOARDS ON EMS

ON EMS

kind El0 - Ex demo
MIN EMS

009 OWB000 Fa demo.

EAI S

£/2PT
AA7 Ex Demo. P

Roland JR sthart

ESN P
ESN SB
DOB 58

DM EMS

amehl PSS100Y
..

ONCato HMO new
..........................

SRI Yamaha CP30

El%

Uwe K1
. ........

SR1Crurnar Flatly Nino

ON

SA1Roland 050

ESN

Ex deny Pd M11125000

LOIN

Sin Korg M1..............................1119
S/11 Yamaha PR570

.

SM Yamaha

MN

New Yamaha V50
New Yamaha 8200
New 'Noah 8100

ENO C
ON C

EEO C

Merriam Net 1000
Call

S/H Casio 2305

C

.........

Emma ESO I MN

£575 B

Yamaha DX9 Slued

ON El

Rohe 5X09 S

EN B B

Yanxho DX11 Nfm..

CAN FMS

.... ON EMS

Yamaha Y5200 New
Yamaha B 200 New.

.. FIB EMS

Karim 61 New

E435 EMS

IN 61 NMI rn Stock

Moo EMS

Nag M1 a Stack.
.. Whom FMS

Roland 35, D10.020 in Slack
_Mane FMS

Roland W30 a Seat......._
Maw

PIANOS
COVINOVA W STOCK - CALL

Ex demo Roland 145500

MIN C

Ex demo Roland 1111300.......EON
C

C

Er demo Kop 0500

EINS C
.2112 C

Ex demo Roland I1125000

ETON C

Ex demo Nap C250

C

Ex demo Korg C5000

mix C

Ex demo Keg C6000

£17919 C

Ex demo Kok C7000

61409 C

PIANO MODULES
Roland P330

EMS C

Korg P3

ENO C

ATARI 1040+

NOTATOR/UNITOR
£1299

ATARI 1040+
CLAB NOTATOR

£899

ATARI 1040+
CLAB CREATOR

£799

ATARI 1040+
CUBASE

£899

ATARI 1040+
CREATOR/

UNITOR
£1099

SOUND MODULES
Newt K-113 SM.

B

Yarnell. 11012 Ex Demo

rameha 195
IN 1E1113 FMS

Ex demo Rorni
E -MV Pones. In Slockll

Cat

New I Nem ON

SAMPLERS
S-50 Sirliand

....................

Roland 510. Case s coati/NNW
Roland W30

SEQUENCERS
Roland MC500 ii
SM Roland CS0600
Mesa MMT8 - In Stock

Roland MC300/500
Kara 300
SM Roland PR100
Ex demo Roland MT100

DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha RX8 Fr demo
Yamaha RX7 Ea demo
Yamaha FIX5 Ex demo.
Yamaha RX17 Fx demo
Roland R8 0 stock
Ake 8E8 Ex demo.
SIMMOM SOS 1000 Bran

New Roland TR626
New Roland 18505
5/11 Boss 08110
Sal Mesa 111316
Ex -demo Kawai 850
SM Roland CR8000
SM Casio Fri I

DELAY/REVERB/EFFECTS
New Kin A3 Multiellect
New Yamaha SBX 1000,

SBX 500

Mesa Ouadrayerb
Mesa Meiverb

Agee Type C Ex demo

a6." YamWM spxgoo mune
In Nock FMS Mesa Mellverb
In Nat EMS Mews Mermen) II

__c.c.__ .. pea FIN

EMS MIDI CONTROLLERS
,21,9 B croft', 'Roc TVA

Cheetah MKS....._c .c.__
B

CS/S
EBB

EWC40ONC SEHH/H 16/2 outer

ON

E751 C Teac PD135

Ens EMS

UN EMS &mend Taxan Porta One
ON B

M STOCK FMS
Second user Porta Two

STOCK
FMS mead Foster 160 s

®B B

MB demo imam k1308

UN 5

EON C &Mend Tascaro M106

ON El

MONITOR SPEAKERS
AND AMPS

S/HMXR Flair.m/Datler
E0opa 8080Ethopel

Detty.

CYMBALS
Hundreds of bargans in new

and used cymbals

ZINN, Paste - CaN

C = Chelmsford,
P = Portsmouth,

S = Southampton,
B = Brighton,

FMS = Future Music South Shops

COMPUTER MUSIC
RACK EFFECTS

New
+ double draw salterel....

NMI C IX 75W b demo

Mari 040 + on + Spode,
Yemen. R-1000 SMand

OP

Cubase. C- Lab NcrAlreter ro
stocktl

RECORDERS

Art Proverb Ex demo

Foster E16. X26, R9 - Cal

New Tours TSF18
Fostex R8

RECORDING GEAR

Ex demo Sant DT 10 DAT

Sony DT1003E5
OM 5 canpate sony Range

E1150 B cp,k,

01211 5 New Sarno 6 Track.
ON El Foster and Seck all In Nock.

phone la deals

INN C demo Foster, 260 .....

Boss KM600 mixer

E21, C Bask/MD mixer

035 EMS IL 7LX S par
EMS B Aka MS200. parr

ESN) SP Yamaha NS- 100. Par

Ella SP Tannoy DC 103 P.,
EMS Yamaha 5-100. pan.

ON Olen Poweraaban earn

ENV
Yamaha A-100

E225 Yamaha P2075

ON Foster, 630113. each

III 'reruns PC2602

F129 FMS

£215 B
S

0120 FMS
S

F155 FMS
S

F149 OAS
011411 SLI9ON C

Kolar PA anp/Gratem + speakers
F2N C

4129 Acosta Amps_......_....._.........._..FMS
"C MIXERS

EZN

Morton MK5

AMPLIFICATION

Sill PA Kustom Amp + spa
Ex demo Moths P2150

Sol OHM 100W PA +
Cabe 0 Stine,

SRI Fender Band Master

UN
DPI

Cif

0775

E211)

NIETO= FM

SRI Laney Bass Cont._
5.81 Season SB100

Combo
_11113

Sill Fender 50 Combo

CARLSBRO. SESSION FENDER,
WIE'l ALL IN STOCK -

CRAZY PRICES

SAXOPHONES
sn, Weimar Alto
New Champion NO
SRI Selmer Peonsenant

Ban

New Berkley Sop
New. Berkley Al1

SPEAKERS
Yamada 5.2508 par
Peavey Rolex snwod
Carter° P8115 ex dent Parr

CartsbroST1212

KORG SYMPHONY
MIDI MODULE+

MAESTRO 8 TRAC

SR/
£499

YAMAHA WX7
+YAMAHA TX81Z

£549

FOSTEX E16+

AUTOLOCATOR
£3499

FOSTEX X26+
MICROVERB

£499

R8 + SECK 12/8/2

+MID)VERB2
£1999

essa C SECK 24/2

£79c Ex dent RAW CPM120 Neer
Amp

ON C. I Ex demo
Retold CRAIZO I 

fill c GUITARI
SYNTHS

elgo C LS/Hat Roland (047601.....

ETEM
Roland Mi50/G1(2

'93 'MICROPHONES
F1999

OHM ES300, Pair.
........

Pao Yamaha 250X
Pao Tamara 04115M

Powered Ott...cc__

Yamaha K5-531 Powered
Cob ...

by Sadao
ready Wireless Mikes

For Yamaha 5300 Cabs

Compete range on slack

SM Pao Tannoy Lancaster,

K)( 88+T05 TONE

MODULE
£1299

YAMAHA PF
2000+P3 PIANO

MODULE
£1249

KORG C2500
PIANO + ROLAND

MT100
£1499

PEARL EXPORT
COMPLETE WITH

CYMBALS
£525

KAWAI K1

KEYBOARDS+
ATARI 1040+

PRO 12
£999

ROLAND U 20

KEYBOARD+
ALESIS MMT8

£1199

KAWAI K1

KEYBOARD+
ALESIS MMT8

£625

EMU PROTEUS+KX
88

£1899

YAMAHA A 100

AMP +YAMAHA NS

10M's
£399

TOA
MR8T + TASCAM

M308
£1649

WE ACCEPT
CHEQUES, POSTAL

ORDERS, BANKERS
DRAFT, BUILDING

SOCIETY

CHEQUES, ACCESS
8 VISA ORDERS

AND CASH IN
REGISTERED ENVELOPES.

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

FREE

CARPHONE
OFFER!!

ENO
E1)50
EMS
EMS

390 SP
E229 8
EMS B

E7N FMS
920 FMS

FMS

NMI C

LISP C

YES!! FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

PARTICIPATING
FUTURE MUSIC

STORES ARE
OFFERING A HANDS

FREE CARPHONE
WITH EVERY

ADVERTISED DEAL
OF £500 OR

OVER!! NO CATCH!! LOOK

* HANDS FREE CARPHONE
*

* REPUTABLE
MAKE *

* INSTALLATION
FREE *

* 30 SECOND
BILLING *

Call for further
information and

availability!!

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

CREDIT
CARD NO.

IOTA

11111111111111111

10 BADDOW ROAD

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

2T (0245) 352490
(0245) 353878

85 ST MARYSSTREET

SOUTHAMPTON

HAMPSHIRE

2IS (0703) 226798

(0703) 227683

44/46 PRESTON ROAD

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

/X (0273) 675983

(0273) 675984

125 ALBERT ROAD

PORTSMOUTH

HAMPSHIRE

(0705) 820595



WAL MIDI Controller

MN MIDI BASS

As MIDI controllers grow in type and

complexity, one instrument seems to have been

overlooked - the bass guitar has always been

the guitar's poor relation...
Review by 011ie Crooke

S A BASS player who works a great deal

in a MIDI pre -production studio, I have

spent the last few years gnashing my
teeth in jealousy as controllers for

rummers, guitarists, saxophonists and

trumpeters have come on to the market; there just
didn't seem to be much commercial interest in making

MIDI accessible in any acceptable form to bass players.

I contacted Yamaha, who make guitar and saxophone

controllers (both of which I have bought in frustration)

to ask if they had any plans to develop something to

help me, and was told that although the technology was

of course available, such a development was highly

unlikely, as there was not a sufficient market to make it

worth their while. Well, all I can say to that now is that I

hope this instrument proves them wrong.

I am hardly unbiased, but I believe that the potential

34

of a MIDI bass controller is immense - even more so

when coupled with a machine like the Simmons SDX

and a good drummer. Whole rhythm sections can be

recorded into a sequencer, edited, looped, tightened up

and generally manipulated, giving whatever balance of

human feel and computer precision you require.
Exciting, eh? Like drums, although great bass parts can

and have been programmed from a keyboard, most of

them don't sound the same as they would if they were

played by a real bassist or drummer. Neither is there
any of the spontaneity or interaction generated by a
good rhythm section playing together. And as there just

happens to be a Simmons SDX lying around in my

studio, perhaps you can understand my desperation for

a decent MIDI bass controller...

Enough of this, onto the review proper, or at least a

brief history of the instrument. It came about as the

result of a collaboration between Steve Chick of Bass

Technology and Pete Stevens of Electric Wood. Steve is

the Australian -based designer of the MB4 system, while

Pete, together with the late Ian Waller (hence the name

of the guitars) has been responsible for the highly
professional and popular range of Wal bass guitars

since 1978. A mutual respect for each others' work led

to the collaboration which spawned this instrument. In

essence, it amounts to an Australian MIDI system
fitted, with some improvements, into a heavily
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customised Wal Custom bass.

The Wal/MB4 comes in three separate units: the

bass itself, a 1U -high 19" MIDI interface and a fairly

small pedalboard. The bass in question is a four -

string model, but built into the body of a Wal five -
string, with a two -octave rather than the standard 22 -

fret neck. At first glance it looks like a particularly
fine example of a normal Wal Custom bass. It
certainly doesn't scream out "MIDI" at you. The
craftsmanship on the guitar itself really is

outstanding, with the kind of exotic woods and
laminations which are only seen on hand -made
instruments. As these basses are made to order, you

can choose between Paduk, Shedua, American
Walnut and Wenge as facia woods. One of these
sandwiches a central core of Brazilian mahogany.

MIDI BASSICS
FOR THOSE WHO are unfamiliar with the tone control

system on Wal basses, here goes: there are four
controls, the first being a master volume pot. This
has a click -up position, more of which later. The
second is a panpot between the pickups, the centre

detent representing both pickups being full on. Being

a panpot rather than a switch, it can mix any
combination of the pickups, though the overall output

level of the guitar will always remain at the level set

by the master volume control. Underneath are two

quasi -parametric controls, one for each pickup;
clicking up the knob produces a boost of around
10dB to the harmonics at or near to the roll -off
frequency set by the rotary position. Lastly, when the

master volume control is clicked upwards, "Pik -
Attack" is introduced - a narrow band of high
frequency is added to the overall tone setting to
provide extra attack. Both the overall output level and

the level of Pik -Attack are trimmable from inside the

battery compartment of the bass.

The only external signs that this is not just a normal

bass, are (a) the MIDI Bass logo on the headstock,

(b) a small extra pickup next to the bridge which is

wired though the body to (c) a computer port socket

on the back of the guitar. All very neat, and by far the

most discreet MIDI system I've seen on any guitar.

The obvious advantage of all this is that you are still

playing a real instrument (and a very fine one at
that,) and it is still entirely possible to go out without

the MIDI interface and play a gig as though you'd
never heard of MIDI.

The computer port on the guitar is attached via a

special multicore connector to a similar port on the

interface. This is a slightly fiddly process, as there

are four screw -like attachments which fasten from the

ends of the lead into the receiving sockets. However,

once fastened, they hold the connections extremely

firmly, and eliminate any chance of the sockets being

damaged whilst in use.

On the front of the interface itself, there are two

rotary control knobs, and five slider switches, with a

standard quarter -inch high -impedance audio output

socket. The first knob controls the sensitivity of the

unit to different playing strengths. Next to it, the

Velocity control has two functions: its setting
represents the maximum velocity that can be
generated by the system (0-127), and for the
"scanning" of a sound - pluck a string, twiddle the
knob, and you can hear it scroll through the different

velocities as you play.

The Style switch has three positions: A for finger

style and slap playing, B for plectrum playing, and C

for two-handed tapping. it has also taken on some

software -related functions (more of which later on).

Next, there is a three position Octave switch - 0
being the centre position, with octave up and down

positions to the right and left respectively. The next

control is Dynamics Off/On, which in effect switches

on velocity sensitivity to the synthesiser, or in the Off

position, transmits constant velocities at the level set

by the Velocity control. Then there is a fairly self-
explanatory Mono/Poly switch; if you're playing only

single lines, then the Mono setting is for you, but if

you're trying to play guitar power chords, then
perhaps it's not so appropriate. Just before the
Power switch, there are two LEDs -a MIDI active, and

Power On indicator. The Audio Out from the interface

sends a high -impedance signal, which is not suitable

for studio use - for that you plug an XLR into the
socket for the DI box which is built into the guitar
itself. On the back of the interface there is a multi -pin

connector for the pedalboard and a MIDI Out socket.

The pedalboard is rather pleasingly mounted on a

nicely polished piece of wood, and contains three
DX7-type pedals - the first for patch changes, the
second for modulation, and the third a Hold pedal.

Does the system actually work? Does it track well

enough? The answer to these is a resounding yes. I

must say that I've never felt so comfortable with a

guitar controller of any kind. This is because you're

playing a conventional instrument of the highest
quality which just happens to have very accurate MIDI

triggering. The adjustments in playing technique are,

for a player with a reasonable basic facility, about as

minimal as MIDI will allow them to be, especially
when you consider some of the crazy guitar
controllers that have come out. Of course, your
fretting needs to be cleaner and more precise, and

good left and right hand co-ordination is necessary to

avoid double triggering. It is also best, as usual, to
pluck as near to the bridge as possible. I found that

practising these things sharpened up my own
technique quite substantially.

I have been told that the tracking time is under two

milliseconds, and I never had any reason to believe

otherwise. It is a fret contact system, working in two

stages - underneath the fingerboard and in the MIDI

pickup itself. All note information is derived from
electronic sensors beneath each fret, thus bypassing

the delays associated with string vibration/pitch
sensing systems. The pickup senses only the
dynamics of a note, and translates them into velocity

information. Hammer-ons are interpreted using
pitchbend information, a system which works very

well for most uses, except that the interface will not

respond to string -bending - a sacrifice perhaps, but

one which is worthwhile when you consider that most

"In the short time
I've been in

possession of the

bass, it has got me

practising

something I swore I

would never do

two-handed

tapping."
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"You are still

playing a real

instrument and it's
possible to go out

without the MIDI

interface and play a

gig as though you'd

never heard of

MIDI."

*bassists use hammering and sliding techniques far

more often than string -bending.

The system is a very simple one, but the important

thing is that it actually works, and has the advantage

of being mounted on a real instrument, allowing you

to mix the synth signal with the audio signal, a huge

advantage, especially for live work.

IN USE
IN THE SHORT time I have been in possession of the

bass, it has got me practising something I swore I

would never do - two-handed tapping. In Style
position C, which reads data from the fingerboard

only (at a fixed velocity determined by the setting of

the Velocity control) some highly spectacular results

can be achieved. Using a good lead guitar patch, it's

easy to program some of those over -the -top Van

Halen imitations that we all know and (some of us)

love. On a more subtle front, it is possible to
orchestrate huge, widely spread chords - a lush
string sound on a couple of strings, and a brass
sample on the others. In position A, where it will
most commonly be used, a slapped audio bass line

mixed in with a little tracked synth bass can sound
truly thunderous; if you've got a good fretless bass

sample, then you're playing a programmable fretless

bass on which it's impossible to go out of tune. Find

a good Moog bass, and you're really in business: get

a good groove or two on a drum machine, rent
yourself a warehouse for the night and party!

Another nice touch is the patch -changing system.

The first 16 frets on each string represent 16
patches, giving a total of 64 sounds instantly
accessible from the bass itself. All you do is press

the fret of your choice whilst tapping your foot on the

Patch pedal, and you've changed sounds. The other

two pedal functions are useful, only the Modulation

seeming a little limited, in that being an On/Off
switch, it sends a fixed rather than variable amount

of modulation (controller 1) information to the synth.

The Hold function is fairly self-explanatory, and useful

too, especially for slow, graceful passages.

In order to get the most realistic feel from the
instrument, it's necessary to use the Poly mode to
trigger a multitimbral module, receiving on MIDI
channels 14 in Mono mode (the G string transmits
on channel 1, the low E on channel 4.) Slides come

out very well in this mode, though good results can

be obtained using the Mono position on the
interface, the catch being that you are effectively

playing a monophonic synth.

VERDICT
ANY CRITICISMS I have of the system are minor, and

must be tempered with the fact that it seems to be

the only one around that actually works. It would have

been nice to have had the possibility of different
tunings (a good feature of the Yamaha G10 guitar

controller,) and while the fixed channel MIDI
transmission is fine for live work, it can seem a bit

limited in a studio setup - some flexibility would be

useful. The manual, is on the whole, extremely good,

but the order of some of the material has become
somewhat misleading, due to the fact that software

improvements have taken place (which depend on the

setting of the Style switch prior to powering up the

unit,) and are relegated to the back pages.

All in all, I really can put my hand on my heart and

say that in 24 years of music -making on a variety of

instruments, I have never been as excited about an

instrument as this. I can't stop playing it, and when

I'm not playing it I'm staring at it because it's so
lovely. Divorce proceedings are imminent! I also find

it refreshing that two small companies have got
together and between them created something which

other, much larger companies seemed to have
decided was not commercially viable. I also admire

the success with which they have achieved it.

And now, the final question: should every forward -

thinking bass player now rush out and order
themselves a Wal MIDI Bass, or should they have the

MB4 system installed in a bass of their own choice

(perhaps even their vintage, unique, totally original

50's Precision?) If you opt for an MB4 retofit on your

own bass, you send it to Australia with a cheque for

$2000 (Australian) plus freight costs, and eagerly
await the arrival of your souped -up, MB4-ified bass.

At this point it must be mentioned that Electric Wood

have extensively repackaged the MB4 system for use

with their Wal basses. On a retrofitted system, you

will receive a rather flimsy and insubstantial plastic

box housing the interface, with the dreaded external

psu to plug into the mains. The three pedals would

have to be bought over here, as they are not actually

supplied as standard with the MB4, and each pedal

has a separate lead going to the back of the unit,
thus creating a spaghetti -like state of affairs. Add to

this the fact that an old neck might not appreciate
the drastic surgery, refrets and so on, which are
necessary to install the sensing system, and that
such a system might not work too well with a dodgy

neck. Any problems which might occur would have to

be referred to Steve Chick at Bass Technology in
Australia, who, I'm told, is experiencing exactly these

problems; while the folks at Electric Wood are
extremely helpful, they can hardly be expected to take

any responsibility for other people's work.

I'd think very carefully about subjecting an
instrument that was dear to me (especially a neck -

through -body type) to such a process. I would install

the system on a cheaper instrument such as a Tokai.

For roughly the same price, however, you can get

around £1000 worth of very fine bass guitar, the
interface housed into a 19" rack unit which plugs

straight into the mains, one single multipin-connected

pedalboard, endless cups of tea, advice and backup

service from Electric Wood in High Wycombe. Suffice

it to say that I'm already selling a piano, a fretted, a

fretless and double bass, two amplifiers and two
speakers to buy the Wal MIDI Bass, and I've never

been happier to buy anything.

Price 11700 plus VAT

More From Electric Wood Ltd, Sandown Works,
Chairborough Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel:
(0494) 442925.
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TheAnalogue Sampler

IF YOU'VE NEVER SAMPLED AN OLD ANALOGUE SYNTH,

YOU'VE BEEN MISSING AN EASY WAY TO EXPAND YOUR

SOUND LIBRARY AND TAKE THOSE OLD SOUNDS INTO THE

'90S. TEXT BY GREG TRUCKELL.

VARIOUS THINGS BROUGHT about the end

for the analogue monosynth - cheap
programmable digital polysynths,
sampling, and MIDI, to name but a few.
Curiously, some of these have turned out

to be part of the reason for the analogue

resurrection. As the price of second-hand

analogue monosynths plummeted, the
machines themselves fell into the hands

of the smaller studios, who, having
enough time to fiddle around, began to
realise their musical potential. Acid,
house, and the sounds of the various
other dance musics, all contributed to a

demand for the analogue sound.

The inadequacies of the antiquated
internal arpeggiators and sequencers led

to a need for MIDI compatibility, and now

we have it. Prior to the availability of MIDI -

to -CV convertors, a few studios looked

hard at their analogue systems, and many

found that there were parts to be played.

For as many years as there has been
cheap sampling, there has been another

way to incorporate the sound of the
monosynth in your MIDI system.

If you've got a sampler - even a sampling

drum machine - you can capture analogue

sounds that you might spend days trying

to emulate on your DX11, D10 or K1.
These sounds from bygone days can be
sequenced polyphonically via MIDI, taking

full advantage of your sampler's touch
sensitivity and multitimbral facities.

Other significant advantages of sampling

analogue synthesisers abound. If you can

sample and sequence it, then you don't

need a seperate track on your multitrack

for each analogue sound. Gone are the

wild fluctuations in amplitude at the
slightest touch of the filter - and no longer

need you worry about the beast going out

of tune when you turn your back on it. You

can take your analogue sounds on stage,

and call up a new sound over MIDI instead

of having to tweak those front panel
controls. No more worrying that your
mellow flute patch might turn into a
liquidiser full of snails because you got a

couple of the settings mixed up. What
follows then, is a guide to sampling
analogue monosynths, from the Rogue to

the Minimoog, on the S612 to the S1000.

It's worth pointing out at this early stage

that samplers, possibly even the most
expensive systems, will never faithfully
reproduce the true character of an
analogue antique, whether it's your EDP
Wasp or your SCI Pro One. Probably the

single most significant contribution to the

overall character of the sound of any
particular model of monosynth is made by

the filter - often by the shortcomings
(technically speaking) of the particular
model of filter. The tonal warmth of a
Minimoog or early Prophet 5 had a lot to

do with the distortion of the filters
employed.

If your sampler has a filter, then that's

the filter that is going to colour the sound

in the end. So, if you plan to- sample on a

Mirage, you can stop worrying about the

monosynth's filters, and start worrying
about the Mirage's filters instead. I must

of course qualify the above by mentioning
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that we have now reached the "can't tell

the difference" stage with the more
expensive samplers. But most of you own

a "we'll get away with it in the mix"
sampler - and it is for most of you that
this article has been written.

THE SOUNDS
SUBTRACTIVE SYNTHESISED SOUNDS

(from analogue monosynths) are based on

relatively simple waveform structures,
typically derived from a handful of
waveforms - sawtooth, square, triangle,

and variable pulse. Sounds with simple
waveforms are particularly easy to loop,

and a very short loop of one or two
wavecycles is often enough to recreate the

sound of the original (thereby saving
sample memory). If your sampler lets you

detune a sample against itself, then some

reasonably fat sounds can very quickly be

at your disposal, even from a short loop.

The whole approach of sampling leans

towards the idea of sounds consisting of
an interesting and complex attack
transient decaying into a sustained note
with a more or less steady waveform.
Most of the effort that went into
programming interesting analogue
synthesiser sounds went into creating a

sound which provided a convincing
sustain, but which had an attack transient
that bore more than a passing
resemblance to a bow scrape, flute chiff

or mallet strike. Given the limited features

of the average monosynth, you hardly need

reminding how poorly they fared here.
Monosynths came from an era when
synthesisers were supposed to sound like

synthesisers.

Of course, you could easily synthesise a

really unusual "event" in the context of an

attack transient, sample something a little

longer for the decay and loop, then mix the

two samples together. Part of the problem

with the analogue attack transient is to do

with the relatively sluggish envelopes to be

found on many monosynths. A DX7
envelope set to its fastest attack rate
gives a good impression of a Batman
sound effect - the attack rates often have

to be decreased for sounds that you might

ordinarily think of as percussive. In
contrast, the fastest attack time on an
analogue instrument can still have quite a

lazy feel to it. However, for every octave

you transpose your sample up, you halve

the sample playback time - and therefore

double the attack rate. Take this feature to

extremes of three or four octaves, and you

can turn a woolly analogue synth tom
drum into a sparkling woodblock, claves,

or weird tiny afro logdrum.

It may be the case that, when carefully

analysed, the attack transient that you
want to create requires features that your

analogue synth is unable to provide.
Perhaps there is just a chiff of noise right

at the start, but there is plenty more
happening before the decay phase of the

sound. An extra envelope generator would

come in really handy to attenuate only the

noise generator, but we're missing the
power of the sampler here - sample the

noise transient first, then the oscillators,

and then combine the two samples.

Alternatively, remember that you have a

spare hand when you're sampling, and
that it could be pressed into service
turning down the noise

generator (or whatever other
edit or modulation you require).

Hang on a bit though - isn't
this getting a bit spontaneous?

I mean, sampling's difficult and

it takes ages, right? Wrong; at

least part of the point of
sampling is to be able to easily

recreate something which
would otherwise be impractical,

like expecting you to be able to

tweak something exactly the
same way every time. Don't
simply think in terms of what

sounds your monosynth can make that you

could sample. Think well beyond your
monosynth's ordinary performance, in
terms of monstrously unlikely and
unrepeatable events.

As an alternative to synthesising the
attack transient, you could even sample

something else entirely (nip into the
kitchen with a hammer and a microphone),

and turn it into an instrument by adding an

in -tune synthesised loop. This approach

can be considerably faster than trying to

get a loop out of acoustic source material,

and is often just as effective. It's also
much cheaper than buying a Roland D50

or Korg Ml, which use just the same
principle - sampled attack transients,
synthesised sustain sections. More
importantly though, it can be immensely

creative and original - now when did you
last hear that said about sampling? If your

analogue system has external signal
processing features, then you could
sample something which has been put

through the analogue signal processors,

and so has had filters, resonance and
envelopes imposed on it, before you even

have to employ your sampler's processing

power. And it goes without saying that
analogue synthesisers are not the only

means of analogue processing which can

provide worthwhile sample fodder - guitar

combo overdrives, wah pedals, and good

old thick analogue chorus come to mind.

Of course, it's difficult to get a good loop

out of the kitchen - none of the stuff in
there was built to have music performed

on it. While you may not be able to get a

loop out of whacking the wok with a pasta

spoon, it is almost second nature to the

seasoned (pun) samplist to be able to
imagine what they might sound like if they

could sustain a note. Imagination,
analysis, synthesis; and the analogue
monosynth's area of excellence is in
sustained sounds (more later).

We can approach the above technique in

a number of ways; it is quite possible to

sample an attack transient without any

"TURN ANY SOUND INTO AN

`INSTRUMENT' BY ADDING AN IN -TUNE

SYNTHESISED LOOP - IT'S CHEAPER

THAN A D50 OR KORG Ml, WHICH USE

THE SAME PRINCIPLE."

thoughts as to its pitch, and to

subsequently sample something intended

to provide a wonderful hybrid sound, only

to realise you have no idea how to get your

second sample in tune with the first
(assuming that you want to merge, rather

than layer, the samples). The obvious
solutions are (1) to document your archive

of samples that might come in handy
someday (I know, I was kidding), or (2) to

find the source and calculate the pitch and

sampling frequency at which it was made

from the relative tuning and unity playback

values (I said I was kidding!). The only

alternative is making our samples during
the same session - by far the simplest
approach...

Tune your monosynth to the acoustic
source, and you are ready to sample. That

leaves us with the problem of how to
balance the relative volumes, and how to

line up the attack transients of the two
samples. The most effective method I
have come across so far was suggested to

me by a bassist who had never before
used a sampler, and to whom I am

indebted (thanks Blackie); you get your
hammer in one hand, put the other hand

on the synth, and go "one, two, three,
bong". Uncannily, the technique is even

able to effectively synchronise more than

one instrumentalist.

Suppose your monosynth has two
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>oscillators, two envelope generators, and

one low -frequency oscillator - sound
familiar? How would you like a huge
modular system with ten oscillators, ten
envelope generators, five filters, five LFOs

and a handful of ring modulators or what

have you? No problem. Analyse the sound

you might create with such a monster, and

break it down into, say, five parts.
Synthesise the sustain - sample and loop

it. Now synthesise and sample the part
that lasts furthest into the decay section,

and be sure to fade it out before it's as
long as your first sample up to the loop
start. Now add the samples together.

Since you saved your first sample to disk,

if you get things wrong you can easily
recover things. Proceed with whatever
elements you need to add, right up to the

attack transient, remembering to fade them

out short of the loop start, otherwise you
might find your loop difficult to perfect. Add

high harmonics wailing out of tune and
vanishing; sub harmonics growling and
stuttering into silence. If you find that using

your sampler's onboard editing or a
computer -based sample editor gives an
"unnatural" edge to the fadeouts, then try

shortening the synth's envelope

generators. Some monosynths sport
exponential rather than linear envelope
stages, which have a lovely natural feel to

them.

In five or ten minutes you can create
awesome, complex sounds that put even

the likes of a TX816 or Matrix 12 to shame

- without the programming sabbatical, the

computer -based visual editor, or even the

huge financial outlay. The speed with which

these sounds can be created is itself quite

inspiring. Too many keyboard players these

days shy away from the thought of creating

new sounds, but lock them up with a
sampler and a monosynth and they'll be
sending out for a couple of boxes of blank

floppy disks before very long.

GOING LOOPING
SO FAR WE'VE covered short loops,
complex attack transients, and extended

attack/decay phases. Part of the power of

the analogue monosynth was the ability to

lean on any parameter during performance.

The "meaty sync -bend", almost forgotten

on contemporary synthesisers, stands out

in my mind as the performance effect most

likely to raise the hairs on the back of your

neck. How can samplers recreate such
drastic and complete changes in timbre,

executed so smoothly on monosynths? A

modulation wheel -controlled crossfade
between two extremes is hardly close
enough - but what about a velocity switch?
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Sample the performance effect itself, as

well as an unmodulated event.

Remembering that monosynths lacked
touch sensitivity, disable amplitude

modulation from velocity to
the sampler's envelopes. The

top of the MIDI velocity range

can now be reserved for the

huge sync -bend sample,
enabling it as a velocity -
switched performance effect.

We said we'd return to
sustained sounds, and here

we are. Even with a limited
number of modulators, a
sustained analogue
monosynth is the standard
against which the depth of
movement of any synth patch

is judged. Even if your

sampler supports oscillator
detuning, you're not going to

be able to create lush,
moving sounds with short
loops. Analogue oscillators
and filters are always drifting

around their control settings,

and the amounts of any
modulation drift similarly. The

drift is not so large as to be
obtrusive or undesirable -
quite the contrary in fact.

It has been said that there
are only two kinds of good
loop; short and long - who
said size wasn't important?
The catch with long loops is

quite simple; they don't half

take up a lot of memory. The

usual rules apply (sort of)
when sampling any

modulated sound. Remember that if you
transpose the sample up an octave then
you halve the period of any modulation.
This can actually be used creatively; LEO

modulation of pulse width, filter cutoff, or

even pitch, when sampled and replayed
polyphonically, will effectively create
independent LFOs for each voice. Be sure

to keep the modulation amounts subtle
though, as extremes don't transpose well.

Oscillator beating effects will also behave

like this when sampled.

Suppose though, that you want to
sample a sustained synth texture with
slow and not -too -subtle tonal modulation;

slow pulse -width modulation for example.

So long as the effect is cyclic, there
should be no problem, as long as you set

up the sound to be sampled properly.
There are certain things to be borne in
mind. Most obviously, if you're creating a

long loop, then it has to be during the
sustain phase of the sound. The loop

can't start during the decay phase, as that

would give rise to ramp -shaped amplitude

or timbrel modulation over the loop,
caused by either the amplitude envelope

or the filter envelope. If you are short of
sample memory and have set your heart

on a particular sampling rate, then you
may find that you can't have both the
length of loop you want and the
attack/decay characteristics of your
original sound. In this case you'll need to

reduce the length of the attack/decay
phases, and later use the sampler's
envelopes to recreate the original. This will

free more of the sample time for the loop.

You might even be able to recreate the
original envelopes entirely on the sampler,

discarding any material before the loop.

If you've ever used sample editing
software on a computer, then you probably

know how cute sampled synthesiser
waveforms look on a screen (see diagram

1). Even apart from the educational value

of such software, it is worth its weight in

RAM when it comes to finding a good loop.

The effects of cyclic modulation can be
seen on screen, even with simple 2D
software. Having allocated your memory

and compressed the initial phases of the

synth sound, it then becomes a simple
matter to tweak the LEO frequency until

one cycle fits into the memory allocated to

the loop. One cycle will give better results

than two, three or more, and with a one -

directional, forward -only loop. Repetition of

a loop pattern, in this context, is

considerably more offensive to the ear
than a simple loop, which will be perceived

as modulation.

You will have noticed that for a long and

modulating loop, I didn't suggest
crossfade looping. There is good reason

for this; analogue modulation is typically
smooth and continuous. Crossfade looping

may be smooth, but it is still a change in

the relative balance of two discrete
timbres, not a smooth modulation from
one timbre to another, covering all the
intermediate timbres. That rather nicely
encapsulates the difference, by definition,

between analogue and digital systems.
Bearing in mind the way in which only
analogue fills the gaps that digital cannot

reach will help when it comes to recreating

the sound with a sampler.

FILTERING IN
WE DISCUSSED FILTERS in some detail

without discussing filter resonance. In the

good old days, analogue filter resonance

was created by feeding back some of the

filtered signal into the filter, thereby
boosting harmonics around the filter cutoff

ME -
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It's a pity that more retailers don't copy our ideas (instead of just our ads). free courses with
packages, faulty goods replaced and money refunded are all part of a service to which
customers are entitled. It is a shame that more retailers do not realise this.
By the way. have you noticed how some shops are incapable of giving you a price on the
telephone? (Frustrating, huh?) Next time a shop respond with "How much have you been
quoted already'," say "Why - are you too thick to think of a price yourself?" They'll soon
learn!

NEW STOCK
Whilst we do not pretend to carry EVERY item from EVERY manufacturer, (as some shops
seem to - ever tried putting it to the test?), all new equipment is tested in our of our three
working studios, and if we like it, our buying power can usually ensure that we have it in
stock at all times (even when your local dealer might have run dry!). In addition, if we
recommend an item, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY if you do not agree with us.
In fact we are the largest pro audio dealers in Britain for Alesis, Korg, Drawmer, Casio.
Fostex, Seck, Yamaha, TOA, Tascam, Studiomaster, Allen & Heath, C -Labs and a good
many more! (Last year we sold nearly 600 new 8 & 16 track packages and around 200 s/h
machines!!) It's always worth ringing us for a quote on new equipment and if you're still
unconvinced, ask yourself why we became the biggest in such a short time (or better still
ask the rest!)

If you are bewildered by the vast amount of multitrack recording products
currently on offer, Thatched Cottage fax packs should make the job of choosing
the right equipment that much easier. There are 5 in the series: P.A. -
Portastudios - B Track - Financial advice and MIDI. To obtain any of our tax
packs just phone or write.

Concert Grand Piano - £173 + VAT
The Korg P3 sampled piano module is widely acclaimed as one of the most realistic,
full spec grand piano modules on the market today. With full MIDI spec and
switchable octaves. In addition to the Steinway and Bechstein grand pianos, extra
sound cards are available (e.g. orchestra, with super brass, strings, flutes, Limps etc)
making it one of the most versatile sampled (as opposed to P.C.M) sound sources on
the market today. It was good value at nearly £500 when it was introduced; because
of a once only purchase we are able to offer it at the unbelievable price of only £199
inc VAT. Whatever your MIDI keyboard set-up we reckon that another grand piano
will never go amiss. Give us a call!

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that we don't
say 'phone for the best deal, POA, or "lowest price guarantee" (Ha! Ha!
if the prices are so great why don't they just print them and amaze us
all). Our bulk buying policy can usually guarantee that a telephone call
to us will not be wasted and in any case we can throw in those
"hidden" extras - cables with multitracks, patchbays with desks. (By
the way, next time a dealer "guarantees" the lowest price and then
can't deliver, try reporting them to the local Office of Fair Trading - it will
teach them not to waste your time!)

To be honest though, if you spend all afternoon on the telephone the chances are you might
find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or two. The difference at
THATCHED COTTAGE is if your E16 breaks down on a Sunday morning or your Drum
Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL
do something about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside
shop hours? if you are serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that
makes the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away!

TASCAM/ALLEN & HEATH 24 track £14,000 + VAT
At last a fully professional 24 track system for £14,000 + VAT. Combining
the best selling Allen & Heath Saber in a 24:16:24 format (no patching
required) larger frame size and 24 track metering available and brand new
Tascam MSR24 1 inch 24 track. Complete with jack patchbay + all plugs
and cable.
If you are thinking of trading up, why not give us a call for information or
arrange a demonstration.

THATCHED COTTAGE RECORDING SCHOOL
In response to popular demand we now run a one week recording course, designed
specifically for those of you who feel they can make a go of running a professional 8, 16 or 24
Track Studio. The emphasis will be largely on the practical side and topics covered are finance.
premises, running a recording session and hints and tips on every aspect of recording. Class
sizes are limited to eight at a time and guest speakers will cover relevant areas. The price is
just £200 for the week, including accommodation. Interested? Telephone or write and we'll tell
you more. We also run "arranging courses". useful for samplers. call for details.

COMPUTER OFFERS
If you buy a C -Lab creator for £260 + VAT you get an Akai 1040 and monitor
for only £415 + VAT! (Reconditioned colour monitors available for only £65
extra or £125 + VAT by itself)

SANSUI WS -XI
By now you have probably heard about the brand new recording workstation from
Sansui. 6 tracks, a full feature mixer, built-in effects and even a stereo mastering
machine make it the most versatile single unit on the market today. If you don't like
wires this is the recorder for you!

THE SECOND ISSUE OF OUR FULL COLOUR QUARTERLY MAGAZINE FULL OF
PRODUCT NEWS RECORDING ARTICLES AND DETAILS OF OUR BARGAINS IS
NOW AVAILABLE. WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR YOUR FREE COPY$

Dealers constantly complain about our secondhand and ex -demo list - it seems they are
losing too many customers!

Being by far the largest supplier of 8 + 16 track equipment in EUROPE, we've decided we
can afford to give away a few secrets! We simply tell customers that if any new equipment
they purchase breaks down in the first two months we won't fix it, we will REPLACE it!

Result! Yet another customer who KNOWS they can rely on Thatched Cottage, and a
secondhand list full of the latest gear, factory repaired, in mint condition with a full guarantee.

Simple? We didn't become the biggest without being the best!
By the way, when it comes to s/h gear we care what we part -exchange. We only accept

equipment which is in first class condition after all, when you buy from us its our guarantee
you are relying on!

SOME SECONDHAND AND EX -DEMO BARGAINS
Seck 12-8-2 Mixer. Mint .........
Sack 18:8:2 Mixer (black).
Drawmer DS201/Dual Gates .............
32 Way Patchbays (new)...................
XRI X300 SMPTE Generator
Aphex Type C Exciter ..
Tascam MSR16 1/2" 16 Track...
Fostex 450 8 Track Desk
Akai S950.
Tascam ATR 80'h" 2 track (inc. trolley)
Yamaha WX7 wind controller
Fostex E8 large reel 8 track
Kawai K3 rack synth expander.
Casio FZ1OM rack sampler (new)
Tascam MX80 8 channel mic/line amp
Yamaha MT100 4 track...
Korg MIR
Fostex 4030 synchronise,
Fostex 4035 controller (for above)
Fostex E16 (secondhand with new heads/full guarantee)
Steinberg DMP7 software (runs up to 4 units)
Fostex 260 (demo).
Fostex E22 0/2' centre timecode) Demo..
Fostex E2 (l4" centre timecode)
Beyer MC740 the ultimate condenser mic (new)
Drawmer LX20 compressor gate.
Allen & Heath Saber large frame 24:16:24, as new.
Teac 3340 4 -track
Allen & Heath Sigma 32:24:24 dull automation fitted)...
RSD Stellamix 12/8/2
RSD Series 2 36/16/2.
Fostex 160 Portastudio (Demo)
Alesis HR16 (Secondhand - Mint)
Akai 51000 + 2 meg expansion (full guarantee)
Alesis Mkiiverb 21S/1-6
Casio VZ1OM
Toe D3 Mixer 8:2.
Yamaha R1000 dig. reverb
Yamaha T05 (TX81Z + sequencer)
Casio DA2
Fostex M80 Mint._

Telephone (0223) 207979 Fax (0223) 207952
Thatched Cottage Audio, North Road, Wendy, Near Royston, Herts.

£750
£899
£249

£199
....£3250

... £1 499

....£875
£999

......£2750
£99

......£1999

......£5999
£399

....E2250
....t185
.....£399

£99
£79

f199

£899
Tascam 38 E 999
Yamaha DX7 Mark 1. E499

We have a certain number of ex -demo Fostex Elea available alt In mint condition
with boxes - Give us a call All prices exclude VAT)

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW)
NOMAD AXXEMAN - the Ultimate Guitar Processor CRAZY PRICE £199 + VAT
NOMAD BASSMAN - the Ultimate Bass Processor CRAZY PRICE £199 + VAT
Seck 18:2 desk (exclusive to us).. £649 - VAT
Tannoy DC100 monitors Per pair) .E150 + VAT
Yamaha TX16W 16 voice sampler with full library (new)...... .£799 - VAT
Fostex 460 - Rolls Royce of Portastudios inc full 8 track mixing desk RRP £2125

Our Price .£725 + VAT
Bel BDE 2600 126 sec stereo full editable sampler) RRP £3000 .£699 + VAT
Yamaha DS55.... .E299 + VAT
Memory expansion boards for AKAI S1000 (2 meg) £280 + VAT
We usually have large stocks of used + demonstration machines. call us for our comprehensive list.

THATCHED COTTAGE SERVICE
At our fully equipped in-house service centre we can service all types of equipment (esp. 8-16 tracks) Every
reputable audio dealer should have one on site (don't let anyone tell you any different). Believe it or not, some
retailers actually sell complex electronic equipment from their front room or garage (nothing wrong with that of
course - we all had to start somewhere - when you are successful though, you outgrow it pretty quickly!) It
does though tend to suggest a lack of back up facilities. So if your multitrack needs a service or the heads
looking at give us a call before its too late.

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial studio we've come up
with three packages, each containing everything you will need for your first paying session,
from the Multi -track Machine right through to DI Boxes and Cables. The price of the 8 Track
System is £4,300 + VAT, the 16 Track is £7,800 + VAT and the 24 Track is £15,750 + VAT. At
Thatched Cottage we proved it could be done, and we have helped many new studios to open
and start making money - our experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat -
what have you got to lose? Plus: FREE Thatched Cottage Recording School Course to
package buyers!!

THATCHED COTTAGE PRIVILEGED CHARGE CARD
In our efforts to make life easier for our customers we have launched our own credit
card!

Like Access and Barclaycard, our Privileged Charge Card allows instant credit up
to £1000 and some VERY special discounts.

For larger purchases we have arranged a unique loan/lease scheme for amounts up
to £25,000

Full details of all our new financial services (including equipment insurance) are
contained in our new Financial Fax Packs - Give us a call.

NEW PRODUCTS
CASIO DA2 - brand new updated DAT. Still only £849 + VAT inc. tree rack kit  RSD PROLINE 16:8:16 plus
MIDI muting. TASCAM 1" 24 Track - revolutionary at Just over £7000 + VAT  DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS
HARD DISK RECORDING - call for demonstration  KORG M3 their brilliant new expander  YAMAHA
FX500  TASCAM 644 and 688 PORTASTUDIOS  ART SGE guitar processor  BEL BDE 2400E5 24
seconds (stereo) Delay/Sampler RRP £3000 - £699 

Thatched
cottage Audio

Access.I\ TCAVISA



BEST PRICES!
ST MIDI SOFTWARE

C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator
C -Lab Unitor/Creator
Steinberg Cubase
Steinberg Pro 24 Ver.11l
Hybrid Arts EZ Track Plus £49.95 IRRP £59.95)
DrT KCS 1.7 MPE £159.95 IRRP £19.95)

£219.95 IRRP £299.00)
£359.95 IRRP £499.00)
£639.95 IRRP £834.95)
£349.95 IRRP £500.00)
£214.95 (RRP £300.00)

A4k
Virtuoso £219.95 (RRP £299.00) 561Zinblzrg
all other top packages available. Please call us.

THE ATARI STACY
The new Atari Stacy is the new totally portable 1040
computer with a built in very high resolution monochrome
monitor, making it perfect for the musician who wants a
machine for his home studio, professional recording studio
or even for gigging . The machine has been fully tested
with all top sequencing packages from C -Lab, Steinberg etc
and comes in a choice of 1Mb or 4Mb ram and with a 20 or
40 megabyte hard disk drive built in.
The first of the range to be released is the 1Mb ram
machine with a built in high res mono monitor and

20mb hard disk drive.... for only
£1369.99 inc vat (RRP £1499.99)

Call us today for the latest news on the Stacy.
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BLANK DISKS
Our disks are unbranded double
sided double density (1 meg) 3.5'

disks with labels.
Quantity x 10 £6.85
Quantity x 20 £12.99
Quantity x 30 £18.99
Quantity x 50 £29.99
Quantity it 100 £56.99
Quantity x 200 £108.99
Quantity it 500 £264.99
Quantity x 1000 £529.99

BEST PRICES
(Dept Mn, Unit A, Grafton Place,
Worthing, West Sussex. BN11 lox

Tel: (0903) 700714
24 hour answering

All prices include VAT & delivery 1:3
Goods usually despatched same day

Prices are subject to change without ratite and goods are
subject to availability Mail order only - no callers please

WSA

AKAI

THE FINE ART

OF TELEPHONING
You may have seen some of the many
advertisements for Akai products in

the music press.

Want to know more ?

A general catalogue and dealer list
can be yours by picking up the phone
now. Join with Akai in the fine art of
sampling, recording and sequencing.

Telephone 0898 100 799

MIEVADII
...where musicians

talk to musicians...
Talk Hi -tech
ROLAND
U20 New Multi Timbral K/board £1050
W30 Workstation (in stock!) £1660
D50 1 only shop soiled £1299
1320 LA Synth Workstation £1275
1310 New (with slight marks) £699
D5 LA Synth new low cost! £599
PRO E Intelligent Arranger £999
U110 S50 Sample Module £599
13110 LA Synth Module £599
13110 Ex Demo Model with full guarantee £499
R5 Human Rhythm Composer £429
R8 Human Rhythm Composer £665
PADS Handy pad midi rhythm controller £159
RA50 Real Time Arranger £685
PAD80 (shop soiled) £399
5550 ex demo £1199
S550 Slight damage to case £1150
S330 16 voice sampler (ex demo) £999
El0 Digital 61 note K/board (s/h) £495
MC500 Mk1 Second hand £799
MC300 Ex demo but immaculate £499
PGIO D Series Prog. (ex demo) £189
PGI000 D50 Programmer (ex demo) £245
MES Multi processor (marked) £475
RE3 Digital echo £599
A50 Multi mother keyboard £1395
A880 Midi patcher £229
PIANOS
Rhodes MK80 £1799
Roland RD2505 £1299
Roland RD300S &1499
Roland P330 digital piano £525
GUITAR SYNTHS
GR50 Guitar Synth £825
GK2 Synth driver £115
GS6 Dig. guitar pre -amp £575

YAMAHA
DX7 FM Synth £725
DX7 FM synth second hand £475
GEN° Guitar F/X unit £369
SPX9011 Multi F/X unit s/soiled £475
RX8 In stock CALL
V50 16 voice FM super synth £1099
MT3X High quality portastudio £554
MT100 4 -track £349
KM602 Keyboard mixer £149
RX7 Drum machine £585
R100 Reverb unit £178
KORG
Korg MI £1499
Korg SDQI Sequencer, second hand £136
Korg DRV 1000 digital reverb £199
Korg DDM220 percussion, ex demo £99
KAWAI
KI 16 voice multitimbral polysynth £499
K1 11 in stock £655
K1R Rackmount version of KI £350
KIM Module version of K1 £345
Q80 Mega sequencer, 3.5" disks £499
R100 Drum machine £399
R50c Drum machine, one ex -demo £225

SOUND TECHNOLOGY
Microverb II still hard to beat £165
Midiverb II preset digital reverb £258
Quadraverb 4 in 1 F/X unit £425
HR16 Killer 16 bit drum sounds £299
Oberheim Matrix 1000 6 voice analogue £359
Oberheim Systemizer £185
Oberheim Cyclone £185
ATARI
Atari STC8060 £589
Atari SM124 12" monitor £149
Steinberg Cubase £475

Steinberg Pro 24 £275
Steinberg Twelve £119
C -Lab Creator £289
C -Lab MT32 £110
Explorer 1000 £85
Plus lots of Roland software.
Call for best prices.

Talk Recording
Tascam Porta One £459
Tascam Porta Two £525
Tascam Porta 05 £299
Tascam New 644 Midi Studio £949
Tascam 122 Mkll cassette shop soiled £699
Tascam 102 cassette £199
Tascam 103 cassette £259
Teac V250 cassette £85
Teac W355 twin cassette £115
Teac V288 CHX cassette £119

WE SHIP ANYWHERE FAST

ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

CALL US NOW ON
0705 660036

OR FAX 0705 690626

Nevada music, 189 London Road Portsmouth P02 9AE 0705 660036
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>frequency, and giving rise to a far fuller sound

than is obtained by contemporary filters, which

instead create resonance by attenuating
frequencies away from the cutoff frequency. The

technicalities may sound the same, but the
analogue method introduced more distortion,

and therefore was a warmer sound.

Analogue waveforms without resonance can be

transposed over the full five octaves of your
sampler without much concern for the usual

"SAMPLING ANALOGUE

SYNTHESISERS IS EASY;

IT CAN ALSO BE VERY

SPONTANEOUS. IT WILL

ALMOST CERTAINLY FILL

HUGE GAPS IN YOUR

SAMPLE LIBRARY."

munchkinisation effects. This is because the
pure waveforms contain no formants, or
enharmonics for that matter. I'll qualify that right

now; oscillator sync, cross -modulation and ring

modulation can all introduce enharmonics
(partials which have a frequency which is not an

integer multiple of the fundamental frequency).

Enharmonics generally differ from formants in

that enharmonics will maintain their tuning
relative to the fundamental over the full range of

the instrument, whereas formants (which we'll

be discussing in more detail in a future article)

have their frequency more or less fixed
regardless of the pitch at which the instrument is

played.

There are a couple of ways in which analogue

synths can create formants. One is to dedicate
an oscillator to the creation of formants by
disabling keyboard tracking for that oscillator.

The other way, much more commonly employed,

is to use filter resonance with little or no filter
keyboard tracking or filter envelope contouring.

It's probably fair to say that resonant, formant-

based sounds have been used by many a
synthesist who wouldn't know a formant if it

leapt up and bit him on his modulator.

As many of you will know, formants are
responsible to a great extent for sample
munchkinisation, as they do not remain at their

original frequency when the sample is

transposed. Getting round the problem usually

involves extensive equalisation before and after

sampling, as well as considerable multisampling.

Why on earth did I bother to mention them on
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analogue synths? Easy; now that you know about

filter resonance, you will understand why your

sampler always seems to create the effect of

unity keyboard tracking (one octave per octave) -

this is the only sort of filter keyboard tracking

that your sampler will be able to reproduce
without multisampling (you could create similar

effects using the sampler's filter, but you will
lose the character of the original). Of course, the

effect of formant shifting can be used creatively

to excess to create analogue synth sounds which

sound very "sampled" without sounding like
badly sampled acoustic stuff.

Another fairly common filter trick is envelope

polarity inversion. If you invert the modulation

polarity of a standard ADSR filter envelope, then

the filter will start wide open, close to a
minimum over the attack time, open over the
decay time to a sustain level, and open even

further on key -release. This effect requires what

is usually termed an after -envelope. That is to

say, in order to create the effect, you need more

control after key -release than a simple release

time. The reason for this is that a non -zero level

is involved after key -release; envelope polarity

inversion is the simple way to address the
problem. Sampling the effect has its own
problems. Unless your sampler allows you to
jump to and play from a stage later in the
sample than the loop on key -release, then you

will not be able to accurately recreate the effect.

Or will you? Try making two samples; sample 1

with the filter attack and decay characteristics

you require, but with a zero filter (and probably

amplitude) sustain level. If you are being faithful

to the original model, then the attack time
should also be zero - but feel free to experiment.

The second sample should have a slow filter
attack time rising to full filter sustain. Merge the

two samples and create a loop during the
sustain phase of sample 2; discard anything
after the loop and use the sampler's amplitude

envelope set to acoustic -piano type values, but

with a release time equal to the decay time. This

will give you the effect of unsustained filter -
envelope modulation polarity inversion.
Experiment with different filter envelopes on both

samples - you could also try making sample 2 a

percussive filter sweep, then reversing the
sample before merging and looping.

Sampling analogue synthesisers is easy; it can

also be very spontaneous. It will almost certainly

fill huge gaps in your sample library - it is also

such a pleasantly creative process that you
might find yourself creating new samples for
specific projects, rather than depending on your

existing library. Hybrid procedures, combining
conventional samples with analogue sounds, are

just as much fun, and will create completely new

and original sounds. If you own a sampler and a

monosynth, then you really can't resist the
challenge. If you own a sampler but don't own a

monosynth, then buy one now before they
become expensive again.

ANOTHER ARGENTS ADVANTAGE

THE
NEW
ARGENTS
WHERE ELSE in the West

End can you find the very

latest HI -TECH MUSICAL

EQUIPMENT, arranged

over three NEWLY

REFURBISHED floors,

with two PRIVATE demo

studios, an INVITATION -

ONLY area and a unique

MACINTOSH MUSIC

STUDIO, all manned by

the most knowledgeable

and HELPFUL staff in the

business?

Argents, 20 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NA

ir 01-379 6690 (sales) 01-240 0085 (service)

01-240 7696 (fax)
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KORG Music Workstation

Korg take the

Advanced

Integrated synthesis

of the MI upmarket

with three new

"mega" synths. But

are they out of this

world or simply out

of reach? Review by

Simon Trask.

Tl

FOR MANY YEARS now the £1000-2000
price bracket has been the starting point
for new synthesiser ranges, with
subsequent synths in the range
progressively descending the price scale.

To some extent Korg have conformed to this pattern by

following their M1 synth with the M1R and then the M3R

rack -mount expanders. But the new T -series synths - the

T1, T2 and T3 - represent a more unusual move
upmarket, in the T1's case into somewhat rarified
financial heights.

The chief difference between the three new synths lies

with the keyboard: the T3's has 61 notes, the T2's 76

notes and the T1's 88 notes. Only the T1's keyboard is

of the wooden weighted variety, and very nice it is too,

sitting comfortably between synth- and piano -style
action; in fact, both its feel and its range are spoiling
me rotten - how can I ever go back to a five -octave
plastic synth -style keyboard?

All three keyboards are responsive to attack velocity

and channel aftertouch. Increased keyboard span also

means increased casing size and increased weight, and

at 35kg the T1 certainly scores zero points for
portability. The T1 is also the only one of the three
synths to have a control -wheel option (the new synths

come fitted with the familiar Korg joystick).

But in every other respect (synthesis capability, effects

processing, sequencing power) the three T -series synths

are the same. So why, you may well ask, is MT reviewing

the biggest, the heaviest and the most expensive of the

T -series synths? The reason is simple. Reviewing the T1

allows us to check out the EXK-T PCM RAM sample

board, which comes as standard on the T1 but is an
option on the T2 and T3 - what's more, an option which

won't be available till around Christmas time (so now

you know what to ask Santa for). I've dealt with the T1's

sample board at some length later in this review, not

only to give you a clear idea of how useful it may or may

not be to you, but also because it represents a
significant addition to the sonic flexibility of The
Synthesiser, beyond the expandability offered by the
Ml's ROM sample cards.
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Clearly the T1 will have a relatively small market, and

it's very much a prestige instrument for Korg (not to

mention for anybody who buys one). Of the three Ts, the

T3 stands the most chance of attracting musicians in an

upward financial direction (OK, encouraging them to fork

out more money), so the important question has to be

whether or not there are enough differences between

the M1 and the T3 to warrant investing in the latter.

I should mention that the T3 is also up against stiff

competition from Ensoniq's new VFX-SD synth (see
update review elsewhere in this issue) and Yamaha's

(genuinely) new synth, the SY77 (see preview elsewhere

this issue), both of which operate along similar
workstation lines to the T -series while offering their own

variations on the synthesis/sampling theme.

My main aim in this review is to point out the
differences between the M1 and the T1 (and therefore

the T2 and T3), so if you're not already familiar with the

M1 then the original review in MT July '88 is probably a

good starting point.

Returning to considerations of size and weight for a

moment, the T3 not only has the same keyboard span

as the M1, it's as near as dammit the same size and

the same weight, so there are no benefits (or
disadvantages) in portability between the two
instruments. The most obvious physical differences
between the M1 and the T3 are the latter's larger backlit

LCD window (64x240 dot), altered front -panel layout and

addition of an onboard disk drive (taking high -density

double -sided double -track 3.5" floppies only). The two

card slots for PCM ROM sample data and RAM
Program/Sequence data cards have been retained, only

where the M1 put the former on the rear panel and the

latter on the front panel, the T3 unfortunately puts both

on the rear panel. Wrong move, guys. The T -series
synths retain the Mrs 1/L, 2/R, 3 and 4 audio outs,
headphone jack (carrying the 1 & 2 stereo signal only),

sustain pedal jack input, two globally -assignable
footpedal/switch jack inputs and MIDI In and Thru
sockets. However, they make a significant addition in

the form of four MIDI Out sockets, organised as A and B

pairs to give 32 -channel MIDI output.

The larger LCD window not only allows more effective

parameter grouping on the T -series, it makes possible

some neat display tricks. For instance, when you press

one of the Bank/Page buttons in the Program and
Combination modes a software -created window pops up

to prompt you with a list of the ten Programs or
Combinations in that Bank, while whenever you select a

VDF or VDA envelope parameter to edit, a graphic
display of the envelope appears which changes as you

alter the parameter values. And when you're editing the

effects placement and output routing of the Programs, a

diagram of the relevant configuration pops up in the LCD

to help clarify what's going on.

PROGRAMS & COMBIS
THE NUMBER OF onboard programs has been upped

from 100 to 200, while the number of Combinations
stays at 100. Foot controller settings, scale type (equal

temperament 1 & 2, pure major, pure minor and user -

programmable - the latter within a "master" octave and

globally defined), and velocity and aftertouch curves

(one of eight types in each case, positive direction only,

and affecting both onboard sounds and MIDI
transmission) are now selectable per Program. However,
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the synthesis architecture, the 33 effects and the
utilisation of those effects remain exactly the same as
on the M1.

The Oscillator Mode still allows you to choose between

Single (16 -voice), Double (eight -voice) and Drumkit (16 -

voice). Four Drumkits can be programmed utilising the

synth's Drum samples: the parameters are the same as

those on the Ml, with the exception that the number of

sounds which can be included in a Drumkit has been

upped from 44 to 85 in line with an increase in the
number of Drum sounds (see below).

Combination mode (where combinations of up to eight

Programs can be stored) sees the axing of Single, Layer,

Split and Velocity Split types, leaving only what was

previously referred to as the Multi type - a Combination

of up to eight Parts (or Timbres, as Korg call them). This

isn't unreasonable, as all of the axed types can be
created using the velocity -range and note -range window

settings of individual Timbres. As on the M1, a single

group of effects settings can be programmed for each

Combination.

The T -series synths do add some Combination
parameters, however. You can now select for each
Timbre within a Combination separate internal and MIDI -

transmit velocity and aftertouch curves, and MIDI
transmit patch number and volume level, while for all

Timbres within a Combination you can set joystick
functions (X, +Y and -Y), foot controller settings and a

scale type.

However, the most significant difference between the

M1 and the T -series synths is undoubtedly the latter's

doubling of the onboard ROM sample memory from four

to eight megabytes, which in practical terms ups the

number of Multisounds from 100 to 190 and the
number of Drum sounds from 44 to 85. Just to be clear,

all the Mrs Multisound and Drum source samples are

retained for compatibility purposes. Added to the
Multisounds are a healthy number of "real" instrument

samples together with a mixture of familiar and
unfamiliar tuned and untuned percussion sounds, a few

synthy wavesweep sounds, and some more pulse and

spectrum waves, while the Drum section is augmented

by a mixture of kit and Latin sounds and some more

wayward metallic percussive sounds such as 'Potcover',

'Techno Zap' and 'GameIan 1 and 2' (some of which

appear to have been derived from the Multisounds). In

fact the Drum section has a wonderfully eclectic range

of percussive sounds, ranging from familiar kit sounds

to the weird and the wonderful, and should suit anyone

who likes to be experimental with their rhythm sounds.

Certainly it wins out over the narrowly -defined collection

of drum sounds on the new VFX-SD, which has been

derived from LA session drummers and sounds like it:

straight rock kit sounds and precious little else.

Personally speaking, I love the T -series' combination of

the ethereal and the metallic, the smooth and the spiky,

and the overall sound quality of 'ice beauty' (eagle-eyed

readers will notice that I've nicked that description from

Holger Czukay, who used it in a different context in last

month's Can interview - but what the hell, it's
appropriate).

By the way, you absolutely must listen to factory demo

sequence No. 4, the appropriately -named 'Marshalman'

- you too will believe without question that there's a
crazed widdly-widdly merchant lurking inside the T1's

casing.

It's worth pointing out that M1R owners can get their

"The T1 also takes

account of sample

loop points, so

that any instrumental

sounds or rhythm

samples using loops

can be successfully

transferred to
the synth."
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"The most

significant difference

between the M1 and

the T -series is the

doubling of the
onboard sample

memory which ups

the Multisounds

from 100 to 190 and

Drum sounds from

44 to 85."
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expander's ROM sample memory upgraded to add the

same extra sounds as are found in the T -series, while if

you've yet to buy an M1R, Korg are bringing ExM1Rs into

the country - M1Rs with the upgrade already fitted. Both

of these options mean forking out extra money, of
course. M1 owners can forget about getting their synths

upgraded, however; because of the way in which the

Ml's innards are organised, upgrading the memory is,

apparently, impractical.

Incidentally, the M1 didn't implement MIDI Overflow

mode, which meant that if you wanted to use an M1 and

an M1R together for 32 -voice polyphony you had to set

the M1 to Local Off, the M1R to Overflow On and route

the M1R's Thru output back to the Ml; the T -series
synths make life easier by implementing Overflow mode.

SEQUENCING & STORAGE
THE ONBOARD SEQUENCER on the T -series synths still

has eight tracks, with each track able to play one of the

synths' Programs at a time and with dynamic allocation

of the synth's 16 voices across all eight tracks.
However, the number of Patterns has been doubled from

100 to 200 and the number of Songs from ten to 20,

while sequencer memory has been significantly
increased from 4400 notes - 7700 if the number of
Programs and Combinations on the M1 is halved to 50 -

to a much more respectable 50,000 notes (these
figures, incidentally, are reduced as soon as other MIDI

data is recorded).

The structure and facilities of the sequencer are
essentially the same as the Ml's sequencer (again, see

the M1 review for fuller details), with a combination of

track- and pattern -based recording, and the ability to

insert patterns anywhere in a track and to extract a
portion of a track into a pattern. Real-time (including

punch in/out and, in the case of patterns, loop -in -
overdub) and step -time recording are available, as is

event editing (here benefiting from the larger LCD
window on the T -series synths). The maximum length of

a Track has been increased from 250 to 999 bars, while

the maximum length of a Pattern (and therefore also of

the section of a Track that can be extracted) has been

increased from eight to 99 bars. Sequencer resolution
has been kept at 48ppqn, however.

One of the complaints I had about the Ml's sequencer

was that, although you could play a Combination via
MIDI from an external sequencer, you couldn't use a

Combination within an onboard sequencer track. Korg

have rectified this situation with the T -series synths, but

not in an entirely satisfactory way. You can now assign

note -range and key -range windows (using bottom and top

values) for each sequencer track, so that, effectively,

you can recreate the texture of a Combination within a

sequence, playing and recording into the relevant tracks

by setting Multi record. As each Track can still only play

one Program, the more Programs you have in your

sequencer "Combination" the less sequencer tracks you

have left (for playing parts on external MIDI instruments,

perhaps). Other new features include Track Protect,

filtering out types of event from the MIDI data display,

appending one Song to another to create a new
composite Song, and programming foot controller
settings, scale type and velocity and aftertouch curves

on a Song basis.

MIDI SysEx transfer of parameter and sequence data is

essential for any MIDI device nowadays, and especially

so where a company needs to maintain some degree of

data compatibility between their instruments. T -series

Programs, Combinations and Global data can be MIDI -

transmitted in 11/12/13 or M1/M1R formats, while
Sequences and All Data can be dumped to other T -

series synths but not to an M1/M1R. Data from an
M1/M1R can similarly be loaded into a T -series synth

via MIDI, while Korg ROM sample data cards can be

read by all the M -series and T -series synths and

expanders.

M1/M1R Program, Combination, Global and Sequence

data stored on a RAM card, and preset M1/M1R
Program data stored on a ROM card, can be loaded into

the T -series synths. T -series Combinations, Programs

(Bank A or Bank B) and Global data can be stored to
RAM card and loaded into the M1/M1R, but T -series

Sequence data can't be stored or transferred in this

way.

The T -series' onboard disk drive makes life a lot easier

and a lot cheaper. There are two possible disk formats

(formatting is, of course, done from the synth):
Program/Sequence/PCM (one file containing the
complete contents of memory) or Program/Sequence

(four files, each containing the complete contents of
memory minus the PCM RAM samples). Memory must

be saved to disk in bulk, but you can load Programs,
Combinations, Patterns, Songs, Drumkits and samples

individually or in bulk.

Korg have also given the T -series synths the ability to

act as a generic SysEx librarian, receiving and storing to

disk SysEx files up to 64Kbytes in length. Like most
sequencers which tack on such a facility, it seems a bit

half-hearted given the variety of transmission protocols

in use (even the manual admits the synths can't handle

all SysEx data); for instance, you can't send
requests to instruments which aren't able to initiate

their own data dumps.

SAMPLING THE T1
AS MENTIONED EARLIER, the T1 comes with a
512Kword RAM sample board fitted as standard, while

the same board can be fitted as an option on the T2 and

T3. If the sounds you load into the T1 have been
sampled at 44.1kHz, this gives you around 11 seconds

duration. The sample board's contents aren't retained

through power -down, so you'll need to save any new

samples to disk before switching off the T1.

There are two sources of samples for the T1: samples

from Korg's own DSM1 sampler (but not their earlier
DSS1) and from forthcoming T -series sample disks

which are loaded from the synth's onboard disk drive,

and samples from any other sampler loaded in via MIDI.

Because the T1 has to convert from the DSM1's 12 -bit

resolution to 16 -bit resolution, you have to select a
special DSM1 loading routine - and then you can go and

make the proverbial cup of tea, because loading is a

slow process. However, once you have DSM1 samples

in memory you can save them to another disk as T1

samples, in which case they'll load a good deal more

quickly the next time. After trying out a healthy variety of

Korg DSM1 sample library disks I can say that the
samples transfer very well to the T1, exhibiting clarity

and good dynamic range.

But by far the more flexible option is to load samples

into the T1 via MIDI. Korg's synth will accept samples

stored in MIDI Sample Dump Standard format, which
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means that if your sampler can't transmit samples in

this format then you'll need an intermediary stage:
generic sample editing and librarian software.

For the purposes of this review, an Akai S900 sampler

and Steinberg's Avalon generic sample software for the

Atari ST were called into play. The beauty of this setup is

that Avalon handles the translation from S900 sample

format to MIDI Sample Dump Standard format for you;

the only adjustment you have to make manually is to

choose 16 -bit resolution for the Sample Dump Standard

transmission from Avalon, as the S900 is a 12 -bit
sampler and the T1 appears to only accept samples in

16 -bit format. Otherwise all you have to do is drag
Avalon's S900 icon onto a sample -slot icon, then when

the sample has been loaded into Avalon, drag that icon

onto the MMA icon and instigate the transfer to the T1

(first of all ensuring that the T1 is set to "Recv Sample

Dump" on the relevant Global menu). Oh, and if you're

aiming to do a lot of sample transferring then a MIDI

patchbay will come in handy - much manual repatching

of MIDI leads is the alternative.

Both Avalon and the T1 tell you if the transfer has been

successful or not. However, once you've sussed out the

few necessary steps the whole process is very
straightforward, and there's no reason why you should

encounter problems. There's no reason why the transfer

process shouldn't work equally well for other samplers

included in Avalon's (or any other generic sample
software's) library of sample formats.

It would appear that the T1 takes account of sample

rate (indicated in the Sample Dump Standard header as

sample period), as there was no transposition of
samples from S900 to T1. Crucially, the T1 also takes

account of sample loop points, so that any instrumental

sounds or rhythm samples using loops can be
successfully transferred to the synth.

Once you've loaded some samples into the T1's EXK-T

RAM board via MIDI, how can you use them within the

synth? Well, samples have to be incorporated into the

T1's four onboard Drumkits, with or without a selection

of the synth's 85 Drum sounds. If you think about it,
this makes a lot of sense: a T1 Drumkit requires
samples to be mapped across the keyboard rather as

you would map samples across the keyboard on a
sampler. As samples can only be transferred individually

to the T1, and there's no means of telling the synth how

they should be mapped, multisamples from another
sampler have to be recreated manually within a T1
Drumkit.

On the T1 a Drumkit sample will automatically spread

downwards in pitch across the keyboard until the next

sample -allocated note is reached. Samples do not
spread above their allocated "root" note, so if you want

a sample to spread a fifth, say, above its original pitch,

then you need to assign it to the note which is a fifth

above that pitch and raise its pitch by a fifth (the
maximum range is +/- 1 octave).

So what else can you do with your samples once

you've included them in a Drumkit? Well, as with the

Drum sounds you can adjust their level, decay time and

pan setting; the latter governs their routing through the

Ti's effects, and allows you to position each of them in

the stereo spectrum of outputs A and B or route them to

outputs C or D. And as a Drumkit can be assigned to an

oscillator within a Program, you can globally apply any of

the associated VDF, VDA and MG parameters to the

samples.

You can't layer or velocity -switch between samples

within a Drumkit, so you have to turn to Combination

mode for this. Layering can be achieved by assigning the

relevant Drumkits to different Timbres and assigning

those Timbres to the same MIDI channel, while velocity -

switching can be achieved by the additional means of

setting a different velocity window for each Timbre.

So as far as samples transferred via MIDI Sample

Dump Standard are concerned, I'd say that the best use

of the RAM sample board is

for turning the synth (or at

least its Drumkit section)
into a sampling drum
machine, allowing you to
incorporate anything and
everything from your local
scrapyard favourites to that

essential looped breakbeat.

Some of you might

alternatively find it useful for

sound effects.

However, it seems that T -

series samples and resaved

DSM1 samples can be
loaded as Multisounds from

disk into the Single or Dual

oscillator configurations of

individual Programs,

because their sample maps

are stored with them in a
way which can be read by the T -series synths. This
opens up a completely different angle on the use of
samples in the T -series, being as well suited to
multisampled instruments as to multiple percussion and

sound fx samples.

VERDICT
I OPENED THIS review by drawing attention to the
unusual upmarket direction of the T -series synths in

relation to the progenitor M1. However, there are
precedents - notably Yamaha's DX5, Oberheim's Matrix

12 and Roland's JX10 synths. Each of these
instruments is basically two of another instrument
combined in a single box: the DX5 is two DX7s, the
Matrix 12 is two Xpanders, and the JX10 is two JX8Ps.

And each of them could rightly be labelled "megasynth".

The same label springs to mind for the T -series synths

- especially, given its price, for the T1. But do the T1, T2

and T3 also conform to the "two -in -a -box" philosophy of

the other instruments? Well, compared to the M1, a
number of things have been doubled, but these don't

include the effects processors, audio outputs, Timbres,

sequencer tracks or - crucially - voices ("prohibitively
expensive", say Korg), which is a shame, particularly as

Ensoniq's VFX-SD and, quite possibly, Yamaha's SY77

(which I have yet to hear as of writing this review) are

going to be snapping at the T3's heels in coming
months. Still, there's enough that's new on the T -series

to warrant looking beyond the M1, particularly with the

additional sounds and the RAM sample board (whose

significance shouldn't be overlooked).

Prices T1, £3700; T2, £2999; T3, £2399; EXK-T,

All prices include VAT.

More from. Korg UK, 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove

Road, Harrow, London HA1 2YR. Tel: 01-427 3397.
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BETTER EXCUSE FOR
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
You could lose a lot of sleep deciding which sampling system

to buy. You could lose a lot of sleep setting up and learning

how to use the system you do buy. Or you could choose from

the brilliant new family of Akai samplers and lose a lot of

sleep doing nothing but make music.

The S-950 is Akai's successor to the

remarkable S-900. Incredibly, it offers a whole range of

extra features - at a lower price! An expandable memory.

Superb 48kliz sampling frequency. The ability to load information whilst

playing. Full compatibility with the massive S-900 and S-1000 sound

libraries. Time stretch, cross -fade looping and pre -trigger recording

facilities, a filter envelope and much more. All for the astonishing price of

£1,399. Optional boards for hard disk and digital input make the S-950 a

uniquely versatile machine.

The 5-1000 is the new 16 -bit sampling standard. It produces

the cleanest, clearest stereo samples you've ever heard, with the ease and

immediacy which have made Akai famous. 2Mb of memory, expandable to

a staggering 8Mb. A maximum sampling rate of 48kHz. 16 voices, with easy

layer, multiple looping and cross -fade capabilities. A large 40X8 LCD

display makes editing incredibly simple and the use of a separate monitor

unnecessary. For its sheer power, intelligence and accessibility - at a cost

of only £2,999 - the 5-1000 is unequalled.

And to complete the picture, Akai have developed the

S-1000PB 16 bit sample playback machine, priced at £1,999, and the

S-1000HD with built-in hard disk, providing a generous 40Mb of storage:

at £3,999 nothing else even comes close.

If it's quality drum sounds you want, check out the XE-8.

Coming complete with two memory cards, the XE-8 provides a wide variety

of excellent 16 hit drum samples in a compact 1U rack unit. Choose from

individual or mix outputs. Used with MIDI drum machine or sequencer -

such as our ASQ-10 - you can edit and store your own sounds to give the

crisp, clear dynamic attacks of real or electronic percussion, for an

unbelievable £299.

When a system's as good as the sum of its parts, you know

it's Akai. Sleep on it.

professio



The Art Of

Noise

have

long been

at the

forefront of

the musical

technology

revolution.

Fairlight

programmer JJ

Jeczalik takes

time off to

explain where

they are and

where they're

going.

Interview by

David Bradwell.

DEEP IN THE HEART OF RURAL BERKSHIRE
stands the Monster Rat studio, the country home of
the Art Of Noise. Having recently moved from his
dining room to a converted garage, Monster Rat is JJ
Jeczalik's pride and joy. JJ is the studio half of the Art
Of Noise, a band who are now a two-piece following

the departure of Gary Langan
around 18 months ago.

The other half is
Anne Dudley,
equally as famous

for her film
scores (Buster,

ilence Like

Glass), string
arrangements

(Liza Minelli, Wet
Wet Wet, Paul McCartney),

keyboard playing (Wham!, ABC, Malcolm McLaren,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood) and TV commercial
production (Kellogg's Cornflakes, Bols, Revlon) as
she is for her contribution to the Art Of Noise.

JJ, meanwhile, has produced or mixed hit singles
for acts as diverse as the Pet Shop Boys, Paul
McCartney, Billy Idol and Jean
Paul Gaultier. Throughout
the '80s he's been in
constant demand as one of
the finest Fairlight
programmers in the business, working on
countless sessions and contributing to countless classic

records. The Fairlight still
occupies centre stage in
Monster Rat, ironically
perched atop a Black
and Decker Workmate.
As individuals, the Art
Of Noise have a

formidable track record. As

a duo they're about to release
Below The Waste, their fifth album

the recent near -hit single clrebo'.

Despite the level of his success outside the band, JJ

claims the Art Of Noise is still his primary concern. It
doesn't have to be - both band members could
survive quite happily without it, but behind his claim
lies a genuine enthusiasm for the work he does and a
desire to make the Art Of Noise much more than just
a showcase for two session musicians.

"The question of priority is not an empirical
judgement", he begins. "Priority to me implies a
mental state apart from anything else. I think it might
be more of a hobby for Anne, but it's very important
for me. I tend to be the one who does the mixing and

and the source of

the studio work because that's something I know
about and care about, and I'm not sure that that's
necessarily her interest. Her interest is more in
standing in front of a group of musicians and
conducting them."

JJ
first

encountered
the Fairlight when he was a keyboard technician for
Geoff Downes, who was working with Trevor Horn in

his band The Buggles. Geoff bought the ninth
Fairlight to be imported into the country, and it was
delivered to JJ's flat in London. Disillusioned with the
factory clarinet samples, he immediately set out to
create some weird and wonderful sounds of his own.

"The sound of a car starting or
horses moving around or doors
slamming was a lot more interesting to
me than trying to replicate - badly -

real musical instruments", he explains. "At the
time we were working with very good musicians and it

struck me as being completely ridiculous to replace
somebody like Luis Jardim playing

percussion because he's so good, and
a machine can't do that. They're
two different things.

"The problem with the
Fairlight initially was that

because it was so expensive it
became the preserve of a few rich

people. Music is something which should be

enjoyed by everybody. Now that you can go out,
spend a few hundred pounds and get something
which is supposed to be equivalent makes the point
that you have to have the ideas and it's absolutely
irrelevant how much the technology costs. Fairlights
haven't got a right to exist any more than any other
bit of gear - they have to survive in the market place
like anybody else."

JJ approaches sampling in what he admits to being
a very slapdash fashion. Although he tries to avoid
obvious technical problems like distortion, he finds no
sense in working with a sound that doesn't excite him
early on. He's about to buy a portable DAT player,
and will carry it around in the same way as a
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photographer always carries a camera - hoping for
that elusive scoop.

"I'm constantly listening and appreciating the
sound of things", he declares. "Once you start
doing that it can be quite irritating for other people,

but inevitably your ears become attuned to hearing
things."

One notable success from the policy of always
keeping a tape recorder handy was the famous car
starting sample from 'Close (To The Edit)'. JJ
explains its origin:

"Years ago, when I lived in Highgate, I went out
with a tape recorder to try to record some horses
going by. My neighbour drove past in her
Golf, stalled the car, then restarted it and
drove off. I recorded that and without
realising it got what turned out to be a
really definitive Art Of Noise sample. I
went back into the house, listened to the
horses, rejected that, and the car starting became
`Close (To The Edit)' and a few other things, and
the horses went into the bin. It's like cooking - you
have to keep things on the back burner ticking over
and maybe they'll have a place later on that you
can't see at the moment.

"I might wake up with an
idea in the morning or hear
something that stimulates an
idea, and having a Fairlight is a
blessing and a problem. If you have a guitar there's
basically a finite number of records you can make
with it, but with any of these new synthesisers the
problem is in deciding what you want to do before
you even fire it up. You can have a symphony of
landing aircraft or a mad guitar solo - it's your own
ideas and perceptions that get you into the bigger
brain that lives within the Fairlight. You have to
keep your own brain in a jolly mood through not
working too hard and keeping fit because otherwise
you run out of ideas. The Fairlight won't do
anything unless you do something to it. It annoys

me when people say you press a button and away
you go, because it's not like that. You have to have
ideas and you have to have the input."

As you've probably gathered, JJ is an exponent
of experimentation. With demos, however, he
recommends keeping ideas as simple as possible, and

not getting too carried away with the technology.
"There's no mileage in

making demo
recordings over-
complicated

because music

is still about
harmonic
structure,
melody and
rhythm", he begins. "If
you shovel tons of samples onto something you may
bury something which is very good. If it's not very
good to begin with you can't bury it, because there
are too many people who know about these things.
They'll strip off all the wonderful sounds and listen
to the tune, and if there isn't one it's a waste of time.
Samplers are fabulous and very cheap, but it's back
now much more to the fundamental roots of music.
You have to have the melodic idea, you have to have

the harmonic
structure and
you've got
to have the

rhythm.
Ultimately what you

play it on is irrelevant. What you mustn't do is
pretend that ten tons of concrete falling out of a
building is a good tune, because it isn't."

THE NEW ART Of NOISE ALBUM features
guest vocals from African vocal group Mahlathini
and the Mahotella Queens on four of the tracks, all
of which were recorded during one busy day in
Paris. The collaboration came about after JJ went to

see them play at The Electric Ballroom earlier in the
year. Dudley and JJ had come across Mahlathini and
the Mahotella Queens in a previous life, when they
were part of Trevor Horn's production team for
Malcolm McLaren's Duck Rock album. Although
the two parties never met, the Queens were very
influential to the early Art Of Noise.

"When I saw them play it reminded me of how
strong all that music was", JJ recalls. "Duck Rock
was, in its own way, far too far ahead of its own
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time. I suppose Malcolm's outrageous ideas and
perceptions of the music business gave us the
impetus to do what became the Art Of Noise. His
attitude was 'well, why not?' rather than 'you can't
do that'. He was always exploring mad avenues that
nobody in their right mind would do, with the
attitude that it didn't really matter how you did
anything or what you did with it, as long as it was
fun and interesting at the end of the day. When we
came back to thinking about this album and I'd
been to see the Queens and so on, I decided it
would be an interesting revisit for us to work with
them again, as it were. The rest of the album is
virtually made up of out -takes.

"If people perceive it as a gimmick it's something
that I have no control over - you can't second-guess
what people are going to think. There are so many
people in the world that it's impossible to please
everybody, so the best thing to do is ignore them. I
don't think we exploited African music with liebo'.
The irony of it is that Mahlathini and the Mahotella

Queens will probably do better out of the raised
profile of their music than us, at the end of the day.
If you ask them you'd find they're very happy with
the circumstances and the way everything's recorded
and the style of it. This is probably one of the first
records that's been put out with entirely Zulu lyrics.

I know they feel very strongly about that in a
positive way, because it's the first time they've
actually been able to do their thing on a Western
record. It's obviously caused quite a lot of problems

"What you

mustn't do is
pretend that ten
tons of concrete

falling out of a

building is a
good tune,

because it isn't."

because people can't sing it, but that's something
we wanted to do."

The lack of English words doesn't mean it's
impossible to discern meanings in Below The Waste.
The Art Of Noise have always hidden messages and
references throughout their records and packaging,
in many ways compensating for the lack of
straightforward band photography and commonly-

perceived image. According to JJ, one of the
greatest things about all forms of instrumental
music is that it's a bit like radio and you have to use
your imagination.

"If you ever listened to the original radio version
of The Hitch -Hiker's Guide To The Galaxy, it was the

most brilliant thing, because you had to imagine
everything and your own imagination is the most
powerful thing there is. When The Hitch -Hiker's
Guide To The Galaxy went onto television and other

visual forms it failed to work for me because it never

fulfilled what my imagination had built up. And if
there are any messages in what we do, the rest of it
is down to the imagination of the listener, and that's
part of the fun.

"For that reason videos are dreadful. I

unilaterally think that they're one of the worst
things ever to happen to music. It costs £50-60,000
to make a video - that's not much less than you
spend on an entire album and it pisses me off.
That's not to say that there are not good video
makers around, but things are a bit arse about face
really."
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You are serious about your music.

But you're not sure if you are ready to commit yourself to a top -of -the -range sequencing package such

as VIRTUOSO. On the other hand the cheaper programs around seem barely more than toys.

That's why we developed PRODIGY - a new 32 -track MIDI sequencing package for the Atari ST. Unlike

other 'budget' sequencers, it is built to a truly professional specification, having been developed directly

from VIRTUOSO.

VIRTUOSO is well known for its ease of use, and now we have made a program that's easier still.

Perhaps the best news of all: PRODIGY can be upgraded. When you are ready to take the next step

on the ladder to professionalism, The Digital Muse will refund the total cost of PRODIGY against your
new VIRTUOSO. And, of course, all the music files you've created with Prodigy can be used with
Virtuoso.

So, because you are serious about your music, start with some serious software. Start with Prodigy and

you will be starting as you mean to go on.

Mono and Colour  Easy -to -use' 32 tracks' On-line HELP feature  Comprehensive manual with tutorial * Telephone 'HELP' hotline*
Multi -tasking e.g. Start a background disk format task and carry on working with your music uninterrupted  120 clocks per quarter note
resolution' 1/10th bpm tempo resolution  Real Time MIDI volume and pan control  Tracks can be looped independently  Positive or

negative digital delay on each track  Quantise with strength control' Eight pre-set 'feels' ' Automatic new track option when recording

' drum style loop recording.

PRODIGY: £129.95 R.R.P.

Demo disc available from your dealer, or direct: £5

The Digital Muse Limited, 44 Gloucester Avenue, London, NW1 8JD (01) 586 3445

0 THE

0 DIGITAL
0 MUSE



That's one of the best things about the Art Of
Noise. They combine a classic regard for the purer

elements of music with some of the most advanced

and least traditional technology they can lay their
hands on. For every 'Moments In Love' there's a
`Beatbox', for every wash of sweet strings there's a

blast of thunderous electronic disco. JJ sees all his

external projects as rehearsals for what he does on

his own or with Dudley, although he's constantly on

the lookout for new ideas, people and perspectives.

This shows in the wide variety of collaborations the

group have got involved in: Max Headroom, Duane

Eddy and Tom Jones being the three most obvious.

A typical Art Of Noise audience doesn't seem to

"There's no mileage in

making demo

recordings over-

complicated because

music is still about
harmonic structure,

melody and rhythm."

exist - a fact that became obvious to JJ when they

went on tour in 1986.

"Based on the people who turned up at the
Hammersmith Odious (sic) it was an extraordinary

range. In a row that my friend was sitting on there

was a middle aged couple of Asian origin, some
young Chinese kids, a couple of black kids in their
early teens and a whole range of white people of all

ages. I think that every time we put out a record we

get bought by a different set of people. When we
did 'Kiss' with Tom Jones in America we didn't sell

into our old black audience because it wasn't a black

record in the way the Americans perceive things,
and it was only bought by his fans. I think there is
enough in the albums for people to buy them for
very different reasons.

"This is a job like anything else, and the fun part

of it is in investigating areas that you don't really
know much about. Record companies hate it, it's
nice for them to put a record out which goes into
the shops in the rock and pop category A to Z and

away you go. With ours they don't really know what

to do with them.

"If you're working on your own at whatever
level, you're entirely responsible and it's up to you

what you do, what is deemed to be finished, what is

unfinished, and so on. When you sign a record deal

and ultimately have to make albums to order, all
that changes, because you have to fulfil a

requirement. A common problem that you get with

acts overall is that the first album a band makes for a

record company tends to be very good, very fast and

representative of what they are. The reason for that

is that they've been gigging for a long time and that

album can represent six years or however long it is

the group has been together. Suddenly, within 12
months the same group of people have to do it all
again. That's when they spend lots of money, run
into problems and so on. Part of the trick is
constant writing and constant reviewing of where
you're at, because when you're faced with a deadline

it's the worst possible time to make yourself feel
relaxed and hip and enjoy doing the things that you

find interesting rather than things you know will
just finish off the requirements. It's a real battle.
Now the pressure's off for this album, which is why
I'm starting on the next one."

JJ's other project at the moment is the
establishment of his own publishing company. He's

continually on the lookout for new songs and
artists, and if, after reading this feature, you fancy
sending him a tape, he would be more than happy

to hear from you. But what exactly is he looking
for?

"Although I work in the electronic realm myself,

I'm interested in any type of material, whether it's a

couple of acoustic guitars or a heavy metal band",

he begins. "I think Heart are one of the best groups

ever invented. It may not be to everyone's taste, but

they have all the ingredients that make up perfect
pop - the melodies, sounds and the structures and a

good live show, which is what you need - it's
entertainment.

"You have to acknowledge that to copy
somebody is pointless and you're kidding yourself
and everybody else if that's what you do. Having
said that, to make reference to, and research what

people do and the style in which they do it is fine,
but within that framework you have to allow your
own personality to run riot and express itself.

The most important thing is professionalism and
it makes such a difference. At a basic level you're
working with other people, and they have as much
of a right to express their views. The only way you
can survive is by being polite and professional.
Nobody has got a God-given right, especially in a
band situation, to say 'I'm right'. Also, never trust
anyone who says 'trust me'."

He might say that, but JJ Jeczalik is the sort of
person you feel you can trust. While Below The

Waste is being promoted, the next album is already

on its way, and in the midst of everything JJ is
working on album of children's songs - another
complete contrast. Living in Berkshire allows him to

combine both music and his other great love,
cricket, holding, as he does, the captaincy of the
Windsor and Eton 1st XI. The Art Of Noise should
have a long and happy innings.

Tapes for JJ Jeczalik's publishing company
should be sent to: 119/121 Freston Road,
London W11 4BD.
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AKAI: S1000, S1000KB, S1000PB, S1000HD, MPC60, ASQ10, AR900,
XR10, XE8. ALESIS: Quadraverb. ALLEN & HEATH: Sabre
Mixing Consoles. AMIGA: Music -X, Music -X Junior, A500, 2000.
AMPEX: ARMADILLO: Hard Disk Recording System.
PANDORA: !Inspiration. ATARI: Mega ST1,2,4, Removable Hard
Disks, STacey. C -LAB: Notator, Creator, Unitor, Export. DIGITAL
MUSE: Virtuoso, Prodigy. STEINBERG: Cubase, Pro -24, Avalon,
M1/D-Series/K1 Synthworks. BBE: 882, 442 Sonic Maximizers.
CASIO: VZ10M, VZ8M, DA -2. D&R: Dayner In -line Mixing
Consoles. ELECTRO-VOICE: PA Systems. E -MU
SYSTEMS: Emax II, Proteus. EOS: Animation Controllers.
FRIENDCHIP: SRC AT. HILL AUDIO: Concept Series Mixers,
000 Series Amplifiers. HITACHI: Pro -Video. JBL: Control Series.
JVC: Pro -Video. KAWAI: K4, K4R, K1II, K1r, Q80, M8000.
KLARK: Jade One Mk.2 Monitors. KORG: Mi, Ti, T2, T3, M3 R,
M1R (free PCM cards), Z3, A3, Si, S3, SG1D, DSM, Q1.
KURZWEIL: 1000PX, K1000. LEMI: Midi Lighting Systems.
LEXICON: LXP-1, LXP-5, MRC, PCM-70. MILLER &
KREISEL: Component Monitor Systems. OBERHEIM: Matrix
1000, OB8k, Xpander. PANASONIC: Pro -Video Equipment.
PHILIP REES: Midi Processors. REVOX: Multi -Track Recorders.
ROLAND: S770, R880, R8, D110, U110, CD5, A50, A80, MC500II,
A880, E660, RE3, GS6, P330, Line Mixers. SHURE: Beta 58. SONY:
Pro -Video Equipment, DAT Recorders. STUDIO
ELECTRONICS: MidiMoog, Prophet V, Obie. TASCAM:
MSR-24, 688, 644, MM1. ULTIMATE SUPPORT: Apex, Deltex.
YAMAHA: TX802, SPX1000, SPX900, DMP11, DMP7, NS10M.
CALL FOR DETAILS OF OUR SPECIAL OFFERS

AND SH EQUIPMENT.

ARC 0420 541199
Telephone: 0420 541199. the System House: 0420 82863. Hit
Music Productions: 0252 871243. AMG: 0420 541550. Fax: 0420
541550. Address: Cromwell House, 29 Church Street, Alton,
Hampshire GU34 2DA. ARC is part of The Advanced Media Group. © AMG 1989.
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The power and versatility of the sequencing software
currently available for the Atari ST was beyond the
imagination of most musicians five or so years ago.

Today we take it for granted - it's just another tool
we can use when we're writing a piece of music. But
if you sit down to write a completely new piece of
sequencing software that will measure up to
programs like Notator and Cubase, you're going to
be reminded of their complexity in no uncertain
terms.

Convinced that musicians needed something more
powerful, yet more friendly than the established
programs, a British company called The Digital
Muse set out to write such a piece of software. The
result was Virtuoso: a sequencing program that goes

a long way towards bringing musicianship into
working with a computer (see review in MT,
October '89). Virtuoso boasts an amazing 480ppqn
resolution, the best multitasking currently available
on the ST and a new operating system that doesn't
keep you hanging around every time the screen is
redrawn.

As Virtuoso's cost is in line with its facilities and
comparable software - around £300 - we thought
you might like the opportunity to grab a copy of
Virtuoso for free. So here goes...

1. How many tracks does Virtuoso offer?

2. What is the name of the feature that allows you to
impose the feel of one instrumental part onto
another?

3. What single feature would you most like to see
incorporated into sequencing software?

Finally, please give your age with your answers.

Competition entries should be sent to "Virtuosity",
Music Technology, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely,

Cambs CB7 4AF, to arrive no later than second post
on Friday, 5th January 1990. All entries must be
accompanied by your name, address and a daytime
telephone number on which we can contact you.
Please note that you must be able to attend a
presentation at the MT offices should you win.

Employees of Music Technology (Publications)
Ltd and associated companies are ineligible for
entry. The multiple entries that are certain (still) to
arrive will be disqualified from the competition, and
their senders' names and addresses will be forwarded

to a TIMESHARE company. II
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ANALYSER

MIDI TOOL

IN LINE

Unlock the Power of Midi -
see what's happening!
Great for novices or pro's -
solve those MIDI problems!

Just connect MA36 in -line -it
will still pass MIDI even
when it's switched off!

"You'll want to run off with the MA36 and get
married to it."

International Musician
Sept 1989

"Studiomaster claim that the MA36 is 'as essential
to the MIDI user as a guitar tuner is to a guitarist',
crikey, I'd say it was a bit more essential than
that."

Micro Music
Oct/Nov 1989

A TOTALLY ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR
THE MODERN MUSICIAN
available by Mail Order from:

AMP Audio Systems, Unit 18, Norman -d -Gate
Bedford Road, Northampton NN1 5NT

Telephone: (0604) 250503

Name:

Address:

I wish to order: MA36 MIDI ANALYSER(S) at £4995 each £

I enclose my cheque for the above amount: 0

Send to: AMP Audio Systems, Unit 18, Norman -d -Gate
Bedford Road, Northampton NN1 5NT

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

J'iL71t.1

SOUNDS

OF
PERFECTION
Decisions, decisions! Life's full of them isn't it, especially when

it comes to setting up a home studio. With so much equipment

on the market, how on earth do you know what to buy? Well, stop

worrying because help is at hand. We now have a fully fitted

demonstration studio, crammed with endless combinations of all

the latest recording and outboard effects, and with Mike Theze

in charge you are assured of a knowledgable and sympathetic

approach to all your problems.

Additionally, we have various Guitar Synths and Multi Effects

units wired up for instant demonstration in a setting that allows

for serious comparison of one unit against another and a cons-

tant supply of real coffee to keep you going.

Of course, it's all very well trying out all this equipment and
finally arriving at a decision but what about the expense? After

all, setting up a home studio is not a cheap exercise, especially if

you're thinking of doing it properly by converting the garage or

extending the house. Well, once again we can help by offering a

complete financial package to solve such problems so just give

Mike a ring and we'll do the rest.

71, SALISBURY ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX. TW47NW.

01-570-4444,



STEINBERG Atari ST Software
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offer immense

power over sampled

sound; all that's
needed is software
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the situation.

Steinberg's Avalon

aims to be that

software. Review by

Vic Lennard.
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ALTHOUGH THE MIDI standard was set

up some nine or so years ago, certain

grey areas in its implementation still

exist - particularly where system
exclusive information is concerned.

One application of this is the transfer of programming

parameters to and from a software editor of some
description. Although the MIDI Manufacturers
Association defined a sample dump standard as long
ago as 1986, various samplers have entered the
market not adhering to it.

The situation is further confused by the differences
between samplers - specifically, some are of 12 -bit,

others of 16 -bit resolution. The number of bits
determines the fidelity of the sampler; it also
complicates the task of transferring a sample from

one machine to another.

Basically there are two problems facing anyone
writing sample editing software. Firstly, a different
piece of software would seem to be required to work

with each sampler. Secondly, a system must be
developed to transfer samples between machines of

different resolution.

The answer is to have a generic sample editor, and

one or two companies have ventured into this area,

the latest of which is Steinberg with Avalon.

OVERVIEW
AVALON CAN BE divided up into three areas; the
Mapping page, where data can be transferred

ZOOM AND OVERVIEW MODE

between samplers (Avalon will read and write Sound

Designer files), the Atari ST and disk; a Time Domain

editor which displays the sample waveform and
allows you to edit it in various ways; and the
Frequency Domain Editor where sounds are broken
down to their frequency components and can be
altered and then resynthesised.

The Mapping page presents itself on booting up and

looks like a standard GEM desktop with different
icons. Samplers are shown by keyboards and various

are displayed, lettered from "A: onwards and
identified by the sampler's name. At present, nine
samplers are catered for, with more being planned for
the future. Avalon can hold up to 32 samples in
memory, subject to available memory space, and
these are divided into four banks of eight samples
(shown as empty windows). Floppy and hard disk
icons are shown according to your system
configuration, and should you be fortunate enough to

have the Steinberg D/A board installed, this will also

be shown.

The remaining icons are a clipboard, for storing
samples to while editing (as edits are generally made

to the original), an edit icon for moving to the next
page, and an information question mark. This last
icon is part of Steinberg's "software manual"
philosophy - simply point to anything onscreen and a

dialogue page appears explaining it. It certainly beats

hacking through a manual. Unfortunately there
appeared to be a bug on the review software
because, once a sample had been loaded from disk,
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it was impossible to re -access the manual - it kept
telling me to insert the disk with the manual on.

A double mouse click on any of the sampler
keyboards shows the MIDI setup information with the

sampler ID letter, name, MIDI channel and
input/output ports being used (ST or SMP24). Not all

samplers are automatically displayed, instead they
can be added to the Mapping page as required. This

prevents the page being cluttered with devices you
don't own.

Avalon offers various options intended to help make

time spent editing easier: the Atari's Undo key can be

used to undo the last edit; Normal/Expert mode
gives you the option to change your mind after
selecting any function; Screen Settings determines
how the screens fade, whether a clock is displayed
and whether screen black -out will automatically occur

after a number of minutes to save you burning a
permanent image into your monitor. There is the
standard Steinberg Mouse speeder and the visible
keyboard for playing back samples from modular
samplers. All settings, including the map, can be
saved to disk and automatically loaded at booting,
though Avalon requires a full Meg of RAM in which to
work.

Before you can edit a sample, you have to Get one

from your sampler. This is achieved by dragging the
sampler icon onto one of the sample windows. The
Get Sample Data box opens and allows you to select

the sample number to obtain the required sound. It
then tells you the name and length of this sample. A
data flow chart fills up as the sample makes its way
into the ST's memory, and a dialogue box opens at
the end of the transfer to indicate success - or
otherwise. The sample window also changes to show

a waveform and incorporates the name of the
sample. As transferring sample data over MIDI is a
slow process, it is worth saving data to Atari disk if
future editing is envisaged - this is achieved by
dragging the sample window onto the disk icon.

The number of samples which you can save on a
disk will depend on their length, but if you are in
possession of an orderly mind (unlike me) you may
like to group samples together in folders. Disk Scan
mode lists all samples on a disk, irrespective of how

they are filed. If you drag the disk icon onto a bank,
the first eight sounds will be loaded into the
respective sample windows for that bank. A double
click on the disk icon will prompt a display of the
used and free disk space (both in numbers and as a
graphic column indicator), and dragging a

sample/bank to the question mark icon will call up
information on the sampling rate, time, length and
loop points of the sample. You can even type in up to

five lines of details to be saved with a sample. Nice
touches, all of these.

TIME DOMAIN EDITOR
DOUBLE CLICKING ON either a sample window or the

edit icon takes you into the first editing page. This is

split into two parts: the sample waveform window(s) -

where you can display up to eight waveforms on
screen at the same time - and the toolbox - which
houses the editing functions. The icons are
reasonably self-explanatory.

The sample display is of a black waveform in a
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white window and while I'd rather work with a white -

on -black display, the layout is very clear. The X-axis of

the display (time) can be scaled in milliseconds or in

the word length of the sample, and the Y-axis may
either show the sample amplitude as a percentage of

its maximum or in numeric form between -32768 and

+32767 (16 -bit format). One of the menu options is

Show X -position, and this gives you the precise
current position of the mouse on the display.

Before any editing takes place, it is very likely that
you will want to look at a particular region of the
sample more closely. Zoom lets you grab a section of

the waveform and then fills the entire sample window

with this area - displaying the "zoom factor" in an
information box just below the toolbox as it does so.

You can then scroll along the sample using the scroll

bar beneath the sample window. Unfortunately the
scrolling is very jumpy and could really do with being

smooth, as the sample appears to be visually
disjointed. There is a quick zoom where you hold
down the Atari's "shift" key and position the mouse
on screen at approximately the correct position within

the sample.

The resolution of the sample window is rather
important here. If the zoom factor is 1:1, this means
that 512 sample points are being displayed on the
screen. Factors less than this (1:2, 1:3 and so on)
mean that not every sample point can be seen, and
as this could lead to an incorrect display of the
sample (for instance if the first point from a group
was always displayed) Draw All Samples checks the

group of points and selects the highest value. A nice
Idea. Zoom factors of greater than 1:1 show less
than 512 sample points, and so you can decide
whether you wish to see the points as vertical lines,
linked dots or as filled areas. I found the latter two
preferable when attempting to visually loop a sample.

There are also occasions when vertical enlargement

is useful, like when a sample has been recorded at a

low volume and needs to be looped. The Y -Zoom
feature deals with this; here you'd be well advised to

use the vertical scale in the percentage mode -
unless you really want to work in fractions of 32768.

Once a part of a sample has been zoomed in on,
you're confronted with the problem of seeing this
portion in the context of the complete sample.
Overview Mode displays the entire sample in a
smaller window above the main one, and has the
enlarged area shaded in a lighter grey. You can also
select a new area to inspect from this window,
otherwise you have to exit from Zoom mode to the
whole sample each time you want to define a new
area. The Playback facility lets you select whether you

are playing the entire sample or just the zoomed part.

One of the principal uses of a sample editor is to
help you set up loops (so that the sound gives the
aural illusion of never ending). Avalon has two looping

facilities. The first of these is Set Loop Points which
allows you to select the start and end of up to eight
loops simply by clicking with the mouse on the
screen. This is a very quick way to achieve
approximate loops. Split Loop Points is a little more
complicated but far more powerful. The loop is set in

the same manner as for the first method, but the
overview window shows the complete sample with
loop pointers marked on, while the main window
splits into two halves. The left-hand of these has the

"The question

mark icon is part

of Steinberg's

`software manual'

philosophy -
point to anything

onscreen and a

dialogue page

appears

explaining it."
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"Scroll bars allow

you to move two

parts of the sample

until the loop

appears to be

visually correct -

you can audibly

monitor the sample

as you do this."

*area of the sample approaching the end of the loop
while the right-hand one displays the start of the
looped portion. This lets you see the actual point at
which the loop is spliced, and using the scroll bars
beneath the windows it allows you to move the two
parts until the loop appears to be visually correct.
You can audibly monitor the sample as you are doing

this as all edits of this nature are sent to the sampler
real-time. A feature called Zero X -Snap is useful here

as it automatically moves you on from one zero
crossing point (where the sample waveform cuts
through zero amplitude and where most loops are
set) to the next one.

One of two situations may arise within the Split
Loop mode. The first is that a loop may sound correct

apart from a slight glitch which cannot be eradicated

by marginal movement of the loop points. This is
where the Loop Crossfade function comes in. An area

of the sample outside the loop points is mixed into
the loop to create a smoother crossover from end to
start. This can give good results if used intelligently.
The application of this within Avalon works well,
especially with samples that rapidly die away (like a

piano note). It sounds as though a degree of
modulation has been introduced into the sound and

is certainly an effective way to create a loop where

one wouldn't normally exist.

The second situation is one where no loop point can

be found. Some samplers have an Autoloop feature in

which points having approximately the same level and

gradient are found. Avalon has this facility - called
Find Loop Point - and it has one rather useful
refinement. It informs you of how well the loop points

match up as a percentage figure.

That covers most of the functions in the first two

sections of the toolbox. The third section deals with
editing the envelope and shape of the waveform.
Fading in and out, reversing and truncating (cutting
off an area at the start and/or end) can all be
achieved as you would expect. Another important
feature is Optimize - a percentage optimising value
can be set such that the sample point with the
highest amplitude is set to this value and all others
are increased proportionately (the Linear option) or
with a bias towards smaller amplitudes (the
Squareroot option) or larger amplitudes (the Square
option). This function can also be used to slice off
parts of the waveform which are not part of the
original sound (perhaps caused by a spike in the
mains), after which the sample can be correctly
optimised. You may want to add your own dynamics

to a sample by drawing the envelope - which is what

Re -envelope will allow you to do. Similarly, you may

have a glitch which you can identify visually on the
waveform display - Draw lets you adjust a small part

of a waveform by redrawing it with the mouse.

Digital equalisation is to be found under Filter (you

can't miss this icon - it's an old fashioned oil spout),
which gives you options of Lowpass, Highpass, Notch

and Peak filtering with the relevant choices of cutoff

frequency and bandwidth (Q). This is a little drastic as

no control over the amount of filtering is offered, and

has to be used very carefully because any edits made

here are irreversible.

Resample is a facility which few samplers can deal

with because of the degree of number crunching
involved. The length of a sample can be changed by

selecting the factor by which it will be resampled - for

instance, 0.5 will give a sample one half of its
original length. It does this by using one of two

Desk File Edit Display 6oto Options Extras Help
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If you have other things to do with your time than learn yet another method of synthesis, or, how to truncate and loop 14 nose flute samples, we could
be the place you're looking for. Quite simply we have a huge library of sounds and samples for all the instruments we sell. (Sorry,
customer use only).

We'll give you as much information and help as you need to make a reasoned choice. Alternatively, just come and have a look round. We won't
give you the Commission -Hungry -Hurry -Up "This is the last one at this price and we can't get any more because of . . . er . new EEC regulations"

And you won't have to undergo the much loved Provincial Plod. "It's definitely got MIDI. I've seen the holes at the back".
All this plus our laughably low prices mean a trip to the fragrant, rolling meadows of Shepherd's Bush could be a very rewarding experience.
Life's oo short not to, reall

ROLAND D5/D110/D10/D20
If someone asks me, "Hey, Dave, what's the most flexible kinda syn-
thesis around". I reply, "Check out L.A. synthesis in the Roland `D'
series, man. It's like, totally awesome." Then I wonder why they called
me Dave when my name is Nigel.

KAWAI K1/K4 (Kawai Main Dealer)
If you've ever played a Kawai Grand Piano or used their jelly, you'll
know this company's reputation for excellence. Last year they astoun-
ded everyone with the hugely successful K1 and did serious damage to
some of their competitors prices. Will the K4 do the same in 1990?
(Answers please on a postcard).

KORG M1 & M1R/M3R
What can you say about these instruments except "When's the
next shipment?"

YAMAHA YS100/YS200/TO5
In 1979, a touch sensitive polyphonic synth cost £2,500 and it could
only play one sound at a time. So Enid started saving. Ten years later
she'd finally saved enough and came into The Keyboard Shop. She left
with a Yamaha YS100 synthesizer that could play 8 sounds at once,
and £2,151 change.
Technology democratises music. Discuss.

ENSONIQ VFX
Ensoniq is America's biggest synth company. Come and play this
superb instrument and you'll hear why. With 21 note polyphony and up
to 12 lush timbres, this machine positively oozes class.
"Like laying in a warm bath . . ." : Marxism Today.
"I want to marry it and have it's children" : International Dental
Hygenist.

YAMAHA PSR 4500
The perfect crossover machine for writers and musicians on a budget.
A complete studio quality system with built in speakers, drum
machine, sequencer, digital fx plus easy "Doss" synthesis all for
£845.About the best fun you can have with your clothes on.

SAMPLERS
ROLAND W30
This super hot sampler/sequencer is so simple a child of 6 could
operate it. So be sure to bring one with you. If not, one of sales people
will be glad to demonstrate it. You'll find the humour about the
same level.

CASIO FZ1/FZ1OM
Mind boggling mega -value. Nearly 30 seconds of 16 bit sampling at a
fraction of the price of a Trident missile and a lot more accurate.
Humunguous library available.

AKAI S950/S1000
This famous Scottish company from Japan, has set the pace in sam-
pling over the last few years (ask any studio). The S1000 just pulls
them further into lead, making a lot of people who paid 3 times the
price for similar machines, feel very sick.

ROLAND U20 (U110 MODULE)
The perfect answer to a songwriter's prayer. 128 sparkling PCM sam-
ples and synth sounds on board plus room for lots more at the back. A
studio quality and hassle free sample player. Don't take our word for it,
ask your Mum.

ALESIS OUADRAVERB vs YAMAHA FX 500
The Mike Tyson of multi -effects, the Quadraverb, takes on the plucky
little Japanese contender. At a hundred pounds lighter and sporting 5
simultaneous effects, the FX 500 looks fit enough to take on the cham-
pion. But can it pack the punch? Find out at the Keyboard Shop.
Bouts daily.

CUBASE
The Rolls Royce of sequencers. Come and have a test drive. You'll
never want to go back to the Skoda.

CLAB NOTATOR AND CREATOR
In the beginning was the Creator. Creator begat Notator. Then did
Notator go forth and proceed to transform the music business by print-
ing legible scores in just a few minutes. And so it was, that musicians
everywhere gave thanks that at last the days of the joined up spiders on
the back of the fag packet were coming to a close. And it was
good.

the
lieyboard

snop135-136 Shepherds Bush Centre,
Rockley Rd., Shepherds Bush Green,
London W12 (e Central Line)

01-149 2326 4.%



"The two parts of

a stereo sample are

displayed above

one another and

you can edit each

side separately,

erase either side or

copy one side to

the other."

>methods: the standard method is to change the pitch

of the original by an equivalent, inverse amount so
that our example will now be pitched an octave higher.

Alternatively, by using Adjust Sampling Rate, the pitch

can be kept the same but the sampling rate is
reduced to half of the original. This would be
extremely useful for converting samples from one
machine to another because few of them use the
same sample rates. Converting from an Akai S900 at

40kHz to a Roland S550 at 30kHz would entail a
reduction factor of 0.75. A conversion in the opposite
direction would involve using a factor of 4:3,
unfortunately this gives an indeterminate decimal
value (it goes on forever) so a small amount of re-
tuning will be necessary.

If the sample has been taken from a stereo unit you

can work with it as a stereo entity. The two parts are
displayed one above the other and you can edit each

side separately, erase either side or copy across from

one side to the other. All other mono editing functions

still apply.

There are many situations when dealing with a
complete sample is not what the doctor ordered. For
instance, there may be a vocal sample where you
want to repeat a single syllable. Here you need to
repeat a part of the sample - which, in Avalon
parlance is referred to as a Block. In Block Mode,
then, you can grab a section of a sample (in the same

manner as zooming) and edit it in a variety of ways.
There is a Copy Block facility which acts like a
clipboard buffer and allows you to insert a block into

it, overwrite it and add or subtract to/from it. The
block can be duplicated and then re-inserted into the
original sample and edited in much the same way as
is possible for the complete sample -
reverse, digital equalise and optimise. The final option

is to Analyse Block which breaks it down into its
component frequencies by running it through a fast
fourier analyser and then automatically puts you into

the Frequency Domain Editor.

FREQ DOMAIN EDITOR
THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN editor opens with a main
window showing the waveform in three dimensions. If
you imagine a tabletop then the frequencies plotted
against time are lying on the table and the amplitude
of these frequencies is rising above the table. The
toolbox contains various options, the first of which re-

positions the 3D display to whatever angle you prefer.

Displays generated from a fast fourier transform
tend to be used to pick out dominant frequencies for
boosting or cutting, and for general viewing of
frequency components at any particular point. From
these perspectives (sorry about the pun), Avalon's
display leaves much to be desired as the resolution is

simply not high enough.

However, by using the mouse you can position the

cross -cursor in the display and pick out a moment in

time with its respective frequencies and also a
frequency with its respective envelope through time.
This then gives you two different two-dimensional
displays, the first with frequency against amplitude for

that moment in time and the second with amplitude
against time for the selected frequency. High level

stuff.
Edits can only be made to the 2D displays: the first
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lets you change the comparative frequency levels at a

given time while the second gives you the power to
vary the envelope of a frequency with time. You can

zoom in and out on both of these 2D graphs, using
the Next and Previous icons (scrolling isn't possible)
and view them so that the amplitude is given either as

a percentage of the sample's maximum, or in dB's
with OdB referenced to maximum.

To edit these windows, a "rubberband" has to be set
up in the display. Initially this is shown as a line with a

small box at each end but you can grab any part of
this line and move it up and down, at which point
another box is drawn. The maximum increase
available is by a factor of two. When completed, this
envelope can be used to shape the amplitude
accordingly.

The other type of editing possible is by using what
are termed Macros. These are programmed functions

which can be selected to achieve a specific job. The
3D Filter uses the two rubberbands that you have
defined, the one for frequency letting you filter out the

same frequencies throughout each time slice, and the

one for time changing the envelope across the entire
time of the sample. Alternatively, if you have defined
both rubberbands, a rather complex process will take

place with both envelopes and frequencies being
altered. The Threshold function is used to eliminate
frequencies with small amplitudes (such as noise at
the start of a sample), and the Enhancer adds
frequencies to create a more present, resonant sound

- much in the same manner as a psychacoustic
enhancer. Spectral Dynamic acts as a compressor and

expander, while Spectral Animation acts on a selected

frequency range and varies the intensity of it. Finally,

without changing the length of a sample. Using Akai's

S950 and S1000 as references, my conclusion is that

Avalon creates a more accurate shift than the S950,
but falls well short of the S1000 in terms of accuracy.

I can't help but feel that Steinberg will come up with

more Macros as the new versions of Avalon appear -

word has it that the next update will include peak
limiting, frequency mixing and time plexing functions.

Once editing is complete, the sample has to be Re-
synthesized before you can go back to the Time
Domain editor and, more to the point, before you can

hear the edits.

VERDICT
THERE'S LITTLE DOUBT that Avalon offers an
impressive array of editing functions - probably more

than any other current generic sample editor for the
Atari ST. However, the procedures which have to be

followed in the course of editing are often time-
consuming. Consequently this software is not for
those wanting to make relatively simple edits like
looping, fading and digital equalising. Instead it's the
tool of the patient and the adventurous. If you are
prepared to spend some time in order to get the
samples you want, you'll find Avalon a powerful tool.

Price £200 including VAT.

More From Evenlode Soundworks, The Studio,Church

Street, Stone field, Oxford 0X7 2PS. Tel: (099 389)
8484



THE GATEWAY
SCHOOL OF
RECORDING

EUROPE'S LEADING MUSIC
INDUSTRY SCHOOL

COURSES FOR 1989-90

ONE YEAR FULL TIME COURSE IN MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
RECORDING AND MUSIC BUSINESS STUDIES

ONE MONTH FULL TIME COURSES IN RECORDING TECHNOLOGY

ONE YEAR PART TIME COURSES IN RECORDING AND
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

IN SERVICE TRAINING COURSES FOR TEACHERS

ONE AND TWO WEEK INTENSIVE COURSES IN RECORDING
AND SEQUENCING SYSTEMS

SPECIALIST TOPIC WEEKENDS IN SAMPLING AND
SYNCIIRONISATION TECHNOLOGIES

LIVE MICROPHONE TECHNIQUES

RHYTHM PROGRAMMING

FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OTHER COURSES CALL

GATEWAY
THE SCHOOL OF RECORDING AND MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

01-549-0014
GATEWAY IS A MEMBER OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
AND THE SOUND AND COMMUNICATION INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC. KINGSTON HILL CENTRE, SURREY KT2 7LB.

BONNERS HAVE EXPANDED!
The opening of our new 'Group Gear' shop now means we
stock a range of MIDI Guitars and effects, as well as conven-
tional Guitars, Basses and instrument Amps.

COME AND VISIT US!

WINTER SPECIALS
ROLAND U20
RS PCM SYNTH

£PHONE

KAWAI K4
KORG 'T' SERIES

USED AND EX -DEMO BARGAINS - ALL G'TEED

DRUM MACHINES SEQUENCERS
Roland R8 New £665 Akai ASQ-1 0 £949
Roland R5 New £429 Roland MC -500 S/H £549
Yamaha RX-11 S/H £199 Roland MT -100 £325
Yamaha RX-120 New £249 Yamaha QX-5FD New £399
Yamaha RX-7 New £399 Yamaha QX-5 S/H £199
Yamaha RX-8 New £349 Yamaha QX-21 S/H £149
Alesis HR16 New £349 Alesis MMT-8 £258
Casio RZ-1 S/H £199 Kawar 0-80 Ex -Demo £575

EXPANDERS KEYBOARDS
Roland U-110 £599 Yamaha B200 Ex Demo £499
Roland D-110 £599 Roland Juno 1 06 S/H £325
Casio VZ-8M £POA Yamaha PF2000 S/H £849
Casio VZ-10M £399 Korg DW-8000 + f/c, S/H £549
Casio Z-1OM £899 Yamaha DX -11 £499
Roland S-330 Yamaha DX -21 S/H £375

with monitor £1049 Casio CZ -5000 S/H £395
Korg M1R £1340 Yamaha DX -7M81 S/H £550
Korg M3R £999 Akai AX -80 S/H £375

,=soninms=or

31 GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX
22 (0323) 639335/645775 (CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)

FAX: 0323 649100

MIDI RETROFITS MIDI PROCESSORS NEW PRODUCTS
Juno 6/60 Kit £ 85.00
Jupiter 8 Kit £100.00
TR808 Kit £ 85.00
Drumulator Kit £ 85.00
PF1011S Kit £100.00

Phone for details/Specification.
Installation available

MOOG ARP KORG,SH101,PRO-ONE,OBERHEIM
1 !

CV/GATE INPUTSTB303
Let your Bassline talk to MIDI, MC202s etc.
PRICE £35.00Got one of these? You need one of these:

MIDI-2CV
Control any IVOCT synth from MIDI with pitchbend.
VCANCF output from velocity aftertouch and mod
wheel. 3 trigger types (positive ground and
negative)

M2CV £95.00
2nd CV £25.00
S Trig (Moogs) £15.00
Wasp £15.00
Din Sync £25.00
Arpeggiator trig £15.00
Battery Ram £20.00 Pick what you need
6 Simmons trigger £45.00 and we'll do the rest.

MIDI TRIGGER
Trigger Simmons, UP5 drum 'brains' with velocity from
MIDI. Trigger Noise gates VCAs sampling Ls etc. 6 or
12 trigger outputs in 1U rackmount or d top modules.
M2Trig 6 Desktop £125.00
M2Tr. ackm t £145.00
M2Trig 12 mo 185.00

THE STINGER
THE BYTE

2 Wasps or 2 Gnats in a 19" 4U Rack
with full MIDI interface.

Additional features and of course,
lots of knobs.

Details & prices on application

MIDI VO e OR tron
Allophone based sp ch sy hesis sys m triggered by
MIDI note number on an a signable IDI channel. Build
u fences in y cer. Prog mmable Pitch,

Lime meteri ) under IDI note or Clock
C trol.
PRICE £175.00

DATASTORAGE
MIDI 4CV

4 Channel 1U rackmount Midi to CV converter. 4 CV, Gate and
Filter outputs on independent and assignable MIDI channels.
Each receiving pitchbend, velocity, aftertouch and Mod wheel
information. Each channel can respond to any or all in varying
amounts. Options available as M2CV but fitted with DINSY NC
and 12 trigger outputs as standard.

PRICE £249.00
LINEAR Converter for use with Yamaha and Korg gear not
obeying 1V/octave standard. Dedicated channels on M2/
4CV £15.00 each

Separate units powered from M2/4CV £45.00 each

MIDI LI
Trigger lights and MIDI ntr Tom a spare sequencer
channel or MIDI ke rd. nnels at 390Watts per
channel. Variable Ii ht 'ON' and sequenced patterns
under MIDI Clock Note C rol.
PRICE Control uni + 8 chan I power £275.00

Additional ower (8 chan) £150.00

HARD DISKS
For Roland 35S0 Akai S950/S1000
Sturdy rack mount hard disks forced air
cooling auto head parking (except
20MB) + interconnecting leads.

20MB £ 580.00
40MB £ 780.00
50MB £1 1 20.00

S550 5" monitor installed with hard
disk £150.00

All pric xclud carriage + VAT
Installations 3 h urs a good d
Sending it dow Ple e ensure g packing. Please don't take
chances with your rid and joy
Coming down? Fi u on the A36 to B of
Buying a kit or little box? Please allow days for delivery
Sending a cheque/ ? Payable to 'Groove tronics'please
Got a Barclaycard? take orders.
(Barclaycard only e moment)

24 Hour ANSWERPHONE

MIDI MERJ
MIDI DATA MERGER
2 in. 2 thrus. 2outs. Route data between in A. outs. Merge date
streams or switch them off. Filter date at the push of a button. Key
onoff, pitchbend, controller, aftertouch, patch change, system
Teatime, system exclusive PRICE £10(100
Sofware update - New features include split points and assignable
receive MIDI channels for synths with early or limited receive MIDI
capability. lie Jupiter 6, Prophet 600)
Trigger mode providing MIDI gate keying and ability to reassign
MOD wheel info to different controller No.

SYNC 24 Convertor
MIDI in & thru to sync 24 (din sync) Output start &
stop clock. Price inc PSU £75.00

0722 743712 PHONE OR FAX

Unit
Barnack
Kingsway
Wilton,
Wiltshire,

Groove

22,
Industrial

Trading

SP2 OAW

Electronics

Centre,
Estate,

I

Let us make your old gear groove like never before!



THECVBIST
WITH ALL THE ATTENTION

STEINBERG'S CUBASE SEQUENCING

SOFTWARE HAS ATTRACTED IT

SEEMS AN OPPORTUNE MOMENT

TO PUT THE MAN BEHIND THE NAME

ON THE SPOT.

INTERVIEW BY NIGEL LORD.

IN THE FIELD of music technology, the

pressure to absorb increasingly high levels

of information is coming to be seen by a

growing number of people as a law of
diminishing returns. In recent years, I

myself have adopted what can only be
described as a "need -to -know" approach

to accumulating knowledge - especially in

areas such as MIDI. If, for example, I

come up against a problem which an
understanding of one of the more esoteric

MIDI functions would help overcome, I pick

up one of several excellent reference
books on the subject and look it up. If it

seems particularly useful and likely to crop

up again in the future, the chances are I'll

remember it, if not, then I probably won't.

The problem, working on a magazine like

Music Technology, is that it's all too easy

to convince yourself that you're
surrounded on all sides by people for
whom the complete and unabridged MIDI

specification has become a second
language and who have the instruction
manuals for every major instrument
released over the last five years neatly
stored away in memory ready for instant

recall.

And so it was, when confronted with the

prospect of an interview with one Karl
"Charlie" Steinberg (yes, that Steinberg), I

felt a sudden and uncontrollable inferiority

complex descend upon me which was to

last until the moment I found myself in the

bar of the Kensington Hilton with a glass

of Clausthaler in my hand (to keep a clear

head), face to face with the man himself.

And then it lifted...

Charlie Steinberg is clearly a very clever

man, but he wouldn't want to burden the

world with the weight of evidence. Far from

the manic, machine -code babbling Teuton

of my imagination, here was a quiet
unassuming individual for whom the
design of MIDI software obviously still
holds a strong fascination, but who
suffers in no degree from the rather
oblique perspective of those who live and

breathe technology. He is quite happy to

point out where his areas of expertise lie,

and, just as importantly, where they don't.

Thus, on a number of occasions
throughout the interview, he re -directs my

questions to his partner - Werner Kracht -

one of the principal designers of Cubase,

the new flagship of the Steinberg range,

and a name which users of a number of
Steinberg products will possibly be familiar

with.

STEINBERG: THE MAN
AS A LONG -time user of a couple of
Steinberg packages (and having been
severely impressed by Cubase), the
quelling of any initial trepidation as to the

sort of person Herr Steinberg would prove

to be, left the field open to ask a lot of
those questions which few users get the

chance to ply software designers with. For

example, how do bugs manage to find
their way into programs which presumably

go through rigorous testing before release;

and why can't MIDI standard actually
mean standard? But first, let's get the
more predictable questions out of the
way... Like, how did he come to be
writing music software for a living?

"It started when I was working as an

engineer in a studio, and I was into
electronics and computers. My partner at

the time was a studio keyboard player who

was also working in a music shop, and he

showed me the first MIDI spec. So I

started writing a MIDI program for a
Commodore 64 which we had - just as a

hobby. But it turned out that people were

really interested in it, so we built a small

interface, and it just grew from there".

The program of which he speaks was, of

course, Pro16 which emerged in 1986 to

the acclaim of all those who used it; music

software had come of age. But what
prompted the move over to the Atari as a

host computer?

"A lot of musicians in Germany were
really interested in the Atari when it came

out - just because of the MIDI sockets. At

that time there was no real software for
the machine, but they bought it because

they thought it had potential. So we
started to look at it. And we got a lot of
support from Atari in Germany who were

interested in what we were doing... "

On the subject of Atari, there has been

much speculation over the years about
just how MIDI sockets ever came to
appear on the ST, especially since so little

mention is made of it in the computer's
manual. Did their contact with the
company ever reveal the reasoning behind

it? "Well, the story goes", offers Kracht,
"that it was the son of Jack Tramiel (the

head of Atari) who was a musician, and he

pressed his father to put them on>...<"

Sounds plausible enough, I suppose -
this is an American company we're talking

about, after all. But how did Pro24 itself
come about? Was it started from a clean

sheet of paper, or did it prove possible to

upgrade Pro16?

Kracht: "No. It was started from scratch.

I had to learn a new assembly language;

the two computers really can't be
compared - the Atari is a much more
complex machine. On the C64, for
example, you could write a program in less

than two months, but the ST takes much,

much longer".

So it wasn't possible to upgrade between

the two computers, but how about
upgrades on the same machine? I've often

wondered if each version of a program like

Pro24 is considered to be the "last word"

at the time it is written, or is it always
assumed that another version will follow?

"It is a continuous process", explains
Kracht. "We'll develop the new features for

the latest version, then there's a break, a

month's testing, and we start on the next

version."

Was Cubase, perhaps, originally planned

as Version 4.0 of Pro24, or was it always

conceived as a separate program?

Steinberg: "It was always separate. We

learned a lot from the Pro24 and we got a
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Werner Kracht/Charlie Steinberg

lot of user input which has been put into
Cubase as far as it is possible. But the
programs were always different. The basic

structure of Cubase allows for expansion:

we put a lot of work into creating data
structures which would make it
expandable. And that wasn't the case with

Pro24. We had upgrades, as all software

should have, but we couldn't always
foresee what would happen in that field.

Now we have much more experience and

have created a program which can be
easily expanded."

Encouraging words for those who have

already taken the plunge with Cubase, and

certainly very much in line with the
company's assiduous approach to
updating which has always made their
software such a worthwhile investment.

When was the last time you heard of
someone offering practically the full
purchase price back on your old

equipment when traded in on this year's

model?

Those who have made the decision to

upgrade will no doubt be aware that
though there are considerable areas of
overlap between the two programs, a fairly

substantial conceptual leap has had to be

made to arrive at the kind of advanced
data manipulation possible with Cubase.

Having said that, one of the most
impressive aspects of Cubase is its
inherent simplicity: though very

sophisticated in music software terms,
there is nevertheless a logic to its
structure which makes it accessible even

to those who prefer to leave the manual

on the shelf...
"That was something we were very much

aware of when we were designing the
program", explains Kracht. "I know a lot of

guys who can work with this program who

have never used computer software
before."

"We've also been very careful in the
layout of the program", Steinberg
continues, "by thinking about what were

the most important things for a musician

and making them as easy as possible to

access. Really, it's all a question of
appearance and making it possible for
people to work with data in the way which

suits them best".

But would he not agree that by providing

so many different ways of achieving the

same result, you effectively make the >
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"FAR FROM THE

MANIC, MACHINE -

CODE BABBLING

TEUTON OF MY

IMAGINATION,

HERE WAS AN

UNASSUMING

INDIVIDUAL FOR

WHOM MIDI

SOFTWARE STILL

HOLDS A STRONG

FASCINATION."

program more complex than it needs to be

- especially for those struggling to

understand its operation for the first time?

"Yes and no. In some cases there's an

obvious way of

accessing something

which we should

decide when the

software is being

written. But in other
ways this would limit
your creativity
because people have

so many different
approaches and
different ways of

working. I don't think

a program should
push you in a certain

direction".

And it's always

better to have too
many choices than too

few. It has often
occurred to me,

however, that by

designing software
which appeals to both

studios and to
individual users,

you're in danger of having to compromise

a little too much. Surely there's an
argument for writing software specifically
for the needs of studios and software
more appropriate for home or individual

use? Steinberg doesn't agree:

"I think one of the most important things

about software packages is that the low-

level user can buy a program that is also

used by professionals - it gives him a very

good feeling. Of course, with Cubase it's

likely to be a bit more divided - it is really
a high level product - but it's still available

to anybody who wants to use it.

"Maybe for beginners there should be
smaller programs to lead them into the
field. But I think that when you start
working with something like this you soon

feel the need for something better to
expand your creativity. And the thing about

these programs is that you can sit at
home and write a piece of music and then

take the disk into the studio if you want to

record it."

THE RAM'S THE LIMIT
WHETHER USED BY studios or individuals,

the most tempting aspect of Cubase's
design is almost certainly the multitasking

facilities which it offers - a product of the

M.ROS operating system under which the

program runs. But was the adoption of a

new operating system necessitated by

decisions as to what the program was to

be capable of, or was it, perhaps, an
option taken at an early stage which only

revealed its full potential as the program

developed?

Steinberg: "No, we realised two years

ago we'd need to have a system like that.

The whole multitasking thing came from

work we were doing with the SMP24 which

as you probably know was designed to
serve the Pro24. After the routines for
handling different devices were written, we

had a pool of routines which we could use

for connecting devices for timing and
suchlike, and we didn't have to put much

more into it to make it multitasking. So
that's where it started; and looking to the

future, we knew we'd have to have a
system like M.ROS."

One of the criticisms which has been
most often levelled at Cubase is the sheer

quantity of RAM required to run it in true

mulititasking mode - that is to say, with

two or more programs resident in memory

at the same time. A few words of
clarification from Steinberg and Kracht,
however, and I have to confess I began to

see things in a rather different light.
Instead of looking at it as a program which

was made so complex it had to have a

Mega ST to run it, it becomes clear it was

always intended for such a high level of

onboard memory but thanks to the skill
and ingenuity of the software writers it has

been tailored down to enable it to run an a

standard 1040 as well...
"Actually, many people aren't aware that

you can run Cubase on a 1040 pretty
well", Steinberg explains, "RAM is always

a problem, but we put a lot of work into
reducing the amount of RAM that the
program needs just so that it can be used

on the 1040. In Germany, musicians seem

to be more aware when they buy a new
machine that they're going to need more

RAM these days. I could never work with

less than four megabytes - not just when

developing the software but also when
making a serious piece of music."

And Kracht points out: "Most
professional programs like Desktop
publishing and graphics packages need a

Mega ST to drive the laser print".

Clearly, awareness is growing that if you

want enough processing power to indulge

in multitasking, for example, there's no
alternative to RAM - and large quantities

of it. But to some extent, it's a reciprocal

arrangement: as software increases in
sophistication, the demand for bigger
computers and hard disks will increase,

and as people have more computing power

at their disposal, so the programs will
become more complex.

All of which begs the question, how far

can you go with a machine like the ST, now

into its fourth year of production? After all,

no matter how much RAM you load into it

it's still just an ST. Does it remain a good

enough host computer to warrant that kind

of expansion? Steinberg thinks it does.

"Even now there's plenty we can do with

it. Memory is a problem, but it's
affordable - at least for the semi -pro. Of

course, there's more to come: Atari will

bring out the TT soon, and though it's
more expensive it will be the way to go if

you need a faster machine and you want

to push the limits even further".

On the subject of pushing things to the

limit, the advent of such facilities as real-

time MIDI sound processing on Cubase

(as well as a number of other sequencing

packages around at the moment) seems

to make a mockery of the criticism
levelled at MIDI when it first appeared:

that it was inherently limited. Steinberg
agrees: "From the technical point of view,

it's true to say MIDI is pretty slow and not

very accurate - but most people don't
actually hear any of that. There's so much

information reaching your ear that it's
satisfying enough. It might be different for

professional musicians who know just how

important it is for timing and so on - they
have a more refined ear and can hear if

the snare is a bit behind, or whatever,
because of MIDI delays.

"But these problems can usually be
solved because the range of the delay
always has to be related to how it is
perceived by the ear - and as long as it

sounds good it's OK. In fact, you can
squeeze anything out of the Atari's MIDI

ports and to most people it will sound OK.

It's different for professionals: they tend
to have more MIDI outputs - using
SMP24s for example."

Presumably Steinberg doesn't feel the

much -mooted MIDI version 2 is ever likely

to see the light of day?

"I don't think so. I think there will have to

be a faster interface for sampling - its
pretty boring waiting for a half -minute
sample to be transferred to the computer

via MIDI - but that will depend on there
being a proper sample standard. Also, in

the future I think there will be networks

which have MIDI links - in fact that's
already happening. You have units
connected in the normal way through MIDI,

but the buss is driven with a very high-
speed interface so that you can control

many units with normal MIDI data."

For more information on one such
system, see the Media Link feature last

month. But as software designers, have

they ever felt restricted in what they could
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Promise...

A superior selection of
equipment from:-
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IN TOUCH WITH TIME

...The best deals around!
Tired of seeing £POA, BEST PRICE, SALE?
Well so are we. So we're going to make everyone
an offer.
Go to your local music store, or phone around to
get your best prices - Then come to us!.
We will promise to match or beat any genuine
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We are authorised dealers for all the equipment
made by the manufacturers listed on this page.
Our service back up is second to none, plus ex-
pert advice is willingly given.
Don't forget we are always the first for all new
products from the best manufacturers, so why
not try us for all your hi -tech needs. You'll find us
refreshingly different.
Look forward to seeing you.

NEW PRODUCTS
Roland U20, Korg T1, Roland S770, Casio DA2, Emu Proteus,
C -Lab Human Touch, Korg M3R, Kawai K4. Trackman,
Midiman. Cheetah SX16 stereo 16 bit sampler, plus Cheetah
MD16 & MD8 now in stock. Call for price and information.

ACCESSBARCLAYCARD WELCOME.
INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE.
WORLDWIDE MAIL
ORDER SERVICE.
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"ONE OF THE MOST

IMPORTANT THINGS

ABOUT SOFTWARE

PACKAGES IS THAT

THE LOW-LEVEL

USER CAN BUY A

PROGRAM THAT IS

ALSO USED BY

PROFESSIONALS."

>achieve by the limitations of the MIDI
spec?

"I suppose I'd have to say yes", admits
Steinberg, "but that's just a matter of
quantity. MIDI is fast enough for sending,

say, fob!' or eight voices if these can be
split up into several
paths. And as I say, I

think that will be the
next step - having
separate MIDI links.

But you have to

remember the
computer itself has its

limitations: MIDI is
pretty fast compared

to the calculating
speed of the Atari... "

Quite. And as if to
prove just how

groundless the claims

were of those who
doubted the viability of

MIDI just a few years

ago, my attention is
directed toward the

Mega ST which had been set up in the

corner of the room ready to reveal the
delights of Cubase version 1.5 (which is

being prepared for release even as I

write). Selecting the Options menu reveals

a new addition to the arsenal of facilities

already on offer in the form of a dynamic

MIDI Manager, which provides real-time

control of equipment parameters via MIDI,

making it possible, for example, to edit
reverb levels or synth parameters from

Cubase itself.

You can create your own on -screen
graphics for the controllers you wish to
access, you can size them, determine
their range and what kind of data they put

out. Not only that, but all changes in
controller data are recorded in real time

along with the track, and "snapshots" of

any setup may be taken and stored for
future use. Obvious applications in MIDI

controlled mixing systems suggest
themselves, but given the open-endedness

of the system, a potentially huge array of

control parameters may be brought within

reach of the operator without ever leaving

the main program.

Looking at Version 1.5 of Cubase, there

can be little doubt that this is the kind of
music software which will take us through

to the early 1990s - and therefore, to the

tenth anniversary of MIDI itself. Which

reminds me, weren't there a couple of
questions about the more annoying
aspects of MIDI software I was going to

ask? Like, how do those bugs still manage

to creep in? Charlie Steinberg has his
answer ready.

"It's simply human error. You have to
remember there are perhaps 50,000 lines

of machine code, and the computer goes

through one command after the other. If

you have done something wrong,
sometimes it will crash immediately but
very often it's like... You do this, then
you do that and if you then do this - it
happens. And of course you cannot test

for all the possible combinations. But on

Cubase, for example, we had about 20 or

30 people testing the program over a long

period and they wrote down all the bugs as

they occurred and we were able to sort

them out. It's not a perfect system but it's

the best that we can do."

OK, then perhaps he can throw some

light on why MIDI standard still doesn't
actually seem to mean standard? But the

look of resignation and the shrug of the

shoulders tells me he can't. Clearly there

are some aspects of high technology
which mystify even Charlie Steinberg. 

01-749 8222 MA BEM/ 01-749 8222
7 Goldhawk Mews (off Devonport Rd.), London W12
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AKAI S1000

InPreir !IP7MI 11

16 Bit Stereo sampling available with 45mb removable PLI hard drive.
Also in stock and on demonstration the AKAI S950, successor to

the S900 Akai MPC60 sampling drum machine and sequencer. Akai
14D 14 track tape machine. Akai ASC11 0 sequencer and Akai MG614
four track six channel ponastudio.

COMPUTERS + SOFTWARE
CUBASE IN STOCK

Amiga, Atari, IBM, and
Mac Hardware, Software
from C -Lab, Dr T. Digidesign,
Hybrid Arts, Passport.
Soundquest, Steinberg,
Opcode and Virtuoso.
Music X is now in stock for the
Amiga. For a demonstration just call us on 01 749 8222.

INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS
If you're after a package we can help you choose
the best one for your needs right from your first
ideas to the final installation, and what's more
the price of our deals are just too good to be true,
please call us for details on 01-749 8222.

KORG M 1/M 1 R/A3
The Korg range of keyboards and effects
provides some of the best sounds around.
IN STOCK AND ON DEMO - The Korg
MI keyboard and MI R rack workstations,
16 voices, 16 oscillators, 16 bit quan-
tization. The KORG A3 guitar effects pro-
cessor, equipped with 41 effects, with
simultaneous use of six effects together.
The KORG M3R rack and the T series of
workstations will soon be available. to
secure your order and for more informa-
tion on these new products please call us
now on 01 749 8222.

HYPERFLEX
S1000 OWNERS WITH STORAGE

HF24
HEADACHES?

SCSI based external floppy drive. 24 megabyte storage
capacity on economical (649 per cartridge) 24 megabyte
removable cartridges. Huge savings on conventional 3.5" disk
storage. Can be used with any SCSI compatible device le AKAI
S10100, EMU EMAX, ATARI 1040 STFM. ONLY £699 + VAT.
We also have a 36 bank Emulator III library available for the
AKAI Si 000. FOR MORE DETAILS PHONE 01 749 8222.

0%
FINANCE

We can offer 0% finance on all our equipment
dnd can give you an instant decision - no waiting.

We accept ACCESS - VISA - DINERS and
AMERICAN EXPRESS. We can also arrange

leasing facilities and it has been known for us to
accept good old fashioned cash.

EMU PROTEUS

32 voice multitimbrality with four megabytes (internally
expandable to 8 megabytes) of the highest quality 1 6
bit samples selected from the Emulator III library and
stored in ROM for instant access.
3 stereo outputs, 6 polyphonic submixes with
programmable panning. MIDI in, out and thru. All in a
neat 1U high 19" rack mount unit.
In stock and on demo now.

RECORDING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

Multitrack recording from AKAI, the MG14D, 14 tracks on 1/2"
cassette. Fostex E 16, 16 tracks on 1/2" and the Fostex E8, eight
tracks on 'A", through a range of mixing desks. We also supply
a range of synchronization units from ADAM SMITH, THE
ZETA THREE, THE FOSTEX 4000 SERIES and the
STEIN BERG SM P24. If you need to sync tape to tape or tape to
video then please call us on 01 729 8222.

HIRE FACILITIES +
PERSONAL DEMONSTRATIONS

To arrange a demonstration of equipment please
give us a call on 01-749 8222. If you're still not
sure which item is best for you then hire the item
from our hire department to check out in your own
environment, if you then choose to buy we won't
charge you the hire fee. No other company will
offer you this service, then again no other com-
pany is quite like Babel.
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DIGITAL DELAY...
THE ALLAN HOLDSWORTH TO

Gary Husband Drums, Jimmy Johnson Bass, Steve Hunt Keyboards.

You probably won't believe this... but

unfortunately it's true. The Allan

Holdsworth tour has had to be postponed due

to Allan breaking a finger.

HOWEVER, FIRST OF ALL he's okay - three weeks in plaster
we hear, to mend a finger on the right hand. Secondly he will be
honouring his commitment to all those fans who have helped
to make his first UK tour for four years a sell-out.

We have re -scheduled the dates approximately a month
later, in the same cities and more or less identical venues. In
fact the new dates are almost upon us, and the full list is
detailed below. The good news is that, due to the astonishing
demand for tickets to the 'first' tour, some extra dates have
been added including an additional day in Manchester.

Allan, his band and of course all at Guitarist apologise for
the inconvenience that this has caused to a great number of
people, but we sincerely hope you will all manage to make
these new dates: -

Friday November 24th - Bristol St Georges

Saturday November 25th
Theatre Royal

Sunday November 26th -
Hall Halesowen

- Portsmouth New

Birmingham Cornbow

 Monday November 27th - Manchester Royal
College of Music

Tuesday November 28th - Newcastle Guildhall

* Wednesday November 29th - Manchester Royal
College of Music

Thursday November 30th - Nottingham The Old
Vic Tavern

Friday December 1st - Bradford Wool Exchange

Saturday December 2nd - Huddersfield St Pauls
Hall Polytechnic

** Sunday December 3rd - London Bloomsbury
Theatre

All existing tickets will be accepted for the new dates at the
respective venues. All enquires to Music Maker Records,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs. Tel: 0353 666332,
or the Theatre's Box Office.

 Any enquiries or bookings for Manchester dates, please
contact the Manchester Royal College of Music direct who
are dealing with all ticket sales and enquiries. Existing ticket
holders for Manchester, please contact the box office to state
which of the new dates you require - November 27th or 29th
- to avoid any over -booking. The telephone number is 061 273

4504.

" London tickets for the cancelled performance are all valid
for the new date. A few tickets remain. All enquires to
Bloomsbury Theatre. Telephone 01 387 9629. Please hurry!

Once again, please accept our apologies for this obviously
unforeseeable turn of events, but Allan promises a great tour.
Don't miss it. Hope to see you there!

Guitar Institute Master Class
Of course The Guitar Institute's Master Class with Allan has
also had to be re -scheduled. Although over 200 tickets had
already been sold for the original date, these will of course be
honoured for the new one.
Monday December 4th, Ealing Town Hall, 7.00pm!

For more information talk to The Guitar Institute on 01 740 1031

It's Finger-breakin' Bad!



KEYNOTE Atari Software

CHAMELEON PATCH

LIBRARIAN
CHAMAIB,PRO

Chameleon Universal Patch Librarian. 0 Ke note Music Software
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Channel: 02

Patch: 001
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Atmosphere

Cathedral
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Fantasy
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Tube Bell

Vibe 1
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BREATHY
:HOLLOW it

TAD
4.EAD

POLYPHONIC

REALISTIC
..SENSITIVE

:::FAVOURITE

There's no escaping it - if you're a patch editor
or librarian, you've got to be able to work with

any MIDI synth. Chameleon is reasonably priced,

British and universal... Review by Ian Waugh.
WOW! THIS IS the fifth new

Universal something -or -other I've

come across in as many
months. But then, you know it
makes sense - if you've two,

three or more synthesisers, the last thing you want to

do is fork out for an editor or librarian for each one.
And let's face it, how many musicians actually
program their own sounds? (And is that wrong?
Answers please to Communique.) Most probably buy

-BRASS

WIND

-DELL

STRINGS

PLUCKED

"ELECTRIC

BASS

VOICE

EYBOARD

:`:ORGAN

SYNTH
PERCUSSIVE
DRUM

.:-/CYMBAL

:::=EFFECT

Main Screen

a voice editor in order to use the librarian facilities.
With that premise in mind, new British software

house Keynote Music Software developed Chameleon

which, as you've probably gathered, is a universal
patch librarian. The program is written in machine
code - about 50K's worth - and will operate as a
stand-alone program or as a desk accessory. Keynote

reckon it's 100 percent compatible with all GEM -

based sequencing software - even Steinberg's Pro24

which is rumoured to become unstable when used
with some desk accessories.

CALMER CHAMELEON
CHAMELEON WILL RUN on any ST with a mono or
colour monitor and it uses a clever system of copy-

protection. The program can be copied to other disks

and booted from them but it will not save files.
However, if you then insert the master disk and click ).
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Sequencer One
At last! A high performance
sequencer without a high price
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Sequencer One is a brand new sequencer for the S.T. And like the
ST itself, Sequencer One offers excellent performance at an afford-
able price. With 32 tracks, high resolution recording, and extensive
graphical editing. Sequencer One is more than a match for any other
product in the same price range (and many of those costing several
times more). Not convinced? Well read on. Here's just a selection of
what Sequencer One can offer you:

32 tracks
192ppqn
Standard MIDI files

Easy to use tape deck style operation
Loop mode recording

Smooth real time scrolling step and bar editors
Real time MIDI controller remapping
(e.g. aftertouch to volume for MIDI horn enthusiasts)
Fast GEM style user interface
Supports desk accessories while sequence running
(e.g. Gajits new range of patch editors)
Any Atari ST, colour or mono

Up to 40,000 MIDI events on 520 ST!
And much more ... Phone for details.

Because Sequencer One is a British product, we are able to provide
you with free help and advice over the phone. Speak direct to our
programming team on the Gajits MIDI helpline!

We are so convinced you will like Sequencer One, that we guaran-
tee to refund your money if you are not fully satisfied, as long as you
return your copy to us within 14 days. This does not affect your
statutory rights. Registered users will be entitled to discounts on
future Gajits software, and will of course have access to our MIDI
helpline.

Send off the coupon
or phone us now!. 79

Please send me:

it
copies of Sequencer One @ £79

demo copies @ £5 please add 95p p+ p per item.

Ga
MUSIC SOFTWARE

Sj I enclose cheque/PO for £

Name Midi equipment owned
Address

Phone

28 Dennison Avenue,
Withington, Manchester,

M20 8AF. Tel: 061 434 2768

MT 12.89

Please send to Gajits Music Software, 28 Dennison Avenue,
Withington, Manchester, MN20 8AF



"You can load patches

into the library up to
the limit of available

memory to create a

library containing all

your patches for one

instrument."

on Save, it reads the protection, realises you're a
legitimate user and reinstates the save facility. This

enables you to run the accessory version along with
other accessories. It's a tad fiddly, but it helps keep
the pirates at bay and the point is, you probably won't

want to save files once you've set up your libraries.

Now that Chameleon is resident in your ST, let's run

through a typical setting -up session. One of the first

things you'll want to do is to load the patches in your

synths into the program. To do this, first you must
load a library file. This contains the instructions
necessary to communicate with your instruments
(more about this in a moment). Files for around 30
instruments are supplied and more are being
developed. These will be supplied to Chameleon
owners for the cost of a disk plus p&p, probably
about £3. Up to nine libraries can be resident in the

program at once.

CLICK AND DRAGON
THE NEXT STEP is to drag a library to the Get icon.

The patches from the instrument will be transferred
to the program and appear in the central display
window.

Most instruments allow you to name patches, but if

the one you're working with doesn't have a naming
facility, Chameleon ask for a name for each patch. It

sorts the patches into alphabetical order as it loads
them, which is interesting to watch (I'm easily
amused). If it comes across a patch with the same

name as an existing one, it warns you and gives you

the opportunity to enter a new name. It also tells you

if the data for the two patches is identical - very
useful. If you don't change the patch name, the new
patch will replace the old one.

You can load one patch after another into the
library, up to the limit of available memory, so you
can create one large library containing all the patches

for one instrument. This is similar to the library
facilities in programs such as X -OR
and Explorer 32, and once you've
discovered the benefits of having all
your patches in one library you'll
wonder how you ever managed before.

It also provides a useful check on
duplicate voices in different files
(which voice programmer copied from

which?).

To the right of the screen is the
Display Groups area. This is used to

create and select characteristics of
the patches to help you sort through
them at a later date. You can define
up to 32 characteristics. Typical
definitions might be Attack, Sustain,
Clean, Dirty, Soft, Brass, Wind, Voice,

Breathy, Lead and so on.

Next you drag the library to the Info icon. This works

through the patches in the library and allows you to
assign suitable characteristics to each one. This is
probably the most difficult task - mentally, not
physically. If you're thinking strings, for example, you

may overlook the patch's potential as a soft brass
sound. One day a patch may seem "Polyphonic",
another day it may seem "Pad". But you need to
strive for some sort of uniformity as the success of

72

the search procedure depends upon the

characteristics you assign.

PLAY IT AGAIN CRAM
DURING ASSIGNMENT, THE patch is sent to the synth

and you can play it by pointing to a shaded area of
the screen and pressing the mouse buttons. Clicking

on the play icon makes the whole screen available for

playback. The left button plays a note and the right
plays a major chord. Left is low, right is high, up is

loud, down is soft.

When you're finished, you save the new library to
disk and repeat the process with all the sounds for
all your synths. It may seem tedious but you only
have to do it once. And it's actually a good exercise

and it makes you think about your sounds and how

you use them.

My major niggle here is having to enter new sets of

Display Group characteristics for each file. More often

than not you want to apply the same criteria to
sounds from several instruments - if not all of them -

and the ability to copy a Display Group set from one
library to another would save a lot of time.

MATCHMAKING
TO USE CHAMELEON, load the libraries for the
instruments you need for the session. You can send

a patch to a synth by clicking on it with the right
button or by highlighting it and clicking on the Send

icon.

To find out what patches have a particular
combination of characteristics, highlight the
characteristics in the Display Groups area and the
central window will show the matching patches.

There are actually four types of match which you can

use, selected from the filter box at the top of the
Display Groups area. And displays patches which
have been assigned all the highlighted characteristics

(and possibly others), Or displays those which have at

least one, Not displays those patches which do not
have any of the selected characteristics and Equ
displays those which have only the selected
characteristics.

These can be useful for double-checking patches, in
case you missed out a characteristic from its
assignment and for looking for "opposite" or
contrasting or complementary sounds.

BANK ON IT
AS WELL AS being able to store libraries of patches,

Chameleon can handle banks of libraries. In this case

it is the library name which is shown in the central
area. Click on the Bank icon to see the patches it
contains; this displays another window which lists the

names of the patches, and here you can copy and
swap patches from one position to another.

The Clipboard at the bottom of the main screen also

appears in the library bank window. Its main use is to

allow the interchange of patches between a library
and a bank. Patches, individually or in a group, can
be dragged between the Clipboard and a bank or
library. In order to do this, however, the individual
patches and the patches loaded en masse in bank
form must share the same format.
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DON'T MAKE AN
EXPENSIVE
MISTAKE
FOR THE BEST DEALS
PHONE US NOW!!

SYNTHESOZERSCKEYBOARDS
.Korg Ti Workstation Korg M1 Workstation
-Korg T2 Workstation Korg M1R Expander
-Korg T3 Workstation Kork M3R Expander

(All New Korg Products Now Available!!)
Yamaha YS100 Synth. £339 - Yamaha DX11 Synth. £399
Yamaha YS200 Synth. £439 - Yamaha 0200 Synth. £499
Roland D5 Synth. P.O.A. Roland D20 P.O.A.
Roland D10 Synth. P.O.A. - Roland D50 P.O.A.

MIDI PACKAGES
Kawai K1 plus Yamaha ()XS FD sequencer RRP £1198 £ 759
Roland D5 plus Yamaha QX5 FD sequencer RRP £1198 £ 779
Kawai K4 plus Yamaha QX5 FD sequencer RRP £1494 £1125

Kawai K4 Synth. in stock Kawai PHM Expander £219
Kawai K1 II Synth. in stock Kawai K1R Expander £349
Rhodes MK80 Piano P.O. A . - Rhodes MK6O Piano P.O. A .

SAMPLERS
Emax Proteus P.O.A. Emax + Proteus XR P.O.A.
Casio FZ1OM inc. library £749 Roland S330 £949
Emax + Keyboard £1499 - Emax Floppy Rack £1100
Roland W30 P.O.A. Akai S1000 P.O.A.

-Akai S900 (used) £749 Akai S950 P.O.A.
(Full range of sound cards for Roland U110, U20 now in stock!)

SUPER DEALS
Kawai K1 Synth. £399 Korg Poly 800 Synth. £149

Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard £1075
Yamaha TX16W Sampler £825 Akai S700 Sampler £399
Yamaha SPX1000 Reverb. £759 Roland D20 Synth. £899
Yamaha RX7 drums £299 - Yamaha TQ5 expander £275
Yamaha FX500 Effects £299 Roland U20 £825
Yamaha V50 £899  Roland U110 £499 - Casio CZ3000 £229

(All SUPER DEALS are either New. Used. or Ex. Demo.
Phone for Details)SUPER DEALS

SECIUENCERSCSOFTWARE
Atari/Steinburg Packages Atari/C-Lab Packages

(all at unbeatable prices!!!).
. . . FREE 12 TRACK SEQUENCING SOFTWARE WITH ALL

ATARI COMPUTERS . ..
Kawai Q80 £449 - Akai ASQ10 £749
Yamaha QX5 £229 - Yamaha QX5FD £359
Alesis MMT8 P.O.A. Roland MC300 P.O.A.

DRUMS
Akai MPC60 new low, low price Emu SP1200 £1100
Simmons SDS2000 in stock Simmons TMI £159
Alesis HR16/HR16B P.O.A. - Roland R8 + Cards P.O.A.
Yamaha RX7 £325 Roland R5 P.O.A.
Akai ME35T MIDI Interface P.O.A. Roland Pad 80 £425

(Full range of Simmons and Roland pads always available!!)

RECORDONGEDUDPMENT
We are now able to offer all recording equipment at
ridiculously low prices. If you are interested in any of the
products listed we strongly advise that you contact us now!!
Fostex E16 - Fostex R8 - Tascam TSR8 - Yamaha MT3X
Tascam 644  Tascam Ports Two - Yamaha MT100 - Akai MG614

- Fostex X26 - Alesis Quadraverb  Alesis Midiverb II - Yamaha
FX500 Yamaha SPX900 - Yamaha R100 - Studiomaster

mixers  MTR Mixers  Sound -tech signal processors.
SANSUI - full range in stock, phone for details.

-----7FAST . EFFICIENT . DELIVERY  SERVICE
Our bulk purchasing power enables us to always
offer you the best possible deals. So whatever

equipment you require, "don't make an
expensive mistake" phone us now on.
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THE SOUND INVESTMENT
679 Christchurch Road, Bournemouth BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

Philip Rees
MUULtiN MUSK.' TECHNOI.

Select a selector!
You can, for example,
use our 9S, 5S and 2S
MIDI selectors on the
input of your
sequencer or music
computer, to select
which of your MIDI
controllers is linked
through - without the
hassle of plugging and
unplugging cables.

These straightforward
MIDI switching units
are normally used as
source selectors, but can also be used to select destinations. They require
no power supply, so there's no need to bother with batteries or mains leads.

9S
5S
2S
3B

The new 9S has a ten position rotary switch to link the 'hub' to any
one of the nine other ports or an off position. The 9S, which costs
just £35.95, is housed in a sturdy 109mm x 109mm x 40mm box.

In the same size enclosure as the 9S is our popular 5S for only
£25.95. This five -into -one unit also features a rotary selector
switch with an off position.

For just £12.95, our new 2S is a handy little two -into -one unit - just
69mm x 58mm x 23mm. It has a three position slide switch to
select between two ports or an off position.

This ingenious new MIDI junction box is the same size as the 9S.
It requires no external power and costs only £25.95. The 3B has
three MIDI inputs (marked 1, 2 and 3) and two outputs (A and B).
The rotary changeover switch has three positions (x, y and z).

The diagram
below shows
one of many
applications of
the versatile co 
3B unit.  0
With the switch ())3 Xon the 3B in
position .v, the
keyboard plays the sampler, and the sequencer drives the sound module.
Then, in position y, the keyboard plays the sampler and (via the thru socket

of the sampler) the
sound module.
When position z is

out 2 3B: selected, both of the

3 SOUND
voicing units are
controlled by theMODULE sequencer.

KEYBOARD

IN

Out

ROUTE MIDI IN ROUTE MIDI IN ROUTE MIDI
SELECT OUT SELECT OUT aSDELECT OUT

SEQUENCER

In

The novel 3B

thru

All our fine products come with a three-year parts and labour guarantee.

See your dealer or order direct from the manufacturer. You can order with
your Access card, just give us a ring on Croughton (0869) 810948, or you
may use the coupon below. Allow up to 28 days for delivery. Money back if
not satisfied - just return the goods undamaged within seven days for a full
refund. Trade enquiries welcome.
Philip Rees, Unit B, Park End Works, Croughton, BRACKLEY, Northants, NN13 5LX

Name

Address

I wish to order:
9S MIDI Selector(s) at £35.95 each

5S MIDI Selector(s) at £25.95 each

2S MIDI Selector(s) at £12.95 each

3B MIDI Selector(s) at £25.95 each
Prices include carriage and VAT Total: £

I enclose my cheque for the above amount ri

or please debit my Access/Mastercard account - number:

Expiry date: Signature

Please send me more information about your products.

Send to: Philip Rees, FREEPOST, BRACKLEY,Northants NN13 5BR
NO STAMP REQUIRED



"The ability to

store all the patches

for a synth in one

library and access

all your libraries

from one program

is absolutely

marvellous."

Surely a patch is the same whether it is loaded

individually or as part of a bank? No, not always. The

TX81Z, for example, compresses bank data slightly
and the program will not allow transfer between a
TX81Z bank and individual TX81Z voices. You can get

around this - if you're clever - by altering the voice
transfer instructions to load the voice individually
instead of as a bank.

The Loading, Saving, Getting and Sending of
individual patches and complete libraries is versatile.

Patches can be Sent and Got in ones or in bulk.
Patches and libraries can generally be dragged
around the screen in order to accomplish functions

such as loading, saving,
sending, receiving and deletion.

Individual patches can be saved

in MIDI file format for loading
into other software.

You can load a patch into a
library direct from disk (a voice

dump from an editor, for
example) instead of from a
synth, although this only works
with certain types of files,
mainly those which save the
patch as raw MIDI data. You
can't load Chameleon patch
files this way, nor MIDI files,
which seems a shame.

There are many operational
short-cuts. For example, clicking

on a library position with the
right button will call up the file

handler with a view to loading a library at that
on a patch with the right button will

send it to the synth, but beware, this may overwrite
the existing patch. The transfer instructions (coming
up) may switch off the synth's memory protection
and activate the store function. Perhaps it would be
an idea to have two send commands, one to store in

the synth and one to send to the buffer. But again,
these are determined for each instrument by the
transfer instruction.

Most options have keyboard equivalents and you
can set up five remote keys to allow you to control
movement around the central display window from a

MIDI keyboard.

Clicking on the logo icon - a key - shows the
remaining number of bytes of memory and the
number of patches in the current list (this would have

been more useful on the main screen).

A MIDI Thru function sends MIDI data arriving at the

ST's In socket back through its Out, and a channelise

function sends the data out on the current library's

channel.

PATCHING IT UP
AND SO WE come to the tricky bit - creating patch
transfer instructions. This is accomplished using
Keynote's MIDI Programming Language (MPL). Call

up the Transfer Editor by clicking on the Chameleon

icon and you get a simple text editor with a list of
commands to the right. These include Send,
Receive, Transfer, Wait, Loop, If and Elseif
commands and so on, which are used to construct
the instructions. Each library has two sets of

transfer instructions, one for GETting and one for

SENDing.

There's no doubt that dabbling with System
Exclusive messages is only slightly preferable to a bit

part in Eastenders. The manual explains the
functions of the MPL commands and includes little
examples, but it's not really a tutorial: As Keynote
intend to supply files for all popular synths, you
probably won't have to lower yourself to this level. I

suspect most sensible musicians will steer well clear

of it, although those of a computeristic bent will enjoy

getting their digits dirty. If you do delve, then more
options become open to you, allowing you to create
custom commands to handle any type of MIDI data.

There's a MIDI Monitor to display incoming MIDI
data. Its main use within the program is to check
incoming data when debugging transfer programs,
although it can also be used to read the contents of a

disk file. An active sensing filter would be useful.

FILING SYSTEM
THE FILE ICONS include Load, Save, Delete and
Format - always handy in case you run out of
formatted disks.

The file selector is an "enhanced" version of the
GEM selector you will be familiar with. It pops up
when you click on a library with the right-hand mouse
button and shows the length of each file, the amount

of unused disk space - very useful - and it has three

file extensions which can be selected by clicking on
them. It also has provision for 16 disk drives! You can

load a file quickly by clicking on it with the right
button. Useful, too, but I suspect most people would

prefer to be able to double-click on it with the left.

THE KEY NOTE
BEHIND THE KEYNOTE icon lies some interesting
stuff. You can arrange nine libraries to auto load on
start-up. You can specify the amount of memory you

want to reserve for the program if you're using the
accessory version. Selecting Accessory Screen
Buffer reserves another 32K of RAM to provide
instant screen drawing. You can alter the size of the
MIDI buffer used by the MIDI monitor, you can invert
the display (white on black), adjust the mouse
speed and let it wrap around the sides of the
screen. These are only active, alas, while within
Chameleon.

The manual is well laid out and contains lots of
diagrams. I hate to be picky but it could be
organised just a little bit better and it could be a
shade more informative in places, especially early
on. There's a tendency to give you bits of
information about certain functions as you go
through the manual rather than presenting
everything in one place. For example, information
about bank editing is spread over three parts of the
manual. And there's no index. Is this now de facto
standard for music manuals or what?

Once you know how the program works, you
probably won't need to refer to the manual very
often except, perhaps, for the MPL commands -
although there is quite a lot to remember about
which button to click and where to drag which icon.

Keynote are placing a demo version of Chameleon
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Ladbroke Computing
International

"The Country's Leading 16 Bit Specialist"
33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, PRI 2QP.
Open Mon. - Sat. 9:30 am to 5:00 pm
Dealer enquiries welcome.

I ou Can't Afford to Shop Elsewhere All Prices Inc. VAT
This company has given years of full support to computer users from their premises et 33 Ormskirk Road, Preston. Now from their Mail Order premises they can offer this "second to none" service to users countrywide. All Software Hardware is ex -stock and full,
toted prior to purchase to ensure that returned goods are now a thing of the past. All hardware is supported by our on site engineersso that quick turn around on all repairs is guaranteed. There are no hidden extras WYSIWYG. ALL PRICES INCIA DE NAT AND
DELIVERY on orders over £100 (Mainland UK) (next day deliver) + £5). All prices are correct at time of going to press and are subject to change without prior notice. Phone for latest prices. information advice lee are always happy to help.)

Midistudio Master, over 30 new features £149.99
Tracks - Solo/Mute/Normal playback modes.

- Faders for individual relative volume control.
- Assignable Midi channel 1-16.
- 20 tracks.

PlIDISTUDIG MASTER crEA:pkr7e1

MEMO _AlLfIP !ARK _ _g_L> LI _ E T

Individual Midi program No. eg. 0-127, 1-128, all -b88, a01 -b64 1 2 3
Multi channel record. Full Midi implementation inc after touch.
Midi Sync, 5 modes including external. o o o

* Phrases - Copy, merge, split, append, transpose.
- Velocity editing including humanize and fading.
- II levels of quantize.
- Full Midi controller editing.
- Undo last edit or record.
- Phrases may be freely copied to any tracks on the

Arrange page.
100 Phrases max. each up to 682 bars.

Any or all kinds of Midi filters, plus Auto filters.
Now with 96 ppqn.
Realtime Mix -down via mouse.
Realtime screen update to show progression of play.
Runs on any ST in High and Medium resolution from any drive.
Runs with Gem accessories, allows switching of other programs.
Text editor for making notes and hardcopy facility.
Comprehensive Manual, back up service and help -line

" Demonstration disk available £3.99.
This 20 track Midi sequencing package offers ease of use coupled with powerful. professional facilities at a realistic price. At last serious Midi music processing is within reach of the home user.
Midistudio incorporates instantly recognisable tape transport and mixing desk controls in is main screen. Parameters such as transposition, Midi channel and Midi program number can he
increased/decreased by just clicking left and right mouse buttons. Control is possible from both the mouse or keyboard. The software support full step time editingwhich can he performed on a track.
phrase and note level right down to the most minute detail. even the Midi controllers and events are editable. Midistudio uses the increasingly popular phrase arrangement method making major
restructuring simple. Quantizing can he carried out at a number of resolutions. There is a scaled controller facility which allows insertion of any controller number and it's range at intervals
throughout the phrase and so control faders. stereo panning, modulation etc. Full control of Song Position Pointer and Song Select is available and there's even a fine tune tempo control. With
Midistudio you won't be left stranded as we offer a customisation service and helpline.
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Original Midistudio, New Low Price £49.99

e it ton Price Printers
Star LC 10 £169.99 a
Star LC 10 Colour £219.99 a
Star LC 24/10 £249.99 "
Epson LQ 500 £319.99
Citizen 120 D £139.99
SLM 804 Laser (ST) £1099 includes 90 days On site warrants
a Includes 12 months on site warranty (UK mainland) and cable.

llonitors & Peripherals
SM 124 Mono £109.00
SC 1224 Colossi £269.99
Phillips 8833 Colour £249.99
Phillips 15" FST Remote.
Scan input. Tv with 40
tuner presets. £234.99
Other Tv's phone
All monitors come with start to

Amiga Modulator £24.99
PRO 5)58) joystick £8.99
Dcom autofire joystick £9.99
Hawk scanner £1250
Traker ball (ST -Amiga) £24.99
80/100 disk box £9.99
Dustcovers from £2.99

ST/Amiga

Ilard
Vortex 40MB (ST & Amiga)
Megalile 30 (ST)
Megafile 60 (ST)
Supra 30MB (ST)
Third Coast 65 MB 1ST)

(Amiga)

£499.99
£474.99
£599.99
£474.99
£599.99
£659.99

We are offering a range of high quality ST hard drives at
ridiculously low prices. All have the following specification. Full
metal case -same size/colour as Mega ST. 70 watt PSI). room for
second mechanism. The low power controller is full SCSI and
allows up to 8 drives on one controllerThe software includes
Autopark. Autoboot from any partition. partition size up to I

Gigabyte. any number of partitions. 100% AHDI 3.2 compatible
driver, write protect any partition.

40HD 42 Mb formatted. 1 IMs average access time.
64K on board cache memory £549.99
50HD 48 Mb formatted, 30Ms £499.99
85HD 83 Mb formatted, 28Ms £699.99
180HD 180 Mb formatted, 20Ms £1299.99

Akai 5900 (ex -demo)
Akai 5950
Akai 51000
Akai ASQ-10
Akai Effects Units

£1099.99
£1399.99
£2899.99
£1599.99

£phone

llusic Equipment
and

Soft; are

Dish dries
Cumana I Mg Drive (Amiga & ST) £89.99
Cumana internal I Mg Drive 1ST)
(kit or litted). £74.99
Please note ST's case inquires
modification for above intental drives.
Cumana I Mg Drive. disable switch. through pod ( Ain Sp). £74.99
A/B hoot switch (fitted) (ST). .£24.99

Qualitt Disks
All disks are villainy Sony. Max ell or K. products. not cheap
imports. All disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee.

Quantity 3.5 IDS Boxed
10 £8.99 £9.99
100 £79.99 £82.99
Sony Branded 10 £10.99
Sol. Branded 100 £99.00

5.2511 D/S Qin Boxed
.4_511 15.5n
241)00 145)X)

Please add 60p P&P for every
ten disks.

We are official Akai dealers. Phone for Akai sound libraries for the
S900 and S1000, PRO 24, Midistudio, C -LAB creator and notator,
EZ-TRACK Plus. Phone for others. Send SAE for full catalogue.
1 Mg upgrade Si' and Amiga phone for details.
2.5 Mg upgrade (ST) phone for details
4 Mg upgrade (ST) phone for details

1'299.99
£499.99

Computer Systems and Packs
Midistudio Pack 1
Includes 520 STEM. Mouse. Midistudio

Midistudio Pack 2
Includes 520 STFM. Mouse. SM 124 Mono
Monitor. Midistudio.

Midistudio Pack 3
Includes 1040 STFM. Mouse. SM 124 Mono
Monitor. Midistudio.

PRO 12 Pack
Includes 1)141) STEM. Mouse SM 124 Mono
Monitor. PRO 12.

£329.99

£429.99

£579.99

PRO 24 Pack
Includes 10411 STEM. Mouse. SM 124 Mono
Monitor. PRO 24.

32520 STFM Explorer
Includes -520 STEM. Mouse. Tutorial disk.

1040 STFM Business Pack £449.99
Includes 1040STEM with I Mb memory. Mouse
and business pack consisting of Word

£534.99 Processing. spreadsheet. Database & Basic.

Amiga 2000

£779.99 Amiga A500 Pack
Includes A500. Mouse. Tenstar games pack.

£279.99 Mega ST 1 + Mono

Mega ST 2 + Mono

£Phone Mega ST 4 + Mono

access (0772) 203166 Fax 561071
I,a roke Computing International is a trading name of Walton Marketing Limited.

To ;1Fst II, III
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£349.99

£599.99

£899.99

£1199.99
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in the public domain and it should soon be available

from most PD sources or direct from Keynote
themselves for £3. Voice distributors are being
licensed to supply their patches using the demo.

At the moment, Chameleon requires a GEM
environment in which to work but Keynote are
planning a Hot Key version which should work with
non -GEM programs, which should be available
sometime in the new year. And surprise, surprise,
they are also developing a Chameleon
Programmable Patch Editor which should also be
available next year.

VERDICT
IF YOU ACCESS Chameleon from within a sequencer

while it's playing, it stops the music. You can't,
therefore, play and change voices on the fly, which
many would regard as the ideal situation. To
accomplish this would require a knowledge of how
the sequencer was handling and transmitting MIDI
data and it is clearly unrealistic to expect Chameleon

to do this. Although with the advent of programs such

as Steinberg's M.ROS and C -Lab's Soft Link (let's not

argue about which does what, lads) the reality may
not be far away. As it is, the music stops when you
enter Chameleon but starts again from where it left

off when you leave it which is arguably almost as
convenient.

This apart, Chameleon is incredibly useful for
sorting and selecting sounds. The ability to store all

the patches for a synth in one library and access all

your libraries from one program - and all without
leaving the sequencer you are using - is absolutely
marvellous. It will require a new way of working but
one I'm sure most musicians will welcome. I would

now hate to have to go back to the old way of
selecting sounds by ploughing through individual
banks in different voice editors and loading them into

instruments before booting the sequencer. (This is
not to decry the usefulness of individual voice
editors.)

What is also incredibly useful is the ability to save
patches from Chameleon as MIDI files and import
them into a sequencer, thereby keeping sounds and

music together. This sort of integration will become

increasingly desirable as we move into successive
generations of MIDI software. At the time of writing,
however, I'm not aware of any programs which
support system exclusive data in MIDI file format. But

they will come...

Chameleon's final trump card is its price. It may not

have all the facilities of some of the more expensive
editors/librarians but it is programmable, it will run
as a desk accessory and it is intrinsically very easy
to use. It does what it sets out to do very well
indeed. If you can't quite bring yourself to write a
cheque for 90 quid then write one for £3 and send for

a demo disk. It may convince you it's worth writing
that cheque... O

Price £89.95 including VAT

More from Keynote Music Software, 13 Duchy Road,

Clandown, Bath BA3 3DQ. Tel: (0761) 32610

Software Sale
MIDI Sequencers
TDM Virtuoso £299.00
C -Lab Creator £299.00
C -Lab Notator £450.00
Steinberg Cuhase £495.00
Hybrid Arts Edit Track £175.00
Intelligent Music Rea!time £245.00
Passport Mastertracks Jnr £85.00
Comus Track 24 £75.00
Micro Illusions Music -X....... ,,,,,,,,, .£225.00
Dr.T KCS Level 7 £275.00
Voyetra Sequencer plus with MIDI

interlace £199.00
Opcode Vision £385.00
Dr. T Prism (IBM) £99.00

Score writing software
Dr. T Copyist I £79.00
Dr. T Copyist II £119.95

Special Software Sale
Copyist I. Prism. MIDI interface (IBM)
Sound Designers for: (Mac) EMU II. Erni
PCM70 FX Designer

Dr. T Copyist III £325.00
Passport Score £555.00
Jim Miller Personal Composer £425.00
Coda Finale £599.00
Coda MusicProse £TBA
C -Lab Notator £450.00
Hybrid Arts EL -Score plus £129.05
Synthesizer editors
Many synth and sampler editors
available. we stock: Steinberg. Opcode.
Pandora. Soundbits. Drumware. C -Lab.
Digidesign. Soundquest. and more
Prices range from £75.00 upwards.
Music teaching aids
Teaching aids available for IBM, Atari
ST. & Macintosh. Including pitch and
chord recognition, lingering, jazz
harmonies. Prices from £30.00.

£225.00
59110. & Prophet 2000 £125.00

£99.00
Q -Sheet £250.00
Passport Mastertrack Junior £75.00
Yamaha DX Patch editors (IBM) £49.95
Akai S900 Editor (ST) £99.00

Second hand or Ex demo equipment
MDB Window Recorder (16 hit sampler) £500.00
Sequential Circuits Prophet VS (analogue keyboard with MIDI) £1200.00
Yamaha DX100 £200.00
Casio CZ3000 £210.00
Dynamix 6 into 2 mixer (with very low noise modifications) £150.00
2 x Electrospace Gate GAI each £200.00
Teac A3440s (cassette machine) £290.00
Yamaha TX7 £185.00
Yamaha RXII drum machine £185.00
Yamaha RXI5 drum machine £115.00

Please call us with any enquiry. if there is anything specilic that you are interested
in and has not been mentioned. Please call for a FREE catalogue.

Audio Software
44 Gloucester Avenue, London NW1 8JD

Phone: 01-722 4655 Fax: 01-483 4143
For Music Software and Hardware .

Consult the experts

REVOLUTIONISE
THE WAY YOU WORK
CHAMELEON is the only programmable universal
patch librarian available for the Atari ST.
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E You can keep several complete libraries
for all your instruments in memory...

... and access them instantly
with the display groups ...

... while using your sequencer.
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CHAMELEON combines powerful features in a fun,
attractive and easy to use package.
Join the revolution. Buy CHAMELEON now.

Please send me: CHAMELEON (£89.95) EI
CHAMELEON demo - save disabled (£3) El
I enclose a cheque payable to KEYNOTE MUSIC SOFTWARE
Name

Address

KEYNOTE MUSIC SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, RADSTOCK,
BATH. BA3 3YA Tel: 0'761-32610

CHAMELEON works on any Atari ST

'
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Tel: (0793) 882108
WEST SWINDON, SN5 9GL Fax: (0793) 882109
25 MIDDLEAZE DRIVE

FOR THE ROLAND D50/D550
D50 Expansion Kit £299
Update your D50/D550 to an 8 voice multi timbral synth.
More PCM samples, more memory + much more
192 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 1) £29.99
192 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 2) £29.99
128 Pro British Voices £19.99
128 Pro Sweden Voices £19.99
64 Specialist Voices (Vol 1) £14.99
64 Specialist Voices (Vol 2) £14.99
All the above sounds are available on Self -Loading Atari ST disks
plus many other Formats. These are NOT ROM Cards.
Voice Crystal RAM Cards £69.99 each
**NEW PRICE**
There are 6 to choose from. Each has the capacity to store 64
patches, and comes supplied with 32 sounds used by the top
artists in the U.S.A.
PA -Decoder Double ROM £99.95
There are 3 of these to choose from. Each is uniquely double -
sided, thus containing 128 sounds
Metrasound ROM £55.00
There are 3 cards to choose from, ask for details.
Steinberg D50/0550 Synthworks, Dr. T D50 Editor, Soundbits
D50 Editor £POA
All the 050/0550 Editor/Librarians for the Atari ST, Amiga
and IBM-PC and compatibles.

FOR THE KAWAI K1
128 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
Available on Self -Loading Atari ST and IBM-PC disks
amongst other formats.

Voice Crystal RAM Card £49.99
There are 5 to choose from, full specification, supplied
half -full with 32 Single Voices and 16 Multi Voices
Steinberg K1 Synthworks, Dr.T K1 Editor, Soundbits, K1
Editor £POA
All editing software for the Kl/K1 m/K1r available for Atari
ST, Amiga and IBM-PC.

FOR THE YAMAHA DX7 Mk1
DX7 Grandpiano £1.99
DX7 Rhodes £1.99

The above sounds are available only on a data sheet.

288 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
192 Pro -British Voices £24.99
20 Super -Pro Voices (incl Grandpiano & Rhodes) £14.95
240 Pro-U.S.A. Voices £14.95
32 Pro U.S.A. Pianos & E Pianos £5.99
Available on Data Sheet or Self -Load Atari -ST disk.
Steinberg YAM RAM (w/256 sounds) £POA

FOR THE YAMAHA DX7 Mk11
320 Voices + 160 Performances by Bill Coopland £27.99
Available only on FD disk or Atari ST disk for Steinberg
Synthworks and Gen patch.
64 Pro -British Voices on FD Disk £9.99
Steinberg DX/TX Synthworks, Dr.T and Soundbits Editors £POA.
All IBM-PC and Amiga format editors available.

FOR THE KAWAI K3
100 Voices by Leister Productions £19.99
Available only on Data Sheets

FOR THE ROLAND D20/1310/D110/D5
128 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
128 Pro -British Voices £29.99
The above packages are available on Self -Load Atari ST
disk and PC disk amongst other formats. These are not
ROM Cards. The Leister Voices are also available on
D20 disk
PA -Decoder 010 or D110 ROM £99.95
Unique double -sided ROM with 128 great sounds.
020/010/D110/D5 Voice Crystal RAM card £69.99
**NEW PRICE*.
3 Cards to choose from. Full 256D specification like
Roland Cards, supplied with 64 new professional sounds.
Steinberg 0110/010/D20/MT32 Synthworks,
Dr.T 010/D110 Editor, Soundbits 3 -Editor £POA
All editors for these synths available for Atari -ST, Amiga
and IBM-PC.

FOR THE ENSONIQ ESQ1
120 Pro-U.S.A. Voices £19.99
240 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
The above sounds are available on Data Cassette or self loading ST Disk

Blank Voice Crystal EEPROM £29.99 *NEW PRICE
Battery -less storage for 80 sounds.
Voice Crystal EEPROM with sounds £39.99
3 to choose from, each filled with 80 sounds in
a see-thru cartridge.
Steinberg ESQ1 Synthworks, Dr. T ESQ1 Editor,
Soundbits ESQ/SQ/80 Editor £POA

FOR THE ENSONIQ SQ/80
All the above ESQ1 products are compatible with the SQ/80.
The following are exclusive to the SQ/80:
SQ/80 Voice Crystal £24.99
2 disks to choose from, each supplied with 80 sounds
and some demo sequences - new lower price

FOR YOUR SAMPLER
Sound Cells 50 disk library with lockable case £249.99
Available for S50/S550/S330/W30/OBERHEIM DPX1/
KORG DSS-1/ENSONIQ EPS/EMU-EMAX/PROPHET 2000-
2002/AKAIS-900. Available for £9.99 each.
Ensoniq EPS Voice Crystal series £24.99
9 series available, 3 disks per series, 3 full sounds per disk
Roland S50/S550/S330/VV30 Voice Crystal series £24.99
4 series available, 3 disks per series. 3 Full sounds per disk
12 Sample Disks for Ensoniq Mirage £119.99 (£9.99 ea)
10 Sets of Akai S700/X7000 Sample disks £99.99
50 MIDI Music S50/S550/S330/W30 disks £199.99
Available for £7.99 each
Metrasound Studio Samples £POA
Sonic Images Sample CD £44.95 288 percussion sounds
Masterbits Sample CD Vol. 1E19.99 500 sounds
Masterbits Sample CD Vol. 2, 800 new sounds £24.99

FOR THE YAMAHA CX5
96 British Voices (Vol 1) £13.95
96 British Voices (Vol 2) £13.95
96 British Voices (Vol 3) £13.95
Only available on Data -Cassette

FOR THE ROLAND MT -32
128 Voice. by Leister Productions (Vol 1) £24.99
128 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 2) £24.99
Both of these packages are supplied on self -load Atari ST
or PC disks amongst other formats.
Steinberg, Or. T, Soundbits editors £POA.
All editors for the MT -32 available for Atari ST.
Amiga and IBM PC.

FOR THE YAMAHA FB-01
96 Voices by Leister Productions £14.95
Supplied on Self -Loading Atari ST and IBM-PC disks
amongst other formats
Steinberg FB-01 Synthworks £POA
All FB-01 editors for Atari St, Amiga and IBM-PC available.

0'00 NOW AVAILABLE 0.00
ALL OUR DX100/27/21 VOICES ARE NOW AVAILABLE

FOR THE FB-01 ON SELF -LOAD ATARI -ST DISK

FOR YOUR ATARI ST
NEW* Chameleon Universal Synth librarian £89
(free demo copy with all our sounds)
C -LAB Creator/Notator £POA
Comus Big Band/Studio 24 £315.00
Track 24 £75.00 with Score -Editing
Digidesign Softsynth £POA
Digidesign Universal Sound Designer £POA
Drumware S700/X7000 Editor/Librarian £POA
Dr. T Copyist (Amateur, Pro and DTP) £POA
Hybrid Arts EZ Track Plus £59.95
Hybrid Arts EZ Score Plus £129.95
Passport Mastertracks Pro £275.00
Passport Mastertracks Junior £99.00
Proscore £220
Steinberg Twelve £POA
Steinberg Pro -24 III £POA
Steinberg Cubase £POA
HARDWARE
Atari 520/1040/Mega 1/Mega 2/Mega 4 £Phone
C -LAB Unitor/Export/Human Touch/Combiner £POA
30Mb Hard Disk for Atari ST £479.99
New lower price for Atari ST Hard Disks, other sizes too.
HP Deskjet Printer (ideal with Notator) £650.00

FOR THE ROLAND JUNO 106
128 New sounds by Quasar Software £19.99
Available on Data -Cassette only.

FOR THE KORG M1
100 Voices + 100 Configurations by Leister Produc-
tions £29.99 N EIAP*
Available on Self -Loading Atari ST and IBM-PC Disk
amongst other formats.
100 Voices + 100 Configurations by Leister Produc-
tions on ROM Card £59.99 **NEW**
Voice Crystal M1 RAM £84.99
Full specification RAM Card. 3 cards to choose from
with sounds.
Steinberg M1 Synthworks £POA
The new editor for the Atari ST from Steinberg. This and
other M1 editors available.

FOR THE KORG POLY800 Mk1
rq64 Voices by Leister Productions £9.99

128 Voices By Quasar Software £14.95
Both sets available on Data -Cassette, Leister sounds

also on Data -Sheet.

FOR THE YAMAHA TX81Z/DX11/DX21/27/100

48 Pro Canada DX/100/27/21 Voices £9.99
64 Pro Canada TX81 Z/DX1 1 Voices £12.95
The TX81Z/DX17 Version of these sounds includes 48
performances
288 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
TX81Z/DX11 Version includes 24 performances and some
brand- new effects data.
64 DX21 Voices £7.49
Designed for use in Dual Mode on a DX21, equally at home
on the TX81Z/DX11.
216 British DX100/27/21 Voices £17.99
120 DX100/27/21 Voices by Quasar Software £9.99
96 Pro U.S.A. DX100/27/21/TX81Z/DX11 Voices £12.95
224 British Voices + 168 Performances £16.99
Programmed for the TX81Z/DX11 without use of
Velocity Sense
96 Pro British TX81Z/0X11 £12.95
All voices in this category are available on Self -Loading
Atari St disk and Data Cassette amongst other formats.
Steinberg TX81Z Synthworks, Dr. T 4-0p DeLuxe,
Soundbits 4x4 Editors all available for Atari ST. Editors on
IBM-PC and Amiga formats also available £POA

FOR YOUR IBM-PC Et COMPATIBLES
SCORING: Dr.T Copyist (Amateur, PRO & DTP) Music Printer Plus,
Passport Score, Personal Composer System/2, Songwrite IV,
Winsong £POA
SEQUENCING: Music Quest MIDI Starter System, Passport
Mastertracks Pro/Junior, The Promidi Studio System (Still the only
direct to disk sequencer in the world!). Voyetra Sequencer Plus Mkl,
II & Ill (Still the most popular PC Sequencer) Ballade
Special Offer - Sequencer Plus Mkl + V4001 interface for only
£199.95
Special Offer Dr. T intro (MIDI interface, Dr. T copyist apprentice,
prism sequencer) £225
MIDI INTERFACES: Voyetra OP4000/V4001 MIDI Interfaces
£P0A -MPU401 compatible.

FOR YOUR COMMODORE AMIGA
Music X £199.99 This powerful new sequening software was a
major attraction at this year's British Music Fair.
MIDI Interface £34.99
Amiga 500 expanded to 1 Mb (for Music -X) £529.99
Amiga 2000/1084s Monitor/20 Megabyte Hard Drive/PC-XT
Bridgeboard/add. 5.25" drive/Tenstar Games pack £1699.99
Above with Music -X & Interface £1899.99
We now carry a stock of Amiga sequencers and editors.

FOR THE KORG DW8000
64 British Voices £9.99
Available only on Data -Cassette

THE MISCELLANEOUS BIT
Coloured MIDI leads 1m=£2.50, 6m=£4.75, 10m=£7.95
10 colours available.
10X2.8" Quick Disks £24.99 (£2.75 each)
10X3.5" Disks DD/DS £10.00
All Philip Rees MIDI Routing Boxes £ Phone

FOR THE CASIO CZ SYNTHS
320 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
Available on Data Sheets or Atari ST and IBM-PC
Self -Loading disks.
CZ Android Editor/Librarian £84.95
Edit and organise CZ voices on an Atari ST.

Our IBM-PC Products are also available from Dateline
Technology, 13 Cedar Road, Oxhey, Watford, WD1 40P.
Tel (0923Y 243801 for free demonstration.

FOR THE NEW ENSONIQ VFX
60 Voice RAM Cartridge £99.95
60 Voice ROM Cartridge with great new sounds for
only £59.95

NEW ROLAND PRODUCTS
ROLAND CM -32L LA SOUND MODULE £369.00
ROLAND CM -32P PCM SOUND MODULE £445.00
ROLAND CM -64 LA/PCM SOUND MODULE £789.00
ROLAND LAPC-1 LA SOUND CARD FOR IBM -PCs AND COM-
PATIBLES £379.00

 All the new Roland Computer Music Products
are now available from us 

SI CALL 0703 882108 NOWnip
N

FOR OUR 24 PAGEr3 "Ma AUTUMN CATALOGUE

HOW TO ORDER Send a cheque/Postal Order/Cash to the above address clearly stating your
name, address and the goods which you require. Please state which format is required when ordering

synthesizer voices.
We now accept ACCESS and VISA Credit card orders by telephone for fast turn around. Simply write

or 'phone in your order.
ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO A CHARGE OF 50 pence FOR POSTAGE Et PACKING, £1.50 IF
YOUR ORDER CONTAINS OUR HEAVY MIDLEADS! ORDERS OVER £100 ARE CARRIAGE FREE.
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We are pleased to announce that
we're ready to fit the final pieces

to our new demo facility.

Specialist expertise and objective advice you just won't find for Amcron and Quad amplifiers with a powerful choice of speakers

anywhere else. from the ever -popular Yamaha N'S/OM's to ATC's much -

Take a look at the huge selection of recording technology in acclaimed range of studio monitors. Signal processors? We are the

HHB's superb new demo facility. Nowyou can understand why we UK's exclusive Eventide distributor, London's single

can afford to be so objective. Consoles from SSL, Soundcrafi,

Soundtracs and Sony. Analogue recorders

from Sony and Studer - while as the

UK's biggest Dolby dealer, we can

supply a comprehensive selection

of Dolby `SR' and 'A' noise

reduction systems.

HHB is famous for its

specialist digital audio expertise

We can advise on a choice of DAT

recorders from Sony, Panasonic/

Technics, Radio Systems and even

Fostex and Casio. In the digital

multi -track arena, the options are

wider than ever. From Akai's low-cost

12 track device right up to Sony's

PCM-3348. CD players, cassette decks and

consumer audio and video technology from

Aiwa, Sony and Panasonic/Technics. Microphones

from a large selection of manufacturers, including

Neumann, Amcron, AKG, Shure, Sennheiser,

AMS dealer, Drawmer's biggest pro -audio dealer and

Britain's sole Focusrite distributor. Not only is HHB a

nominated Roland Systems House, but we can

also supply the latest and the best from

Lexicon, Tubetech, Urei, Yamaha, BSS,

Klark Teknik, Akai and many,

many more.

Audio and video technologies

now overlap. That's why HHB's

broadcast video portfolio now

features selected Panasonic

products alongside the complete

Sony range. And that means

broadcast cameras, camcorders and

video monitors as well as U-matic SP,

Betacam SP and D2 composite DVTR.

With this breadth of choice and

expertise, what else is missing? Just

you the customer. We're confident

that the HHB product range fits into your

picture, so be sure to book an appointment

with one of our resident experts.

RICHARD laRSHAVV, AfARTE'si CDO:

STEVE ANGEL, MARTA WESTWOO

Beyer and B&K. We also support our positon as key UK distributors

HHB COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, 73-75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NWIO 6Q11 PHONE 01-960 2144 TELEX 923393 FAX 01-960 1160. = girklb
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I N T A K E S

Seigen Ono
Comme des Garcons

(Vol 1)
Venture CD

When MT interviewed Seigen Ono way back in

January '87, he casually dropped such
impressive names as David Sylvian, Bill Laswell

and Anton Fier. Well here, on a collection of
tracks originally comissioned to accompany a
Comme des Garcons clothing collection along the

catwalk, you can add names like Bill Frisell and

Arto Lindsay to that list.

So what do you get on an album by an
accomplished artist that can only be classified as

'new age" by virtue (or lack of it) of there being

no alternative category? Well, difficult though it is

to imagine, you get elements of all those styles

carefully married together to album of

intriguing music and impressive playing. The
images conjured up range from Ono's native
orient through the heavy rhythms of Africa to
experimental New York. The music all works in

the new age vein yet there's another, more
healthy, element too. It's diffcult to define but it

make an

ONO

clicks when you remember the purpose of the
music: it's not dance, but - with the exception of

the harp, cello and (Italian) vocal of 'Pessoa
Quase Certa' - there's always something to step

to. Maybe Comme des Garcons has inadvertently

revealed the real shortcoming of new age music

- no raison d'etre. Tg

Nightingale &
Thompson

Earthscapes
Lumina CD

More definitely new age is an album of
collaborations between Trevor Nightingale and
Will Thompson. No less than 17 views of "nature

in its myriad forms" make up over 60 minutes of

mute (as in instrumental) musical moods. And if
you've come to terms with the dodgy musical
concept, you'll find Earthscapes a satisfying
collage of sounds and ideas.

The equipment listing is extensive (although it's

not included in the album sleeve notes) and
includes a Yamaha DX5 and DX7, Roland D50
and Super JX, Ensoniq Mirage and Moog
Minimoog all under the control of an Atari running

Notator/Unitor. So the wide variety of coherent
sound textures will come as little or no surprise.

All the textures are what I'd call "modern",
though. There's no hint of the rich filter sweeps
of analogue technology that many musicians
believe to be its greatest strength. Instead we're

given delicate strings and haunting oriental pipes.

I would, however, take issue with the concept of

Earthscapes over the inclusion of the shorter
tracks such as 'Rhythm Dance', 'Lonely Pipe' and

'Safari Park'. There's a fundamental contradiction

in including such short pieces in a collection
intended to create a mood - for no sooner have
they established one mood, it must be discarded

by the listener for another.

But if you're looking for the new age you can
rest assured that it's in the hands of capable
musicians here. Tg

Rhythim is Rhythim
Strings of Life '89
Kool Kat/Big Life

UK 12"
The original 'Strings of Life' is a classic techno
track which has been massive in the underground

clubs for the past couple of years. I wasn't

convinced in principle of the need for an '89
update, and hearing the track has done nothing
to change my mind. Part of the original's charm
lies in its loose feel, and remodelling elements of

the track (the chordal piano sequence and
staccato strings line) to fit a rigidly sequenced
feel robs the '89 version of that charm.

In fact, much of the track is given over to
completely new material whose light, airy feel
and intricate rhythmic and sonic patterning works

extremely well in its own right; I'm left with the
feeling that the 'Strings' bits have been grafted
on to what should have been an altogether new
track - how about a remix which drops 'Strings'
altogether? As it is, the track is still a must for
Derrick May fans, and demonstrates that no-one

else can match the polyrhythmic sophistication of

what he's doing.

Flip to the B-side and you'll find the Original mix

of 'Strings', so you can make up your own mind.

Also included is an early RIR classic, the original

'Nude Photo' from 1987, which I've never come
across other than on its original Transmat
release. Listen to this track, with its rhythmically

intricate contrapuntal lines, and you'll understand

why Detroit techno is still around and becoming

increasingly influential while acid music flared
and then died. St
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Blakk Society featuring David Hollister
Just Another Lonely Day
Alleviated Music US 12 "

This record is another gem from Larry Heard, and

a perfect follow-up to Gallifre's 'Don't Walk Out
On Love', which he was also largely responsible

for. Its mellow, hypnotic dance groove, based

around floating electric -piano chording over
restrained bass and drum parts, hits you
immediately on an emotional level and doesn't

let go.

Heard's music works well with or without vocals,

and as with the Gallifre track I found myself
listening more to the instrumental and dub
versions on the B-side than to the vocal versions.

Sometimes vocals just get in the way of a good

instrumental track.

Like Derrick May, Heard understands how to
make technology work on an emotive level and

has a highly refined sense of musical
arrangement - not to mention solid musical
ideas. The music these guys produce is made to

last - and that's more than you can say for a lot

of today's dance music. St

DE M O T A K ES
"Hi, this is Violets, Violets are a Gay Culture
band". Like a warning shot fired over the heads
of all who might listen and enjoy rather than feel
and understand, comes this opening salvo from
Stephanie Marsland, vocalist and principal Violet.

Suppressing a level of irritation I haven't felt

since the last time I was confronted with, "Hi,
we're a Christian band, our name is... ", I drop

the cassette in the slot and wait for the
onslaught. It doesn't arrive.

This is extraordinarily good. Stephanie has a
superbly controlled, understated vocal style which

betrays her experience as a session singer and

helps lift this tape far above usual demo
standards. The instrumentation too, shows an
impressive maturity and self-confidence which is

all the more remarkable for being conceived,
written and performed by only two people - the
other being Italian -born fashion designer and
nightclub singer Adrian Feirero.

In addition to vocals, Stephanie plays
keyboards, guitars and samplers, whilst credit for
the drum programming is shared between the two

of them. They met, apparently, at a MIDI
workshop run by Islington Council (... in my day,

it was brass band competitions) during November

of last year, and are currently looking to expand
their line-up and secure a management deal.

Musically, we're perhaps close to Eurythmics
territory here, though I think it's true to say this

is more how the Eurythmics might have sounded

had they not got so enmeshed in the kind of
ludicrous rock and roll posturing which has
characterised their performances in recent years.

Of the four tracks included, only the last, 'Where
He Lives', fails to deliver - and that has more to

do with Adrian taking over principal vocals, than

anything to do with the song itself. I don't want to

appear unkind, but after being lulled into

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY DECEMBER 1989

submission by Stephanie's wonderfully fluid
voice, I have to say I found Adrian rather
unconvincing, vocally.

But this should take nothing away from the
quality of the demo, which would warrant serious
consideration by any ear -to -ground A&R person. I

can only hope that Violets decide to drop that
entirely superfluous opening gambit before again

addressing themselves to the outside world.

Despite the modesty of his claim that the music

contained on this four track demo was conceived

for the sole purpose of providing him with
enjoyment, Paul Woodward goes on to say that

he would appreciate a professional opinion. Well,

I get paid for writing this, so I suppose that
makes me professional, and I do have an opinion

about the music, so it seems I fit the bill. And the

music? Well, amid the distortion, the appalling
recording quality, the out -of -time drum tracks and

the ill -synchronised echo repeats, we find four
badly -played pieces of music showing no regard

for any of the subtleties of musical arrangement
and suffering from an absence of any coherent

direction.
What we also find, however, is a handful of

genuinely good ideas. Don't ask me how they got

there - all the way through this tape my hand was

poised over the stop button, but something kept
me from hitting it. With his Kawai K1, Korg DS8 &

Poly 80011 and Seiko two -track sequencer, Paul
has somehow managed to pull a minor victory
from the jaws of a crashing defeat. He has
something. God knows how he's going to develop

it or present it to the rest of the world, but the
ideas are there.

The problem is, of course, an awful lot of other

people have ideas too. I have made dozens of

tapes just like this (a tad better recorded,
perhaps), but until I get round to taking the basic

ideas from them and welding them together into
coherent pieces of music, they will remain just
what they are - ideas. In fact to my way of
thinking, about ninety percent of the effort
involved in the production of any piece of music

is taken up with developing your ideas, bringing
them together, recording them and appraising the

result over a sustained period of time. What we

have here is only the first ten percent.
A couple of years ago the two members of a

band called CPU changed their name to State of

the Art and in doing so came very close to not
having their demo tape reviewed in MT. Seriously,

whilst nobody is more aware of the problems of
deciding on the right name than I, opting for a
handle like State of the Art after previously being
known as CPU is about the best way I could

imagine of jumping out of the frying pan... and
into total obscurity. And on the strength of the
two tracks included on this cassette, that would

have been a shame.
Between them, Marcus King and Paul Huggett

have a lot of good ideas - far more, in fact, than
your average DemoTakes clientele. Not all of
them are their own (and just whose are any
more?), but each is well thought out and has that

all-important thumbprint which marks it as being

part of the band's own sound. And a very eclectic

sound it is too. On the opening track, 'Flashes of
Light', we find overtones of the synth duos from
the early '80s, the apocalyptic imagery of new
romanticism (yes, it was once taken seriously),
the throbbing bassline of the Frankie singles and

a little late '80s sampling jiggery pokery. It's
rather like an Argos catalogue of pop for the
1980s.

For the most part, however, it works. The two of

them obviously have mastery over their Mirages,

DX7s, Casios and Korgs, and interestingly, have

turned the somewhat restricted dynamic range of

the recording very much to their own advantage.
This is particularly true of the rhythm tracks,
which though simple, are some way from the
standard beat box offerings which mar many
otherwise promising demos. Having said that, I

do think the kind of discipline a producer might
have introduced could have been beneficial.
Though I wholeheartedly applaud any band with
sufficient acumen to produce their own music,
there comes a point when a less partisan voice

needs to be heard, and I think SOTA have

definitely reached it.

I would have also liked to have heard a third
track to help make my mind up about the band.
The altogether moodier second track, 'Into
Dreams', though useful in highlighting a another
facet to the band's persona, still left me on the
fence, I'm afraid. But I've no real complaints.
This is a competent, well -conceived demo with
some very interesting high spots. Now if we could

just do something about that name... NI
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ART Pl'OCCS.001'

In an all -digital

age, ART's new

multi -effects

processor opts for a

combination of

digital and

analogue effects.

The best of both

worlds - or worlds

apart? Review by

Simon Trask.
82
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THE CONCEPT OF combining multiple
effects to create a single sonic end -

result isn't a recent phenomenon.
Guitarists have been mixing 'n'
matching effects footpedals for years

to get their own special sound(s), while the ability to
patch in a large number of rack -mounting effects
units has long been one factor distinguishing
professional recording studios from their amateur
brethren.

The advent some three to four years ago of the
digital multi -effects processor, in the shape of
Yamaha's SPX90, signalled the birth of a new
integrated approach to effects processing. While you

couldn't use any of its 12 effect types in

combination, the SPX90 did provide the impetus for
other companies in this direction, and so it was that
a few months later Roland's DEP5 took the first,
tentative steps by allowing two of its effects to be
used together. Subsequent multi -effects processors

have upped that number to three or four. So can the
multi -effects processor now replace several single -

effect processors? Well, it has to be said that
limitations in digital processing power typically mean

limitations on the configuration, number, flexibility
and quality of the effects in multi -effects processors,
to the extent that the designation "multi -effects"
often signals compromise (or, looked at another way,

compromises signals).

Which brings us to US company Applied Research

and Technology's new, modestly -labelled SGE Digital

SuperEffector/Pitch Transposer With Performance
MIDI, which takes the slice of jam sponge with its
ability to patch together up to nine effects at once.
ART have achieved this by using a combination of
digital and digitally -controlled analogue effects, the

discrete analogue components taking a not
inconsiderable processing load off of the digital
processor.

But I suspect this isn't the only reason why the
company have opted for a digital/analogue
combination. Another consideration is that analogue
processing still has the edge over digital for certain
effects. Distortion is a case in point, and so it's no
surprise to find that distortion and overdrive effects
on the SGE come courtesy of analogue processing.

And so we arrive at a leading question: what exactly

does SGE stand for? You won't find the answer on
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the unit, but a picture of a presumably early SGE in

an American brochure included with MT's review
model reveals the inscription Studio Guitar Effector
beneath the previously mystifying initials. Obviously

ART subsequently thought better of giving the
impression that the SGE was for guitarists only - so
maybe they should've renamed it SME for Studio
Multi Effector, or even, given their obvious modesty,
SSE for Studio Super Effector.

On the other hand, is the SGE really a guitarist's
effects unit masquerading as a general-purpose
multi -effector (in which case, why is it being reviewed

in MT)? String along for a while and you'll find out.

OVERVIEW
YES, THE SGE is a 1U -high, 19" rack -mounting unit,

and ART have done a good job in squeezing so much

processing power into such a compact frame. How
they've done it I'm not sure, but it should come as no

surprise that by today's standards the SGE is quite
heavy for its size. Although a heat sink on the unit's

rear panel successfully takes the "over" out of
"overheating", if you want to warm your hands on a
cold winter's evening then laying them on the left-
hand end of its top panel is a good bet.

A 2x16 -character backlit LCD window on the SGE's

front panel takes care of most of the display
requirements, while a three -digit red LED window tells

you the number of the current Preset together with
what mode you're in (by means of a red dot flashing
next to the different digits). To the right of these
windows are the aforementioned Preset Up/Down
buttons, an effect Bypass on/off button and a button

for switching between Keypad and Edit modes. The
remaining ten buttons double as a numeric keypad
for Preset selection and Edit function buttons. In their

latter capacity they become Select Left/Right (for
stepping through effect parameters), Value Up/Down,

Store, Recall/Enter, Add Effect, Delete Effect, Title
Edit and MIDI/Utility.

Two front -panel sliders govern audio input and
output signal levels, with input level indicated visually

on an LED ladder, while a third, Mix slider balances
dry and effected levels when only digital effects are
being used and digital and analogue effect levels
when both types are being used. The rear panel,
meanwhile, contains MIDI In and Out sockets (with a
switchable software MIDI merge function allowing
incoming MIDI data to be passed on via the MIDI Out

together with internally -generated MIDI data), a
Remote footswitch jack (which can be used to switch

effects Bypass on/off or advance through onboard
memories) and stereo audio input and output jacks -
though the majority of the effects processing is
mono. For your information, the SGE claims a 20kHz

bandwidth and has 16 -bit DACs and 20 -bit internal

processing, while the software version of the review
model was v1.03.

On a practical note, the SGE has no power on/off
switch and its power cable is fitted with a two -pin
plug which can only be connected to and removed
from the average power socket with some difficulty -

neither of which facts endear it to me greatly.

An SGE effect can be stored in any one of 200 RAM

program memories which ART confusingly refer to as

Presets - a word which generally has overtones of
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non -programmability. The processor does come with

100 factory -preset effect programs which occupy the

first 100 Presets (with number 100 a "silent" effect),

but these memories can be edited and written into;
the preset Presets are also stored in ROM and can
be recalled individually into their equivalent RAM
Preset memories. Presets can be selected by a
variety of means: scrolled through using the Preset
Up/Down buttons on the front panel, stepped through

using a footswitch connected to the rear panel's
Remote socket or selected directly using the front -
panel numeric buttons or MIDI patch changes.

Effects can be added to and deleted from a Preset

by repeatedly pressing the Add and Delete buttons till

you reach the required effect (displayed in the LCD
window) and then pressing Recall/Enter. The SGE
allows you to choose from a total of
24 effects. The first five are analogue:
Harmonic Exciter, Equaliser,
Compressor, Distortion and

Expander/Gate. A quick spot of
arithmetic will tell you that five
analogue effects means there are 19
digital effects; these are as follows:
Low-pass filter, Flanger, Chorus, Pitch

Transposer, Panner, Mono DDL Short,

Mono DDL Long, Reverbs 1, 2 and 3,
Gated Reverbs 1, 2 and 3, Tapped DDL

Short, Tapped DDL Long, Regenerated

DDL Short, Regenerated DDL Long,
Stereo DDL Short and Stereo DDL
Long.

Unlike many other multi -effects
processors, the SGE allows you to
define your own configurations within
the maximum of nine effects per Preset. Providing
you're using no more than four digital effects, then,
you can use all five analogue effects together if you
want.

The digital effects are a different box of tricks,
however. Most notably, if you select pitch -shifting (an

effect which is notorious for its heavy-duty
requirements on processing power) then the only
other digital effects made available to you are Low -
Pass Filter, Mono DDL Short and Mono DDL Long -
reverb, for instance, goes straight out of the (LCD)
window. If you select Reverb or Gated Reverb 3 then

only the Low -Pass Filter and Mono DDL Short digital
effects can be used as well. Selecting one of the
reverb or DDL effects in each case cancels out the
other effects of the same type, while selecting
flanging, for instance, leaves you with a choice of
Low -Pass Filter, Mono and Stereo DDLs (Long and
Short), and Reverb and Gated Reverb 1 and 2 - and
from these you could select Low -Pass Filter, one
reverb and one DDL.

If you haven't already realised, I should also point

out that we're talking serial rather than parallel
effects processing on the SGE - you can't put one
instrument through one effect and another through a

completely different effect at the same time.
Furthermore, with a few exceptions the order of the
effects is determined by the SGE, not by you. One
consequence of the SGE's mix of analogue and
digital effects is that the two types can't be mixed up

- the analogue effects come first, because their
output has to be digitised by the digital processor for ).

"Unlike many other

multi -effects

processors, the SGE

allows you to define

your own

configurations within

the maximum of nine

effects per Preset."
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"The quality of the

delayed signal preserves

the clarity of the original

signal right through to

the final delay, even with

heavy regeneration."

effects processing in the digital domain. However,
you can, for instance, position the Harmonic Exciter
and the Equaliser before the Compressor or after the
Distortion, while the Flanger can run in parallel with

Reverb or Delay effects or be placed at the end of the

effect chain (running an overdriven guitar through a
long reverb decay which is being flanged is great for

atmospheric droning sounds - I just wish the SGE

would've allowed me to use auto -panning as well!).

EFFECTS
THE JEWEL IN the SGE's crown is undoubtedly its
analogue Distortion processing, which breathes in a

way that digitally -created distortion just doesn't, and

avoids that typically digital harshness. You can
choose one of 12 distortion types, with three types

each of overdrive, distortion, turbo
overdrive and turbo distortion. On top of
this you can program drive (which sets the

amount of distortion), bite on/off (bite, as
the name suggests, provides a more
cutting attack) and level. The range as well

as the quality of the SGE's disortion
effects is impressive, from a sweetly
singing sustain to a full-frontal distortion
attack. It's been a while since I played

guitar, but once I'd plugged into the SGE I

didn't want to stop; it made me want to
play, guv'nor, which I guess is the sign of a

good effect.

The Harmonic Exciter, Compressor and

Expander/Gate are all useful inclusions on

the SGE which perform their allotted functions well.
The EQ section is basic, with three bands centred at
100Hz, 1kHz and 10kHz, all with 12dB cut and boost.

It's useful as far as it goes (particularly when it's
placed after the distortion, where it can add further
warmth or harshness as required), but certainly not
thorough -going enough to cater for every requirement.

The strategically -positioned digital Low -Pass Filter,

which operates on the output from the analogue
effects, is the simplest effect on the SGE: you merely

select a cutoff point anywhere from 665Hz to 15kHz.
The Flanger and Chorus effects, which have a slightly

metallic edge as opposed to warmth and richness,
have width, speed and regeneration and width, speed

and delay (up to 66 milliseconds) parameters
respectively.

The Pitch Transposer functions reasonably well, with

coarse tuning (a maximum of +/ one octave in
semitone steps) and fine tuning (up to +/- one
semitone in a mixture of six- and seven -cent steps)

allowing for harmonisation and "thickening" effects.

You can choose between three response rates for the

shifted signal: smooth, normal or quick. What you

lose in pitch exactitude (particularly with chords) you

make up for in quick response time, and vice versa.
In addition to setting the level of the shifted signal
you can set a regeneration amount which governs
how many times the shifted signal will carry on
shifting at the specified interval, the delay amount
being governed by the response rate setting. If you

patch Mono DDL Short or Mono DDL Long in before

the Pitch Transposer you can create more complex
rising or falling cascade effects. For further
weirdness, defining a "root" MIDI note number
results in the specified pitch -shift interval changing
with each different note you play on your MIDI
instrument.

Panning turns out to be purely of the auto variety,
and provides the absolute minimum you could want

from a panner: modulation amount (0-100%) and
speed (0-15).

In contrast, the prize for most thoroughly
implemented effect must go to DDL, which ranges
from a single Mono delay (0-100 and 0-240
milliseconds for Short and Long options) through
Tapped and Regen options to Stereo (separate delay

times for Left and Right channels plus regeneration,
high -frequency damping and level settings - with
delay times ranging from 0-360 and 0-500
milliseconds for Short and Long options respectively).

Longer delay times wouldn't have gone amiss, but
there's no arguing with the quality of the delayed
signal, which preserves the clarity of the original
signal right through to the final delay, even with heavy

regeneration. I'm sure the DDL aspect of the SGE will

see much use.

Last but not least, there's the reverb, or Reverbs 1-

3 and Gated Reverbs 1-3. Reverb 1 allows you to
select Hall, Room, Plate or Vocal, Reverb 2 adds a
second set of these four types, and Reverb 3 adds a

third set (allowing you to choose one of 12 reverb
types). All three Reverbs allow you to program a
decay time of from 0-25 seconds, a high -frequency
damping value, level (dry/reverb balance) and a
position within the location (from front to rear in 17%

steps), while Reverb 3 adds a Diffusion parameter.
Gated Reverbs 1-3 allow you to select one of Slope,
Flat, Reverse A and Reverse B reverb types (with each

Gated Reverb having its own variations), together with

diffusion, level and decay time (0.05-0.25 seconds
for Gated Reverb 1, 0.05-0.40 seconds for Gated
Reverbs 2 and 3).

I found the overall reverb quality a bit disappointing:

on the thin side, with a slight ring to it (even when the

damping is brought into play) and a tendency to
"warble". Adequate, particularly when used in
conjunction with several other effects, and not
lacking in presence, but it wouldn't be my ideal
choice of reverb.

AH UM
36 Bluecoat Chambers School Lane Liverpool Ll 3BX 051 708 8771 fax 051 708 9034
Software for the Macintosh Hardware Consultants Programming
Blank Coda Dr. T. Intelligent Music Mark of the Unicorn Opcode Optical Media Inc Passport PLI Ultimate Support

By Mail - By Appointment
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"Perhaps the most

interesting use for MIDI

on the SGE is that of
real-time control of

effect parameters - ART

have called this

Performance MIDI"

MIDI
MIDI ON THE SGE has several uses. Firstly it can be

used to call up onboard Presets from a sequencer or

keyboard via MIDI patch changes. You can set the
SGE to respond in Omni mode (on all MIDI channels)

or on an individual channel (1-16). A MIDI Program
Table can be created in which each MIDI patch
number can be set to call up any one SGE Preset, a

useful feature which originated on MIDI'd effects
processors - and a necessary one in the SGE's case,

as it has more Presets than there are MIDI patch
numbers. Individual Preset, all Preset and MIDI
Program Table data can be transmitted via MIDI
SysEx, which means you can store it to generic patch

librarian software as a file or to a MIDI sequencer as

part of a song for which the effects are intended.

But perhaps the most interesting use for MIDI on
the SGE is that of real-time control of effect
parameters. ART have logically enough called this
"Performance MIDI", and they've come up with a
fairly extensive implementation. You can define up to

eight incoming MIDI controllers for each Preset, and

assign each of these controllers to one of the
parameters of that Preset's selected effects. The
MIDI controllers can be any one of MIDI controller
codes 0-120, note -on key number, note -on velocity,

note -off key number, note -off velocity, pitchbend
wheel, polyphonic aftertouch or channel aftertouch -

a pretty comprehensive choice.

In addition, you can program the polarity of the
SGE's response to each controller (whether maximum

incoming MIDI value will generate the maximum
effect parameter value or vice versa) together with
the value range over which each parameter will
respond (so that a MIDI controller can generate a
modest or an extreme response as required -
particularly useful in the case of footswitch
controllers). The best means of defining the value
range would be to set minimum and maximum
values, but unfortunately the SGE doesn't make life

that easy: you have to set a
central value together with a
scale number which defines in
no readily apparent way how
much the response can vary
each side of this value.

However, there's no denying
that the extent and the flexibility
of MIDI control on the SGE is
impressive. Any examples can
only scrape the surface of what
Performance MIDI can do, but
here goes: MIDI velocity controls

high -frequency damping on the
reverb, with higher velocities
reducing the damping for a
brighter reverb sound (this would

require reverse polarity res-
ponse); the same response can be generated from
MIDI note numbers so that low notes use maximum

damping and high notes minimum damping; MIDI
notes defined for two of the eight possible controllers

control the low and high EQ bands simultaneously, so

that low notes have a bass boost and high notes a
treble boost; the sustain pedal controls reverb decay
time (which could switch from off to maximum);

another MIDI footpedal controller switches distortion
bite in and out; the pitchbend wheel controls DDL
regeneration, with higher bend values creating longer

regeneration...
Well, you no doubt get the idea by now. Of course

the flexibility of Performance MIDI is rather like the
sonic potential of synths: theoretically you may be
able to create an infinite number of sounds on a
synth, but how many of them are musically useful to

you?

What you make of Performance MIDI is really down

to your own imagination, which isn't to say that
Performance MIDI will allow you to achieve everything

you can imagine. One thing I often found was that I

wanted what the SGE can't manage: several different

values for a parameter going at the same time, so
that for instance you could have different pan rates
or different DDL rates for different concurrent notes.
Another point worth making is that, because you have

access to so many different parameters you may find

that some of the digital effects parameters don't
respond well to rapid and extreme changes in value
(sometimes there are faint clicks, presumably as the

processor tries to keep up with the real-time
adjustments).

VERDICT
THE SGE ISN'T only suitable for guitarists, but
because of its excellent distortion processing I'd
particularly recommend guitarists to check it out -
and that means commercial recording studios should,

too. Digitally -created distortion, which all too often
sounds harsh and grating, just doesn't - to these
ears, anyway - match up to the warmth, depth and
variety of the SGE's analogue -generated distortion.

Overall the SGE's sound quality is an appealing
mixture of clarity, brightness and warmth, though the

balance does depend on what combination of effects

you're using. The DDL effects are impressive, while
the reverb is adequate but wouldn't make the SGE my

first choice of reverb unit.

Programming the effects is a straightforward
business, both functionally and conceptually, even if
all the button -pushing as you step through the effects

list and the parameter displays can get a little
tedious. For those of you interested in real-time MIDI
control of effects parameters, the SGE offers all the
control sophistication you could wish for - again,
made available in a readily understandable way.

The multi -effects processor market is pretty
crowded at the moment, and each processor seems

to have its own effects priorities and its own way of
going about things. The SGE (which price -wise sits
somewhere around the middle of the market) is
distinguished by the number of effects it provides,
the number which you can use together, its
combination of analogue and digital effects which
lends it an attractive and individual sonic character,

its distortion processing and its sophisticated
Performance MIDI implementation. All of which
means it deserves some serious consideration. 

Price £629 including VAT.

More from Harman UK Ltd, Mill St, Slough, Berks.
SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911.
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Yamaha 61210315 Mu
Yamaha TX7

KORG NS drums
Emu sampler
Amiga SO 0 computer

BARGAIN CHEETAH'S
MK7VA MASTER KEYBOARD

MK5V MASTER KEYBOARD

ALESIS-OUADRAVERB

HR IR, HRIOB, MIDIVERB II

MICROVERB, M1618

BEST PRICES ASSURED

SHURE SM58 Inc. cable

SHURE 9457 Inc cable........_...

SHURE SM5 1 5SD

SHURE SM48 Inc cable._

£95

E94

£30

£89

CHEAP SEWS

Seck12:2... POA
Sock 12:8:2 POA
Smk 16:8:2...

Free mail order 4. Free headphones

CASIO PRO -TECH DEALS
FZI smeller VII synth

VII 0, 900, C9A1 , CSMIO modeles
PG synth grit

AZ) keyboard controler
NEW LOW PRICES

Digitech DSP 128 £349 (-LAB

Digitech IPS 33 smon shift £599 Unit or .x Creator MAIN DEALER

Digitech 4101 controller £99 Unitor + Rotator . MAIN DEALER

Digitech Mite machine II .d sec dig delay E299

Digitech PDS series FX pedals All 25% Off

Creator + Nohow

Explorer 32 Editor
Human Touch

MAIN DEALER
.. MAIN DEALER

MAIN DEALER

£289
£189

CHEETAH MDS
LOW COST, HIGH DUALITY

DRUM MACHINE WITH

INTERCHANGAILE SOUNDS

SCOOP PRICE E99

VOSillfire MR30
IRIATITRACKERS

.

Vesla ire M1108
Vega ire MR10 Pro
Venal re Fe

rata X26
Wee 260

FREE HEADPHONES

MSS
£249
£289
E299

E299
E599

SPECIAL OFFER
ORLA DMIUI8 99 flare piano weighted
mother plus OR DSOS
g:dule (I iimeigormally R R P C1398

iliybM1(898 - CE199

DSE9 - E199

SOME EX -DEMO 8 SECONDHAND BARGAINS
MTR dual noise pate £225
Roland 041.1 80011compornusic . EIS
Roland 125 drums. In Stock
Casio (23000 . £325
Casio SZI sequencer ... .E95
Tem MB 120 Meter bridge £119
Sell Opera 6 synth
Luxman D90 corneal dusk player (unused)

£299
E225

H/H Mule echo E125
Yamaha PS36 keyboard . £299
Boss RN/ 10 pre-omp/eq E115
Yamaha Neutral Sound CO player
Ensonig Mirage sampling keyboard

£169
£425

Microvrtm Standard Res colour monitor £125
Roland DOR dig drums £425
Roland SHI 01 El 25
Electrovoice PL20 mk Inew capsule) £339
Elks 1102 synth £399hire auto double tacker.... £75
Nady wireless mic .£149
Roland MS0 100 sequencer £135
Shure SM96 Vocal/condenser mic . C99
Ted disgisound drumpods f49
BE Minis & Technommx dee drive R letrovIlei menhor £199

£575
Tear A3340S 4 -track reel to reel .......... .. ... .... ... ........ £349
Yamaha OM I Dig. Drums . £125
Roland IASO 700 sequencer . £175
Yamaha DX9 synth £299
Roland S10 sampler £525
Roland M(202 Microcornposer £80
Yamaha M1444 nook sass.. MOO taxer E275
Roland Juno 106 E245i_.........._£149

. f 155
£99

. £189

bum 133 multi image cow recorder
Yamaha 0X5 Solo ricer
Yamaha El 005 R/M analogue delay
Pocket Pedal/Marge/Sequencer/FAter

Sound Lab 1601 Expander
Shute mit. mixer/amp
Casio R21

Gen SX100 synth....
OrlaDSE 9 module ...
Kam 0W6000 synth

Roland Juno 6 synth
Flightcase for above or sinlor
Akoi MGOI 2 sampler
Alesis MMT8 sequencer
Yamaha PS5680 keyboard
Simmons SDE exponder
Digitech DIPS Abs1. roil m geras lx,luI wamnry
Digitech RDS 1900 delay lull worramy
Digitech 1002001 delay full warranty ....
Digitech PDS 1002 delay full warranty
Digitech P051550 prog. distortion lull warramy
Digitech P051700 thorus/flanger full warranty
Digitech POS2020 chorus/flanger delay full Os- s.-.
Digitech P3080008 second delay lull worront,

Audio Logic R830 15 -Rand stereo ea VII wor.o,
Audio log 9 PARE psycho-orovsfi:

Akoi AX73 synth
Yamaha DX2I
Yamaha DX27
Shure SHOE

Shure SM57
Ensoniq S080 synth
Yamaha 69842 mixing console
Reslo wireless mic.

Ram 16:5,2 mixing console
Yamaha 1200 synth . .

Yamaha Mi100 Multerockw

Yamaha 1100 RbArb

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT

BRIXTON
EXCHANGE

MART
396 COLDHARBOUR LANE BRIXTON, LONDON SW9

TEL : 01-733 6821
We are open 9.30-6.30, 6 days a week. Please sa in or phone Mail Order  Export

E214999

E

E99
E89
£29

£149
£189

£169

99
£325
C285

£55
£295
£175

£99
£195
£399
£199
C199
E125
£99

£129
f129
£179
£198

D215

£295
£299
£225

£64
E84

E425
E595
£99

£650
C349
0221
1129

VISA

PiEW:NEW:NEW1
 SECONDHAND
 SHOP SOILED

ATARI STACY
(PORTABLE LAPTOP ATARI ST)

VERY LIMITED SUPPLY - PHONE FOR DETAILS & PRICES
NEW - C -LAB UNITOR, NOTATOR/CREATOR WITH SMPTE
NEW - S100 2 MEG MEMORY UPGRADES ONLY £345!!!
NEW - PANDORRA S1000 DESK ACCESSORY EDITOR £99
NEW - MUSIC X FOR THE AMIGA £199
NEW - DR T X -OR UNIVERSAL SYNTH EDITOR £250
NEW - CUBASE £500
NEW - MIDIDRUMMER 2.11 (EVEN MORE FEATURES) £85
NEW - PANDORRA D110/010/020 DESK ACCESSORY EDITOR £95
NEW - INSPIRATION 'THE ARCHIMEDES SEQUENCER'
NEW - 45 MEG REMOVABLE HARD DRIVE £850

FOR S1000, 550/550, E111, EPS

SECONDHAND/SHOP SOILED
(ALL ST UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE)

SEQUENCERS
NOTATOR - £375. CUBABASE - £POA. PRO24 - £P0A. SYNC TRACK -£175. KCS LEVEL II -

£199. KCS (AMIGA FOR ATARI) - £179. MRS -£39. MASTER TRACK PRO - £199. MASTER
TRACK PRO (MAC) - £225. PERFORMER (MAC) - £295. STUDIO 24 - £119. BIG BAND - £1 29
EDITORS
ROLAND D110 - £75. ROLAND MT32 - £75. MT32 (AMIGA) - £75. YAMAHA DX7 - £75. KORG
M1 - £95. CASIO CZ - £59
VARIOUS
HYBRID ARTS ADAP SAMPLER - £1299. XR03 SMPTE SYNC - £170. XR300 SMPTE SYNC -
£185. JL COOPER MIXMATE - £799. TRACKBALL - £25

*** WE BUY SECONDHAND SOFTWARE***
100 3.5" 0/S 0/0 FLOPPY DISKS ONLY £ 100
WE ALSO SUPPLY KEYBOARDS, RECORDING GEAR ETC.

SQUARE
DANCE
AUDIO

The Bakery. Boyer St. Derby, DE3 3TD

TeI:0332 385021
EN.] Fax:0332 293528 ItlBt"."

AMIGA MIDI INTERFACES
MIDI INTERFACE 1. Only £29.99
This has Midi IN, THRU, & OUT sockets (one of each) , connects directly to the
Amiga's serial port, & needs no batteries or power unit, as what little current is
required comes from the Amiga Compatible with most if not all Midi software.

MIDI INTERFACE 2 £34.99
This has Midi In, THRU, & OUT sockets, PLUS two additional sockets either of
which can be set to MIDI OUT or THRU with adjacent switches. Thus effectively
offering 3 Outs or 3 THRUs, or 2 of each. These switchable sockets are ideal for
connecting additional keyboards / expanders etc, and allow these to be
controlled either from the Master keyboard or by the Amiga. The interface
connects directly to the Amiga's serial port, & needs no batteries or power unit,
as what little current is required comes from the Amiga.

'FREE MIDI LEAD WITH ALL MIDI INTERFACES.

BOTH INTERFACES ARE SUITABLE FOR A500/2000.
ADDITIONAL MIDI LEADS. 5m - £4.99

EFFECTS PEDALS -

STEREO CHORUS .... £34.99
ULTRA METAL £34.99
COMPRESSOR £34.99
OCTAVER £34.99
DISTORION £34.99

- DIGITAL REVERB 19"
RACK MOUNTING & MIDI
CONTROLLABLE £239.99

5 ch STEREO MIXER. £99.99

6 -2 MIXER £139.98

8 - 2 MIXER £209.99

MIDI EXPANDER. Provides two banks of 4 THRUs
from each of 2 MIDI INs Or 8 THRUs from either IN.
Price includes mains power unit. Only £32.99

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE - includes
Amigas, printers, monitors, disk drives, books,
software, inc Midi software, Audio Digitisers, leads,
effects pedals, mixers etc. We are an official
Commodore dealer. Trade enquiries welcome.

MINI MONITOR / AMP
Our Miniamp 5, stereo speaker / amplifier system is ideal as a low cost high quality
sound booster for keyboards. Even if your synth has built-in speakers, you will get a
much better stereo effect with our external speakers due to better positioning. The
Miniamp 5 system is also ideal for use with the Amiga, personal stereos & satellite tv
receivers. The Miniamp alone, can be used as a high quality headphone amp; an
adaptor is available which allows two pairs of h/phones to be used - price £1.99

The complete system comprises:-

SPEAKERS FEATURING:-
30W / 8 ohms RATING (50w music power)
BASS, MIDRANGE & TREBLE DRIVERS
SOLID ALLOY ENCLOSURE SIZE 185 x 117 X 112mm
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 80 - 20,000kHz

5w / CHANNEL MINI
STEREO AMPLIFIER

TRILOGIC, Dept MT12,

UNIT 1, 253 NEW WORKS RD,

BRADFORD BD12 OQP

MAINS POWER UNIT &
1.5m LONG INPUT
LEAD

Please specify what input lead connectors
are required - 2 x1/4" mono; 1 x 1/4" stereo, 2
x 3.5mm mono; lx 3.5mm stereo jack or twin
phono plugs.

MINIAMP 5 SPEAKER
SYSTEM compLETE£67.99
MINI SPEAKERS ONLY ... £49.99

MINIAMP + MAINS UNIT ONLY £19.99

TO ORDER: Send payment by cheque or PO.
or by PHONE ON ACCESS OR VISA . ALL
PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE. EXPRESS
DELIVERY £1.99 EXTRA. PROMPT DESPATCH.
CALLERS WELCOME MON-SAT 9.00 - 4.00

TEL: 0274 - 691115
ENQUIRIES : 0274-678062



RICHARD WATTS ASSOCIATES Atari ST Software

FM MELODY MAKER
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Looking for a cheap 'n' cheerful way of

getting music out of your Atari? This complete

software music system allows you to create

whole scores with the minimum of fuss.

Review by Ian Waugh.

FM MELODY MAKER is a sort of Big Band

out of EZ-Score but it was developed by

an independent company, Richard Watts

Associates, which was responsible for
the Music Sales Sound Expander for the

Commodore 64. The astute reader with a good
memory will find several points of similarity,
although this is a totally new package.

The idea is really quite neat - a self-contained
music system, complete with composition software.
I seem to recall a machine called the Failrite...

Main (Composer) Screen

Fairlife... or something, which is based on a similar
idea, and there is also the powerful and fully -
integrated Hybrid Music System from Hybrid
Technology (no relation to Hybrid Arts) which runs on

the BBC micro and is the affordable face of
computer -based music systems.

FM Melody Maker, however, is not quite as
ambitious as either and its aim is to make life as
simple as possible for the user. Basically, you enter

a monophonic melody line and some chords and
Melody Maker will produce an auto accompaniment
for it, complete with bassline, backing chords and
drum track.

The sounds are produced by an FM chip housed in

a cartridge which plugs into the ST's cartridge port.

It has two phono sockets to produce a stereo output
which must be plugged into an external amplifier or

hi-fi system.

The program will run in hi-res or lo-res. It has one

main screen showing a treble clef stave in the upper

half with a collection of note and music icons below.

You can toggle between notes and rests and select
dotted, triplet and tie symbols.
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PUT THE MUSIC IN
OPERATION IS VERY simple indeed. Select a note or

rest, move the mouse into the stave area and click
it into place between the square brackets - the Edit
Box. When the cursor is in the Edit Box it becomes a

note (lo-res) or a cross (hi-res - but why not a note
here, too?) and the note name appears in the box.
The stave automatically scrolls on ready for the next
note.

Bar lines are inserted automatically in accordance
with the time signature, although if you add a note
which is longer than the time remaining in the bar,
the program draws three bar lines to inform you of
the fact, rather than splitting the note over two bars.

The next block down has selectors for chords,
repeats, key and time signatures. Clicking on the
shaded area calls up the selection screen and
clicking on the unshaded area places your selection
on the stave where the Edit Box is.

The program supports 13 chord types including
sus4, m7-5, 11 and m11. The repeat options
include first to ninth time bars, DC, DS, Coda and
Fine symbols. There are 13 key signatures including
the enharmonic F sharp and G flat and eight time
signatures including 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 5/4, 6/8, 7/4,
9/8 and 12/8.

Editing is basically limited to deletion and
insertion, although you can transpose notes by
semitone and octave. To delete a symbol you scroll
it into the Edit Box and click on the trash can. Chord
symbols must be attached to a note or a rest and
they are deleted before the note. It's best,
therefore, to edit notes by transposition if you want
to retain the chord, although if you want to replace
the note with others of different durations the chord
will have to go, too.

There are 16 accompaniment patterns and it's
worth listing them as they are at the heart of the
system: Pop, Disco, Soul, Rock, Slow Rock, Reggae,

Rock 'n' Roll, Ballad, Latin, Swing, March, Big Band,
Bluegrass, Afro and R 'n' B. Although there are a
variety of time signatures, they only affect the music
on the stave, not the accompaniments. For example,
patterns such as Pop and Rock always play in 4/4
and the Waltz always plays in 3/4 no matter what
the time signature. The odd time signatures,
therefore, play across the beat. The

accompaniments are similar in style and variety to
those you might find in low-priced portable
keyboards.

IT COMES OUT HERE
HAVING PUT SOME music in, let's see what we can

do with it.
First there's the Voice Selector. This calls up six

selector bars in the bottom half of the screen, one

each for the melody, the four accompaniment parts

and the bass. You scroll through the selectors to
choose the sounds you want. There are 78 different
sounds for the melody part and 15 for the others. If

the music is playing you will hear the changes come

into effect immediately. The 16 accompaniments
each have their own preset range of instruments but

you can retain your own set when changing backing.

It would have been more helpful, I feel, if the
sounds had been listed in a window so you could
see several at once. Until you learn which order they

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY DECEMBER 1989

are in (especially the melody voices) you may find
yourself scrolling back and forth looking for a
particular sound.

The sounds themselves, again, are typical of those

you might find in a portable keyboard. The chip itself

is a two -operator FM chip with 15 preset sounds and

one programmable one. Although it only has two
operators, each can be a sine wave or a distorted
sine wave, which explains how the program is able
to produce 78 different sounds. Bearing this in
mind, they really are very good. The accent is on
traditional and acoustic instrument sounds but there

are a few synth tones and sound effects. The
sounds used in the drum section, however, which is
preset, are particularly weak.

Running the output through a reverb or echo unit
beefs up the sounds considerably - of course - and
with the right combination of instruments the result
can be greater than the individual parts would lead
you to believe. Six excellent demos on the disk
testify to this (although I didn't like the Heart tune
at all).

MIX IT ALL ABOUT
NEXT STOP IS the Mixer which, again, produces a
half screen display, this time of seven faders for the

melody, four accompaniment parts, bass and
drums. You can do a mix here in real time although
the result isn't recorded into the music.

Although the cartridge produces a stereo output
(actually pseudo -stereo), you can't alter the pan
positions of the sounds.

You can channel the voices to an external MIDI
synthesiser or expander. Clicking on Composer MIDI

in the Options menu lets you set channel number
and velocity for the melody, four accompaniment
parts, and bass channels. Drum MIDI lets you set
channel number, MIDI note number and velocity for

the five drums - Bass, Snare, Hi -hat, Cymbal and
Tom Tom - and also six other drum sounds which
will only play via MIDI and which you can program
from the drum grid editor (coming up).

If you send your composition out via MIDI, the
relative volumes must be set with the velocity
parameter; the Mixer has no control over MIDI
volume - shame.

FM Melody Maker has three additional operations
which are not directly related to the composition
section. Selecting MIDI Recorder from the Options
menu turns it into a one-track sequencer. There's a
metronome, you can select from two to 12(?) beats
in the bar and get a one to four bar count -in. There's

a MIDI Thru function, too.
It works, what more can you say? Useful for jotting

down ideas, perhaps, although it would be nice to

be able to transfer a recording into the melody
section of the program. You can load and save
recordings.

The second feature turns Melody Maker into a
nine -voice expander playable from an external MIDI

keyboard. (The chip can be configured to produce
either nine FM voices or six FM voices and five drum

channels.) The nine voices are listed on the screen
and you can allocate each to a different MIDI
channel, detune them and apply an offset of +/-24

semitones.

"The accent of the

internal sounds is on

traditional and

acoustic instrument

sounds - but there
are a few synth tones

and sound effects."
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MIDI Thru can be switched on or off and the voices

can respond to velocity information. If you go over
the nine -voice polyphony you can decide whether the

first or last note played has priority. The drum
sounds can be played from an external keyboard,
too.

The third feature is a drum grid editor. With it you

can create up to 20 drum patterns and string up to
20 of them together to form a song. It's quite
versatile as far as it goes. A grid can have from one

to 16 steps and the timing resolution can be varied
from 1/8 notes to 1/32 triplets. Little notes at the
top of the grid show where the main beats lie. As
well as using the five built-in drums you can use the
other six set up with the Drum MIDI option which
plays via MIDI only.

Having created some patterns and a song,
however, you can't use them in the composition part

of the program. The 20 -pattern chain is rather
limiting, too.

VERDICT
SO THERE YOU have it. OK, it's not state-of-the-art

and there are lots of ways in which the program
could be improved, but it has been designed for
ease of use and to a level of simplicity. There are
even help screen (and a choice of three
languages).

Aspects I found particularly frustrating include not
being able to play back from the middle of a piece,
not being able to program a change of sound into
the middle of a piece and lack of editing facilities

such as copy, move, cut and paste. It would have
been nice, too, to be able to apply the patterns
constructed in the drum grid to your tunes.

In a supreme attempt at helpfulness, the Save
Music As... option refuses to allow you to
overwrite a file (OK, so perhaps the Save Music
option is for that sort of thing but a choice would be
nice). Anomalies include the ability to tie rests!

But all in all, the program and sounds have been
cleverly designed around the chip to maximise its
potential - and hence the unintegrated extra bits.

Hybrid Arts are hoping to encourage software
writers to include Melody Maker music in their
games programs. As this would not require
anywhere near as much memory or processor time
as using samples, this could lead to very long
musical soundtracks - could be very interesting.
Whether this will become a reality only time will tell,

but I wish them luck.

FM Melody Maker is not aimed at the pro or even
the semi -pro market but I must confess I had great

fun with it. There's nothing like a little auto
accompaniment for instant gratification. It's a sort
of computer -based portable keyboard. If the idea of

an easy -to -use program which adds instant
accompaniments to your melodies appeals to you
and you can live with the limitations then give it a
spin. 

Price £69.95 including VAT

More from Hybrid Arts (UK) Ltd, 24/26 Avenue
Mews, Muswell Hill, London NW 3NP. Tel: 01-444

9126/7

s u b s p
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r SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Please send me the next 12 issues of Music Technology commencing

with the issue.

I enclose Cheque/Banker's Draft to the value of £

Name

Address

Postcode

UK & Eire .£18

Europe and Overseas £21
Europe (airmail) £30
Outside Europe (airmail) 140

1

Overseas payments (including Eire) must be covered by a Banker's

Draft in pounds sterling.

Send to: Mail Order Dept, Music Technology (UK), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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THE READ YOU NEED!
Whether a keyboard player or guitarist, a novice to music or a hardened professional, Music Maker

Books has something to offer you. Yes, you! Examine the "facts":

KEYFAX 3, by Julian Colbeck
Keyfax 3 is the latest edition of Julian Colbeck's indispensable keyboard guide, and contains over 300 assessments of synthesisers, samplers, sequencers,

pianos and more.

As well as the established reviews, there's an Appendix containing, among other things, a layman's guide to MIDI, profiles of the leading instrument

manufacturers and a glossary of terms.

Previously priced at £10.95, Keyfax 3 is now on sale for a limited period at just £7.95, inc. p&p. A saving of £4.50 while stocks last.

ROCKSCHOOL II
The second series of the BBC's Rockschool focussed its attention on new technology and its implications for todays musicians. Written by the four presenters

(Dierdre Cartwright, Alistair Gavin, Geoff Nicholls and Henry Thomas) with well-known technology scribe Julian Colbeck and edited by series producer Chris

Lent, Rockschool the book is an indispensable guide to the techniques, technology and musical vocabulary needed to play in a band.

Even more tempting is the news that Rockschool has now been reduced from the previous asking price of £9.95 to a ridiculously silly £6.95 inc. p&p (a

saving of £4.50). Act now before stocks run out.

FROM ROCK TO JAZZ, by Ian Cruickshank
Jazz is now back at its most popular, most inventive best and here renowned jazz guitarist Ian Cruickshank outlines a simple yet rewarding method forrock

guitarists to become acquainted with playing jazz.

As well as brief biographies of the great jazz guitarists and coverage of the basic techniques needed for playing intros, endings, turnarounds, improvised jazz

and the blues, there are hints on building a repertoire and advice on buying the right equipment for playing jazz.

From Rock To Jazz is available direct from Music Maker Books at a price of just £4.95.

CREATIVE RECORDING, EFFECTS AND PROCESSORS, by Paul White
Imagine the ultimate studio accessory, something that will turn a great song into an even greater recording. Realise that it's made of paper and comes

complete with a rather fetching blue cover. Come to terms with the meagre asking price of £9.95 and you could own a copy of Creative Recording: Effects and

Processors, the first of a series by Home & Studio Recording Editor Paul White.

Paul's experience of 15 years in the sound recording industry has been condensed into a series covering the entire recording process. Effects and

Processors is a comprehensive analysis of studio effects and signal processors, providing detailed coverage of each piece of equipment, how it performs its

respective task, what effect it has on the sound and its role in creative music production.

SOLO, by Phil Hilborne
A real guitarist's delight this one, for all aspiring widdlers both young and old. Over the years, thousands of guitarists in countless playing styles have made

their name through soloing. But until now, no single book has offered the cream of historic rock solos transcribed, explained and ready for the average musican

to play at home.

With everything from Jimi Hendrix' Purple Haze' to The Edge's 'Sunday Bloody Sunday', Solo changes all of that. Fifty of the finest guitar solos ever played

have been painstakingly transcribed by regular Guitarist contributor Phil Hilborne. The result is the most comprehensive collection of guitar solos ever published

- an educational aid and an invaluable reference work that will never be out of date. And all for a mere £12.95, it's a bargain.

You can order any of the above books by completing the form below, or by telephoning 0353 665577 and quoting your credit card number.

r
Yes, today is my lucky day, and I would like to take advantage of my good I enclose a cheque/PO for £ made payable to Music Maker Books,

fortune by ordering the following books (indicate no. of copies in box): or debit my Access/Visa account number: / _ / /
From Rock to Jazz at £4.95 + £1.50 p&p = £6.45 each for the same amount.

Solo at £12.95 + £1.50 p&p = £14.45 each Name

Creative Recording at £9.95 + £1.50 p&p = £11.45 each Address

Keyfax 3 at £7.95 each

Rockschool at £6.95 each

Please include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery Postcode

L
Send coupon to: Music Maker Books, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4AF.



MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's free classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,
samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio

engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.
If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece

of equipment or looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.
Just fill in the form at the end of this section, indicate which sub -section you'd like your ad to appear in, and send it to us by the date specified.

We'll do the rest - and it'll cost you no more than the price of a postage stamp.
If you buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. And we regret we

can't answer any queries regarding free classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

KEYBOARDS
ACID MACHINE, Roland SH101

synth, beautiful 'Squadgey' cond,

hand grip, PSU, £150 ono. Martin,

Tel: (0473) 213601.

BEST ANALOGUE synth in the world!

Oberheim Matrix 12. Offers. Tel: 01-

722 3478.

BIT 99, as new, superb analogue

sounds, comprehensive MIDI spec,

excellent weighted velocity keyboard.

Offers. Tel: (0337) 31172.

BIT 99 touch sensitive analogue,

£290, mint cond; Moog Prodigy,

£100. Tel: 091-284 3368.

CASIO CT6000 mother keyboard,

CZ101 and MTZ40, Korg SQ8

sequencer, £450 the lot. Tel: Luton

492736.

CASIO HT700 synth, MIDI

compatible, £100; Yamaha PSS680

music station, 12 -note multitimbral,

£150. Henry, Tel: 051-339 8958.

CASIO CZ1, £500; Apple Ile with

Greengate DS3 sampler, £250 plus

samples. James, Tel: (06284)

76184.

CASIO CZ101, £125 ono; Roland

MKS10 piano module, £125 ono.

Rob, Tel: 01-574 5265.

CASIO CZ101, immac, £130 or part

exchange for Alesis MMT8 or Cheetah

MK5. Tel: 021-552 1049.

CASIO CZ101, boxed, PSU, excellent

cond, with sequence software, £130

ono. Tel: Harpenden (0582) 715451.

CASIO CZ101 synth, MIDI, boxed,

manuals, PSU, stand. Bargain at

£130. Tel: 091-487 7734.

CASIO CZ2305, multitimbral, PSU,

£85; Casio SK200 sampler, mint

cond, £85. Both for £130. Tel: 01-

427 5681.

CASIO CZ1000, manuals, power

supply, first £100 receives. Tel: 01-

950 2882. Near Watford.

CASIO CZ5000 multitimbral, 8 -track

synth and sequencer, home use only,

programmable, £340. Paul, Tel: 01-

889 5975, after 6pm.

CASIO CZ5000, 8/16 -note

polyphonic, multitimbral, 8 -track

sequencer, 3 RAM cartridges, boxed,

manuals, £450 ono. Tel: (0538)

308680.

DIGISOUND SYNTH MODULES, 13

originals, with panels, keyboard,

PSUs and construction notes, not

connected up but in good shape,

would suit person with soldering iron,

£180 ono. Tel: (03543) 5239,

eves/weekends.

EDP WASP synth, £50; Oberheim

Prommer, £120; MIDI sequencer,

£90; Korg Mono/Poly, £120. Tel:

(0342) 323094.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 seq expansion, voice

cartridge, manuals, excellent cond.

Tel: (0203) 305293. Delivery poss.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 and flightcase, £395;

Yamaha QX1, 8 MIDI outs, disk drive,

£295; Korg DDD1 plus cards, £200.

All cheapest ever. Wanted: MTR100

for MC4B. Tel: 01-317 1527.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, cartridge, perfect

cond, £445; TR707, perfect cond,

£145. Studio use only. Tel: 01-993

1224.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 synth/sequencer,

320 voice Valhala ROM, home use

only, boxed, manual, £550. Tel: 01-

842 2755.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, sequencer

expansion, cartridge, manual, boxed,

superb cond, delivery poss, £575.

Tel: (0395) 516768.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 synth/sequencer,

voice cartridge, manual, first £425

receives. Tel: 01-950 2882. Near

Watford.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 plus RAMs, 400

voices, good cond, £525 ono; Mirage

plus library, £450 ono. Tel: (024 027)

310, anytime.

HOHNER PIANET T plus stand, £160

ono. Tel: 01-864 3154, anytime.

KAWAI Ki, Alesis MMT8 sequencer,

Roland SH101 analogue synth, £750.

Will split. Tel: Scunthorpe 843907.

KAWAI K1 plus DC8, £500; Boss

DR220E, £80; Fostex X15, £130. All

excellent cond. Tel: 061-491 1229.

KAWAI K1, under guarantee, boxed,

vgc, £460; Casio CZ1000, case,

manuals, PSU, £200. Tel: (0734)

780803.

KAWAI K5, the flagship, 15 -part,

multitimbral, can you resist? Sell for

£650. Mark, Tel: (0747) 54406.

KAWAI K5M, £425; three Yamaha

TX7s, £220 each; plus 1000 -voice

data tape equalizer, £60. Tel: (0672)

879473.

KORG C2500 digital piano, MIDI, 76 -

note keyboard, great feel, great

sound, 3 sounds on board, home use

only, perfect condition, packaging if

you want it! £750 ono. Tel: (03543)

5239.

KORG C3500 electronic piano, 88 -

note, weighted, plus harpsichord,

vibes and E -Piano, mint cond, £950

ono. Tony, Tel: 01-857 5458.

KORG DS8, boxed as new, plus ROM

card and pedal. Bargain at £400. Tel:

West Midlands (0384) 895958.

KORG DW8000 megasynth, vgc,

superb sounds, will consider swap,

£550 ono. Simon, Tel: (0423)

887977, after 6pm.

KORG DW8000 with MEX8000

expander, both excellent cond, boxed,

manuals etc, £500. Tel: (0904)

764963, after 6.30pm.

KORG DW8000, £450; Roland

MC500 sequencer, £450. Both

excellent cond, un-gigged. Tel: (0388)

730512, after 4pm.

KORG EX800, £100; Yamaha FB01,

£125; Kawai K1M, £275; Roland Axis

MIDI remote keyboard, £225. Tel: 01-

237 3653.

KORG EX800 synth expander, still

boxed, £100. Simon, Tel: (0703)

230546 or (0760) 725055.

KORG M1, DW8000 amp, pair of

speakers, mic, stands, £1995. Will

split. Tony, Tel: Reading (0734)

417653.

KORG Ml, excellent cond, RAM card,

foot pedals, £1200 ono. Roy, Tel: 01-

650 9952.

KORG MONO/POLY, good cond,

manual, £180 ono. Tel: (04023)

70981, eves.

KORG POLY 61M, MIDI arpeggiator,

warm analogue sounds, SQ8

sequencer, £400 ono. Tel: (0527)

401388, after 6pm.

KORG POLY 800, PSU, manuals,

carrycase, home use only, excellent

cond, £220. Darren, Tel: 01-595

3552, 7-9pm.

KORG POLY 800 Mkll, flightcase, as

new, £240. Tel: (0656) 663683.

KORG POLY 800, good cond,

batteries, AC adapter, manual, must

sell. Asking £200, offers considered.

Vig, Tel: (0753) 888090, answering

machine.

KORG POLY 800 Mkll, good cond,

£200. Dave, Tel: (0386) 555146,

eves.

KORG POLY 800, £100; Yamaha

CS5. Offers. Both need attention. Tel:

(0469) 75277, after 6pm.

MOOG OPUS 3, excellent string

synth, warm sound, good cond,

boxed, manual, £150. Tel: (0462)

481546.

MOOG PRODIGY, 2 -oscillator

monosynth, good cond, excellent

sounds, with manual, service notes

and circuit diagram, £120 ono. Tel:

(03543) 5239, eves/weekends.

PROPHET 600, full MIDI, £500; FZ1

sampler, £730; K5M, £590; K5,

£730; Sequencer Mklll 3.2, £250.

Tel: 01-675 8115.

PROPHET V5, £1000 ono; Roland

Jupiter 6, inc flightcase, £500 ono.

Both vgc. Tel: Leicester (0533)

512917.

ROLAND 100M synth, 16 modules in

4 racks, small mono keyboard, patch -

cords, manuals, £475. Tel: 01-842

2755.

ROLAND D10, £650; Kawai K1 plus

ROM card, £460. Both excellent
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cond. Roy, Tel: 021-559 9815.

ROLAND D10, plus PG10

programmer, Alesis MMT8 sequencer.

All mint, £999. Phil, Tel: (0247)

815166.

ROLAND D10, home use, £500.

Peter, Tel: 01-584 7466 X511.

ROLAND D20, three months old, vgc,

£899. Tel: 01-749 3206.

ROLAND D20 synth/sequencer,

manuals, mint cond, £995. Tel: 01-

805 3978.

ROLAND D20, immac, professional

sounds, semi flightcase, £900. Mark,

Tel: (0792) 790688.

ROLAND D50, £850; FZ1, £700;

MT32, £275; Porta One, £275;

1040ST and colour monitor, £600.

Offers. Brian, Tel: (0438) 723630.

ROLAND D50, boxed, immac, £825;

Atari 1040, monitor, Pro24 software,

immac, £550. Tel: (0744 88) 3137.

ROLAND D110, £400. Tel: (0450)

75081, after 6pm.

ROLAND JUNO 2, great analogue

sounds, excellent cond, £350 ono.

Tel: Tunbridge Wells (0892) 33021.

ROLAND JUNO 60 and JSS 60

sequencer, excellent cond, manuals,

£250. Paul, Tel: 01-397 3721, after

7pm weekdays or anytime weekends.

ROLAND JUNO 60, fully

programmable synth, good cond,

flightcase, stand, various pedals,

£275 ono. Tel: Bournemouth (0202)

574096.

ROLAND JUNO 106, analogue MIDI

synth, £350; Yamaha RX15, £125.

Both mint cond, boxed. Tel: 01-435

7845.

ROLAND JUNO 106 MIDI polysynth,

£300. Tel: Bognor (0243) 827952.

ROLAND JUNO 106, home use only,

mint cond, £290. Tel: (0706)

351698.

ROLAND JUPITER 6, immac cond,

fully flightcased, MIDI, consider a

swap. Simon, Tel: Harrogate (0423)

887977, after 6pm.

ROLAND JUPITER 8, groove MIDI,

flightcase, delivery poss, £800. Paris

based, Tel: 33.1.3995.1064 and

leave a message.

ROLAND MKB300 master keyboard,

boxed, good cond, £400. Simon, Tel:

(0703) 230546 or (0760) 725055.

ROLAND MKS7 expander, £150;

Kawai K1, £400. Derek, Tel: (0450)

75081, after 6pm.

ROLAND MT32, as new, boxed,

Tigress editor 128, Leister

ProSounds, £299. Tel: (0265)

53155, eves.

ROLAND MT32, vgc, £300. Mr Boyd -

Lee, Tel: (0223) 334319, 11am-6pm

only.

ROLAND S10, £390; JX3P, £270;

PG200, £80; Korg 707, £330; Poly

800 II, £250; EX800, £125. Tel: 01-

997 2179.

ROLAND SH101, boxed, home use

only, manual, £90. Simon, Tel: (0703)

230546 or (0760) 725055.

ROLAND SH2000 preset mono synth,

stand, £120; Planet preamp, chorus,

£130. £220 together. Tel: (0843)

822280.

ROLAND U20, RS-PCM synth, boxed,

as new, only £850. Quick sale. Tel:

(0270) 669224.

ROLAND W30 workstation, only 14

wks old, guaranteed, immac. Jon, Tel:

(0332) 840910.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS PRO1

monosynth, good cond with manual,

2 -oscillators, great sound, £125 ono.

Tel: (03543) 5239, eves/weekends.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Pro1, classic

mono synth, vgc, boxed, manual,

£150. Tel: (0462) 481546.

SEQUENTIAL STUDIO 440, £950;

Ensoniq VFX, £1100; Ensoniq SQ80,

£800; Yamaha TX802 and editor for

Atari, £650. Tel: 01-237 3653.

TECHNICS SX-K700, RAM card, mint

cond, original packing, PCM sounds,

£700 ono. Tel: (0582) 604595.

YAMAHA portable keyboard, as new,

£250. Tel: (0793) 729256.

YAMAHA CS7OM polysynth, fully

programmable, on -board sequencer,

£295 ono. Tel: Maidstone (0622)

685866.

YAMAHA DSR2000, RAM card,

adaptor, £400 ono. Tel: (0794)

68903.

YAMAHA DX5 synth, £950; Jupiter 6,

£600. Both boxed and in excellent

cond. Gary, Tel: (0306) 885254, days

or (0306) 881409, eves.

YAMAHA DX7, hard case, stand,

ROMs, mint cond, £575. Tel: (0733)

370408 or 061-794 0180.

YAMAHA DX7IIFD, excellent cond,

inc disks, books, cover and soft case,

£1200. Chris, Tel: 01-361 0920.

YAMAHA DX7S, ROM and RAM

cartridges, amplifier, flightcase,

sustain pedal, stand, 1 yr old. Offers.

Tel: (04463) 3521, after 6pm.

YAMAHA DX9, £225; Korg DDM11.0

and DDM220, £100. All boxed,

manuals. Bob, Tel: Wolverhampton

(0902) 337256.

YAMAHA DX9, excellent cond, as

new, not gigged, £295. Tel: (0480)

457820.

YAMAHA DX27, £275; CZ3000,

£300. Both with ST editors and extra

voices. Steve, Tel: (0652) 52854.

YAMAHA DX27, good cond, manuals,

flightcase, extra sounds, £275. Tel:

01-985 4546.

YAMAHA FB01, Atari voicing

software, flightcase, manuals, as

new, £175. Tel: 01-367 7833.

YAMAHA PSR32, immac, boxed,

custom drums, acc, manuals,

excellent beginners keyboard, £280.

Simon, Tel: Basingstoke (0256)

474750.

YAMAHA PSR47, 3 months use,

guaranteed, vgc, £330. Tel: 01-577

1248, eves. Swaps?

YAMAHA PSS780, one month old,

boxed, £160. Private sale. Tel: 061-

980 6140.

YAMAHA TX81Z FM synth module,

multitimbral, boxed, manual, mint, for

sale again due to time -waster, £225

ono. Tel: (03543) 5239, eves/

weekends.

YAMAHA TX81Z, manual, boxed, vgc,

£260 ono. Mahendra, Tel: Rugby

(0788) 75737.

YAMAHA V50, two wks old, £900;

Yamaha TQ5, brilliant machine, £350.

Chris, Tel: (05806) 3262.

SAMPLING
AKAI S900 with ASK90 trigger option,

excellent library, private use only,

£850. Graham, Tel: 01-318 2429.

AKAI X7000, immac, discs, memory

expansion. Offers. Write: Oliver, 101

Boundary Road, Upton Park, London

E13 9PT.

AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard, six

individual outputs, 20 disks, full

library access, £470. Tel: (0773)

602601.

AKAI X7000, 40 disks, multi outs, as

new, £420. Tel: 01-450 5394.

AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard, mint

cond, boxed, home use only, £500.

Tel: Rossendale (0706) 218938.

AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard, as

new, boxed, samples, plus Atari

sample editors, first £580. Steve,

Tel: 051-526 0235, after 7pm.

CASIO, swap my FZ1 plus cash for

your FZ10M. Chris, Tel: Bristol (0272)

775747.

CASIO FZ1, 2Meg expansion, as

new, many disks, boxed, instructions,

£850. Tel: (0992) 447345.

CASIO FZ1 sampler, 2Meg, uses

DD/HD disks, £795; Kawai K1R

synth, £320. Tel: Surrey (0737)

351794.

DIGIDESIGN Universal Sound

Designer, new, unused, boxed,

supports most samplers, fully

featured. Offers. Mike, Tel: (0337)

31172.

ENSONIQ EPS, mint cond, boxed,

manuals, factory disks etc, £800

ono. Tel: 01-660 6602.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE, disks, flightcase,

hardly used, £499. Tel: (0737)

556921, after 7pm.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE sampler,

flightcase, MASOS, sustain, disks,

£400; Korg P3 piano module,

excellent sound. Tel: 051-220 2016.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE sampling filter,

allows up to 50kHz sampling rates,

22kHz bandwidth! £60 ono. Mike, Tel:

(0337) 31172.

KORG DSS1, boxed, discs, stand,

home use only, £700 ono. Jeff, Tel:

01-534 8316.

ROLAND S10 sampler, 3 disk sets:

drums, guitars and bass, £450. Tel:

(0427) 615865.

ROLAND S50, mint cond, sound

disks, still boxed, £850. Tel: (0883)

717657.

ROLAND 5220 sampler, 16 -voice, 4

individual outputs, D50 samples,

bargain, £350. Tel: 01-228 6028.

SWAP Hohner HS1 sampler, (FZ1

clone) for Yamaha V50 or sell for

£700. John, Tel: (0322) 21545.

SEQUENCERS
AKAI ASQ10, home use only, £550.

Tel: (04862) 4746.

ALESIS MMT8 MIDI sequencer,

boxed, as new, guaranteed, £180.

Tel: (0925) 813185.

ALESIS MMT8, six months old, vgc,

boxed, guaranteed, bargain at

£189.95. Brian, Tel: (09544) 532.

KORG SQD1, manuals, MIDI leads,

disks, home use only, great cond.

Darren, Tel: 01-595 3552, after 7pm.

KORG SQD1, only 1 hrs home use,

boxed, disk, manuals, owner bought

Pro24. Sensible offers. Tel: (0449)

615377.

ROLAND MC500, boxed, manual,

disks, mint cond, £400; Roland Pad

8, £250. Neil, Tel: (0773) 540234,

after 5.30pm.

YAMAHA QX21 sequencer, immac,

£120. Will swap for Fairlight (Series

Three preferably). Jon, Tel: (0225)

762983, after 6pm.

DRUMS
E -MU SP1200, £1025; Yamaha

PF1500, £975; Yamaha SPX1000,

£845; Yamaha C3 grand piano,

£5500. Tel: 01-462 6261.

KAWAI R50, expansion board,
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switchable drum chips, Jan Hammers

favourite, £200. Mike, Tel: Southend

(0702) 337817. Can deliver if

neccesary.

KORG DDD1, excellent cond, boxed,

additional sound level, £325. Tel:

(0733) 47349.

KORG DDM110 and DDM220 digital

drums, excellent cond, £75 each or

£125 for both. Tel: Maidstone (0622)

685866.

KORG DDM110 and DDM220, £100;

Yamaha DX9, £225. All boxed,

manuals. Bob, Tel: Wolverhampton

(0902) 337256.

KORG DDM220, Latin percussion,

digital sounds, stereo. Bargain price

at only £70. Simon, Tel: (0484)

640712, eves.

ROLAND TR505, separate outputs,

power supply, manual, Alesis MMT8

as new. Tel: (0407 810) 742.

ROLAND TR505, separate outs, mint

cond, boxed, manuals, £130 ono or

swap PSS 680. Tel: (05242) 62258.

ROLAND TR505, excellent cond,

quick sale, £120. Matt or Julian, Tel:

01-553 3552, after 6pm.

ROLAND TR505, £120; Boss DR

rhythm graphic, £50. Both immac,

boxed, manuals. Danny, Tel: (0634)

404050.

ROLAND TR626, boxed, manual, inc

power supply, home use, £165. Tel:

061-881 1362, eves.

ROLAND TR909, mint cond, manuals,

£250. Tel: 091-284 3368.

ROLAND TR909, boxed, manual,

classic sounds, £300 ono. Tel: 01-

670 9707, after 12pm.

SEQUENTIAL TOM, great sounds, two

expansion cartridges, inc orchestral

blasts etc, wonderful, £240 ono.

Simon, Tel: (0484) 640712.

SIMMONS MTX9 brain, 3 pads,

immac, boxed, £210. Tel: (0568)

81540, after 5pm.

SIMMONS SDS1000, MIDI, 5 pads,

rack, cymbal booms, console, perfect

cond, £450 ono. Tel: (0883) 44364.

YAMAHA DD5 MIDI drum pads, as

new, £59. Andrew, Tel: Cambridge

(0223) 290799.

YAMAHA RX11, good cond,

flightcase, manual, £150. Or swap for

Roland SH101 or Casio CZ101. Tel:

(0924) 452286.

YAMAHA RX5 with three cartridges,

mint cond, boxed, £425. Michael, Tel:

(06333) 2267.

YAMAHA RX17, good cond, £165;

JVC KB600 keyboard, Yamaha CS5

monosynth. Offers. Tel: (0704)

892824.

YAMAHA RX17 drum machine, power

adaptor, hardly used, £100. Tel:

(0903) 41437.

YAMAHA RX21L Latin machine. This

one grooves! Superb as expander,

salsa down at £100. Simon, Tel:

(0484) 640712.

COMPUTING
ATARI 520STFM, 1 megabyte

memory expansion, £250; Philips

CM8852 RGB monitor, £200. Both as

new. Tel: (0405) 861169.

ATARI 520STFM, £185; Commodore

64, disk drive plus MIDI interface,

£155; Yamaha RX21, £80. Tel: 021-

430 8980.

ATARI 1040ST, SH125 monitor,

some music software, as new, £425.

Tel: (08083) 353.

ATARI 1040ST, £395; Yamaha RX21

and RX21L, £140; Yamaha QX21,

£130. Stewart, Tel: (0474) 567946.

ATARI MEGA 2, mono monitor, 30-

meg, HD editors, sequencer, DTP,

games, £1100. Tel: 01-690 7106.

BRAND NEW: Steinberg Pro12, £40;

MidiDrummer, £10. Alan, Tel: (0375)

676817. Now!

C-64 disk drive, datassette, 5 -octave

keyboard, MODEM, light pen. Loadsa

business/leisure software. Books/

magazines, £230 ono. Tel: 021-433

4066, eves and weekends.

C -LAB NOTATOR, latest version, V2.1

plus export, 4 MIDI outs, £400.

Piers, Tel: Hatfield (0707) 271641.

DIGIDESIGN "softsynth", digital

synthesis software for Atari ST and

samplers, £130. Tel: (0773) 602601.

DR T's D110 editor, 400 sounds, 40

aphex Type C Exciter, £140; Alesis

Microverb, £80; Micro comp, £70.

Tel: 051-339 1167.

DR T's KCS 1.5, £100. Not pirated.

Mark, Tel: (0566) 85645, after 5pm.

DR T's KCS 1.6, Atari 1040/520, 48 -

track sequencer, £99!! Or swap for

interesting analogue synth. Tel: 01-

478 7645.

DR T's keyboard controlled

sequencer (VI6); Atari, 48 -track,

Pro24 level facilities, £95. Tel:

Darlington (0325) 481154.

EZ-SCORE PLUS, latest version,

superb printouts, only £100. Brian,

Tel: (0453) 758722.

PASSPORT Mastertracks Junior, 64 -

track sequencer for Atari ST, manual,

pristine, bargain at £55 ono. Tel:

Letchworth (0462) 679915.

PROGRAM SHOP MPU401

compatible PC MIDI interface card,

inc sequencer software, cables,

manual, £80 ono. Kevin, Tel: (0276)

61731.

RAM music machine, Specdrum and

three kits, Cheetah Spectrum

sequencer, £90 the lot. Garry, Tel:

(0695) 624668.

SFG05, £55; DMS, 16 -track

sequencer, £50; Arp Axxe, £60. Or

swap all for QX7/21. Jason, Tel:

(0525) 717557, after 5pm.

STEINBERG PRO16, edit -kit, MIDI

interface with tape -sync; Yamaha

RX11, £180; Yamaha RX21L, £80.

Tel: (0773) 602601.

STEINBERG PR024 VIII, totally legit

with manual, not a pirate. Huge bills,

wife and two children force sale at

bargain price of £150. Tel: (0706)

815912.

ST SOFTWARE, Super Conductor, 16 -

track sequencer, Pro -Sound designer,

cartridge, PSU, pro -MIDI, £70 the lot.

Tel: (0305) 770013, after 6pm.

YAMAHA CX5 MkII, FM, auto

arranger, MIDI recorder, Music Macro

II, YK20, music pad MMP01, £285

ono. Tel: 01-923 3707.

RECORDING
AKG C451E/CK1 condenser, case,

£80; Shure Unidyne III, dynamic and

lead, boxed, £15. Tel: 01-842 2755.

ALESIS MIDIVERB II, £210 ono;

MidiVerb I, £165 ono; 2 -tier tubular

keyboard stand, £35 ono;

Soundcraftmen 20-12A, dual 10 -

band graphic, £50 ono. Tel: (0255)

434217.

BOSS MICRO RACK, Series flanger,

£50; pitch shifter/digital delay,

£110. All boxed. Paul, Tel: Leeds

(0532) 865197.

C-DUCER Saxman wind instrument,

£30; Double 8", balanced, £60. Both

in cases. Mike, Tel: 01-842 2755.

DRAWMER DL221 compressor,

£180; DS201 gate, £190; Deltalab

ADM64, 64ms, 15k delay, £30. All

boxed. Tel: 01-842 2755.

FOSTEX 160, double speed, 4 -track,

£280; Yamaha TX81Z, £190. Mike,

Tel: Castleford (0977) 550718.

FOSTEX B16, excellent cond, 16 -

channel, +4/-10db tape machine,

interface +16ft, remote, £2150. Also

GBS, £35. Tel: (09277) 66664.

FOSTEX B16, 5 yrs old but in good

working order, £2750. Paul, Tel: 01-

857 0799.

FOSTEX M80, £875; MTR 12:8:2,

£400; Revox A700, £500; Korg

DDD5, £300. Alison, Tel: 061-881

8538, eves.

FOSTEX M80, mint cond, boxed,

with qu-play remote, auto record

memory, approx 20hrs use, £850

ono. Tel: (0932) 62117.

RAM 10, 10:4:2 mixer, works well,

but minor maintenance required,

£200. Tel: 01-546 8158.

REVOX G36 stereo tape recorder,

recently had new heads, suitcase

version, engineer owned, £250.

Mark, Tel: (0274) 601423.

STUDIOMASTER Series 2, 16:16:2

mixer with MIDI muting, little used,

boxed, £2900. Tel: Halifax (0422)

351141.

TASCAM 38 recorder, excellent

cond, boxed, £1000; Akai S612,

excellent disks, editing software,

£300. Andrew, Tel: 01-675 2848.

TASCAM 38, remote, punch -in, DX4D

dbx, demagnetiser, Studiomaster

16:8:2 mixer. Manuals, boxed, all

excellent cond, £1900. Tel: 01-842

2755.

TASCAM 38, vgc, spare motor,

£1050; TR707, vgc, £195. Matt, Tel:

(0455) 615466, days or (0455)

613048, eves.

TASCAM 44, 4 -track reel to reel,

DX44 noise reduction, remote,

£350; AKG C451E/CK1 condensor

mic, £80. Tel: 01-842 2755.

TASCAM MS16 1", Seck 18:16:2,

never used, boxed, £5500. Quick

sale. Tel: 061-273 8581.

TASCAM PORTA ONE, PSU, perfect

cond, £235 ono; Roland TR707

drums, boxed, immac cond, £215

ono. Paul, Tel: Leeds (0532)

865197.

TASCAM PORTA TWO, boxed,

manuals, £400 ono; Korg EX800,

£120 ono; Steinberg Twelve, £75

ono. Tel: (0527) 403165.

VESTA FIRE RV1 reverb unit, rack

mount, £50. Dave, Tel: Bradford

(0274) 390618, eves.

VESTA MR30, 4 -track portastudio,

vgc, unboxed, £130 ono. Marcus,

Tel: 01-852 6662.

YAMAHA PSS680, as new, boxed,

£150 ono; Teac 144 portastudio,

excellent cond, £225. Tel: (0923)

721550.

YAMAHA REU7 reverb, £400; Korg

DRV2000 MIDI reverb, £250. Both

superb, boxed. GBS, £25. Tel: 01-

842 2755.

AMPS
AMCRON DC300A rackmount,

power amplifier, flightcase, recent

full service, £350. Tel: 01-675

0651.

ROLAND keyboard, Cube 60, £175;
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Carlsbro Stingray, 150W amp,

chorus and reverb on footswitch, 6

inputs etc, £150. Tel: 01-237 3653.

PERSONNEL
CHRISTIAN guitarist seeks to form

or join local Christian group. Derek,

Tel: Bagshot (0276) 76495.

CREATIVE MUSICIANS require

competent vocalist/lyricist.

Dedication essential. Tel: 021-422

7220.

GREENGATE DS3 USERS!!! The

user group doorway is open to all.

Free membership. Chas, Tel: 01-

584 6733, days or 01-360 1348,

eves.

HOUSE MUSIC band need female

vocalist, good soul voice and look

essential. Tel: Durham (0388)

819913.

MUSICIANS required to start avant-

garde/concrete music "band". Write

(enclosing SAE): Lucian, 56

Thurlestone Road, London SE27

OPD.

SYNTHESIST wanted to form

electronic band with style, flair,

individuality and ambition. Tel:

Southport (0704) 64355 or 29896.

YOUNG MALE seeks studio work in

London. Experienced in 16 -track

recording and MIDI. David, Tel:

(04024) 74565.

MISC
AMPEX 456, 1", used once, 2 reels

for £35 ono. Bulk erased for that

'as new' blank hiss. Tel: (0255)

434217.

CASIO PG380 MIDI guitar synth,

over 200 sounds, as new, never

gigged, black, £800 ono. Tel: P'boro

(0733) 233543.

CASIO RA100, 4 RAM cards, £20

each; Roland D10/D110, 2 ROM

cards, £35 each; Roland PG10

programmer for D10/D110, £90.

Tel: 01-237 3653.

FENDER MUSTANG, 6 -string,

November 1964, serious offers

only. Alan, Tel: (037976) 670.

GIBSON SG solid bass copy, CW,

hardcase, Sharp stereo tapedeck.

Offers, swap Boss rack-FX. Tel:

(0203) 31808.

GIBSON SG guitar and case, ten

months old, perfect cond, £350.

Tel: (0621) 854659.

JHS BASS BOX, effects unit,

headphone amp, boxed, PSU, £95.

Tel: Sussex (0273) 493659.

MAGS Over 100 magazines, 1987

onwards. Music Technology, H&SR,

SOS, Keyboard. Offers. Tel: (0384)

895958.

PHILIP REES 5x5 MIDI switch, £50;

640 TX81Z sounds, £15. Wanted:

K1R! Tel: (06333) 65758, eves.

PRO STAND, 3 -tier, A -frame

keyboard/equipment stand, fast

assembly with holdall, superb

design, mint cond, £75. Tel: (0532)

697321.

ROLAND SPV355 pitch to voltage

convertor, with internal voices,

control for mono source, £95. Tel:

01-842 2755.

YAMAHA CX5, SFG05 module, DX7

FM editor, music composer, large

keyboard, Bit -2, goodies, £150;

Yamaha EMT10 expander, nearly

new, £180 or £300 together.

Martin, Tel: (0353) 666756 days,

(0223) 833436 eves.

YAMAHA REX50 effects box, boxed,

manual, hardly used, £200. James,

Tel: 01-734 4664, 9am-5pm.

YRM501, £10; YRM502, £10.

Swap K1M and PC100, MIDI/Cont

for S700. Jason, Tel: (0525)

717557, 5-7pm.

WANTED
AKAI 5700, SL203 chorus and

ensemble set needed. Tel: 041-558

8831.

ATARI 520ST, must interface with

ordinary television, price around the

£150 mark, London area preferable.

Michael Morgan, Tel: 01-238 3152,

days.

CARDS for Yamaha YS100, House,

Acid, Techno drum sounds only. Tel:

(0625) 829462, after 6pm.

CASIO RZ1 and manuals! For Korg

DDM110 drum machine, Sony

TC337 reel to reel, Phonic SM1000

4 -channel mixer, 2 Sharp lOW

speakers. Urgent!!! Peter, Tel:

(0621) 772 923.

CHEAPISH bass foot pedals, buy or

swap. Also delay, sustain pedals.

Tel: (0803) 353.

C -LAB CREATOR, cash waiting, no

pirates. Dave, Tel: (0639) 843372.

IS THERE a Roland D10/20/110

user group out there? Anyone

interested? Tim, Tel: (0621)

892682.

KAWAI Ki, K5 Cash waiting. Mike,

Tel: (0337) 31172.

KORG M1 keyboard wanted, doesn't

need to be boxed. Phil, Tel: 051-546

0314, after 6pm.

KORG M1 workstation, must be

excellent cond, cash waiting. Jon,

Tel: (0332) 840910.

KORG PSS50 super section, also

bass foot pedals,

Tel: (08083) 353.

S700/X7000 owners to swap

samples. Write: Nigel Craig, 66

Windmill Road, Bangor, Co Down,

BT20 5QT. Northern Ireland.

SEQUENCER: Kawai Q80, Korg

SQD8 or similar. Also MIDI merger.

Jonathan, Tel: 051-427 2629 or

(0329) 663048.

WANTED: remote keyboard. Declan,

Tel: (0706) 341370.

WANTED: TX7, K1R, TR727, MS6

and voices, also Amdek (Roland)

kits. Steve, Tel: (0652) 52854.
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 15 words (one in

each box), and send it to: MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander

House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF. Please print

clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad must reach us

on or before Monday, 20th November for inclusion

in the January 1989 issue of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

- late arrivals will be printed in the next available

issue.

Please include this ad in the section.
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CLASSIFIED
$900 5950 USERS!!
Samples Galore at Low Low Prices

Ready made or tailored to suit your needs
Send s.a.e. for free listing of modem quality

samples to:
Amadeus Ltd. 16 Wootton Close, Ashton-

in-Makedield, Nr. Wigan, Lancs. WN4 OLT
(0942/ 722508

EPS, 5900. FZ1, MIRAGE SAM LIBRARIES
We offer superb pro -quality computer Plited samples. all of
which are taken from "state of the art samplers and synths. Our
EPS library is the Largesi in the world, and our other library's
are catching up fast
All Disks £1.50 let p&p/5 fists 440/10 dirks f70/Tierno Tape 110p
SPhone now for tae catalogue (specify which library)

SAMPLE TAPES
Our sample tape collection currently features sox high quality
chrome casseftes lam -packed with multi -sampled sounds

V011"CLASSICSI." VOL 2 "DRUMS & PERCUSSION." VOL 3
"CLASSICS 2," VOL 4 "ORCHESTRA 1". VOL 5 "CLASSICS 3".
VOL 6 "SOUND FX I," VOL 7 "HOUSE ATTACK". VOL
"CLASSICS 4"
Our latest release VOL 9 "WORLD MUSIC 1" features various
instruments from all around the world including Cheng. Neh
Flute Shakuhachi. Cluduk. Km Digrderedoo and many more
ONLY [6.50 EACH INC PWP. OR ANY 5 FOR £28.00
OR THE WHOLE 9 FOR [51.00

WRITE/PHONE NOW FOR FREE TAPE CATALOGUE. MAKE

CHEQUES/PO's PAYABLE TO:

DESERT ISLAND, 20 EDINGTON ROAD, MILTON OF
CULCABOCK, INVERNESS, 1V2 SOB.
TEL (0463) 221488 (7 DAYS)

Yamaha 4-0p Librarians
For the Atari ST, Colour and Mono

Friendly GEM Librarian
Vast high quality voice libraries

Bulk loader accessory
Two versions are currently available:

F8-01 (480 voices) E24.90
Advanced (512 voices) E24.90

(for the TX8Is 10)(11 75100/200 TQ5 and V50)

QUINSOFT
Quinsoft Ltd, PO Box 68, Tadworth,
Surrey, KT20 7EP. Tel: (0737) 243066

Prices Inclusive. Send SAE for details

taiReceA.t-

Tangent Sampler Tapes are superb Quality chrome
cassettes featurrng over 200 great sounds Tape 1
features Rock/Latin owcusson sounds from the
World's Top Drum Machines (including Leindrurn

7071 whilst Tape 2 contains multrsampled
instruments and Sound Effects rFairlight Emulator.

JP8 etcl Sturffro quality you can afford at E7 50 east.
or C12.50 the pair

Further ditties from Tangent Musical Services.
152 Victoria Raid, Scarborough, Yorkshire,

Y011 1SX. 1e1: 10723) 370093/583899

AKAI S900/950 SAMPLE SETS
Vol I. 25 disks mixed selection A
Vol_. 25 disks mixed selection B

Vol 3, 25 disks Drums & Cymbals
Vol 4. 25 disks Percussion. FX. Stabs. etc
Price per set only (79.93 including VAT, insured

postage and full replacement guarantee.
:All samples/programs are professionally
produced and tire of the highest quality.

Details from/Cheques payable to: VALLEY
STUDIOS. Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay.

Dyfed, SA45 9TU. Tel: (0545) 560164

SCHOOL OF
 / RECORDING

Midi -Programming
and 24 Track

Engineering Courses
Call now for details on

01 608 0231
IMW 44, Peartree St.,

London EC1

Free Software?...It must be Christmas
Free Sequencer with Atari 52051040'x.Free Generic Librarian
with all new Atari Stacy's sold (The exerting nee portable Alan
clw burn in Hard Dnve) Free Midi Interlace with Every copy of
Music X for the Amiga. Unbeatable offers on Amiga Music Pac-
kages. Free Synth voices with Steinberg Cubase Free Voices
with Kawai 8 Oberheim Expanders. Free Sample Tapes/Discs
with Sample Editors. Our advice is (you guessed it!)
freer Phone for further details

TANGENT The Computer Music Specialists
152 Victoria Rd., Scarborough, Yorks `1011 139.

Tel: 0723 370093
Seasons Greetings to AD our Customers.

Demos by appointment only.

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
One -Year Full -Time Diploma Course in Modern 24 -Track Studio and 32/48 -Track Digital Studio

Digital Audio Concepts DASH and Pt Formats Analogue/Dignal Recording. Processing. Mixing and Editing Automation
and Synchronisation. MIDI and WED Time Code. Computerised Sound Mixing Consoles. Analogue/Digital Sound
Synthesis and Sampling. Working with Various Bands and Individual Artists. Music Writing. Song and Orchestral

Arrangements Radio Angles and Commercials. TV -Film Sound Tracks. Local Radio Operation Introduction to Pop Promo
Production. Business Practice in Music Industry

Three -Month Intensive or Six -Month Part -Time CERTIFICATE Courses in
ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION

Modem 20 -Track Sound Recording and Production. Introduction to Digital Audio. Analogue Digital Sound Synthsisers and
Sampling Keyboards Studio Work with Bands and Individual Mists. Music for TV and Film. Song Arrangements for

Record Release

DIGITAL SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Digital Sound Recording DASH and PO Formats Digital Multi -Track Operahon Sony KM -3324 and Mitsubishi 0 -BOO.
Rotary Heads Digital Recording tapeless Recording Audiohle and Synclavier Digital Synthesis/Samphng including
FAIRLIGHT Norio! Audio Processing mixing Electronic and Manual Editing. Computensed Sound Mirung Consoles

Automation and Assignable Consoles MIDI and SMPTE Time Code their Practrcal Application in Creative Music
Production. MIDI Controlling Networking Triggenng and Sequencing. ATRIETR Synchronisation

CREATIVE MUSIC RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
Music Notation and Sang Music Wilting. Rock funk. Jar: Soul. Reggae TVA Film Theme and background Music. Song

and Orchestral Arrangement Technique Arrangements to; Strings Brass Section Woodwind etc. Creative use of
Instruments and Microphones Wading with Bands and Individual Artists Recording Vocals and Choirs Local Radio

Operalion

Many Former students are now employed ;n ry video an,. Audio industnes

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE BUILDING. 444 BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON. SW9 8EJ

Tel: 01-737 7152 01-274 4000 Ext 328.

Do you need to learn about MUSIC, COMPUTERS and MIDI?
WHY NOT USE YOUR ST COMPUTER TO TEACH YOU?

If you have a MIDI system, then The Music Matrix MIDI -Disk Magazine can help you
Dedicated to the MIDI user on the ST, Educational by design, covering every aspect of the MIDI and MUSIC
darn ovoiloble for the ST computer Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New Voices, Original Sequences

(most ore in MFS), Eroico Passage (Issue 5), News, Reviews, MIDI tutorials, MUSIC tutorials,
MASTERTRAKS PRO sequencer demo (Issue 3) and even complete Sequencers (Issue I, 7)

Available now Issue 7 has a new 8 nob Sequencer which supports MIDI THRU,
MULTIPLE VOICE RECORDING and EDITING olso a full KI EDITOR with New Voice Banks.

EDITORS Roland D I 0/D20/D110 Tone Editor Issues 2, 5. MT32 Editor - Issue 3.

Yamaha f B01 Editor Issue 4 Korg M 1 50 Vox & Librarian - Issue 5. MI 50 Combi & Combi Editor -Issue 6
KAWAI KI Editor + 2 New Voice Banks.

NEW VOICES Roland D 1 0/D20/D110 (128) - Issue 6. Yamaha FB01 (96, 48) Issue 3, 5

Korg M1(50) Issue 5 Kawai Kt, 2 New Bonks - Issue 7

The Matrix is released II -Monthly and is in Dual Format after Issue 6
Single Issue Price is £10 . Any 4 Issues may be bought for £15.

New!! High Quality Audio Cassette featuring the KORG M1 and Roland D I 10 Modules.
Original sequences using many custom voices to let you hear and appreciate the sounds of

these meliffuous instruments. The sequences are also available in MFS format on n disk along
with extensive files. Cassette £4.95 / Disk £9.95

The Music Matrix is ONLY available from
The Music Matrix, Jongleur House, 14 Main Street,
East Wemyss Fife KY 1 4RU. Phone 0592 714887

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
A classified advertisemept can cost you as little as £20'per
month*. You choose how long you want to advertise, for one
month, three months, six months or 12 months, the following is
an example:

3cm

One Month £15 per column cm
£45 + VAT per insertion

Three Months £13 per column cm
E39 + VAT per insertion

Six Months £12 per column cm

E36 + VAT per insertion

12 Months £10 per column cm
90 + VAT per insertion

4. 1 Column 14
To advertise please send your copy + a cheque
(including VAT) for the first advertisement to:
Music Technology, Alexander House,
Forehill Ely, Cambridge, CB7 4AF.
*Eased on a minimum size 2cm X I Column advert booked for 12 Months

SOHO SOUNDHOUSE HAVE A
RARE VACANCY FOR A YOUNG

DEMONSTRATOR/SALES PERSON
Applicants Ideally 16-20 years) should have a
thorough understanding of items of equipment

they have used and the principles involved in
their operation. Ideally these will include MIDI
hardware, software, recording eqpt. and effects.
We also require a broad knowledge of the
current market place. The position represents an
opportunity to enter an enormously exciting and
mushrooming industry at the very top with the
Arbiter Group Plc. Please note we are NOT in
the "Music Business.' We are looking for an
equipment enthusiast wanting a career in the
'INSTRUMENT industry and anxious to join our
hardworking friendly team. Unequalled
salary/incentives package. Some sales
experience preferred.

Detailed applications in writing to: Mike Borlord,
Soho Soundhouse, lb Sobs Square, London VilY 5F11

We are an equal opportunities employer

FZI SAMPLE DISCS
BEST OF KORG MI

IODSDD Disc Set E30 inc. post
Over 60 sounds including drum

25th Floor, PO Box 74
Poole, Dorset BHI5 2BA

ARRANGING COURSES at Right
Track Studios. Beginners to advan-
ced with accommodation in lovely
Herefordshire surroundings. Cour-
ses tailored to your requirements,
based on David Etheridge's arrang-
ing series in H&SR. Phone him on
0432-72442 for details.

* Specially Designed for Songwriters and

* 16 Modem Drum Rhythms on each C60

* Musically Arranged with Drum Fills for
Identification of Verses and Choruses, plus
Title and Count -In on every Track.

* Duration of each Rhythm shown in
Minutes and Seconds.

* Ideal for Songwriting/Composingi
Practising or Simply Backing!'
Accompaniment.

Volume 2
'DIGITAL ROCK'
From soft rock 1./ hax..: rock to
downright mea,il If rock is vuur kind of
music then ths volume is a must for
you. Professi.bally programmed and
recorded. Voi..me 2 contains 16 digitally
recorded u,-,-to-the-minute rock sounds
and rhythirs. musically arranged in 8
bar phraJes.

Volume 2 has been specially designed
'Jr songwriters and musicians who
prefer a much more powerful feel to
their rnusi.:.

Send cheques/postal
orders, made payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS (HOLDINGS) plc
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire, C87 4AF.
or use the Credit Card Hotline:
(0353) 665577 - ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

RHYTHMIX
Cassette Tapes

e 7.9 9,,A,
inc. VAT, p&p

the perfect beat.

Volume 1 'LIVE'
Musically arranged in 8 bar phrases, this first
volume contains 16 modem drum rhythms
ranging from ballad to Rock. from Funk to Disco.

Featuring the playing of a top professional session
drummer and recorded in high quality studio
sound. Volume 1 is overdubbed with Percussion
Instruments such as Congas, Cabassa. Timbales.
Cowbells. etc ... to give you a very exciting
eollection of sounds reflecting the style and
rhythms of today's popular music.
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THE ULTIMATE

STUDIO

ACCESSORY?
Despite the rapidly falling cost of high quality equipment, the pressure

on both studios and home recordists to keep up with the very latest in

technology can still mean that budgets get stretched to the limit.

And when each new acquisition seems to expose as many problems in

your recording system as it solves, it becomes increasingly necessary to

choose equipment which is precisely suited to your needs' and to get the

very best out of it on a day to day basis.

Of course, the instruction manual is always there to show you exactly

how a piece of equipment works. What it seldom does is explain when it

is needed, why it is necessary and where it should be used...

Building to a complete series, CREATIVE RECORDING has been written to provide all those with an active involvement in sound

recording with a comprehensive overview of modern recording practice. Volume One is a modern sourcebook of information on all the

different types of effects and processors currently found in the studio.

With chapters covering Compressors & Limiters, Reverberation, Gates & Expanders, Delay, Pitch Shifters, Patchbays, Enhancers,

Equalisers and Panners as well as related areas such as Mixing, Production, and MIDI techniques, Effects And Processors provides the

most comprehensive coverage of this aspect of the recording process to date.

Written by Paul White -- Editor of Home & Studio Recording and one of the country's leading authorities on the subject -- CREATIVE

RECORDING is poised to become the standard work for the home recordist and studio technician. THE ULTIMATE STUDIO ACCESSORY...

CREATIVE RECORDING is available direct from Music Maker Books at a price of just £9.95 (plus 11.50 p&p), by completing the coupon

below, or you can order this or any other Music Maker book by telephoning 0353 665577 and quoting your credit card number,

W -1 I -I--

4:1) R D E J. INT Co W!
Please Send Me Copies of CREATIVE RECORDING Effects and Processors priced £9.95

Plus £1.50 Postage and Packaging.
I enclose a cheque / postal order for made out to Music Maker Books. Or debit my

Access / Visa account, number: _ / _ _ _ / _ / _ _ _ _

Name Address

Postcode

SEND TO: MUSIC MAKER BOOKS, ALEXANDER HOUSE, FOREHILL, ELY, CAMBS. CB7 4AF.



PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF THE

KORG T -SERIES

NAME

ADDRESS

It's

a

bit

arty..

TI,T2,T3

Three

new

Masterpiece.

from

KORG
:::--1:=1POWER

KORG UK,

8-9 THE CRYSTAL CENTRE, ELMGROVE ROAD

HARROW, HAI 2YR. TELEPHONE 01427 3397


